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Abstract

The Isan farmers in Ubonratchatani province of Northeast Thailand employ Buddhist as well 
as modernist environmental arguments to resist the spread of commercial eucalyptus plantations carried 
out by the state. Villagers affected by the consequences of commercial forestry have made a 
metaphorical link between eucalyptus, destructive exploitation and coercive power. The central 
argument of the present study is that local environmentalism is a reaction against a government policy 
which in itself is formulated in conservationist terms.

The focus is on the conflict between Thai foresters and Nong Wai Ngam farmers, and how the 
forest authorities justify their promotion of eucalyptus in conservationist terms, arguing that the species 
is useful for rehabilitating degraded tropical monsoon forest, while the local villagers protest by 
inverting the foresters’ terms, combining them both with their own farming wisdom and with 
‘scientific’ arguments. The study describes how the forestry debate has been revitalised by inserting 
political, cultural and religious issues into the eucalyptus question, turning it into an idiom of general 
resistance.

The thesis discusses the forms of village resistance, at the levels of linguistic practice as well 
as o f concrete action ranging from small-scale sabotage to violence.

Fieldwork was carried out in 1989-91 and 1993, mainly by participant observation. Intensive 
interviews, situational analysis and life-history approaches were combined to reconstruct the large- 
scale processes whereby ideas are transmitted to the Nong Wai Ngam people as well as to give a 
picture o f the environment within which these farmers are acting.
The author argues that the practice of resistance engenders changes in the ways parties to the conflict 
behave and think. Trying to defend what they perceive as central to their culture people make 
ideational and practical innovations. In the process o f the struggle these adaptations develop beyond 
the original concerns and transform the culture itself.
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“W hen there are rulers who are not righteous, the rain and 
water will go wrong. The ploughing and planting will be ru
ined from the lack of rain. The fruits and plants will lose their 
healthy look. / . . . /  The sun, wind, rain and the stars will not 
regulate the seasons in normal way. This is because the rulers 
do not follow the Dharma.”

An excerpt from an ancient scripture about the inseparability of ju st and 
m oral leaders and a sound ecological system appeared in Bangkok Post 

Outlook 1990. Col. XLV No. 74.

“Change is inevitable and the agents of change could come in 
т а л у  forms, visible or invisible. Sometimes they come with a 
young m an or girl wearing jeans, after having been to a city, 
or with a movie van, or with colours of plastic utensils or plas
tic bags, and sometimes with guns and grenades, the brutal 
change.”

Quoted from Pira Sudham ’s Monsoon Country 1988:49.

“I went back to the village to record what I saw, to keep a 
chronology of change, to indentify agents of change, and to write 
truthfully without fear, though some of what I saw caused so 
much pain. In living among the people of Esam, I look inward 
more and more, deeper into myself. I lessen my pain with writ
ing, taking comfort in my little room among books and papers. 
There are times when it is a joy to totally merge and join in a 
festive mood, to mingle with villagers and to see for oneself that 
happiness is possible to attain from simple things. We dance, 
drink and celebrate a birth, a marriage, or an ordination of vil
lage youth. There is hardly any outcry of discontent. However,
I view with mixed feelings with words like ‘strike’, protest and 
‘exploitation’ once unheard in villages, now being used by the 
mass media, creep into our conscience like dark agents of change.
I ask myself: How long will the village way of life and placidity 
which I have known since childhood, last?”

Quoted from Pira Sudham ’s People of E sam  1987:98-99
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Chapter 1

In troduction

During the past decade environmental arguments have become relevant for 
the rural Thai-Lao (Isan) people of Thailand as building bricks in an ide
ology and discourse tools to be used against governmental forestry policies 
threatening their subsistence and culture. When people in the village of 
Nong Wai Ngam in Ubonrachatani province of Northeast Thailand, interact 
locally with forest officers on issues of forest conservation and management, 
they produce new oppositional arguments and use them both covertly and 
openly to  hinder the spread of commercial eucalyptus plantations. They 
invert categories used by the forest authorities and restructure them, in 
order to  assert their rights to  pursue their own traditional patterns of re
source use, and to make their voice heard beyond the reaches of the local 
community. For example, officials argue that the remaining forest areas 
are not sufficient to conserve water resources to  protect against erosion or 
to  mitigate the arid climate, and propose tha t reforestation by eucalyptus 
needs to  be carried out. The Nong Wai Ngam villagers share the environ
mental concern. Their views about the major causes of forest destruction 
and environmental deterioration, and how they can be resolved, are, how
ever, contrary to  the views of the forest officials. They reject the planting of 
eucalyptus and propose th a t reforestation should be based on the natural 
regeneration of the indigenous tropical monsoon forest. This book describes 
how and for what reasons this conflict has arisen. The analysis will be un-
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dertaken at two levels: one concerns the macro-societal context from which 
resistance ideas and environmental discourses emerge, the other deals with 
the absorption and elaboration of resistance arguments in the process of 
conflicts of interest a t the local level.

Eucalyptus and conflicts of interest

Isan farmers have for decades been involved in conflicts with the government 
over land-rights and resource use rights. Those who live in the National 
Forest Reserves (Pa Sanguan Nag Chat) have been particularly involved 
with one government agency in charge of forest protection, namely the 
Royal Forest Department (Klorn pamai) against which they have staged 
repeated street demonstrations and violent confrontations. In Nong Wai 
Ngam village the opposition is focused on the replacement of indigenous 
tropical monsoon forest with commercial plantations. Eucalyptus is pro
moted in the Dong Khun Kham forest reserve and particularly in the Dong 
Kao Taun plantation, and is perceived by the villagers as a threat to  their 
survival. The Forest authorities justify their promotion of eucalyptus in 
conservationist terms, arguing tha t it is a useful species for rehabilitating 
and conserving the degraded tropical monsoon forest. The local people 
protest, using both their own farming wisdom and ‘scientific’ arguments 
against the expansion of eucalyptus. They assert tha t the latter damages 
the indigenous species and affects the process of their natural regeneration. 
The resistance to  eucalyptus plantation takes various forms and also serves 
as a code for expressing other forms of dissatisfaction, thus providing a 
mobilising idiom against the authorities. The biological characteristic of 
eucalyptus, that it draws on water and nutrients at the expense of other 
species, offers a metaphor for exploitation by the state. Here I refer to 
linguistic metaphors, used to concretise arguments. The basic nature of 
m etaphor “is understanding and experiencing one kind o f thing in terms of 
another” (Lakoff and Johnson 1988:5). Such linguistic term s “systemati
cally influence the shape arguments take and the way we talk about what 
we do in arguing” (ibid.:7). The central argument of this study is th a t local 
environmentalism  is a reaction to a governmental policy which in itself is 
expressed in conservationist terms. I examine the consequences of govern
ment policies and practices for environmental activism, and the responses 
of the local population to industrial exploitation of their environment (see 
Milton 1993). I shall endeavour to show how the juxtaposition of eucalyp-



tus and natural forests as mutual opposites sparks off thinking and action 
around contrasting views of environmental ism.

In Chapter 6, I shall return to the ecological consequences of eucalyp
tus planting which are a m atter of scientific contention. However, in rural 
Thailand eucalyptus is met with rejection mainly because it has turned 
into an efficient champion of commercial interests a t the expense of evicted 
farmers (see Usher 1987). The promotion of commercial forest increases 
the risk of long-term ecological disaster. In the Northeast where I carried 
out fieldwork, green activism has benefited from international and national 
debates about the impact of eucalyptus on the environment. The environ
mentalist debate has also been revitalised by inserting political, cultural 
and religious issues into the eucalyptus question, turning the resistance to 
eucalyptus into a metonym for general resistance. The conflict between 
the state  and the villagers over eucalyptus thus has ramifications beyond 
the ecological sphere. In their political discourse, villagers, thus see a link 
between eucalyptus, destructive exploitation and coercive power.

I have not paid much attention to whether or not the biological nature 
of this particular species is well-known to  the villagers of Ban Nong Wai 
Ngam; I assume th a t any other tree species which share some characteristics 
with eucalyptus could have served as a metaphor of the farmers’ resistance. 
W hat I have documented, however, are popular views and opinions based 
on people’s practical knowledge of eucalyptus and on information they have 
received through contact networks and the media. These ideas, associated 
with large-scale intervention, were sufficient for the people of Nong Wai 
Ngam, given their specific local political history, culture and religion, to  
construct a resistance ideology. In the process of transforming local envi
ronmentalism into a resistance ideology, the identification of the people of 
Nong Wai Ngam with their particular ‘landscape’ (the village, forest, rivers, 
residential quarters, paddy fields, everyday activities, etc.) has become ob
vious.

Environmental arguments and local interests

Dahl reminds us tha t “environmental arguments are not taken up passively 
by any human society. They strike roots when they match local interests” 
(1993:20). In Nong Wai Ngam, the villagers are aware that farming activ
ities, the construction of houses, household needs, etc. have caused some 
degradation of the environment. They claim that they have to make extra



efforts to  meet the requirements of the hard life in such a poor and arid 
environment as theirs (Northeast). They explain tha t their actions are not 
sinful (baap), because they are not undertaken deliberately to  destroy na
ture or to gain profits from excessive extraction of resources. As lay people, 
they follow the ‘way of the world’ ( thang lok) and not ‘the way of the monk’ 
( thang phra). Thus they must follow the middle way, meaning th a t they 
have to  do some clearing of the forest in order to  survive. They argue th a t 
nature will regenerate by its own intrinsic laws if one follows the middle way 
and allows nature to  take its course, and if one abstains from exploiting it 
for profit. This view, though clothed in Buddhist religious ideas, reminds 
us of the Burunge of Tanzania who “believe tha t if nature is not abused, 
and people behave decently towards one another, God will send the rains, 
and the crops will do well and the beehives will be full of honey” (Ostberg, 
1995:127). The Nong Wai Ngam villagers do not accept th a t they are re
sponsible for the larger part of the forest destruction, which in their view 
was caused by government-authorised logging companies and timber indus
tries over the decades. Conceptualising environmentalism as an idiom of 
resistance I shall discuss how farmers of Nong Wai Ngam village select, re
define or readjust arguments both from their own specific Thai-Lao (Isan) 
culture and from the public debates of the larger society.

When villagers confer meaning on trees, forest and watersheds they not 
only draw from their own experience but they also reinterpret scientific 
views about trees and forests and other ideas from outside to mix with 
their own, reshaping their meanings to  buttress local concerns. Some of 
these meanings relate to  ritual and symbolic contexts, while others are im
portant in utilitarian and functional ways. In recent years, some of the 
arguments seem to have been shifted to the political realm. They are best 
understood as statements of defiance against governmental assaults on the 
people’s relations with their own ecological environment, and by exten
sion, on their social and cultural well-being. Through environmentalism, 
farmers express their competence in Thai Buddhist notions as well as in 
international environmentalist idioms in order to reject the s ta te ’s legal 
and ideological monopoly over the well-being of the environment. Giddens 
(1990:45) suggests that

‘local knowledge’ cannot be of the same order as it once was, 
the sieving off of knowledge and skill from everyday life is not 
a one-way process. Nor are individuals in modern contexts less 
knowledgeable about their local milieux than their counterparts



in pre-modern cultures. Modern social life is a complex affair, 
and there are many “filter-back” processes whereby technical 
knowledge, in one shape or another, is reappropriated by lay 
persons and routinely applied in the course of their day-to-day 
activities (ibid.:145).

In the past, local resistance in the Northeast was usually triggered by 
Buddhist millenarian ideas and anti-capitalist ideology (see Keyes, 1967, 
1983(b); Ishii, 1977). Modern environmentalism has made its breakthrough 
only during the last decade. Local environmentalism involves a rising de
gree of political involvement and a quest for a viable future. The latter is a 
vision framed here by the term  ‘ethno-ecological development’ ( charttiphan 
nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana). W ith regard to  the influence of the historical 
Communist Party  of Thailand (CPT) on the local elite, this could be under
stood as a local transformation of interest awareness (in the earlier Marxist 
usage) into a local idiom of ‘green activism’, whose ‘invention of tradition’ 
has involved not only reviving indigenous Isan culture and wisdom but also 
evoking ‘green M arx’.

My study follows the routes pursued by Taussig (1980), Scott (1985, 
1990), and Ong (1987) who “detect and investigate local constructions [by 
focusing] on popular groups’ forms of resistance to  the introduction of cap
italist prractices” (cf. Escobar, 1995:95). The term yukha is used by the 
Thai-Lao to refer to  eucalyptus. The negative attitude to eucalyptus preva
lent in the research area is not, however, generally applicable over the whole 
of the Northeast region. While most farmers in Surin, Buriram, Ubon, 
Kalasin and Mukdahan oppose eucalyptus, there are others farmers and 
villagers, for example in Khon Kaen, Korat, Mahasarakham, and Roi E t, 
who favour it and accept the view of forest officials th a t it is the only tree 
for which there is a ‘m arket’. The people of Nong Wai Ngam, despite their 
poverty, have resisted market incentives and prefer to  plant and rehabilitate 
trees which are indigenous to their own environment. Most of these trees 
do not have any immediate commercial return, but serve multiple functions 
for the local population, meeting nutritional, medicinal, ritual, agricultural 
and constructional needs.

It is often taken for granted that poor rural farmers have other prior
ities than conservation, and tha t they are therefore less attracted by en
vironmentalist ideology. Let me briefly respond to  these assumptions. In 
Thailand, the authorities argue that the so-called farmers’ environmental 
movement in the Northeast is the creation of politically motivated groups,



non-governmental organisations working on rural development, the mass 
media and foreign researchers. The authorities deny its authenticity as 
part of Thai-Lao (Isan) social and political life and relegate it to the level 
of triviality. The aim of their rhetoric is to keep their control over the ‘wel
fare’ of the natural environment uncontested. The present study aims at 
understanding how and why farmers in the Northeast have become influ
enced by environmentalist ideologies, and what ideas and beliefs are used as 
tools in the struggle against the s ta te’s version of environmentalist ideology.

There are other forces also opposed to the official discourse of the au
thorities, for example revivalist Buddhist and neo-Buddhist theoreticians, 
such as the followers of Phra Buddhad asa (see Buddhadasa, 1990). They 
conceptualise the dissatisfied farmers’ protests or reactions as the expression 
of desire to  withdraw from the nationally or globally dominating economic 
and political system. They share the opinion th a t the past three decades of 
socio-economic and political change have brought social and cultural dis
integration, poverty, injustice and environmental destruction. They blame 
the economic and political system for destroying the country’s moral values, 
thereby dismantling natural and social harmony. This type of discourse has 
reached even small and remote villages such as Nong Wai Ngam with its 
population of 408 people. Those who spread such environmental discourse 
are mainly activists from non governmental organisations, radical students, 
and some individuals from the local elite who often attend workshops and 
seminars on rural development and the environment. Their own discourse 
is influenced by Buddhism intermingled with a leftist critique of Thailand’s 
capitalist economic development. In Nong Wai Ngam, Buddhist and neo- 
Buddhist arguments are adapted to express the desire to  join the world 
rather than to withdraw from it, but to join it on more righteous terms. At 
the national level, too, some Thai activists (see Bamrung, 1984; Sivaraksa, 
1985a, 1985b; Srisakra, 1990; Sanitsuda, 1991) suggest tha t Buddhist en
vironmentalism, intermingled with ideas of a new social order based on 
harmony with nature, popular participation and socio-economic justice, 
could point towards an alternative future for Thailand.

The theoretical orientation of the study

The attitudes and behaviour of rural farmers have often been interpreted 
as reactions to integrationist ‘development’ strategies on the part of the 
government (Wolf, 1966; Scott 1976; Taussig 1980; Long 1989). In general



I agree with this premise. However, the reaction or resistance argument 
which I develop in this thesis, and the observation tha t Thai-Lao villagers 
clothe their claims for land and resource rights in environmental terms, are 
not connected with each other in any deterministic manner. There need not 
be a one-to-one cause-and-effect relationship between the development of an 
environmental discourse and claims for land and resource rights. Though it 
cannot be disputed that there was such a connection in the initial phase of 
the conflict between the farmers and the authorities, two other aspects of 
the process are emphasised in the following text. First, the local environ
mental discourse has developed over a long time, mainly in the context of 
the ordinary lives of the farmers, and has been accompanied by subsequent 
adaptation of their practices. Secondly, local environmentalism has linked 
itself to  a critique of the general socio-economic conditions which charac
terise the Northeast region as a whole and has thus transcended the local 
concern with land rights and rights over forest resources .

The resistance argument I am trying to develop is inspired by Scott’s 
(1985, 1986, 1990) and Turton’s (1986, 1988) treatm ent o f ‘Everyday Forms 
of Resistance’. The concept of ‘resistance’, as used by James Scott (1985, 
1990) refers, to  the everyday response of people constrained by their subor
dinate relations with regard to the means of production and appropriation. 
Scott (1985) presents the case of Malay farmers who use gossip, backbiting, 
footdragging, false compliance, feigned ignorance and sabotage to defy the 
political and economic dominance of the ruling classes. He argues tha t such 
resistance differs from peasant revolts as they tend to be described in the 
history books. 1 Resistance is not always revolutionary, and is usually not 
even conspicuous. It does not necessarily involve the classes in civil strife, 
armed conflict or street fights. It is expressed in everyday discourse, and by 
general obstructionism. Scott (1985) analyses how the everyday resistance 
of the Malay of Sedaka is an “undramatic but ubiquitous struggle against 
the effects of state-fostered capitalist development in the countryside: the

1T he term peasant is usually translated in the rural Thai-Lao context by the term khon 
ban nork, and has a derogatory meaning of uncivilised, dirty, backward and illiterate. 
Rural people in Thailand prefer terms such as chaoban, chaonaa, chao rai, meaning 
villager, farmer, agricultural producer. In Nong Wai Ngam the people often use khon 
pa tham m achat (people friendly to  the natural forest), chaoban (villager) or chaonaa 
(farmers). I have avoided employing the category ‘peasant’ throughout this book. First, 
the term  is not precise enough to  enable us to  determine which category of small-scale 
producer is included or excluded. Furthermore, the static category of peasant as it 
appeared in anthropological writings does not situate itself within the social context 
of changing historical events and emerging national, trans-national and global socio
economic realities (see Kearney, 1996:201).



loss of access to the means of production (proletarianisation), the loss of 
work (marginalisation) and income ...” (1985: 241-2). In Nong Wai Ngam, 
however, the environmentalist resistance of the local people is actually ex
pressed also in more overtly aggressive forms, by active sabotage, protest 
demonstrations and confrontations with the authorities.

Scott suggests:

Lower class resistance among peasants is any act(s) by mem
b e r s )  of the class tha t is (are) intended either to  mitigate or 
to  deny claims (e.g. rents, taxes, deference) made on th a t class 
by superordinate classes (e.g. landlords, the state, owners of 
machinery, moneylenders) or to advance their own claims (e.g. 
work, land, charity, respect) vis-á-vis these superordinate classes 
(1986:22).

It is against this ‘working definition of resistance’ tha t Scott urges tha t 
“footdragging, false compliance, poison-pen letters, pilfering, feigned igno
rance, slander, arson, sabotage” can broadly be understood as expressions 
of everyday forms of resistance (ibid. 104).

It may seem tha t Scott has overemphasised the pervasiveness of ev
eryday forms of resistance. Nevertheless, he has contributed to a shift in 
paradigm by challenging the overemphasis hitherto given to  the explosive 
‘peasant’ revolts in Southeast Asia. Scott has turned the “spot-light ... 
on seemingly unim portant daily actions of rural dwellers, ... its day-to- 
day struggle against those who seek to appropriate labour, interest, rents, 
profits, food and taxes from them” .2

Approaching the subject through forms of domination in the country
side, Turton suggests that it is not merely claims on surpluses tha t peasants 
resist. They defy “other claims and assaults on their social being in a wide 
sense, including cultural forms of life, their dignity and human value in its 
specific cultural conceptions” (1986:37). Although Turton is not implying 
th a t human values are ignored by Scott’s discussion, he wants to add em
phasis to the fact that culture can freely generate resistance. The latter is 
not constrained by the material conditions of production and appropriation 
under all circumstances. The forms of resistance may vary, but according 
to  Turton the conscious and articulated intent of the subordinates is to 
deny resources or services or to do harm to those who are considered to  be

2 See Sharil Talib in 1988:365.



the causes of their suffering, while minimising or altogether avoiding direct 
confrontations with their adversaries (ibid.:69).

Summing up the above studies, it would seem to me tha t Scott (1985, 
1990) has attributed too much explanatory power to the material relations 
of production and appropriation involving landlords and land-poor classes. 
As a consequence he has not given sufficient space to the large complex 
of religious ideas about power, from which resistance is often derived. In 
contrast, Turton, in his study of how Thai farmers defy governmental as
saults on their social being, brings to the surface the essential aspects of 
their cultural life, their concepts of dignity and human value. While in 
general I follow Scott’s discussion of resistance, my emphasis is closer to  
th a t of Turton. I attem pt to  show how the farmers of Nong Wai Ngam 
village refer to their gods and spirits, but also use the ideas of the modern 
world to  forge their resistance discourse. In their case, environmental ar
guments and natural metaphors are used to  mobilise resistance and give it 
an emotional resonance. Resistance is thus not only a descriptive concept, 
but also an analytical one. I am not only answering the question of ‘resis
tance to  w hat?’ bu t also those of ‘how, by whom and for what goals?’ The 
descriptive part of the story deals with farmer opposition to plantations 
and to  the authorities’ forest policies and implementation of conservation 
and management. The deconstruction of the actual experience of the ac
tors, their way of talking, their historical reconstruction, and their past 
memories is the analytical part. Both levels need to be combined in order 
to  understand the resistance of the Nong Wai Ngam people to destructive 
exploitation, coercive power and domination.

R esistance and acting agents

Gramsci argues th a t subordinate categories shape and structure their dis
course on the basis of the dominant discourse, with the difference th a t the 
dominated crystallise their discourses through “a series of negations” of 
th a t of the dominators (Gramsci, 1971:273). His argument has been elab
orated by Keesing. In his discussion of patterns of ideological domination 
and the construction of counter-hegemonic discourse, Keesing writes of “the 
way categories and structures of thought framed in opposition to subjuga
tion are shaped on the very ideological systems they challenge” (1994:45). 
In Keesing’s view, resistance is th a t which culture threat and subjugation 
generate. T hat is to say, where coercive or subjugating power exists, there



is also resistance and conflict, comprising a sort of underlife in power rela
tions. This view, although, unlike Scott’s analysis, it emphasises cultural 
and not economic production, assumes a dialectical link between the dis
courses of resistance and power. For the purpose of the present study this 
link is im portant. It must be treated in relation to “some socially consti
tu ted  agent - that is to a person or to a socially constituted collectivity” 
(Sangren, 1995:5). The concept of ‘resistance’ loses its meaning if it is not 
contextualised by the multiple social practices of individual actors striving 
towards some kind of goal to be achieved through resistance, and con
nected with “general values (truth, freedom, justice, emancipation, etc.)” 
(Melucci, 1992:132).

Situational analysis deals with the detailed examination of a social event 
as it is constituted through the practice of cultural actors and gains sig
nificance in relation to a wider field of practices (Kapferer, 1990). It is 
an “extended-case method ... [which] takes the one set of persons through 
a series of socially constituted events arranged in their historical unfold
ing and examines the structure of actions and interpretations produced” 
(1990:333fnl2). The object is to introduce historical dynamism into an 
otherwise static description and show how social structure is “continually 
formed, reformed and transformed in the structure of its practices” (ibid.). 
The present study also involves the concept of ‘interface’ as suggested by 
Long (1989) who emphasises “interactional processes” between actors oper
ating in different institutional and epistemological settings. An ‘interface’ 
approach, as Long noted, does not evade “the effects of im portant large- 
scale structural processes (such as integration into national or international 
commodity markets) or the impact of state bureaucracy and national-level 
power structures” (Long, 1989:5) on local settings.

Foresters and villagers represent different interest groups. The present 
study demonstrates how these social actors, who are differentiated in terms 
of power and influence, are also backed by networks of external actors com
manding different material and symbolic resources. I argue tha t the actions 
and voices of the local forest officers and farmers, clothed in environmen
tal, political and ideological terms, grow and take shape in the processes 
of interaction with a larger range of actors. I support my argument with 
the help of Long’s (1989) thesis that, in the process of interaction, ac
tors remodel interests and reshape perceptions and goals. This meeting of 
differential positions opens up choices of social action, “however limited, 
between different courses of action, as well as some way of judging the ap
propriateness or otherwise of these” (ibid:224). These perceptual changes



involving actors at the top and bottom  of the social hierarchy are treated 
as consequences of the on-going interaction.

Discourses about the environment
Milton (1993) sees environmentalism “as a trans-cultural discourse” (1993:8). 
She employs the notion of discourse to  imply “both a process and a sub
stance” . As a process it refers to “how social reality is constituted by the 
organisation of knowledge in communication, [as a substance] a discourse 
is a field of communication defined by its subject m atter or the type of lan
guage used: environmental discourse is a discourse about the environment” . 
Milton is not suggesting any uniformity or homogeneity of discourse. She 
emphasises th a t diversity and complexity of ideas and values constitute 
discourse about the environment.

Environmentalism as a discourse, then is the field of communica
tion through which environmental responsibilities (those which 
make up the environmentalist quest for a viable future) are con
stituted. Of the myriad ways in which human activity and the 
natural world impinge upon each other, some are identified as 
problems. Groups crystallize around the search for solutions, 
messages are articulated, responsibilities are defined and allo
cated. Depending on the perceived scope of the problem, this 
may happen within a local community or on the international 
stage (Milton, 1993:9).

Samir Amin suggests (1992:523-30) th a t environmentalism aims to  re
instate what has been undermined by modernism. According to this for
mulation, the politics of environmentalism is to re-establish m an’s social 
and cultural control over nature which has been undermined by Western 
economic and industrial development. This is an interpretation particularly 
relevant for Thailand, where environmentalism, inspired by Buddhist and 
neo-Buddhist ideas, stands for a striving to regain th a t social and cultural 
control over nature which has been ignored by the imported paradigm of 
‘development’. Both in the West and the East, environmentalism is an in
tegral part of the general critique of contemporary industrial society. The 
cultural and ideological premises on which the respective civilisations base 
their critiques differ fundamentally. I shall develop the comparative dimen
sion as follows.



In the West, environmental ideas and discourses are derived from a 
concept of nature which refers to those aspects of the physical environment 
which are not directly created or influenced by humans. There is a clear 
nature-culture dichotomy. Recently, in the West, the concept of ‘natu re’ 
has become a positive, morally loaded word. It is held th a t the Western 
exploitative and destructive mode of living has changed Nature from the cli
max of a viable and sustainable way of life to  anticlimax (Hjort and Svedin, 
1991:15). Present-day environmentalism has developed two interrelated di
mensions; one is tha t Nature is defined as a system of interrelated organisms 
in which the species fit both by taxonomic coherence and functional inter
dependency within an integrated system (see Bruun and Kalland, 1992), 
the other is th a t nature is a system vulnerable to damage and extinction. 
The early awareness of Western natural scientists th a t man-made actions 
cause the destruction of species and depletion of resources is the basic theme 
from which conservationist ideas have emerged (Hagget, 1975:116). Follow
ing this, people are called on to  change their ecological practices and adopt 
a strategy which allows a sustainable culture-nature relationship (Galtung, 
1979:5). There is one problem here. The concept of nature is culture- 
bound, not universal. The attem pt to  universalise a definition of Nature 
becomes misleading because it ignores the cultural variations of the concept 
of nature throughout the world (Me Cormack and Strathern, 1987).

Dahl reminds us tha t what today can be called the Western ’environ
mental ethic’ has its historical roots in rural reactions to  early industri
alisation as well as bourgeois nostalgia for the ‘old’ village communities 
where attachment to the landscape, closeness to one’s roots and a sharing 
of common values and experience were assumed to  have ruled. They were 
finally replaced by the ideology of industrialism which is “more consistent 
with the expanding extraction of natural resources” (1993:2-3). Giddens 
argues th a t “The site of struggle of ecological movements - within which 
category countercultural movements can also be subsumed - is the created 
environment. Antecedent forms of today’s ‘green’ movements can also be 
discerned in the nineteenth century. The earliest of these tended to  be 
strongly influenced by romanticism and basically sought to counter the im
pact of modern industry upon traditional modes of production and upon 
the landscape” (1990:161). This period of anti-capitalism became less per
vasive, however; and the ‘paradigm of stable growth and industrial progress’ 
trium phed out until the early 1960s. There are reasons why environmental 
concerns have taken off and why public opinion in the West has shifted in 
favour of ethical considerations in relation to nature. First, there are clear



cases of environmental accidents, pollution and environmental degradation. 
Secondly, the acceleration of these processes has also led to the emergence 
of critical voices against large-scale industrialism and calling for ‘alternative 
uses of the environment’ (Dahl, 1993:3). This is the general framework in 
the West, which more or less triggered a number of new social movements 
taking up the environmental issue as their slogan (Philipsson, 1984; Friberg 
and Gal tung, 1984; Touraine, (1983). Dahl summarises Eyerman and Jam i
son’s (1985) outline of such organised environmentalism in Sweden, with 
particular interest in the ideology in which it is embedded. They imply:

(a) a return to  a society where material values have been tran
scended by spiritual, or a t least non-material, values and b) 
a return to  a pre-modern social system. Many environmental 
groups in the industrialized West thus question the prevalent so
ciety and maintain the idea of a ‘holistic’ approach to being, in 
which everything is connected to everything else and frequently 
tied up with a spiritual dimension. (Dahl, 1993:3)

T hat the ideology of certain environmentalist groups in the West sounds 
very Buddhist is not mere chance. These ideologies focus on holism, in
terdependency and spirituality, rather than on duality, individuality and 
materialism. Buddhism has been one of the main sources of inspiration, es
pecially for Western groups tha t lean towards New Age. In Thailand also, 
a number of environmental movements tha t combine issues of cultural and 
political rights, have emerged at the same time as large-scale capitalist de
velopment and commercial interests have caused devastating consequences 
for the environment, and for the subsistence mode of existence of the ru
ral population. These movements name factors such as ‘moral collapse’, 
egoism, consumerism and apathy as causes accelerating the process of eco
logical damage (see Kunstadter, 1989:548-50; Sivaraksa, 1985a).

To begin with, the Thai Buddhist concept of nature ( thammachat) does 
not recognise the Western way of “selecting pure binary poles as a basis 
for analysis,...a dichotomization of existence is alien” (Hjort and Svedin, 
1991:2). There is no absolute nature-culture dichotomy. A desire ( tanha) 
to  draw a distinction between ‘us’ and ‘things’ potentially disregards the 
suffering (dukkha) of others to which human beings are indebted (Hanks, 
1962:1247-61). Buddhist ethics embrace every kind of living form; the life 
and death experiences of animals, plants or other living forms are holisti- 
cally one with human experiences.



Generally speaking, Thai Buddhist environmentalists suggest th a t if 
one can free one’s own inner nature by ridding oneself of selfishness, then 
external nature can take care of itself, can regenerate and be reborn by itself. 
Thai Buddhism, however, (which is Theravada in contrast to  Mahayana) 
differentiates the ‘way of the world’ ( thang lok) followed by the layman from 
the ‘way of the monk’ (thang phra). Moderate breaching of the rules by 
laymen - killing insects, poisonous mosquitoes, clearing forests and growing 
rice, taking fish out of the water, etc. - is tolerated. These actions are 
morally neutral in a relative sense but sinful acts in their absolute meanings. 
The layman realises that his own pleasure causes suffering and th a t he has 
to  reorient his action by ‘making m erit’ ( tham bun), compensating, and 
avoiding sin ( baap). Self-control in thought and action is seen as minimising 
the suffering he creates (see Hanks, 1962).

A prominent feminist anthropologist in Thailand, Vadakan-Vichit, Ju- 
ree (1989) suggests tha t the ordinary Thai farmers make a distinction be
tween Buddhist ritual and religious knowledge and practical knowledge. 
According to her, for the ordinary farmer the concept of nature ( tham- 
machat) includes animals, trees, flowers, streams, mountains and all things 
organic, alive and inanimate. Even though the farmers may have suffered 
as a result of the unpredictable ways of Nature, the latter is basically con
sidered beneficial rather than evil. The farmers ask for rain in the hae nang 
maew rite and give thanks for the harvest in special ceremonies (ibid.:427). 
On the other hand, Thai farmers have constructed dams and irrigation fa
cilities, selected seedlings, combined trees and crops tha t improve the soil 
and maintain the water balance, etc. ever since they embarked on a settled 
agricultural life. For these purposes they did not have to  submit to  ways 
of nature. From Vadakan-Vichit’s study it is evident tha t ritual and every
day forms of knowledge differ in context, they do not necessarily compete 
with each other. The former is spoken and explained in terms of cosmic 
theory while the latter is unspoken, tacit and not elaborated theoretically, 
bu t depends on intuition and practical reason.

Akin, (1975, 1985); Piker (1968); and Keyes, (1983(a), 1987) are some 
of the scholars who argue tha t Thai people perceive nature, the physical 
environment and the social order as interrelated entities organised in a hier
archy of cosmic order. Kirsch (1975) and C hatthip N arttsupha (1981) see a 
Buddhist foundation in Thai perceptions, morals and behaviour. However, 
they also emphasise the relevance of socio-economic and political factors in 
Thai people’s perceptions. In their everyday life, people reinterpret and re
define Buddhism in response to  secular non-Buddhist and W estern/Chinese



influences and try  to  find solutions to the problems confronting them.

K ey concepts
Throughout the study I have employed the terms ‘discourse’ and ‘counter
discourse’ widely to offer an insight into the power relations and conflicts 
of forest officers and farmers over issues of forest conservation and manage
ment practices. Foucault, who uses the notion of discourse widely, argues 
th a t discourse is not simply words, and tha t words are not “wind, an ex
ternal whisper, a beating of wings that one has difficulty in hearing in the 
serious m atter of history” (1972:209). To analyse discourse is “to show tha t 
to  speak is to  do something - something other than to  express what one 
thinks; ... to show th a t to add a statem ent to  a pre-existing series of state
ments is to  perform a complicated and costly gesture” (ibid.). Foucault’s 
(1980) use of discourse is not just as an utterance or expression of ideas and 
opinions; “it is a practice, with conditions, rules, and historical transforma
tions” (Escobar, 1996:216). He insists on the importance of statem ents for 
the analysis of discursive formation in conjunction with particular institu
tional, social and economic determinants. It is these determinants which 
decide what can be said, thought, even imagined. Foucault’s employment 
of the notion of discourse is close to ideology and paradigm. In a similar 
vein, Escobar claims that “discourse is the process through which social 
reality comes into being ... it is the articulation of knowledge and power, 
of the visible and the expressible” (1996:39).

Tonkin’s concept of discourse refers to language in context, tha t is to 
say, it refers to  language put to  use in a specific context. In a discourse, 
either the user of the language defines the context, or the situation in which 
language is used does so. “There is nothing inherent in discourse as such 
which enforces inequality, but the social presuppositions which underpin it 
may be authoritarian” (1982:118-19). Such social presuppositions behind 
the claims and arguments of actors engaged in conflict of interest are central 
to  the present study (cf. Bloch 1975:22).

In the context of this study ‘ideology’ generally refers to “a set of sym
bolic frames which collective actors use to  represent their own actions to  
themselves and to others, within a system of social relationships. This sym
bolic production is a constituent part of these relationships, but at the same 
time the actor tends to separate it from the system of which it is a part, 
turning it to the defence of local particular interests” (Melucci, 1992:131).



One source of inspiration has been Strecker’s (1988) discussion of the 
ritual practice of the Hamar of Southern Ethiopia who tend to commu
nicate through implicatures and multivocal symbols a t points when con
frontational relations between different interest groups threaten the social 
situation. I have also looked at Bloch’s (1987) contribution to the study of 
ideology and ritual. Bloch addresses the ideology of the Merina of Madagas
car through the study of ritual. His point is tha t although ritual language 
is surprisingly constant, standardised and repetitive, rituals render them 
selves able to be manipulated for social and political ends. A standardised 
ritual form can be filled with a varied content of meaning. This is also 
true for Thai-Lao village ceremonies. Most im portant is the pi puta (forest 
or ancestral spirit) ritual, in the present context serving to  mediate envi
ronmentalist arguments. For the analyst, however, knowledge about these 
rituals must also be combined with knowledge of the historical transforma
tion of the Northeast. Otherwise the ritual loses its foundation in time and 
space which provides it with ideological significance.

I use the term  ‘movement’ to refer to the environmental activism of Nong 
Wai Ngam’s people. As I understood it, is the local expression of a global 
‘movement’ composed of “people coming together to  construct new shared 
understandings on the basis of shared circumstances” (Hannerz, 1992:153). 
I am not referring to  a movement arising out of the identical interests of 
a social group or class produced solely by social structural conditions, e.g. 
grounding itself solely on the “interpersonal aspects of exploitation th a t are 
part of class analysis” (Dahl, 1993:20). The environmental ‘movement’ of 
Nong Wai Ngam embraces most villagers. It is without formal organisation, 
it has no programme or manifesto, but is underwritten by influential indi
viduals who draw external assistance from their wide networks of contacts. 
Local environmentalism fulfils the characteristics of New Social Movements 
(NSM), namely, tha t the participants are “without a clear relation to  struc
tural roles... [and] transcend class structure” (Larana and others, 1994:6). 
Though an anti-statist ideology is a unifying element for collective action, 
in Nong Wai Ngam local environmentalism reflects a pluralism of ideas and 
values.

Environmentalism in Nong Wai Ngam has grown out of a mixture of 
indigenous Buddhist ideas and ideas about natural resource use imported 
through Western ‘experts’ and contacts with Thai environmental activists. 
Intensified flows of ideas and information from outside have influenced dis
courses and attitudes a t the village level. Two separate but nonetheless in
tertwined factors are emphasised in this study. To begin with, the villagers



have a general idea of the environmental debates and discourses which are 
available in Thailand. They have picked up some of these arguments and 
given them  the backing of the timeless authority of tradition. They also say 
th a t they hear the voices of ancestral spirits speaking to them  in approval, 
when they declare the forest holy and protect the trees from loggers by 
decorating it with ritual offerings and with the saffron robes of Buddhist 
monks. It is in this context tha t eucalyptus has offered a metaphor for 
exploitation by the state.

The case of commercial eucalyptus has led to a reworking of folk knowl
edge in Nong Wai Ngam, and has affected Buddhist religious views, in
cluding the ideological definition of the eucalyptus itself. It has led to  a 
conscientization of the villagers and the emergence of a local version of 
environmentalism, which has embraced a vision of ethno-ecological devel
opment and demands for a humane and equitable society. As introduced 
above, the aim of this study is to enrich the account of resistance by ethno
graphic and historic perspectives. This objective is developed in detail in 
the chapters th a t follow.

Organisation of the following chapters:
Chapter 2, “Fieldwork and anthropology” , provides the background to  how 
I became interested in anthropological fieldwork and particularly in this 
type of problem in Thailand. It deals with methodological problems in
volved in the fieldwork and summarises the problems I encountered as an 
African. The discussion is linked to the choice of topic and the place of the 
fieldwork.

Chapter 3, “The ethno-regional (Isan) context of the study” , sets the 
study in its geographical, historical and political context. It provides a 
brief discussion of millenarian movements, other forms of political and 
religious revolts/reactions, including the Communist Party of Thailand’s 
(C PT) armed struggle of the 1970s. It outlines the history of forest set
tlement, deforestation and resistance. Finally, it considers whether or not 
the environmental movement, which mostly consists of NGOs, Buddhist 
and neo-Buddhist grass-roots organisations, is a continuation of previous 
popular movements.

Chapter 4, “focusing on Nong Wai Ngam” , begins by introducing the 
physical setting and settlement and discusses land ownership and means 
of livelihood. I t describes the village’s mode of life in symbiosis with the
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forest and the paddy fields, and the villagers’ relations of reciprocity with 
the gods and spirits. Family life and social organisation, integration and 
the consequences of modernisation are also presented.

Chapter 5, “Organisation and Leadership” , introduces the Thai concept 
of leadership, which appears to be structured around a patron-client rela
tionship. The concept of bunkhun (a relationship based on moral values) 
and its power dimension is defined, in order to  consider the relationship be
tween villagers and NGOs. The chapter elaborates some key concepts, such 
as charisma and agency. It deals with the historical and socio-cultural con
text which generates charismatic figures, and uses a biographical approach 
to  discuss the role of individual leaders. The emphasis is on the role of 
radical leaders, who have been able to  define the target of the villagers’ re
sistance and are aware of what can be achieved by covert or dramatic forms 
of resistance respectively. It concludes by underlining how the leaders of 
Nong Wai Ngam village are capable of linking resistance with eucalyptus, 
in a project to  build an ‘environmentally’ viable, humane and just society 
for themselves and others.

Chapter 6 is central to the study. It is divided into two parts. The 
first part is entitled “The Eucalyptus Conflict as a Focus of Debate and 
Resistance” . It presents an overview of the eucalyptus conflict and gives 
an international perspective to the controversial species. It then proceeds 
to  give a concrete description of the Thai forest bureaucracy, and provides 
a brief introduction of the local foresters, who they are and what they 
are doing in relation to their patrons and clients. This part of the discus
sion is linked with the social interactional context in which local foresters 
encounter local villagers to  propose eucalyptus in ‘conservationist’ terms. 
The chapter then proceeds to show how the villagers reject eucalyptus by 
reversing the foresters’ ‘conservationist’ arguments and backing up their 
counterarguments with the help of external agents. The villagers’ feelings 
of threat, the form their resistance takes and the levels of linguistic practice 
implying resistance and their practical actions ranging from small acts of 
sabotage to violent confrontations are described and critically linked with 
Scott’s concept of forms of resistance.

Chapter 7, “Summoning the p i”, is concerned with a ceremony which 
the villagers performed in the grove designated as the shrine of their ances
tral spirits. Leaning on Strecker’s (1988) discussion of ritual, the chapter 
attem pts to describe how the pi puta (ancestral spirit) ritual celebration 
has been reformulated to  offer the villagers a ‘hidden’ language to articu
late their defiance and resistance to  the commercial eucalyptus plantations.



The chapter concludes by pointing out unforeseen consequences of the rit
ual celebration. The participants not only defended their protection of the 
ritual forest by an appeal to a timeless authority. They allowed the rit
ual and non-ritual contexts to communicate with each other, and meanings 
from the ritual context to  flow to the non-ritual context, thus successfully 
m anipulating the meaning of the ritual for conservationist goals, and con
veying continuity in transformation. The chapter provides some evidence 
of how seriously some members of the community have taken the activity 
of forest and tree management and how they involve themselves in larger 
environmental concerns outside the local community.

Chapter 8, “The State and its clients” , pieces together the preceding 
discussions about the Thai state. It highlights the s ta te ’s problems by in
troducing some theoretical and ethnographic parallels to  the way the state 
and its agencies behave in relation to their clients. Local perceptions of 
the state, and moments of resistance, passivity and accommodation are 
discussed. The chapter deals with visions projected by the term ‘ethno- 
ecological development’. The villagers’ own ideas of development are con
trasted  with the concepts of official governmental ‘developmentalists’ and 
points of convergence and divergence are identified and commented on. The 
chapter concludes by demonstrating how, after the nominal retreat of the 
state  re-plantations, Nong Wai Ngam people choose to remain resistant to  
the control mechanisms of the central government by expanding their polit
ical involvement to  larger political, environmental and rural developmental 
issues.

Chapter 9, “Concluding Remarks” , is linked to Chapter 1, which in
troduces the general theoretical direction and conceptual framework of the 
study. It summarises the study and presents is findings, emphasising the 
theoretical contribution attem pted by the study, namely, tha t resistance 
brings new perspectives and ideas into actions and behaviour, thus facil
itating change and perceptual transformation. It reiterates the meanings 
of key concepts such as resistance, environmentalism, ideology, tradition 
and modernity as employed in the study, and underlines how the villagers 
remain opposed to  the control mechanisms of the central government, ex
tending the meaning of their resistance arguments to  larger political, envi
ronmental and rural developmental issues.



Chapter 2 

Fieldwork

Who is the anthropologist? In what ways does the anthropologist relate to 
her/h is object of study? Do readers of anthropological works have the right 
to  know the social and cultural circumstances which allow the ethnographer 
to  incorporate her/his own biographical background into the anthropology 
s /h e  is writing about the ‘others’? I believe such background information is 
im portant for understanding my own study. This chapter begins by locating 
the fieldwork in terms of time and biographical background and then shifts 
to  detailed descriptions of the multiple situations I became involved in as a 
UN expert, an anthropologist and an African. It reports the advantages and 
disadvantages of working for an international aid agency and discusses the 
negative constraints and also the opportunities available when I decided to 
link applied anthropology with basic anthropological research. The chapter 
also includes personal narratives and accounts of coincidences, which, I 
believe, determined the direction of my anthropological study through a 
self-reflecting process on the theme - resistance.

The main data  for this study were collected in 1989-91 when I was still 
on an FAO assignment. I spent a total of seven months in Nong Wai Ngam, 
a period which was divided into three parts (May-July 1989, February- 
March 1990, and October-November 1990). After my FAO assignment, I 
made two brief visits to Nong Wai Ngam (in May and August 1991). In 
1993 I returned to Nong Wai and spent six months there (June - December 
1993). The total duration of the fieldwork was 14 months. Though the ap
proaches I used in the field varied over time, my main research method was 
participant observation. I have combined intensive interviews, situational



analysis and life-history approaches in order to reconstruct the large-scale 
processes whereby ideas are transm itted to  Nong Wai Ngam people as well 
as to  give a picture of the environment within which they are acting.

Anthropology is perhaps a special discipline in tha t it allows the field- 
worker not only to  carry her/his own autobiography into the field, but also 
to  reflect on the nature of her/his fieldwork and to tell how it has been influ
enced by her/his personality, creed, race or gender (see Okely and Callaway, 
1994; W hitehead and Conaway, 1986). One can do relatively little to  mod
ify the anthropologist’s persona in the course of the fieldwork, but neither 
should one allow one’s religious and moral values, political and ideological 
views, gender and racial identity to influence the study too much nor to  
merge with the creed, values and lifestyles of the other culture. One must 
ensure th a t the kind of identity or creed one carries is both comfortable 
and “the least threatening one possible in the eyes of the host society” 
(Angrosino, 1986:65).

Rabinów (1977) suggests th a t fieldwork is a process th a t contributes to  
“the comprehension of self by detour of the comprehension of the other” (cf. 
W hitehead and Conaway, 1986:213). The understanding of the self is not 
given once and for all; it undergoes change in interaction with others and 
becomes a coherent entity in the process of interaction, introspection and 
change. So it is impossible to understand the self that will be activated 
by the study before going to  the field, because the self is a different self 
in the field culture from what it was prior to  the cultural encounter tha t 
takes place in the process of the fieldwork. In Rabinow’s view fieldwork 
produces a “personal self-discovery process” (1977:9). Such self-discovery 
or introspectiveness adds not only to the efficacy of the fieldwork process 
but also offers the fieldworker a better comprehension of the culture tha t 
constitutes the field.

Having a background in political science, and having been an activist 
in a radical left-wing organisation in Ethiopia during the 1970s I was fas
cinated by the geopolitical history of Southeast Asia. 1 was influenced by 
the anti-imperialist struggles and revolutionary ideologies of the national 
liberation movements which was sweeping the region. During my student 
days in Ethiopia and France I paid close attention to  the fate of Thailand, 
as countries like Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia fell one after another to  
the revolutions th a t changed the political composition of the region. De
spite the domino theory tha t asserted tha t it would gradually surrender 
to  similar revolutionary aspirations, Thailand maintained its institutions 
of monarchy and authority; its bureaucratic capitalism somehow proved



resilient to external and internal revolutionary pressures. I sought then to 
draw comparisons between my own country Ethiopia and Thailand1. They 
share a similar pattern of modern nation-state formation and a long history 
of monarchical tradition. Both countries have avoided direct colonial rule. 
In my understanding, the penetration of modernist ideas, including Marx
ism, followed a similar pattern. I was also intrigued by other parallels, such 
as the origins of ethno-national liberation movements and their relation to 
the armed struggles, and the fact that they were led by parties whose lead
ership emerged out of the universities of the early 1970s (see Mejey Gluck 
Susan, 1975). I also had compelling memories tha t invoked the comparison 
between Thailand and Ethiopia. In Thailand as in Ethiopia, revolutionary 
and counter-revolutionary wars were fought between people who by choice 
or accident belonged to opposing interest camps. Both sides have counted 
their dead, though the death toll on one side surpassed th a t of the other. 
Despite repression and terror in Thailand, in the final analysis reconcili
ation triumphed; the revolutionary generation of the 1970 opted to  join 
the political mainstream, and today monuments stand for the victims from 
both  sides2. In Ethiopia, however, the same generation perished a t the 
hands of authoritarian military rulers; neither tolerance nor reconciliation 
was given a chance to resolve the conflict. Thailand as a country somehow 
appealed to the emotional dimension of my life which, since my student 
days, has been affected by political and social change.

I was trained as an anthropologist, and as a consequence began to  think 
like one. I became aware tha t similarities and differences were not things 
which could be randomly reduced to fit great theories and macro political 
events. Countries affected by great theories and sensational political events 
like revolutions or counter-revolutions may share similar experiences; but 
these alone can hardly make them similar or different.

1As a  young high school student in Ethiopia I was influenced by a book entitled Japan 
Endem inseletenech  (How Japan became Modernised) written by a FYench-educated 
Ethiopian who was a prisoner of war at the tim e of the Italian war of occupation (1935- 
40). The book came out after the liberation and served as an Amharic textbook in 
high schools. In the book the author traced the evolution of Japan from an archaic 
feudal monarchy to  a modern industrialised nation without dismantling the power of 
monarchy and religion (Shinto Buddhism). It also compared Ethiopia to  Japan. I was 
tremendously influenced by the book and in fact contemplated writing a similar book 
telling Ethiopians about how Thailand became modern. This was when I was a political 
activist at Haile Selassie University during the 1970s.

2In Petchabun and Prachinburi provinces stand monuments for those who died as 
revolutionary Marxists (members of the armed wing of the OPT) and for those who 
fought the communists - the army.



When I became a member of the teaching staff a t the departm ent of 
Social Anthropology at Stockholm University I was introduced to  Charles 
Keyes’ studies on Thailand. I read Keyes’ article: “Economic Action and 
Buddhist Morality” (1983b ) and was influenced by his discussion of Thai 
society and the Northeast - a region where I finally chose to do my field
work. Some time later, I was recruited by a UN agency to work as a social 
science expert in Thailand. At tha t early stage, I made up my mind to  use 
this opportunity to  do fieldwork there. I contemplated topics such as con
flict and reconciliation in Buddhist Thailand, the patron-client relationship, 
ethnicity and the nation state or development and modernisation. Instead 
of these topics, environmental activism finally captured my imagination 
and I decided to  identify an area where the fieldwork could have a focal 
point.

To work and act as a UN officer and win acceptance for that role from 
my national counterparts was not easy for me. As an African, I had to 
deal with Thai counterparts who had a different perception of what a UN 
expert should look like. My situation was an uncomfortable one and it was 
disappointing to  hear African stereotypes prevailing at the FAO project 
office.

In Thailand UN expert assignments (anthropology included) are dom
inated to  an excessive extent by people whose cultural and ethnic/racial 
backgrounds in the Western world. Thai nationals are used to serve as 
counterparts for ‘white’ experts (farang). A ‘white’ expert is well ‘taken 
care of’ ( chuwee farang) by the nationals and expects to  be so treated. In 
Thai socio-cultural discourse chuwee farang has an elaborate meaning. UN 
experts are expected to be white, and in fact they have always been white. 
It is a question of prestige for government functionaries assigned at different 
levels to  be identified with the ‘farang’. There is always strong competition 
among nationals to join the white expert in all his interactions. He will 
not be left alone to do things by himself. Hospitality includes entertaining 
the ‘white expert’ a t elaborate dinner parties and escorting him to fancy 
places of entertainment at the counterpart agency’s expense. The basic 
assumption is tha t the UN projects bring money, employment, status and 
prestige and th a t their continuation to some extent depends on the white 
expert being ‘well taken care of’. Even if projects are not successful, the 
national counterpart agencies assume tha t there is still a chance of their 
extension for another period or their replacement by a new project if the 
farang is well treated. In contrast, a black African is strange and incon
ceivable as a UN expert, as his continent of origin is perceived in terms of



ignorance. For the Thai counterparts I am talking about, a black African 
has connotations of racial inferiority and economic poverty. After spending 
some time in the main project office, I observed how the stereotypes were 
incorporated into everyday discourse and utilised to  define my status as 
inferior and certainly not intelligent compared with the white experts. I 
turned this uncomfortable situation to my advantage, in order to design a 
work schedule tha t kept me away from the main project office where I did 
not fit in. In other words, I decided to exploit my unprivileged status in 
my favour. I also had the advantage of using the FAO project as a cover 
to  move about freely in the Northeast region without having to  carry with 
me formal administrative clearance everywhere with me.

In the detailed terms of reference which I obtained from the FAO forestry 
project my key assignment was to carry out a baseline survey in Northeast 
Thailand:

The objectives of this Forestry Extension Project are to improve 
the socio-economic and ecological status of the people in the 
target villages. These changes cannot be measured, however, 
unless a benchmark is first established against which to measure 
the new situation at the end of the project, thus the need for 
a baseline socio-economic survey to establish th a t benchmark 
(UNDP/FAO/SIDA/RFD:1989).

Contrary to the project’s wishes, massive interventions had already oc
curred in the project areas, which turned on its head the need for the 
baseline survey meant to  establish a benchmark for the measurement of 
change. The counterpart agency of the Forestry Extension project to  which 
I was attached, transnational companies and other government-sponsored 
agencies were all actively involved in commercial exploitation of the envi
ronment. Eucalyptus had overwhelmed the Northeast and plantations were 
already established. Farmers affected by the interventions had begun rad
ical protests against the practices of the government agency in charge of 
forest conservation and rehabilitation. It was in this politicised atmosphere 
th a t the project wanted to conduct its surveys. As such, this is nothing 
new in the way development projects operate. They often sta rt their oper
ations without understanding the concrete situation and without involving 
the local population, either at the initial stage of conducting the baseline 
feasibility study, or in the process of implementation or a t the final stage 
of evaluating project performance (see Chambers, 1983; Montoya Diaz, 
1996). I tried to  express my opinion tha t the baseline survey should have



been carried out before the interventions, and argued for a reorientation 
of the project’s focus to  other areas unaffected by the interventions before 
I became involved in carrying out the survey. I was ‘misunderstood’. My 
counterparts thought th a t I wanted to use the constraints on the project as 
an excuse to remain at the main project office in Bangkok ‘to be taken care 
o f’ like the ‘white’ experts. I was told to check my terms of reference which 
emphasised “extensive fieldwork in the Northeast", and not to bother the 
project by showing up too often. When I understood tha t I was a kind of 
‘anomaly’ (see Kotalová, 1988) in the eyes of the racially biased establish
ment at the project office, I made up my mind to carry out the ‘baseline’ 
study as required by the project but also to  devote time and attention to  
my own plans for anthropological fieldwork among rural people. A new 
possibility opened up for me to  transcend the applied anthropology part of 
my role and to  do a basic anthropological study, which went beyond the in
terests of the multilateral agencies financing the forestry extension project. 
Doing the fieldwork among the Nong Wai Ngam community whose views 
of race and colour categories are fluid and situational, I felt transformed 
from “otherness to  a state closer to sameness” (ibid.:82).

A lot has been written, e.g. by Wax (1979) and Oboler (1986), about 
how gender and age affect the ethnographic encounter between the anthro
pologist and the community to  be studied. Racial bias is almost as pervasive 
and generalised a phenomenon as gender. Female and black ethnographers 
however, can sometimes, like myself make use of their ‘low’ or ‘inferior’ 
s tatus to establish access to information. The social anthropologist Bawa 
Yamba (1985), who left Sweden for the Sudan to study stranded West 
African pilgrims, recognised the racial twists in the way he was treated by 
the Sudanese who always behaved like ‘Arabs’. As soon as he became aware 
of the colour element involved in his interactions, he decided to  exploit the 
situation and take advantage of being ‘low status’. Nobody ‘checked’ or 
‘controlled’ his movements while collecting the data he needed for his doc
toral dissertation. He took ‘race’ as part of the fieldwork experience and 
acted and behaved professionally. His being ‘black’ and not ‘Arab’ was 
turned to  advantage in his interaction with the West-African pilgrims who, 
of course, unlike the people of Nong Wai Ngam, shared the researcher’s 
colour. I must admit tha t I was made unhappy by the racial stereotypes 
and undertones which prevailed in the main project office. On the other 
hand, I was happy to  be allowed to stay longer in the field where I could 
easily establish contacts and set out to undertake an ethnography of the 
Nong Wai Ngam people. However, because of my experience in Bangkok, I



was not sure at the beginning how I would be welcomed by the rural people 
of the Northeast.

The demonstration

Kuper (1970) suggests tha t “the direction of social anthropological research 
is often determined as much by accident and serendipity as by theoretical 
consideration” (ibid.: 15). In Thailand there is an expression which the 
ordinary people often cite when they are surprised by coincidence, namely, 
the expression fang ja i tua aeng. Literally it means ‘listen to  your heart beat 
and act accordingly.’ It was March 1989. On my way from Yasothorn via 
Roi E t to  Khon Kaen, I encountered a huge demonstration of farmers and 
farmers’ representatives at a place close to the provincial capital (muang) of 
M ahasarakham. They were all from the Northeastern provinces. They were 
making a stop-over to wait for other fellow farmers to  join them. Their goal 
was to reach Khon Kaen, almost 60 km away from Mahasarakham, where 
they intended to  submit their demands and express their grievances to  the 
government ministers who were holding a meeting to discuss the state of the 
country’s forest reserves and the problems of the people living there. When 
I met the demonstrators, who were called ‘encroachers’ (poo boog roog pa) 
or ‘squatters’ by the government officials, they had marched hundreds of 
kilometres from Mukdahan, Ubon, Si Sa Ket, Surin and Burriram finally 
to  reach Mahasarakham. Farmers from a different direction were expected 
to  reach Mahasarakham from Sakhon Nakhorn, Kalasin and Roi Et.

I decided to  delay my trip and follow the demonstrators all the way to 
Khon Kaen. I assumed that the incident would contribute to my under
standing of the implications of forestry policy for the inhabitants of forest 
reserve lands. As I left the van and approached the demonstrators, I noticed 
media people with film cameras and tape recorders. I wanted to find out 
what the farmers’ causes were. The driver’s English language was not good 
enough for him to be able to translate, and my Thai, only three months 
old, did not enable me to understand what the farmers were angry about. 
I left my camera in the vehicle, suspecting tha t to take pictures without 
authorisation would be regarded as intrusive. I did not want to get use the 
driver to  ask permission for me to interview those taking part in this huge 
demonstration as I felt tha t my motives could be misunderstood. The rule 
is th a t a UN employee must avoid contact with any politically motivated 
group. I was also not permitted to establish close ties with any bilateral



agencies, NGOs or governmental agencies which were not the direct coun
terparts of the FAO forestry project to  which I was attached. The worst 
break of the rules by a UN employee would be to associate oneself with 
political groupings. I had found myself in the midst of an anti-government 
dem onstration by accident; however, this would not necessarily be under
stood. W hatever the consequences for my career, I nevertheless decided to  
stay, since I was attracted by the event, even though I had some feeling of 
uncertainty. Suddenly, a short slim fellow dressed in jeans and carrying a 
locally made hand-bag came up close to  me. This worried me, as I felt I 
ought to follow the demonstrators only from a distance.

Tiyee3 was the name of the man who approached me with a smile, and 
greeted me in English: “Hello Mr. Where have you come from? . At the 
beginning this sounded perfect fluent American English. Tiyee’s English 
continued to  be understandable, though not as fluent as it sounded from 
his first phrase. For a Thai, Tiyee was unusually loud and frightening 
when he was talking. At the same time he smiled after every utterance he 
made. Tiyee wanted to find out whether I was a black American, Indian, 
Bangladeshi, or African. He was still holding my hand. I tried to  get him 
to  free it, but to no avail. Tiyee posed some more questions while my hand 
remained in his grip. 1 answered, but wanted him to let go of my hand. 
I turned to  the driver for help, assuming tha t he understood my feeling 
of unease, but he pretended not to understand. In the meantime I asked 
myself questions which I was not able to answer at that moment. How 
did Tiyee dare to  talk to me if we knew each other? Why did he grasp 
my hand? Why was he unwilling to  free me until I openly showed my 
displeasure? Was he a con man who approaches foreigners kindly until he 
has them in his trap? The anthropologist must not be naive enough to be 
taken in by any friendly person encountered in the field.

Tiyee realised tha t I was not interested in his company. He fetched 
another fellow, well-dressed, dark-skinned, tall by Thai standards, with a 
round belly and a Lenin-type goatee beard. He also approached me with a 
smiling face. He introduced himself as an NGO activist, who had once been 
a member of the teaching staff of the Department of Political Science at the 
University of Tham m asat in Bangkok. W ith his fluent English, he wanted 
to  find out who I was and where I was heading. After a few words he gained 
my trust. He described the demonstration as a protest march against the

3This is a fictitious name, and not his real name, as I want to  protect his identity. 
However, it is a common nickname in Thailand for a person who is short, but not 
necessarily slim.



effects of the government’s forest policy on farmers’ livelihood. Both Tiyee 
and the NGO fellow disclosed tha t they had approached me because of 
the blue-plated UN vehicle in which I was travelling, assuming th a t they 
could make the farmers’ cause known to a UN staff member. The NGO 
fellow asked if I could provide them with transport to  Ban Pi, a district on 
the southern outskirts of Khon Kaen province where they were to  meet a 
group of sympathisers. I agreed half-heartedly, afraid of breaking the rule 
which forbade transporting non-UN personnel in a UN vehicle, and worried 
th a t we were exposing ourselves to danger. In th a t type of huge protest 
demonstration in a politically sensitive part of Thailand, I suspected the 
presence of security agents4 . We set off for Ban Pi. As an Ethiopian, I 
sometimes have difficulty in saying ‘no’, however risky certain requests may 
be. More importantly, however, I wanted to take the opportunity to  learn 
more about what was going on. I saw that the two men were looking for 
somebody to whom they could tell their whole story.

We reached Ban Pi. I thought that I would leave them  there and th a t 
the driver and I would get back to our own business. However, the two men 
told us to  wait for them. After some time, they returned with twelve more 
people and asked us to  take them back to Mahasarakham where we had 
left the demonstration. The idea was tha t these new fellows would join the 
demonstration, as well. In fact, two of them were even expected to  address 
the demonstration. Once I had agreed, I could not tu rn  back. The UN 
vehicle turned into a rural bus.

The demonstration was not so peaceful, there were exchanges of harsh 
words and at some stage there were also minor skirmishes between farmers 
and the security police escorting the demonstrators. The farmers were 
exhausted by the long trip, and the level of tolerance between them  and 
the security police was low. Some radical and outspoken farmers gave vent 
to  slogans blaming the government forest policy for its lack of justice. They 
demanded legal rights of tenure and expressed the need to resolve land-use 
conflicts through negotiation rather than by force and intimidation. The 
demonstrators also condemned the fact tha t farmers had been evicted from 
their home villages and resettled by force with the assistance of the police 
and army.

Taking part in the demonstration were NGO people, environmental ac
tivists and radical students from universities and colleges in Bangkok and 
elsewhere. There were a couple of MPs representing provinces in the North

4T he first person I suspected was my own driver. But Khun Bua was innocent, kind
and honest to  the last degree. I am indebted to  Khun Bua for this particular journey.



east, and monks from the forest reserves, men who rendered monastic ser
vices to  the communities already settled there. They were participating in 
the demonstration to  express solidarity with farmers whose survival seemed 
to  be threatened, explaining their actions in terms of Buddhist principles 
of peace and harmony between rulers and ruled.

The environmental activists from the NGOs and the radical student 
politicians who joined the demonstration used global as well as traditional 
Buddhist environmental rhetoric. The demonstration wanted to make one 
very significant point! As they perceived it, the priority of the state was a 
free market and profits a t the expense of the environment. The demonstra
tion seemed to function as an arena where farmers and others who joined 
their ranks could challenge the dominance of the state on the environmental 
front.

The demonstrators reached Khon Kaen and submitted their demands 
to  the then prime minister Chachal. Speeches and counter-speeches were 
made by both sides. The Northeast MBs addressed the demonstrators. Be
fore the crowd disbanded, the farmers sang ‘Long Live the King’ (Soang 
Phra Cha-rem), as the Thai people, including radical students, do when
ever they take their causes to the streets and have to  confront the security 
forces, who often use their power to  stifle protest demonstrations. The song 
is a way of winning the sympathy of the King and using him as an ideologi
cal shield to stop police and military brutality5. There were many ordinary 
farmers, but village headmen (puyaiban) and sub-district heads (kamnan) 
were honoured as speakers at the peak of the demonstration. Some of 
them  had captivating oratorical skills and charisma. Mr. Tiyee was one 
them. He represented the farmers of Nong Wai Ngam village (mouban) 
of which he was the official headman. He was also the leader of the local 
environmental movement. The next day, a seminar was organised by the 
NGOs of Thailand at Khon Kaen University. It addressed the problems 
of the national forest reserve as they related to  the people living there. I 
attended the seminar and again came in contact with farmers’ represen
tatives from the Northeast provinces. The seminar gave me a chance to  
gain some knowledge about the rural-based environmental movement. The 
man whom I have introduced as Mr. Tiyee presented the viewpoint of Isan 
villagers on the impact of conservation policies on their ways of life. Other 
equally interesting leaders representing farmers from Surin, Buriram and 
Kalasin provinces made similar presentations.

6 It has become a tradition in Thailand that the police and military usually stop  
shooting at demonstrators while the song Long Live the King being sung.



My spontaneous reaction to the environmental movements was positive. 
The demonstration was a turning point in my highlighting of the problems 
of environmental activism in Northeast Thailand. Khun Tiyee’s informa
tion about his home village made me interested in conducting fieldwork 
there. Yet, for a long time to come I had my doubts about Nong Wai 
Ngam. Time and again I worried the options tha t would be available for 
me if I failed there. How would I be able to  act if difficulties emerged in 
the process of fieldwork? How would I be able to  handle the talkative and 
demanding Mr. Tiyee? I also doubted my own personal capacity to  tol
erate unpredictable and frustrating circumstances, including the race and 
colour problem. I had to  give serious thought to  the possible conflict with 
my FAO assignment. I was, however, convinced tha t I could combine my 
role as an ‘expert’ helping the Forestry Extension Project with its technical 
problems, with my role as an anthropologist who wanted to transcend the 
role of ‘expert’ and go beyond the task of carrying out a baseline survey.

G etting deep into Nong Wai Ngam
I began working in Nong Wai Ngam in May 1989. W ith Mr. Tiyee as our 
guide, my two fieldwork assistants Mr. Kirsch Ittikom and Miss Busaba 
Sukavee and I headed for the village. When we arrived there Mr. Tiyee told 
the villagers who we were and why we had come. Immediately after this 
introduction and unloading our belongings, the villagers served us water to 
drink (kinnaam  ) and instructed us to take a shower (abnaam ) before we 
joined them 6 in the social space. I was invited by Mr. Tiyee to  live in his 
house. Mr. Bua (deputy headman) and Mrs. Sitha (an elderly woman) 
were willing to  accommodate my field assistants. Though they greeted us 
warmly, the villagers kept an eye on us from a distance. As is common 
among Thai people, they used a smile to  mask their initial fear, since we 
represented the interests of the authorities. Mr. Tiyee was trusted by the 
people of Nong Wai Ngam. My fieldwork assistants were also from the 
same region and spoke the Isan dialect, but it took time to  minimise the

6In Thailand greetings begin by serving a glass of water to  a visitor, and asking a 
stranger to  take a shower if he is to  stay overnight. This applies to  both Thai and foreign 
guests. Nevertheless Villagers insist on foreigners taking a shower, because they believe 
they smell and are not clean. Thailand has a  warm tropical clim ate and both taking 
liquid and showering three to  five tim es a day are functional. But functional needs in 
village life are often clothed with a religious and ideological aura, which I have to  om it 
in the present context.



feeling of m istrust between the people and the visiting anthropologist. The 
situation obliged me to  lower my ambitions and wait with patiently until 
the time was ripe to  ask for information and interviews.

In Nong Wai Ngam there is no separate, vacant house to rent. It is 
considered morally wrong to make a guest pay for his accommodation. 
Villagers undertake cash transactions in other spheres, but avoid doing so 
in the context of hospitality. They are also aware tha t if a foreigner (farang) 
is asked to  pay rent, he will pay only the exact amount. If you leave the 
transaction open and show him hospitality, he will cover all your expenses 
and buy food, drinks, clothes for the children and make cash advances as 
‘gifts’. They have a saying tha t goes like this: ‘a farang who comes alone 
never leaves. If he leaves, he will not leave alone but only after he has 
married one of the village girls. Who knows, he may stay forever with us 
once he takes one of the village girls as his wife. He will then help us in our 
dealings with the outside world. Then our village will be known all over 
the world. It is no good being unkind to  a farang!’.

In Nong Wai Ngam, strangeness and fuss, anxiety and enthusiasm, hope 
and despair were confronting me irrespective of what I wanted. I was over
whelmed by the constantly appearing and reappearing social and cultural 
phenomena which I lacked the time to register, relate to, rework or form 
my own opinion about. To search for the villagers’ ideas about their phys
ical environment and to find out what idioms were used by the people to  
legitimate their ‘local environmentalism’ were not the same as doing ‘quick 
shopping’. At the beginning, I was hesitant to use a mini recorder and rarely 
took pictures or videoed village activities. To minimise the suspiciousness 
of the villagers I let them ‘play’ with the tape recorder by recording their 
own voices and listening to them. After some time, my mini recorder broke. 
Since I had given extra mini recorders to my assistants to  use, this was not 
a serious technical constraint. One side-effect of the tape recorder was tha t 
everybody became familiar with recording their voices and wanted me to  
interview them simply for the sake of being recorded. Sometimes they made 
unnecessary breaks in a conversation when they realised tha t I wanted to  
record or to  change cassettes. I was forced to check and verify the da ta  by 
involving other informants.

I was careful not to  take pictures without the permission of the per
son in question, with the exception of children who liked to  pose in front 
of the camera. Taking pictures or filming never went smoothly. To be 
photographed or filmed unexpectedly, when they were unprepared and un
aware, did not please most villagers. They wanted it to be done in all



solemnity. I was obliged to wait until they had taken a shower, changed 
into their new clothes and sprayed themselves with perfume. I was not al
ways keen on the formalities, even though I understood the villagers’ desire 
to  be photographed. They could not afford to go to the district town to 
get their pictures taken.

Gradually, the situation eased. I started to interact with the villagers in 
a more relaxed way, however our roles as researcher and researched were de
fined. Once such a relationship was established it became part of the game 
to  conduct semi-structured interviews based on my initial observations, to 
record discussions, to take notes, etc. without always hiding myself from my 
informants. I became more and more involved in trying to understand the 
villagers’ environmental militancy (if you like), their ideas of conservation 
(anulark thammachat), and also their views of the state (which is perceived 
in terms of persons in the service of the state =  kharachakarn) and de
velopment (khan phatthana). W ithout the latter their discourse about the 
‘welfare’ of their physical environment would not be understood.

My UN assignment officially terminated at the end of January; and in 
February 19911 went back to Sweden. W ith the exception of my brief visits 
in May and August 1991, I was cut off from the field for almost two years. 
During this time, I learned little about the rural environmental movement 
though I received some sporadic news through my Thai friends, for exam
ple about the deterioration in the general political situation in Thailand. 
Newspaper cuttings from the Bangkok Post and The Nation confirmed tha t 
the authorities considered local environmentalism in the Northeast to  be 
‘politically-induced’ and ‘communist influenced’, and geared towards cre
ating political destabilisation

In 1992 I received some worrying news about the harassment of some 
radical leaders, including the arrest of activists by the security forces. The 
timing coincided with the military coup d ’é ta t led by General Suchinda 
and the suppression of civil liberties in Thailand. General Suchinda and 
his regime disappeared within a year. However, I worried tha t his remaining 
supporters might still be intimidating the members of popular movements 
in the Northeast by using the old spectre of a communist threat. In 1993 
I made final preparations to  return to the field. I wanted to find a way of 
maintaining a manageable distance from my informants so as not to  endan
ger their safety. I was not sure how to proceed until I was able to meet my 
Thai friends and colleagues on the spot. They repeated their advice from 
1989, th a t I should avoid disclosing my interest in local environmentalism 
to  the district and sub-district officials. They believed th a t the issue was



still politically sensitive and proposed that I formulate a diffuse topic for 
my research around rural development. Nevertheless I decided to  complete 
my fieldwork in Nong Wai Ngam under any circumstances, confident in my 
contacts a t various levels, ranging from influential people in the bureaucracy 
who could provide legal and administrative support, to Thai academics who 
could serve as discussion partners.

On arriving in the district, I learned tha t the government had closed 
the Dong Kao Taun Plantation, the object of the farmers’ protests. Access 
to the Dong Klum Kham forest reserve was not forcefully restricted by 
force as it had been some years before, and villagers were not hindered 
from using its resources. It was a most unusual decision by the state  to  
concede to the demands of the farmers. The authorities in Thailand usually 
refuse stubbornly to reconsider wrong policy implementation, thinking tha t 
withdrawal and compromise with inferior social categories will cause them 
to lose face in the eyes of the public, and so undermine their position. 
When I got news of the ‘dismantlement’ of the plantation, I concluded 
th a t the situation was relaxed and contacted Mr. Tiyee. My friend made 
arrangements for my transfer to  Nong Wai Ngam. In the village I met Mrs. 
Sitha. This old lady, in her eighties, had often told me previously to settle 
in Nong Wai Ngam for good. This time she said luuk chai maa laew (my 
son has arrived) and welcomed me to live in her house, together with her 
children, grandchildren and son-in-law. Mr. Tiyee insisted tha t I should 
stay in his house. In the end I agreed to have my meals at Mrs. S itha’s 
place but to  sleep at Mr. Tiyee’s.

I expected the dismantlement of the Dong Kao Taun Plantation to  have 
affected the continuance of the local environmental movement tha t I had 
set out to  study, and th a t I would have to  study the new situation and 
modify my previous ideas if necessary. For financial reasons I went to Nong 
Wai Ngam without any field assistants. In view of the new situation, which 
I saw as advantageous, I decided to  work mainly with Mr. Tiyee but, in or
der to  minimise the bias of relying on the headman, also with Mr. Bua, his 
deputy, and Mr. Ponsak who is one of the local activists. I was obliged to 
depend on my own competence in Thai and on Mr. Tiyee’s English. W hat 
I found, hinted at a continuance of local environmentalism in the changed 
situation. The environmental cause has continued to mobilise the people to  
challenge the dominance of the state. It has become an im portant source 
of metaphors for expressing and radicalising socio-economic concerns, by 
linking the problem of poverty to the general deterioration in the natural 
environment. Local environmentalism has also influenced the traditional
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knowledge of land use and soil conservation techniques. In recent years, 
it has served to  express larger ecological problems outside the local com
munity. The Nong Wai Ngam people have allowed their representatives to 
take part in practical actions to resist the relocation of old and environ
mentally harmful manufacturing industries from the Bangkok metropolitan 
region to  the province. They have contested the construction of the Pak 
Mun and recently the Siridhorn dams, which are believed to cause unprece
dented environmental disturbance and massive displacement of the local 
population.

M y reflections on the constraints

From the point of view of my specific research objectives, the immediate 
challenge for me at an early stage was what entry points I should be able to 
use. How would I be able to  link them with the methodological approaches 
appropriate to the situation? The issues of land and resource rights were not 
apparent at the beginning. The villagers’ views of how they were affected 
by the government’s policies were not just there for me to  absorb as soon 
as I arrived in Nong Wai Ngam, nor was it obvious from the beginning why 
eucalyptus was compared and contrasted with indigenous forest and why it 
was used as a metaphor in daily discourse to define the relationship between 
villagers and the representatives of state institutions. From my readings of 
field method textbooks I remembered certain suggestions. My aim at tha t 
stage was tha t the people should not perceive my presence as an intrusion 
which would block my access to  their ways of life, or create false hopes 
or fears. On the one hand, I wanted to  begin with interviews, recording 
and observations as soon as possible. On the other, I wanted to  remain 
a t a distance and wait until the villagers were ready to  tell their story. 
This dilemma was initially difficult to resolve. It takes time before the 
communication process functions as if it is ‘natural’ or ‘taken for granted’.

In Nong Wai Ngam, some environmental activists maintain regular con
tacts with others operating from the big towns of the Northeast region, as 
well as from Bangkok. The local activists travel outside the village and are 
often welcomed as guest speakers at environmental conferences and work
shops. Sometimes they work in educating rural farmers in their own or 
neighbouring villages about issues of poverty and other questions which 
transcend the goal of the anti-eucalyptus struggle. I became aware of the 
impossibility of placing myself in all these different interrelated social sit



uations, where the actors were performing both separate and very often 
interrelated activities at the same time (see Schatzman and Strauss, 1973). 
Over time I settled for the strategy of following the activities of some key 
activists, mapping their contact networks to understand their significance 
in the production of ideas and discourses. I wanted to study the activi
ties of these particular individuals not because of their individuality, but 
in order to  understand how they were formed, how they translate macro 
ideas locally and in what ways they are related to other local actors who, 
together with the rest of the villagers, constituted the rural environmental 
movement.

Kotalová argues tha t the anthropologist’s entry into the field is an intru
sion in the local community, which at the same time confronts the researcher 
with the possibility of being classified as an anomalous ‘other’ (1988:87). 
Let me explain by returning to the difficulties I had in accepting the racial 
ascription assigned to me. Race is linked to historical circumstance and 
can undergo change as a result of social experience. The anthropologist’s 
persona is also part of tha t historical and social experience. In the pro
cess of fieldwork an anthropologist becomes subject to  transformation from 
her/h is state of otherness to a state closer to sameness. By citing Dou
glas (1966:52), Kotalová reminds us tha t “in any culture we find ‘various 
provisions for dealing with ambiguous or anomalous events’. In order to  
communicate with what is hitherto unknown, the community’s immediate 
concern is to obtain as many clues as possible regarding the identity of the 
stranger and then to  locate her/him  within the existing pattern. The ulti
m ate concern is absorption” (1988:87). I shall cite two situations to describe 
how such a redefinition took place in the process of my interactions with 
the villagers. I was defined and redefined by the villagers and they were 
also defined and redefined by me.

My first face-to-face contact with the people of Nong Wai Ngam was 
when I was introduced by Mr. Tiyee. He told them7 that I came from 
Sweden, th a t I was born in Ethiopia which is located in Africa, and so 
on. W ith my permission he used the term ‘farang’ when referring to  me. 
This term  which is used for a foreigner indiscriminately of colour or national 
identity is not always neutral. It can imply intruder, undesirable or impure, 
or guest from a foreign land. In my case the term was used positively. The 
emphasis Mr. Tiyee used was on my education and economic status as a 
UN employee. Villagers seemed to agree to Mr. Tiyee’s views, by nodding

7 “farang m aa chak prathet sawideen, kird ju  prathet etiopia thii afrikaa”.



their heads when one of the elders added to the conversation by saying: 
“We know that Sweden is like the USA where there are black people, white 
people and yellow people8” . As I understood this statem ent, it did not 
imply th a t the old man knew about the United States, but was intended 
to  make race and colour irrelevant for interaction while at the same time 
establishing the fact that such peoples of different colours do physically 
exist.

As time went by, I became even more certain tha t the meaning of ‘colour’ 
or race in the rural domain was not the same as in the urban domain, where 
it is riddled with stigma. Western racial concepts are penetrating the think
ing of the urbanised Thai and Sino-Thai elite. These stereotypes are often 
associated with such distinctions as material wealth versus poverty, modern 
versus non-modern, ‘civilised’ versus ‘uncivilised’, without putting empha
sis on the biological side of racial stigma. In the rural domain, however, 
being ‘white’ or ‘black’ does not have the same bearing as in the urban 
domain. The wealth and status of the person in question are the crucial 
yardstick, which decide admission to or manipulation of socially relevant 
relationships. This corresponds with the underlying Thai Buddhist cultural 
ideas defining the individual. In contrast to Hindu culture, Thai culture 
does not recognise permanent and unchangeable categories. Members of 
socio-cultural groups are not like caste groups with an unchanging fate. It 
is the good deeds and merit (bun) or the bad deeds (kam) th a t account for 
the life of the individual. Associating oneself with people who show merit 
in their life is also a way of accumulating merit for oneself as a good Bud
dhist. Nothing is immutable, everything is in constant flow and social and 
cultural categories are not generally closed. I was perceived as good and 
meritorious by means of education and good deeds. They knew through 
media images of Ethiopia that I was born in one of the poorest countries 
in the world, where children and adults perish from hunger, starvation and 
war. They think tha t poor Ethiopians in general are inferior, but I was 
understood differently. They were convinced th a t I had left the category of 
being poor and inferior and believed tha t they or their children could also 
do so through education, meritorious deeds, etc., in the next life if not in 
the present one. The villagers were relaxed and willing to tell their stories. 
I would like to think that Mr. Tiyee was right, when he claimed th a t this 
was not because of respect born of fear (kreengklua), but from respect tha t 
came from a sense of trust and reliability (kreengcaj).

8 “ruuchak laew  tua prathet sawideen m aankaan kab prathet am erikaa. khon phiew  
daam  koamii, phiew khaow koa mii, phiew leung koa m ii. ..”



The opinion of Mr.Tiyee may be doubted, because he had his own per
sonal experience with Mr. Franklin - an American jazz entertainer with 
whom he stayed when he lived in Bangkok as a young boy. Mr. Ponsak, 
the former headman Mr. Tha and old Mrs. Sitha told me th a t they felt 
freer to  tell their stories in my presence than when this Mr. Terry was in 
Nong Wai Ngam. They had respected Mr. Terry, but they also felt suspi
cious and insecure {kreengklua). I was not told the reason for such feelings, 
until I was ready to leave for good. Mr. Tiyee said:

Mr. Terry was white and rich, but also an American. He was a 
good and generous white man. But he did not come from a very 
poor country like you, and therefore had difficulties understand
ing our problems. We always had some reservations about Mr.
Terry, because rich white Americans always have contacts with 
those in power. So we were careful. You are an educated man 
and have merit {bun), and understand what poverty and pow
erlessness mean because you are from a poor continent called 
Africa. I hope you don’t  like Thai politicians and will not work 
for them.

W hether or not Mr. Tiyee was flattering me is another question. Though 
grateful for the meaning behind his statement, I have not taken his words 
for granted. The point I would like to make is that fieldwork is not only 
“a way of getting to  know oneself by conscious subjectivity” (Turnbull, 
1986:27); it is also a way of getting to know tha t others are also closer to  
sameness.

I found fieldwork to be a specific type of assignment which I attem pted 
to  learn on my own, solving certain crucial problems affecting my situation 
in the field. “Fieldwork itself contributes to the formation of our personal
ities, and thus of our home identity” (Gonzalez, 1986:85). I found myself 
many times in a situation where I had few options. I did not have that 
much freedom to choose my informants or to decide where I should live, 
with whom to spend my time, or how freely I could move between villagers 
or villages.

Despite all these constraints, I was able to  observe the Nong Wai Ngam 
villagers closely, both the main local actors and other auxiliary actors from 
associated villages. I documented the contact networks which Nong Wai 
Ngam maintained with outsiders through NGO and governmental agen
cies, as well as how flows of information were managed and used for the 
purpose of legitimating ‘local environmentalism’. I followed formal and



informal meetings and contacts between actors located at different soci
etal levels and tried to elucidate whether the nature of their relationships 
was hierarchical, repressive, interest-related or interest-neutral in order to 
clarify issues and reinforce my arguments. I never found it difficult to 
conduct semi-structured or structured interviews, either with individuals 
or with groups once I had won their confidence. However, close contacts 
and feelings generate a moral dilemma. I felt many times th a t people had 
false expectations tha t I could help them resolve their everyday problems, 
or provide protection when they were harassed by the authorities9. This 
was probably one of the negative side-éffects of doing fieldwork where one 
was previously known as a UN employee whose primary duty was to  solve 
problems. Even though I tried to  tell them tha t I was unable to influence 
decision making at any level, they had difficulty in believing it. Before I left 
Nong Wai Ngam in December 1990 one of the villagers said: “Mr. Terry 
came to this village and left. But we always believed tha t he would return 
one day and bring with him development (oaw phatthana maa) for Nong 
Wai Ngam. You are now going. We don’t  know when you will return to 
Nong Wai Ngam, but if you come again to see us, please bring with you 
development for soil improvement (kornkam phatthana thii diin). The nat
ural forests are good for us as sources of food and medicinal herbs, th a t is 
why we keep them. Some of the trees we have on our farms did not make 
the soil better, despite the promises of the extension workers.”

My tape recordings are mainly of informal discussions. In my diary I also 
recorded village discussions in different situations, such as public meetings, 
protest demonstrations, or debates between villagers and representatives 
of the state. Other relevant situations in which villagers were involved 
were of a ritual nature. Since it is often through ritual th a t the people 
see themselves as interacting with nature, I tried to  record how this is 
expressed and for what purposes certain rituals were manipulated. Almost 
all the tapes were recorded in Thai. Questions formulated in Thai were also 
taped, though my comments and ideas, notes and insertions were written 
down in several languages to which I was connected by reflexes or immediate 
response. I record in Swedish, English or even Amharic when I have to do 
it quickly without waiting for the chance to open my note-book or my 
portable computer. Sensitive information which I thought might affect the 
safety of individuals, or which could be used against the interests of the 
villagers, were recorded in Amharic. I also used codes to disguise certain

9Bernhard Helander has reported a similar moral dilemma which he experienced when 
he was conducting fieldwork among the Somalis in Somalia ( 1993:39-40).



events and the exact identity of persons or names of places in order to  
ensure the safety of the people involved.

I struggled hard to  study the language and this was to  my advantage 
in many respects. The Thai-Lao are discreet and shy people. They are 
generally proud if a foreigner speaks their language, but at the same time 
feel th a t foreigners who want to know too much about them are rather 
sneaky. I observed times when people were restrained from talking about 
private m atters in my presence and it was uncomfortable for me to  notice 
their unease. T hat is why I aimed to  do my fieldwork without being too 
intrusive in their private affairs.

Summary
Every fieldwork situation is special in its own way. I went to Thailand as 
a UN expert to help with the implementation of forest rehabilitation and 
management programmes. This circumstance afforded me the opportunity 
of coming into contact with farmers who were employing both modern 
and traditional arguments to resist governmental reforestation projects. I 
also had the advantage of being an African doing this kind of study. The 
fieldwork among the Isan villagers was rewarding because I was also able 
to  discover the fluidity of race and colour categories and their relation to  
situated identities. Their categorisation does not essentialise race as Euro- 
Americans do. The values attributed to ‘black’ or ‘white’ racial identity can 
be socially defined and to some extent manipulated in the process. Rather 
than deploring the racial stereotypes which prevailed in the main forestry 
project office and among some sections of the urban elite, I decided to utilise 
them  to my advantage to establish contacts in Nong Wai Ngam village and 
carry out the fieldwork there. The ethnography which I constructed has 
now turned into a book about local environmentalism as a form of political 
resistance.

This study has combined fieldwork with archival studies to elucidate the 
influence of large-scale processes and great traditions on the contemporary 
local setting. It must be emphasised tha t the idea of local environmentalism 
as an idiom of resistance cannot be understood without referring to  the 
region’s specific history of resistance and the link between resistance and 
both religious and secular ideas about power. An understanding of the 
language Isan clothe their resistance in must be based in knowledge of the 
historical transformation of their region.



Chapter 3

TH E 
ETH N O -REG IO N A L 
(Isan) CO N TEX T OF 
TH E STUDY

This chapter presents a picture of the ethnohistory and the political and 
economic development of the region in order to  explain the peripheral sta
tus of the people of the Northeast. It discusses millenarian movements and 
other forms of political and religious revolts/reactions, including the armed 
struggle of the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT) of the 1970s. I shall 
link this macro-oriented presentation with the biographical background of 
current activists in villages such as Nong Wai Ngam. The chapter sum
marises the history of forest settlement deforestation, migration and re
sistance. It also shows how villagers’ perceptions of finding themselves at 
the bottom  of Thai society and in the Northeast periphery have become 
radicalised through labour migration. It demonstrates with examples how 
increasing integration into the wider Thai society represents access not only 
to  ideas of resistance but also to new models of thought and new visions.



Physical setting and ethnohistory

The Northeastern Region (Isan) is made up of a basin-like plateau known 
as Khorat. Its total area is approximately 168,850 sq. km. The Phu Phan 
Range divides the region into the smaller Sakhon Nakhon Basin in the north 
and the larger Khorat Basin in the south. A clear natural delineation de
marcates Northeast Thailand in the following manner: The Phnom Damrek 
Range forms the southern frontier with Cambodia. To the North and East 
the Mae Khong River provides the frontier with Laos. To the west, the 
Northeast is cut off from the rest of Thailand by Petchabun, one of the 
country’s highest mountain ranges, with an altitude of over 1,700 m above 
sea level.

The Northeast constitutes one-third of the entire area of Thailand. In 
term s of administration, it is divided into 17 provinces (changwat1), each of 
them  subdivided into 10-20 districts (amphur). These are again divided into 
an average of 9 to  12 sub-districts ( tambol) which, depending on the physical 
character of the area and the density of the population, can comprise 12- 
20 villages (mouban). The total population is estimated to be around 19 
million, about one-third of Thailand’s total population2. It is not clear if 
this number includes Northeasterners living outside the region.

The Isan area shares many cultural traits with the Central plain, which 
is historically linked to the Siamese kingdoms and civilisations. This does 
not, however, preclude Isan from maintaining some subtle distinctive lin
guistic and cultural traits, or from perceiving itself to have a separate iden
tity  and history. In terms of language and culture, the inhabitants are more 
similar to  the Lao of Laos than to the Siamese of Central Thailand. The 
Isan dialect or language is identical to the Lao language. Structurally Lao 
and Thai are very similar although they differ “quite substantially in terms 
of tone, pronunciation and vocabulary” (Parnwell and Rigg, 1993:4). The 
Isan people’s preference for glutinous rice (khao ngiew) rather than wet 
rice (khao chao), and for other sorts of music, dance and material culture 
than are popular in the rest of Thailand, underpins their separate identity. 
These differences are further accentuated by different experiences of Thai
land’s modernisation process. The people of the Northeast have become 
relatively marginalised and poor as compared with the rest of the country.

1In 1993 Bua Lamphu in Udon Thani and Amnatcharoen in Ubon (northeast of 
Trakahan Puetphon) became new provinces raising the number to  19

2According to  Economic and Social Co-operation for Asia and the Pacific, ESCAP, 
1994, T hailand’s population is 59,396 million.



There has been a great deal of scholarly debate over how the minority peo
ple of the Isan area should be classified from a linguistic, ethnic and cultural 
point of view. Two views can be introduced here. Firstly, the Isan are Thai 
with a Lao cultural specification. The penetration of the school system and 
the media, the role of the Buddhist ecclesiastical order (Sangha), and the 
flow of information as well as commodities even to remote villages have 
caused Isan people to identify themselves with the affluent modern state of 
Thailand and to embrace an overarching Thai identity. Secondly, the Lao of 
Northeastern Thailand, despite their above-mentioned numerical strength, 
still regard themselves as a political and cultural minority. They are also 
perceived as such by the Thai (Keyes, 1983; Parnwell and Rigg, 1993). Let 
me develop the presentation of Isan’s ethnic status with reference to its 
ethnohistory and political economy.

W yatt (1989:11), Keyes (1989:213) and Wijeywardene (1990:4) distin
guish between the terms ’Thai’ and ’Ta’i’. The former implies primarily 
a political definition, while the latter refers to  linguistic and cultural ori
gin. The term  Thai applies to  all citizens of Thailand irrespective of ethnic 
origin, although being Thai and being Siamese are often presumed to  be 
synonymous, due to  historical circumstance. The category Ta’i includes all 
the Ta’i-speaking peoples of modern Thailand (with the exception of the 
Thai-Malays of the far south and the Sino-Thais and Indo-Thais of the ur
ban and semi-urban areas), parts of Myanmar (Burma), Cambodia, Laos, 
northern Vietnam, and Yunnan in southern China. Since neither term 
would differentiate the people of the Northeast from other Ta’i-speaking 
populations of Thailand, Keyes introduced the term ’Thai-Lao’ to  distin
guish them from the ’Siamese’ or Central or Northern Thai, and also from 
the Kui, Khmer, Vietnamese and Khorat groups who constitute approxi
mately 5% of the Northeast’s population.

As emphasised above, the Northeast is set apart from the rest of Thai
land by its physical and ecological features. It was by and large an au
tonomous territory until the end of the eighteenth century. In the thirteenth 
century AD a kingdom was formed out of dispersed Siamese principalities 
through the destruction of the Mons of upper Menam by the Thai lord of 
Chiengrai. This was the Lan Na kingdom with its capital a t Chiengmai 
in AD 1296. Further south, the kingdom of Sukhothai was established. 
Ramkamheang, the most famous of Sukhothai’s kings, claimed in an in
scription th a t Luang Prabang (which is now in Laos) in the Northeast, 
Sri Dharm araja (Ligor) in the South and Hamasavati (Pegu) in the West 
were under his suzerainty (Tambiah, 1970:29). However, it is unlikely tha t



Sukhothai ever exercised direct control over what is now the Northeast of 
Thailand. There is evidence th a t the Khmer kingdom of Angkor, until it 
declined between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries counted the en
tire Northeast as under its domain (Keyes, 1967:4; W yatt 1984:52). The 
rise of powerful Ayudhya after the waning of Sukhothai in AD 1350 meant 
the withdrawal of any Angkor claims to the yet almost uninhabited North
eastern plateau. The only place where settlement can have taken place 
was along a narrow strip of fertile lands near the Мае К hong River in the 
provinces of Loei, Nongkhai and Nakhom Phanom. These areas were prob
ably under the influence of the Lao kingdom, whose capital from 1563 was 
Vientiane (see Keyes, 1967). However, until the first contact with Laotian 
settlements was reported by the Siamese at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, the Northeast was always at the periphery. At the end of the same 
century, during the reign of Rama I of the Chakri dynasty, the existence 
of four settlements were reported and recognised by the Siamese as towns. 
These were Suwannaphum, Roi Et, Kalasin, and Khon Kaen. All of them 
had been established by Laotian nobles, but were practically autonomous 
entities, referred to  as ’outer provinces of Siam’ (see Keyes, 1967). The 
only real Siamese stronghold during that time was the fortification around 
the town of Nakhon Ratchasima (Khorat). Beyond tha t town, the Siamese 
bothered little about intruding into the principalities of Laotian nobles (cao 
phu) and local lords (coo) until the golden age of Siamese civilisation began 
with the reign of King Chulalongkorn (1868-1910).

In 1890 King Chulalongkorn brought the Northeast and the rest of the 
country under centralised Siamese administration. The regions most af
fected by integration were the previously semi-autonomous domains of the 
local Lao lords in the Northeast. These lords were replaced by aliens ap
pointed by the political centre, who called themselves ’servants of the crown’ 
(see Keyes, 1983b:854). Siamese control was followed by the institutional
isation of systems to collect taxes and revenue for the centre. This gave 
birth  to  a sense of deprivation and marginalisation and was a stimulus for 
new politico-religious movements in the Northeast. Tej Bunnag (1967), 
Murdoch (1974), Ishii Yoneo (1977), and Keyes (1977) have described how 
Northeastern villagers were confronted with the authority of the state as a 
new and unknown phenomenon. The representatives of the state strove to  
undermine the Lao traditions specific to the area. They were scornful of the 
Lao dialect spoken in the region. Most of them were corrupt officials posted 
to  the periphery as a form of punishment. Unhappy with Siamese domina
tion, the Lao resorted to sporadic rebellion which gradually evolved into a



m ajor millenarian uprising in 1901-2 (ibid.). The millenarian movements 
which swept the Northeast region were crucial in the rise of ’a distinctive 
ethnoregional identity’ grounded in the cultural and political history of the 
people. Since then to  describe oneself as isan, a word derived from Pali 
meaning ’northeast’, has become a way of essentialising Lao cultural iden
tity  (Keyes, 1967, 1983(b)3 ). The latter has evolved over the centuries 
in distinct opposition to central, northern or southern Thai (see C hatthip 
Narttsupha, 1981; W yatt 1984).

Isan missing out on Thailand’s economic boom
Looking at the overall map of Thailand’s economic development, the North
east laggs considerably behind as compared with the Central Region and, 
most markedly, Bangkok. The people of the Northeast have not enjoyed the 
benefits of a process which has made Thailand one of the fastest growing 
economies in the world4.

Successive governmental plans to bring ‘development’ (phatthana or 
phatthana chonabof) to the Northeast have not produced results. Field 
Marshal Sarit Tanarat who was prime minister in the mid-1950s, argued 
at the time tha t “if the people’s stomachs are full they won’t turn  to  com
munism”. Sarit, who was a Northeasterner from Mukdahan, mobilised im
mense popular support by promising to  develop Isan. The region was given 
special attention in the Accelerated Rural Development Programme. Ac
cordingly, infrastructural investments, road and bridge construction, access 
to  electricity and water resources were given priority. W ith Sarit’s initiative

3Kampoon Boontawee claims that Isan  can be translated as Shiva, the Hindu “regent 
of the Northeastern quadrant of the world. Of course, Thailand is a Buddhist country, 
including all of Isan, but Hindu deities danced through Southeast Asia for centuries, and 
dance there still” (1988:6). Kampoon wrote: “When Isan villagers tell tales o f great 
historical deeds, royal battles, and magical events - which to this day they love to  do - 
typically it is not tales o f Bangkok they tell, or o f the great Kingdom of Ayudhya that 
preceded the Bangkok era. They tell tales o f Luang Prabang and Vientiane, both now 
located in Laos, tales which pre-date both the Bangkok and Ayudhya periods” (ibid.:6).

4See Thailand, Foreign Affairs Newsletter published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Bangkok, 9-12 November 1992.

6It is interesting to notice the meaning of 'phatthana chonabot’. Literally it means 
development outside Bangkok. The underlying idea guiding such development is exactly  
identical to  that of development around Bangkok and its environs, namely industrial
isation and modernisation. It is not being anchored in Isan perception of the type of 
‘development’ they wish to  see in their environment with reference to  specific tradition 
and culture.



the first Northeast Development Plan was born in the late 1950s. Though 
S arit’s ambition was seemingly aimed at curtailing communist influence in 
the region rather than being driven by altruism, some ‘development’ and 
‘m odernisation’ emerged on the Northeast map. Since then, considerable 
investment had been undertaken to improve urban-industrial decentrali
sation in the Northeast and to reduce the region’s earlier isolation and 
peripheriality.

In the 1980s, the former Commander-in-Chief of the Thai Armed Forces, 
General Chaovalit, launched the so-called isan khiew (Green Isan) project 
in the region6. The commitment of the government - as expressed in policy 
documents and public rhetoric - is to  alleviate poverty, diversify and sustain 
food production, tackle environmental degradation and conserve the forest. 
Nevertheless, as Parnwell and Rigg (1992:26) pu t it, “the record of achieve
ment in terms of reducing wealth and development differentials between 
the Northeast and other parts of the country has been rather disappoint
ing.” Such disparities seem to have broadened as Thailand’s economy has 
performed successfully in the world economy.

The Third Five-Year National Economic and Social Development Plan 
(1971-6) emphasised the importance of development efforts in the North
east. Words and deeds, however, do not match each other. Using a broad 
economic approach to ‘development’, one can say tha t the people of the 
Northeast are the ones who are missing out. In the Fifth Five Year Plan 
(1981-6), for example, the funds allocated for the eradication of poverty 
amounted to only 0.7% of the total budget.

The manufacturing sector has grown faster than any other sector of 
Thailand’s economy and it is expected to continue to perform well over 
the coming years. Greater Bangkok accounted for by far the largest share 
of industrial activity (76.7%) in 1985: the Northeast accounted for only 
approximately 6%. The agricultural sector, which corresponds to  more 
than 1 /3  of Gross Regional Product in the Northeast, has performed (and 
will continue to  perform) unimpressively.

Admittedly, the country has not achieved ... complete success 
in economic development. Environmental pollution, erosion of 
the quality of life in the big cities, the inability of people to 
adjust in accordance with the change from rural, agricultural to

6Chaovalit was Interior Minister, Labour Minister and Defence Minister while I was 
still conducting my fieldwork in!993. In 1995 he was Prime Minister. Chaovalit was 
forced to  resign in 1997.



urban, industrial society and the increasingly unequal oppor
tunity of various groups to benefit from the nation’s successful 
development are the challenges awaiting the government7.

In terms of political representation, however, the situation has improved 
progressively. According to the new system of constituencies, seats in the 
House of Representatives follow strict numerical criteria. The Northeast 
members of parliament currently comprise between one-quarter and one- 
third of the total number in the House of Representatives (one member per 
300,000 persons). This does not mean, however, th a t the democratic pro
cess in Thailand is functioning well. Economic and welfare difficulties, and 
the lack of democratic political institutions through which grievances can 
be channelled to the attention of the central government, have stimulated 
public dissent and led to the emergence of various forms of resistance (see 
Keyes, 1983; Parnwell and Rigg 1993).

Until the democracy movement of May 1992 and the September 1992 
election which brought to power the civilian Chuan Leekphai,8 leader of 
the largest Democratic Party and his coalition partners (New Aspiration, 
Palang Tham, and Solidarity), the Northeast MPs had almost no power 
to  influence the political process. They, therefore sat on the ‘opposition 
benches.’ The electoral system is vulnerable to vote-buying, a widespread 
phenomenon in the country at large; almost every MP or candidate has used 
his own clients and a wide contact network to secure a seat. MPs who put 
the interest of poor Isan before their own economic returns to their ‘political 
investment’ face problems. It is difficult for them to compete with financial 
tycoons and military officers who make a political career after retirement. 
Some young MPs influenced by the ideals of the student movement and 
left-wing radical politics and others committed to bringing ‘development’ 
(phatthana) use the ideal form of traditional patron (phu yai) and client 
(phu noi) relationships to get practical support from rural people. They 
recruit, sponsor, and to some degree finance the local elite as their clients 
so th a t the latter in their turn  can become village heads (phuyaiban) and 
sheriffs (kamnan). In recent years, the issue of the degenerating physical 
environment of Isan has become an attractive rhetorical tool used by some 
MPs in the Northeast to obtain support mainly from poor farmers in a 
seemingly interest-neutral way (Dahl, 1993:13).

7See Thailand Foreign Affairs Newsletter, 9-12 November 1992.
8Chuan was a student leader between 1965 and 1968. He was first elected to  MP in 

1969. Before that year he was a student of the Faculty of Law, Tham m asat University.



M igration
It is accepted by policy-makers in Thailand that economic development 
generates employment by creating opportunities in the industrial, manu
facturing and service sectors. Because communications have improved both 
between Bangkok and the Northeast and also within the region, a consider
able movement of population has taken place. Very many Isan people now 
head for the Central Plain and mainly Greater Bangkok, as wage-labour 
constitutes a m ajor means of supplementing meagre agricultural incomes. 
This movement from the Northeast to the Centre is not only stimulated 
by the pull of opportunities in the central region, but also by the push of 
a heavy taxation burden and debts imposed on the region’s population. 
Furthermore, it is driven by the government’s arbitrary claims to land for 
infrastructural investment, mining, forest and wildlife protection schemes. 
The situation is further aggravated by the nature of the physical environ
ment in the Northeast - degraded soils, unpredictable climate, periodic 
flooding and drought; all force the people to seek refuge in Bangkok and 
its environs. In contrast, in the past migration was mainly internal to  the 
Isan region itself.

Isan ethnic feelings have been intensified by migration, in at least two 
ways. In the first place, Northeastern migrants have become conscious of 
the relative surplus of wealth tha t is concentrated in the Central Region 
as the result of a post-war boom in the commercial agricultural economy 
(Keyes, 1967:37). In the second place, in their exile, the people of the North
east were treated as second- or even third-class citizens by the better-off 
Central Thai. Isan identity is often depicted as synonymous with ignorance, 
rusticity, inferiority, the inclination to steal and so forth. Such stereotypes 
and derogatory images have resulted in a reactive consciousness which has 
the power of drawing the migrant khon isan together9.

The work of Robert Textor (1961) and more recent studies such as 
Parnwell and Rigg (1993) deal with the formal and informal associations

9 “T he cultural elements which underpin [Isan identity] .... still provide the nucleus 
for this identity and, in spite o f the onslaught of popular music and other trappings 
of modernity, things like mor lam performances (musical folk drama) still attract huge 
numbers o f followers who, ... , recharge their (Isanness) through such media. Further
more, in spite o f the above statem ents concerning the process o f migrant adaptation, 
... several inhabitants in squatter settlem ents in Bangkok who, although they may have 
been Bangkok residents for thirty-forty years or more, still consider themselves khon 
isan first and foremost, partly because they still hold on the prospect of return, however 
forlorn this might be...” (Parnwell and Rigg 1994:35).



and networks, which are meant to assist Northeasterners to adjust to  life in 
the unknown and often hostile world of the capital city. Collective networks 
based on Isan identity protect the Isan individual from discrimination and 
offer help in resolving immediate residential, cash and job problems within 
the urban setting. They have also continued to nurture “a common regional 
identity” (Parnwell and Rigg, 1993:19).10

Traditional as well as modern stimuli are involved in influencing deci
sions about migration. The most important is the cyclical migration of Isan 
which is, generally speaking, fairly well synchronised with the agricultural 
cycle over time. The timing of outward and return migration corresponds 
to  the period when labour is needed during the rice cultivation and harvest
ing seasons. The migrants expect to return to their home village eventually 
after long periods of absence. Today many movements th a t s ta rt off as non
permanent become permanent due to the agricultural and environmental 
crisis. B etter opportunities make people stay on permanently. The re
turnees bring not only cash and material wealth, but also images of the 
town and new ideas and knowledge to the villages. They take on the role 
of local spokesmen for their fellow villagers and act as mediators between 
villagers and the authorities. They are the ones to  take village development 
initiatives and they often run for office in village, sub-district and district 
organisations. In most cases they are the agents who facilitate the oper
ation of NGOs in the villages. When necessary, they are also the ones to 
mobilise demonstrations in protest against government policies.

Resistance and marginalisation
Before the religious reform brought about by the rationalist Tham m ayut 
movement in the 1830s, the teachings of Traiphum and Phra Malai, and 
the Jataka stories were the most popular versions of Buddhist thought in 
T hailand11. The local elites were inspired by the millenarian ideas these

10The quoted authors offer an interesting analysis o f how the importance of Isan iden
tity  varies with the circumstances confronting the individual migrant in the urban setting  
(ibid.:36).

11 “The J atakas are accounts of the former lives o f the historical Buddha before he 
finally attained ‘Enlightenment’. The basic intention underlying these popular stories 
is to  illustrate the efforts made by the Master to  perform acts o f merit and sacrifice in 
order to  achieve the final goal of buddhahood. These stories have led people to  believe 
that the greatness o f the Buddha lies in the abundance of bun or ‘merit’, accumulated 
by him during his long series o f rebirths. The Traiphum characterises Buddha as ‘one 
who has merit’. The same Buddhist cosmological treatise mentions, in its list of phu



texts express about ‘men with m erit’ (phu mii bun), who will reveal them
selves as the ultim ate saviours, and the idea th a t people would follow them  
unconditionally to  establish justice12. The messianic predictions made by 
millenarian stories became a basis for insurrection.

Early in 1900, insurrections led by ‘men with m erit’ were recorded in 
several Isan provinces13. The coming advent of ‘men with m erit’ was an
nounced in palm-leaf manuscripts (lai thaeng) tha t were circulated but 
whose origin is unknown14. These manuscripts predicted a great disaster 
for which the Lao people of the Khorat plateau would have to  prepare 
themselves, because ‘men with m erit’ would also arrive to  free them from 
imminent calamity and lead them  to righteous rule. Men claiming such 
status came forward to demonstrate their magical powers and to  stage pu
rification rites, as desperate peasants approached them  and asked to  be 
saved from the imminent misery. In Yasothon15 , in the monastery of Ban 
Nong I Turn, the monk Phrakhru was one of the phu wiset or ‘men with 
supernatural powers’. He was a local leader and teacher in the monastery, 
with a background in the peasantry. Phrakhru ‘officiated’ at the rite of 
ta t  kam wang wen (cutting off retributive karma) and ordered the villagers 
to  collect hin hae (concretions in lateritie soil which are common in the 
region16). It had been predicted that stones would be turned into gold and

m ii bun, Paccekabuddhas, Aggasavakas (great disciples), Arahantakhmaswas (saints), 
B odhisattvas , and Cakravartins (universal monarchs). The last two are particularly 
noteworthy. Apart from the historical Buddha, Theravada Buddhism teaches about 
another bodhisattva, the future Buddha, Maitreya. The coming of his glorious reign is 
a favourite them e of popular Buddhist literature. In the Traiphum, it is promised that 
those who listen to  (the recitation of ) the book attentively and faithfully will meet and 
pay homage to  the coming Maitreya and will hear the Dhamma which he preaches. In 
the Phra Malai, the Buddhist Messiah is quoted as saying to  the visiting Phra Malai
that he shall descend to be born on earth to save mankind ” (see Ishii Yoneo for
further information, 1977:72-4)

12I have extensively quoted from Ishii’s paper, “A Note on Buddhistic Millenarian 
Revolts in Northeastern Siam”, which appeared in Southeast Asia: Nature, Society and 
Development. Contributions to Southeast Asian Studies. Monographs of the Centre for  
Southeast A sian  Studies. K yo to  University, ed. Shinichi Ichimura. The University Press 
o f Hawaii. Honolulu. 1977.

13In Tej Bunnag’s “Kabot phu mii bun phak Isan R. S. 121” ('Millenarian Revolt in 
Northeastern Thailand, 1902’], Sangkhomasat Parithat [Social Science Review], 5 (1967): 
82 precise dates and places o f the revolts are given for the interested reader.

14Ishii Yoneo based the account of the imminent arrival of phu m ii bun on the basis 
of: Toem  Wiphakphotchanakit, Praw atisat Isan [ A history o f the Northeast/, vol. 2 ( 
Bangkok, Samnakpim Samakhom Sangkhomasat haeng prathet Thai, 1970), p. 559.

15Yasothon belonged until 1982 to  Ubon province.
16Tat kam wang wen is a ritual cleansing one undergoes to  stop one’s own karma from
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and silver when the king of righteous rule came.17
Other ‘men with supernatural power’ performed various types of mir

acles in order to convince the people of their supernatural abilities. For 
instance, a flintlock was fired by using sand commonly found in the local
ity instead of gunpowder18. Many of the local people were astounded by 
the miracles and decided to serve the phu wiset as volunteers, forming a 
large following under their leadership. The charismatic Ong Man, for ex
ample, succeeded in attracting thousands of peasant volunteers to  revolt 
in 1902, primarily drawing support from people from what is now called 
Trakanphutphon, a northern district of Ubon province.19 At th a t time 
Trakahan was known as Saphuyai village. Ong Man was a Lao, but the 
exact locality where he was born is not known. Heading a peasant army, 
Ong Man scored a military victory and took the ruler of Khemmarat cap
tive. He attacked Ubonratchatani to  depose its princely ruler installed by 
King Chulalongkhorn and to establish ‘the rule of righteousness’. In the 
end his campaign was crushed by the mighty military force of Siam. Af
ter his defeat Ong Man crossed the Mae Khong River to  the Laotian side 
to  disappear from recorded history. Any captured followers were punished 
severely.

In spite of the atrocious punishment inflicted on the followers of Ong 
Man in order to quench future rebellion, the underlying idea behind ‘men 
with m erit’ proved durable. New claimants of ‘men with m erit’ status ap
peared. In 1924 four ‘men with m erit’ appeared in Loei province. Hundreds 
and thousands of Thai-Lao from Mahasarakham and Roi E t were attracted 
by their preaching and joined the purification rituals performed by the wise

a previous life so that from now on one will do good things or make merit ( tham  bun) 
and the karma to  be reckoned in the present and forthcoming life will free itself from the  
earlier one.

17T he account is an adaptation of Ishii Yoneo’s article, “Buddhistic Millenarian Revolts 
in Northeastern Siam” in Southeast Asia: Nature, Society and Development (1977:68-9) 
. Ishii’s account is based on: Toem Wiphakphotchanakit. 1970:559-61.

18Ibid. pp. 565.
19Mr. Prêcha was 97 years old when I last visited Nong Wai Ngam and had moved 

from TVakhan Puetphon to settle in Nong Wai Ngam. He remembers the revolt led by 
Ong Man, he was 27 years old when Ong Man was suppressed in 1924. Khun T iyee’s 
father told me that when he w e is  2 years old, his mother used to tell him that his father 
w e is  one of the suspects who followed Ong Man. When these elders and pioneers of Nong 
Wai Ngam tell stories about the phu mil bun revolts, the villagers listen attentively. 
They express pride in their history of resistance to Siamese dominance and also anger 
at the repression Isan faced at that time. Although they have heard about Ong Man 
from Khun Prêcha and from Khun Tiyee’s father before they are always touched anew  
by em otions of self-esteem and hatred for the centre of political power in Bangkok.



men as a means of heralding the inevitable arrival of phu mii bun which 
was supposed to  free the khon isan from all previous sins and misery.

In the Northeast, millenarian movements were often led by prominent 
local leaders, who used their privileged positions to harness popular discon
ten t by presenting themselves as ‘men with supernatural power’ or ‘men 
with m erit’. For instance, the source which Ishii (1977:72) quotes suggests 
th a t the list of arrested Ongs (‘wise men’) includes names such as Kamnan 
Sui, Amphoe К ase misma, Luang Prachum of Muang Amnatcharoen and 
Ong Buncharn. Kamnan Sui had the rank of Prathuan (given to monas
tic scholars ) and was a former district official. Ong Buncharn, who was 
murdered in flight, was also called Thao Buncharn, thao being a title of 
Laotian noblemen. Several thao played leading roles in rebellion as charis
matic figures; ‘men with supernatural power’ or ‘men with m erit’.

Tej Bunnag (1967) describes 1902 as a period characterised by the dis
satisfaction of the local privileged class. They had lost their status and 
traditional sources of wealth following the dismantling of the Muang - a 
type of feudal rule where the nobility ruled over the population of a given 
territory without necessarily being landlords themselves. A large-scale crop 
failure had aggravated the situation and more than one hundred self-named 
‘men with m erit’ joined the rebellion. Another factor behind the millenar
ian revolt was the territorial integration of the Northeast into the newly 
constituted central kingdom of Siam. The Franco-Siamese Treaty signed 
by king Chulalongkorn in 1893 put Laos under a French protectorate and 
was not accepted by the people of the Northeast. The Thai-Lao were disap
pointed by the treaty and lost faith in the Bangkok government. It seemed 
unnatural for them to see the Mae Khong river used as a boundary be
tween members of the same people in order to  buffer the interests of the 
colonial powers. This situation might also have accelerated the evolution of 
the emergence of ‘men with supernatural power’ (phu wiset) or ‘men with 
m erit’ (phu mii bun).

As late as 1959 an upsurge which seems to have carried on the ideolog
ical heritage from the phu mii bun movement arose in Khorat, leading to 
the death of several participants, including a district officer. Surprisingly 
enough, the leader of this popular upheaval claimed to be a reincarnation of 
King Chulalongkorn20 (1868-1910) . Despite the fact that this king was the 
most beloved, respected and modern monarch in Thailand’s recent history,

20Here I follow Ishii Yoneo who cites a source: Thai Noi, N ayokrattham ontri thi 11 
кар 3 phunam prati wat. [The 11th prime minister and three leaders o f the coup d’état,] 
(Bangkok: Prae Pittaya, 1964), pp. 546-549.



he was the one responsible for the subordination of the Northeast to  the 
Siamese kingdom.

The movements succeeding the phu mii bun movement also hoped for 
the advent of righteous rule and emancipation from misery and subordina
tion. However, in order to foment regionalism and ethnic separatism, they 
emphasised Isan concepts and values. The characteristic aspirations of Isan 
who wanted to  join their Lao kinsmen over the Мае К hong reached their 
peak after the Second World War. Several factors accentuated the Isan 
sense of identity and separatism. The most crucial was perhaps the mur
der in 1949 of four Northeastern MPs, a t a time when there was growing 
concern among the state authorities in Central Thailand about the rise of 
pan-Laoism and Isan irredentism.

The 1932 coup d ’éta t which overthrew the absolute monarchy prepared 
the ground for a transition to parliamentary ‘democracy’. For the first 
time there was a national forum in which elected representatives of the 
Northeast were able to express their anxieties about the lack of economic 
development and the total neglect of the region by the central government. 
Isan MPs identified themselves with the opposition, which stood against 
the pro-Japanese military rule of Marshal Pibun Songkhram. Many North
eastern politicians were involved in the anti-Japanese Free Thai Movement 
led by Pridi Phanomyong. Pridi, who was fascinated both by Marxism and 
Theravada Buddhism, and expressed support for national liberation move
ments in Indo-China. Having removed the government of Marshal Pibun, 
he led the post-war government. He invited a number of Isan MPs to  join 
the government, offering them important ministerial portfolios. His gov
ernment however, was short-lived. Pridi himself was overthrown in 1947 by 
a m ilitary coup d ’état and went into exile, accused of having communist 
sympathies. His Isan supporters were removed and ‘disgraced’ for their 
so called pan-Laoism and irredentist ambitions. An attem pt to  re-instate 
Pridi in 1949 failed, and after tha t most prominent Northeastern politicians 
and cabinet ministers were persecuted for their alleged communist tenden
cies and separatist affiliations. Some were assassinated under mysterious 
circumstances.

The backwardness of the regional economy was certainly one of the 
main reasons for the rapid popularity of the Communist Party  of Thailand 
(CPT) in the Northeast, although the repressive measures of the Pibun 
government as well as the external support it received (from Hanoi or Peking 
or both) were immediate causes for the C P T ’s expansion. Keyes (1987:108) 
argues th a t the C P T ’s success in the Northeast was influenced as much by



ethnic as by class concerns. The CPT viewed regionalism as a means of 
instigating a revolutionary turmoil which would eventually engulf the whole 
of Thailand. For more than a decade this strategy worked very well, both 
in the North among the hill people and in the South among the Muslim 
ethnic Malays. Some Buddhist monks and novices of Thai-Lao21 origin 
sympathised with the C PT  cause, and some monks gave it open support, 
even at the height of the military repression of the 1970s. The message 
from the C PT  th a t reached these disadvantaged minorities was essentially 
identical to the millenarian ideas which preceded it. It was about righteous 
rule and emancipation from poverty and deprivation. The liberators were 
not personified as phu uriset or phu mii bun but as the Marxist-Buddhist 
leaders of the C PT. Across Thailand the C PT may have had 12,000-14,000 
armed insurgents when it was at its peak. In the Northeast it had 5,000 
insurgents, plus around 2 million villagers under its general influence and 
as a many as 200,000-300,000 people under its direct control. In the late 
1970s this number decreased and the strength of the C P T ’s political and 
ideological operations dwindled dramatically. The ‘domino’ theory that 
Thailand would eventually surrender to the revolutions sweeping Southeast 
Asia did not hold.

The geopolitical set-up of Southeast Asia started to change in the early 
1980s, a fact which the CPT also realised. The amnesty issued by the Royal 
Thai Government to the C PT insurgents was generally welcomed by the 
party  and its rank and file. The CPT gave up the armed struggle and its 
members gradually returned to their home villages. The government man
aged to institutionalise ethnic distinctiveness by supporting it as a strategy 
to  corrode and weaken separatist feelings.

Isan separatism, which was built around the idea of removing the North
east from central Thai domination by creating a pan-Lao union, withered 
away. The people by and large, and in particular the leaders, began to  see 
a role for themselves within the modern Thai state. Nonetheless, uneven
ness in economic development and modernisation has continued to cement 
a strong sense of shared identity amongst the people of the Northeast. Peo-

21T he right-wing general who ruled Thailand during the 1970s used the idea of phu 
mii bun in the fight against Thai communist insurgencies which were mainly operating 
from their bases in the Northeast. T he general declared those who kill the communists 
phu mii bun, men with merit. T he phrase ‘to  kill a communist is not a sin’ (kha komunid 
m ai baap) was first used by Phra Kittiwutho Bikkhu (a rightist monk during the 1970s). 
T his unprecedented use o f the phu mii bun idea for eliminating communist influence in 
Thailand created a moral paradox in Buddhist teaching which hitherto labelled killing 
baapkarm (sin).



pie often find various idioms for expressing their disenchantment. One is 
environmentalism, by which harmony with nature, on the one hand, and 
Isan dignity and self-esteem, on the other, are intertwined in a new vision 
of a future of improved socio-economic status and well-being.

Forest settlem ent, deforestation and its conse
quences
For more than a century the Thai state has encouraged forest settlement 
for agriculture and timber operations (see Hirsch, 1990) as the major means 
of boosting the agricultural sector of the economy. Over-exploitation of the 
country’s forest cover and serious ecological degradation have followed as 
a result. Though there are attem pts by the authorities to  reconsider forest 
policies and to adopt the notion of conservation, current policies are still 
governed by the same principles which caused deforestation and ecological 
deterioration to  begin with.

In 1855 Thailand signed the Bowring Treaty.22 Over the seventy-five 
years following the Treaty, cultivation (primarily of rice) was encouraged 
by exempting newly cleared forest land from taxes. The Thai population 
doubled to about 12 million (see Ingram 1971:37-40) in the same period. 
During the reign of Chulalongkorn or Rama V, the construction of canals, 
roads and railways served as incentives to encourage settlement on forest 
land, and linked the peripheries more closely with the growing market cen
tres around Bangkok (see Sharp and Hanks, 1978; Johnston, 1975). The 
same policy was taken up again in the 1940s. Since this period the Thai gov
ernment has taken part directly in forest land settlement through the Land 
Settlement Division of the Public Welfare Department under the Ministry of 
Agriculture (see Uhlig,-1984:126). Until the late 1980s officials encouraged 
agricultural expansion at the expense of forest land (see Moreli and Chai- 
anan, 1981; Chattip and Suthy, 1981). The consequences were obvious: 
a) Thailand’s economy turned to  monoculture (rice) and small-scale, rural 
industries and traditional handicrafts were displaced by market-oriented 
export agriculture; b) poor migrant people flooded the forest in search of

22The Anglo-Siamese Treaty, named after Sir John Bowring, the governor of Hong 
Kong and Britain’s special envoy to  Siam, was a treaty which Thailand signed in order 
to  open itself up to  foreign trade and satisfy ‘London’s chief conditions’ (see W yatt, 
1984:183). In return the British agreed that Thailand could export rice to  the British 
colonies.



farm land; с) the population increased dramatically on the forest land; d) 
rapid decline followed in the country’s forest cover.

The main link between forest settlement and the expansion of agricul
ture can be found in the increased rice cultivation. Agricultural expansion 
has gradually come to include sugar cane, maize and other upland crops 
such as tapioca, which were all geared to the market and export. Thailand 
is currently the world’s largest exporter of rice and tapioca, and is also one 
of the leading exporters of maize and sugar. Over the last three decades 
the population of Thailand has again more than doubled; from 23 millions 
in 1961 it is estimated to  have increased to 58 million in 199123.

Alongside the forest settlement schemes, a crucial factor behind defor
estation is the search for foreign currency revenue by exploiting timber and 
leasing out vast areas of forest to politically and economically powerful 
groups and individual concessionaires (Bryan and Parnwell, 1996:2). Until 
the mid-1960s, logging concessionaires were permitted to  extract timber 
in a large forest area covering almost 40% of the Northern region (ibid.). 
In 1968, however, government strategies to hasten economic development 
transformed the situation. Logging concessions were issued for continued 
forestry activity throughout Thailand, covering nearly half the country’s 
geographical area and most of its delineated reserve forest. The years that 
followed proved how rapid commercial exploitation of Thailand’s valuable 
timber would affect the country. Currently there is hardly any teak forest 
( Tectona grandis) remaining in the North.

Particularly over the past three decades (1961-91) the trend of defor
estation in Thailand has been alarming. The situation varies from region to 
region, however. Security considerations have provided important reasons 
for the encouragement of forest settlement in the Northeast in particular. 
Since the 1960s, the largest share of government investment in the region 
has been in the construction of roads, particularly in ‘sensitive’ areas such 
as the peripheral zones tha t had previously been under the influence of the 
CPT. The Thai Government’s co-operation with the United States Oper
ation Mission (USOM) indicates the security character of this investment 
(Hirsch, 1990:49). The policy priority was to maintain or strengthen central 
control over the peripheral areas of the Northeast. For this purpose, the for
est settlement scheme included former members of the armed and security 
forces who had fought the communist insurgents in the region, as well as 
former C PT fighters who returned to ‘peaceful’ lives after the amnesty. The

23Source: Sustaining Southeast Asta ’s Forests Research Network. Report Number 1. 
Poffenberger (ed). June 1992.



paradox of this settlement policy is th a t these two initially warring factions 
who have settled side by side have in the process forged identical critical 
views of the state apparatus, as representing central power as opposed to 
their own interests at the periphery. Facing restrictions on resource use 
rights in the forest areas and frustrated by the failure of the promised rural 
development to  materialise, the settlers opened themselves to  the rhetoric 
of oppositional village headmen and sub-district heads (kamnan). Forest 
settlers do not trust governmental projects such as reforestation, land re
form and resettlement and often perceive them as schemes to  gain control 
over human activities in the reserve forests. The authorities have often used 
coercive methods to enforce resettlement, while villagers were devising ma
terial or ideological means to resist and evade eviction. In the process, the 
forest not only offered the people living within it a means of sustenance, 
bu t also served as their arena of resistance and protection.

In Thailand as a whole, the forest provided security for those who fled 
to  it. Akin, (1969:87); Chayan, (1984:187-8); and W ithaya (1984:154) all 
noted th a t up until the nineteenth century unbearable corvé labour and mil
itary  service forced people to  seek sanctuary and sustenance in the forests. 
My informants in Nong Wai Ngam village told me th a t every time the 
Siamese forces crushed the revolts of the Isan people and killed the ‘men 
with m erits’ who led the revolts, their followers fled to the forest. For one 
of my informants and his two close associates the term  pai pa (‘going to 
the forest’) invokes a relatively recent memory. In the mid-1970s these rel
atively young men fled to the Petchabun jungle and lived in the Kaowong 
hills, which were forest areas controlled by the CPT. In the 1970s ‘going to 
the forest’ and ‘how is the mountain?’ were codes the urban intelligentsia 
used to  express their desire to join the armed struggle of the CPT (Hirsch, 
1990; Wright, 1992). The government bombed and burned extensive areas 
of forest land to  annihilate the rebel strongholds and encouraged new set
tlers to move into the areas controlled by the insurgents, offering them  help 
to  clear the forest.

The Thai government has also faced resistance from Buddhist monks 
who are opposed to  West-oriented development strategies. Such opposition 
comes not only from wandering ascetic monks who want to  use the forest 
as a place of retreat and meditation, but also from renowned monks such 
as Phra Buddhad asa of Surathani who initiated the Suan Moke Movement 
(‘Garden of Liberation’) and his followers and from representatives of the 
Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute, an institute established by Sivaraksa Su
lak and dedicated to making the Buddhist environmental ethic relevant to



modern Thai life. Some monks in the Northeast, such as Phra Prachak 
of Burir am who resisted the Thai Army’s claim for forest land to  pro
mote commercial plantations have been involved in open conflict with the 
authorities. The monks mobilised villagers to  protest against government- 
sponsored rural development projects which threatened forest areas and 
ecologically vulnerable watersheds. The various monks have one point in 
common, “the recognition tha t forests are not resources to be exploited by 
individuals committed to  ‘development’, but that they are resources to  be 
shared by a community” (Keyes, 1989).

Until recent years the Thai authorities perceived the forest and ‘develop
m ent’ to  be opposites. The ‘song for development’ used by the government 
in ideological training programmes expresses the contradiction between for
est and authority, wilderness and civilisation, backwardness and modernity, 
danger and safety, etc. W hat is paradoxical is that the same song has been 
used by Thai revolutionaries as ‘Songs for Life’ (see Hirsch, 1990:47).

Hirsch’s (1990) translation of the song reads as follows:

History may have many aspects But never has the worker been 
mentioned Bearer of burdens, wanderer through water and mud, 
Creator of the city from the forest The magnificent walled city 
W ith the blood and muscle of the road builder The way is 
cleared For others to  follow.

From one lonely forest to  another As a wanderer, not the ground 
to  call ‘home’ However cold, painful, dangerous Never a flinch 
of fear Hurrying forth to  clear For others to follow Their every 
footstep like fading shadows Their names and bodies buried 
within the land (ibid:47-8).

Thai perceptions of the forest are varied and differentiated, influenced 
by elements of spirit worship, Buddhism, and Western ideas of ‘develop
m ent’ and ‘conservation’. In Thailand, forest conservation and manage
ment were given little importance until recent years (see Stott, 1978:18). 
As a consequence, the country’s forest cover has not been effectively con
served. In fact, even though Thailand escaped direct colonial rule, British 
colonial influence in the form of the structure and ideology of the Royal 
Forest Department (RFD) seems to have hindered the emergence of a new 
approach to conservation. The authorities perceive the forests to be the 
property of the Crown, and therefore not to be touched, needing to  be 
protected by policing machinery, and thus forbidding other agencies from



participating in managing and conserving them (see Thai Forestry Master 
Plan. Discussion Draft, 1992).

W ith the emergence of an environmental movement which embraced 
rural people as well as urban-based environmentalists, journalists and aca
demics, and which set up non-governmental umbrella organisations, the au
thorities acknowledged the country’s failure to manage its forest resources 
properly and started to respond positively to the notion of conservation. 
The 1985 National Forest Policy was influenced by international agen
cies such as the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation and conceded 
to  pressure from Thai NGOs. At least on paper the custodial forest con
trol approaches were abandoned. The policy endorsed such approaches as 
“encouraging environmental awareness, interagency co-operation, technical 
innovation, and public participation in forest management” (Community 
Allies Research Network, 1993:3). In spite of such progress, the national 
forest policy is devoid of a framework within which community rights and 
responsibilities are defined in order to enable local communities to  take 
part as conservationists and managers of the forest surrounding them. The 
policy contains neither any clearly formulated provision for tenurial rights 
nor any strategy to ensure incentives for community participation in forest 
conservation.

Instead of formalising community rights and land tenure, the Forest 
Land Resettlement Programme (К  or Jor Kor) was launched as part of the 
government’s forest policy, with the aim of resettling rural forest communi
ties. The Thai military has been involved in ousting and relocating villagers 
from forest reserves. Such measures were defended by the authorities, who 
argued for the need to protect watersheds and rehabilitate the remaining 
tropical monsoon forest by undertaking massive reforestation schemes and 
by introducing fast growing exotic trees such as eucalyptus. From the point 
of view of the RFD, the argument was simple and direct. It cannot afford to 
grant tenure rights or endorse a land reform bill legalising “up to 10 percent 
of the country’s population, or over 5 million people currently residing in 
the nation’s public forest land” .24 If it did so it would have no forest land 
to  protect, thus losing its own raison d ’être. The implementation of the for
est resettlement scheme triggered strong resistance and massive protests. 
When the Kor Jor Kor programme was finally dismantled, the local re
sistance movements, which once had emerged as reaction to  an immediate 
situation, turned out to  be both dynamic and pervasive. They began to

24T he source is Bangkok Post 15 December 1991. Carrere and Lohmann (1996:233) 
gave this figure 10 million people.



challenge the hegemony of the authorities on the environmental front in a 
more permanent way.

The official version is th a t there are over 12,000 rural community group
ings at the village level protecting, conserving and managing forest areas25. 
These environmentally oriented conservationist communities describe their 
activities in both Buddhist and West-oriented environmental terms. None 
of them, however, has official recognition. They operate in reserve lands 
under the control of the RFD.

The Seventh Five-Year National Economic and Social Development Plan 
(1992-6) stresses the role of local communities in forest conservation and 
management. It has also linked issues of rural poverty to  sustainable 
forestry development (Community Allies Research Network, 1993). The 
paradox is th a t there is still no community forestry legislation. In the ab
sence of such a formal policy framework, which could deal with the praxis 
of community rights and responsibilities in the management of forest lands 
a t the local or grass-roots level, local people continue to  resist top-down 
policies (see Usher, 1989b; Apichai, 1993). It is necessary to consider this 
context in order to  understand the environmental radicalism of the local 
population in villages such as Nong Wai Ngam.

Summary
The Isan reaction to control and domination by the central powers of 
Bangkok is historically influenced by Buddhist ‘texts’, which are used as 
sources for resistance symbols. As Keyes (1983b) suggests, Isan villagers 
can indeed also ‘appropriate’ different messages from non-Buddhist, mod
ernist texts available to  them. This does not mean tha t the new messages 
incorporated into village culture have succeeded in replacing popular Bud
dhist and pre-Buddhist traditions. Rather, because of Thailand’s integra
tion in the global economy, modern ideas largely originating from the West 
perm eate the remote villages in the Northeast so th a t local people have 
access to  a wider range of new ways of formulating and interpreting the 
hard conditions of their everyday experience.

In the village I introduce here as Nong Wai Ngam, people who are eli
gible to  vote in the country’s parliamentary elections use the Western con
cepts of democracy (Thai: prachabtipathai), exploitation (karn kood reed

25Source: Dr. Komon Pragtong, former Community Forestry sub-division Head, Na
tional forest Land Management Division, Royal Forest Department (RFD), 1992.



or thook oaw rad aow preaub) and environmental conservation (anulrak 
thammachat) in their political discourse not only when they talk about 
the benefits of democratic elections, but also to criticise the emptiness of 
the democracy concept when they feel they have gained nothing beyond 
participating in a mere ritual. They have no great hopes tha t elections 
won by either the Chart Thai Party, or the Democrats or the Social Action 
Party  will help to better their marginalised socio-economic status. Yet they 
would like to define democracy and power in their own way, so th a t these 
term s could help them resolve their problems collectively and achieve local 
self-sufficiency.

In Nong Wai Ngam, local people were familiar with the rhetoric of the 
Communist Party of Thailand (CPT). Some were aware th a t the C PT was 
trying to  substitute for the ideological hegemony of the ruling elite, who 
used the Buddhist Sangha as a means to legitimate class rule, corruption 
and dictatorship. Today, nobody talks about the C PT in positive terms. 
The thought of the CPT invokes fear and suspicion. Nonetheless, the fore
fathers of the ideology of the CPT, such as Marx, Engels, Lenin, Mao and 
Che Guevara have been transformed into harmless icons appearing on T- 
shirts, sunglasses, caps, etc. The window blind of the house of one of my 
informants’ residence is decorated with the hammer and sickle, once the 
emblem of the CPT. Certain concepts which in the past were labelled as 
‘communist’ and ‘anti-establishment’ have become so common th a t the lo
cal population can use them freely to express their resentment to  official 
policies. There are also instances where public expressions of dissent are 
initiated by individuals who in the past were allied with the m ilitary to 
fight the communist insurgents.

The next chapter shows tha t in the village I call Nong Wai Ngam there 
is a historically produced cultural repertoire conditioned by the structure 
and content of the region’s specific history of Siamese domination. The 
specific past and present of the region are capable of generating resistance. 
They are, however, inadequate as an explanation of why environmental 
arguments have entered the resistance discourse. Local environmentalism 
must be contextualised in relation to the macro-societal frame of reference 
from which environmental arguments have gradually trickled down to reach 
the local setting. We must describe ‘how and for what reason’ they are 
absorbed and at the same time enriched in the local setting. To this end, I 
shall focus on Nong Wai Ngam village.



Chapter 4

FOCUSING ON NONG 
WAI NGAM

This chapter begins with an introduction to Nong Wai Ngam village. It 
discusses the villagers’ perceptions of forest and danger, outlines the lo
cal knowledge of trees and their uses and also presents what the villagers 
themselves perceive as the destruction of the forest as opposed to its man
agement. It introduces the pi puta sanctuary and describes what this ritual 
forest means for the well-being of the Nong Wai Ngam community. The 
chapter is also concerned with the ethnographic description of family and 
social organisation. It concludes by reviewing the influence th a t modernisa
tion and rural development programmes, particularly intervention through 
plantations, have on the perceptions of Nong Wai Ngam people, and how 
this leads to mobilisation to  challenge the central power of Bangkok on 
issues of the environment, culture and justice.

Physical setting and environment
Nong Wai Ngam is located about 65 km from the capital ( muang) of Ubon- 
ratchatani province. To arrive in Nong Wai Ngam one has to turn  off the 
main highway connecting Ubon and Khemmarat which heads northwards 
to the right, and continue on the gravel ruad running deep into the forest. 
On the way, one can see village settlements on both sides of the main high
way, which, like the rest of the areas along the main highway, are covered



by forest. Only the occupied land on the right-hand side is claimed by 
the authorities as government forest reserve land. By definition, the people 
living there are illegal squatters. Nong Wai Ngam people ask themselves 
what whim caused the head of the Royal Forest Department some twenty 
years ago on his way (pay tiew) to Mukdahan to  decide tha t the right and 
not the left-hand side of the main highway should be delineated as forest 
reserve1 . From their point of view both sides of the road have an identi
cal landscape and forest cover with a comparable number of inhabitants. 
Local people are intrigued by the circumstances which led the government 
to  impose forest protection laws, including eviction, on some people but 
not on others. The conclusion they draw is tha t the Thai authorities lack 
righteousness (maay mii namjai). They treat Isan people unfairly, just as 
their predecessors did in the past.

The village is situated within a national forest reserve called Dong Klum 
Kham. The legal definition of forest reserve in Thailand makes no clear 
distinction between ‘real’ and ‘nominal’ reserves. The ‘nominal’ reserves 
cover extensive areas of land within which settled communities and rain- 
fed agriculture already exist. The duty to protect the country’s forest cover 
by creating reserve forests and the right of people to sustain their way of 
life have always been a source of conflict and mutual distrust between the 
Thai forest authorities and farmers. The people of Nong Wai Ngam justify 
their existence in the forest by insisting that Isan have lived in the forest 
since time immemorial, and also by referring to the more recent history of 
their specific village settlement which dates back to 1924. Their village was 
declared part of the country’s forest reserve in 1973, so even the oldest men 
were born or have grown up in the village.

Nong Wai Ngam has followed a settlement pattern common to most 
villages established in the Northeast over the centuries. The new villages 
are often established 3-5 km or more away from the original villages in “a 
‘leap-frog’ process tha t leads to a ‘leopard spot’ pattern of settlem ent” (Ng 
Ronald, 1978.:42).

In 1924 the Nong Wai Ngam pioneers left their original village, Dong 
Sai, and established a new village about 7 km away in the forest bounded by 
a small river called Huai Tea. The first four households had kinsmen who 
earlier left Dong Sai had to establish villages in Dong Noi and Dong Kham, 
villages 2 km north and 3 km south of Nong Wai Ngam respectively. But 
these first Nong Wai Ngam settlers chose not to  join them. They avoided

1The term pay tiew  is used here to  imply that the journey of the forest official was for 
personal reasons, unrelated to  duty travel. It implies a tour for fun and entertainment.



not only these kinsmen, but also each other, and built their houses far 
away from each other, as independent households occupying the forest area 
between Dong К ham and Dong Noi. After some years, these pioneers were 
joined by young men who married into the families and moved in to  live in 
the wives’ parental households. According to what the villagers say today, 
some of the sons-in-law were pressured to seek out new farm land because 
their parents-in-law were constrained by having too little land themselves. 
Others continued to  reside with their parents-in-law despite the scarcity of 
resource.

Among the people of Nong Wai Ngam, Dong Kham and Dong Noi there 
is a claim of common ancestry going back to Dong Sai. This moral unity 
is still strong and is symbolically expressed by the fact that cremation 
ceremonies (bun fai) are still funded by inter-village collections. Faced 
with the threat of the plantations which affected them in similar ways 
the people living in the three respective villages have revived their social 
and cultural ties. Perhaps the most im portant has been the return of 
migrants who have provided Nong Wai Ngam with a new and radical type 
of leadership interested in inter-village co-operation. There was also the 
arrival of a new abbot to replace the former ascetic monk who rarely stayed 
a t the temple in Nong Wai Ngam. Buddhist holidays and temple festivals 
have been organised by the new abbot to bring the neighbouring villagers 
together. Among the secular leaders of Nong Wai Ngam, there are also 
some key individuals such as Mrs. Sitha, Mr. Sukree and Butsi who are 
respected and recognised as informal elders. There are also those with 
formal positions like headman Tiyee and vice-headman Bua. These leaders 
often move between Nong Wai Ngam, Dong Kham and Nong Noi, or go 
up to  Dong Sai. Travelling to  visit clan and lineage members, to  attend 
weddings or cremations, to mediate conflicts or to exchange goods and 
services, these leaders contribute to the moral and social interconnectedness 
of the villages. They also connect their own villagers with villagers in other 
districts and provinces affected by similar measures of government land 
acquisition. Such commuting has a basis in the tradition of pay tiew, a 
particularly Isan type of tem porary migration which we shall refer to  as 
‘customary commuting’. It is motivated by a desire to withdraw from the 
daily activities in one’s own village and to  resort to for a time to some other 
place with or without a well-defined purpose. Return is expected after a 
week or a month with news and information and sometimes with resources 
to  be invested at home.

The pay tiew  behaviour of such key agents as Mr. Tiyee is worth men



tioning here. Mr. Tiyee has never tilled land in his life. His constant 
movement in search of external support and new arguments with which to 
challenge the forest authorities has coincided with the attem pts of politi
cians, students and activists working for human rights and the environ
ment through popular organisations to  reach into the forest reserve and the 
villagers living there. Representatives of environmentally oriented NGOs 
nowadays make frequent visits to the village communities threatened by 
the Dong Kao Taun plantation. Only when the rainy season commences 
do their visits come to a temporary halt.

In general, mobility in both directions (from inside to outside and vice 
versa) slows down as soon as the heavy monsoon storms begin in the middle 
of May. At this time, Nong Wai Ngam’s links with the outside world 
dwindle. The Huea Tea river fills to  the brim, making communications 
difficult. At the time of my fieldwork, the only bridge connecting Nong 
Wai Ngam with the neighbouring villages and the district was completely 
submerged and torn apart. Until the rainy season came to an end in October 
a sense of isolation reigned over Nong Wai Ngam. Children were unable to 
go to school in Dong Kham. The sick were unable to visit the health centres 
in Dong Sai, Dam Samin or Trakhan. The flow of information between the 
neighbouring villages, and between the villagers and the urban activists, 
subsided.

Villagers’ conceptualisation of the forest

Farming cultures often associate the forest with danger (see S tott, (ed.) 
1978). Turnbull describes how the forest is perceived by the Bantu and 
Sudanie villagers in the eastern Congo as a fearful place inhabited only 
by malevolent spirits, animals and BaMbuti (1962:13). Sharp and Hanks 
(1978) and Tur ton (1991) suggest that such an association also exists in 
Thai culture. Richard Davis writes of how to Northern Thai farmers “the 
forest is the domain of wild animals, spirits, and uncivilised aboriginal peo
ple” (1991:6). To my knowledge, there is no corresponding ethnography 
dealing with the Northeastern farmers’ perception of the forest. W hatever 
is written about the Isan is marked both by fascination and romanticisa- 
tion and by confusion (Wijeywardene, 1992). In Nong Wai Ngam village, 
however, people never associate the forest with danger. They say th a t their 
village is a forest village, not only because the forest provides the means of 
sustenance, bu t also because it provides security. The more disenchanted



the Isan are with the Siamese authorities, the further they ‘dig deep into 
the forest’. It is possible to  draw a parallel with the perception of the forest 
described in Ostberg’s study of the Burunge of central Tanzania. The head 
of a family at Kinando with small fields surrounded by forest said: “The 
forest is what we want. It is food. You are not alone. You are not poor. 
You rest. The children have food. They rest. All strength comes from the 
forest” (1995:119).

The people of Nong Wai Ngam do not like to be called ‘Khon pa’ (for
est people), however, as this is pejorative. It has the connotation of peo
ple who are uncivilised and wild, as opposed to the term ‘khon muang', 
meaning a civilised and cultured city dweller. They also disavow the term 
‘khon pa thu’ an' (bandit), which hints not only at a link with the wilder
ness bu t also with opium trafficking and unlawfulness. They have invented 
the term  ‘khon pa thammachat’ by blending the terms ‘tham m achat’ (na
tu re/na tu ra l) and ‘khon pa'. In contrast to the term thu ’an which implies 
the wildness of nature, the term ‘thammachat' even if usually translated 
as ‘nature’ is “a learned borrowing from Pali ” , and lacks this connotation 
(see Wijeywardene, 1992:xxxiii). Originally it did not mean ‘forest’ and 
has only in recent years been used in tha t way by Thai environmentalists 
and rural activists. Unlike thu’an thammachat is a positively loaded term 
which evokes the harmony embedded in nature. It is widely used by Thai 
environmental activists and has now become an integral part of the local 
terminology in Nong Wai Ngam.

Villagers use the term thammachat to stress their religiosity, simplicity, 
kindness, and mutual concern. In the big cities, they argue, people are 
selfish (choop aeng) and officials corrupt (oaw koluption), most men are 
gangsters (naklaeng) and women prostitutes (puyiing kaitua). In addition, 
villagers do not like to be called ‘khon ban-nork’, which also means ‘untidy, 
backward, uncivilised peasant’, a pejorative term reflecting urban bias. If 
they have to  choose they prefer chaoban or chaonaa (rural people, rural 
farmers), terms loaded with a positive evaluation of rural life.

The local population do not want to  be regarded as the destroyers of 
their environment nor would they accept the allegation tha t they have made 
no efforts to  preserve it within the limits of their own constraints. By their 
linguistic innovation, they attem pt to neutralise the pejorative meanings 
implied by term s like ‘khon p a ’, ‘khon pa thu’ an’, and ‘khon poo boog roog 
pa', the latter a term meaning forest encroachers or squatter. The concept 
‘khon pa thammachat' refers to their friendly care of the natural forest. 
It is an everyday term  th a t people use in order to contrast the healthy
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( sabye), unpolluted (bor maen) natural environment with th a t of Bangkok 
and other big cities which from their point of view are dirty and uninhabit
able. Let nature ( thammachat) follow its own intrinsic law; don’t  intervene 
with alien elements which disturb its own life-generating force. This view 
is not unique to the Nong Wai Ngam community, indeed the Burunge of 
central Tanzania insist on “allowing nature to  have its way, not disturbing 
its life-giving force” (Ostberg 1995:126). The difference is tha t in the Isan 
village there is a conscious intent on the part of local leaders to  redefine such 
religious views as an environmentalist ethos. To intervene with eucalyptus 
or with chemicals is a sin (baap) which invokes punishment. This message 
is part of the discourse which the elite in Nong Wai Ngam use to  encour
age the villagers to withstand the pressure from large-scale plantations and 
to  reject the relocation of defunct and polluting industries from Bangkok 
to  Ubon. In this regard, the newly adopted concepts of environmentalism 
have a cultural and political relevance beyond the conflicting views about 
eucalyptus. The ‘environmentalism’ of Nong Wai Ngam people is “a vector 
for the selection and definition of the particular risks which have become 
magnets for social anxieties aroused by vulnerabilities inherent in the tech
nological commitments” (see Grove-White 1993:26-27) and to  which the 
remote villages of Thai society are haphazardly exposed.

T he interaction between villagers and forest

Before one enters the residential area, on the south-eastern side of Nong 
Wai Ngam village there is a forest area with a small shrine dedicated to pi 
puta  - the ancestral spirit. This grove is the place where the ancestral spirit 
resides and from which s/he  provides his/her protection to the villagers as 
well as to their land and forest. The grove around the shrine is a sanctuary. 
Neither removing nor replacing a single tree is allowed. Leaving garbage or 
other impurities in the grove is prohibited. The spirit is propitiated with 
offerings. Once when I visited this forest area and came close to  the shrine, 
the villagers were already there, burying a placenta to  link a new-born 
member of the community to the ancestral spirit. The grove was decorated 
with flags, flowers, fruit and candles. I was prevented from taking a picture 
until the village headman had asked the pi puta to grant permission. He 
knelt down in front of the shrine and read the prayer in the ritual language. 
After a while he told me tha t the pi would not be angered by my actions 
but had granted the request.

In areas surrounding the houses where people live, some trees are left



for the shade they offer and to act as a fence. The main shade trees around 
the homestead are fruit trees which are either naturally grown or planted. 
Examples are coconut, papaya, mango, custard apple and tamarind trees 
( Tamarindus indica). There is may от (Phyllanthus distichus) the leaves 
of which are used in ritual ceremonies. A man or woman who has planted 
mayom  around the homestead earns prestige. It is a good deed to  plant 
something th a t can be used in daily prayers and to decorate the spirit houses 
to  pay respect to  the gods. There are also stands of bamboo, and those who 
plant bamboo are also blessed and praised by the villagers. Bamboo is of 
high value. Tasks like making baskets, fish containers, etc. are impossible 
w ithout bamboo. Everyone in Nong Wai Ngam has access to any bamboo 
planted by individual members of the village as well as to naturally grown 
plants.

Nong Wai Ngam is largely covered by natural forest. The flora can be 
broadly classified as consisting of tropical monsoon forest with mekaam  
(Sindora siamensis) and teng (Shoria obtusa), rung (Pentacme suavis), 
sadao (Antelaea azadirachta), pluang (Dipterocarpus), sala (Shoria ro
busta) as the dominant species. There are a number of other species 
and sub-species which the local people recognise, namely jik  (Barringtonia 
fusiformis), ked (Manilara hexandra), sai (Ficus annuita), rung (Pentacme 
suavis), phod (Hura crepitans). Continuing to use the local terminology, 
there is also pradu (Pterocarpus indicus), pradudaeng (Perocarpus macro
carpus), daeng (Xylia kerrii), tabaek (Lagerstroemia calyculata), yangphara 
(Hevea brasiliensis), and mekham thet (Pithecellobium dulce). These trees 
are evenly distributed in the forest, and are of crucial importance to the 
villagers. Knowledge about them is passed on from generation to gener
ation. Elderly people tell their children and grand-children over and over 
again about the use and spiritual value of different trees, particularly of 
those mentioned above. Concepts such as ‘shading effect’, ‘wind break’, 
or ‘erosion control’ which are used by Thai environmentalist and foresters 
have their local counterparts and are used as reasons why trees are left in 
the paddy fields and around the homestead.

T>ees like phod, sai, jig, ked, rung, and sala, are referred as ‘trees of the 
B uddha’. They are sacred and not to be cut. There are, however, instances 
when people fell the trees after ritual sermons and offerings. Standing 
majestic and robust in the village environs, the status of the jig, rung, 
yangphara, etc. is religiously defined, even though they are needed by the 
villagers mainly as durable construction material. These trees are admired 
by the people for their strength. Their resin (kii fai) is collected and used



as a starter for fires and fuel for torches. The resin of the jig (kii si) tree 
is used as wax to polish multiple-use and water-proof bamboo baskets and 
containers (krabong, kratib khao, etc.).

In the villagers evaluation of the forest and the trees, the daeng has a 
special place. The daeng is a sub-species of Dipterocarpus scattered in the 
area. I t has strength and durability, and is straight and tall and can be 
used for house poles. Its leaves are used to cure back-ache. In praise of it, 
an elderly villager said:

It is good fortune as well as a pleasure for the whole village to 
be surrounded by daen forest. It is tall, straight, and beautiful.
It does not m atter (mai pendrai) how long it takes to  go back 
and forth through the daeng forest. Collecting forest foods, 
medicinal herbs and bugs in the daeng forest is ju st pleasure 
(sabye).

But neither the daeng nor other trees in the forest reserve areas are 
unaffected by people. While in some areas the forest is still dense, in other 
areas it is gradually getting thinner and thinner as the result of clearing. 
W hen people fell trees they tend to describe their activities as pan, an Isan 
term  implying selective clearing as opposed to inconsiderate felling. The 
headman admitted to me tha t not every felling is a ‘pan’ cut, but even then 
he denied th a t clearing of forests is a breach of forest law. He argued:

As part of the life cycle of forests and trees some trees have to 
be selectively removed. Other old or dead trees must be taken 
away for the young ones to mature.

The headman then switched to  talking about ‘real’ examples of pan. 
These were the trees left surrounding paddy fields; the big trees including 
rung, jig, sala, ked, sai and daeng, which are left selectively in the paddy 
fields and at the fringes; the forest left around the residential areas; and 
trees left as fence poles - all examples of ‘considerate clearing’. N omaychout 
(bamboo) is also standing around the settlement areas and at the fringes of 
farming lands. The point I want to emphasise here is the way the term  pan 
is used to  ameliorate and embellish actual circumstances which are often 
in conflict with the environmentalist and conservation claims of the people 
of Nong Wai Ngam.

Once in a while, mini-trailers visit the village late a t night and the 
villagers rush to  conceal from the outsider why the mini trailer is there.



The vehicle transports ‘illegal’ wood products, like firewood, charcoal, etc. 
to  the market. The people earn a limited amount of cash by smuggling these 
products out of the village. I asked my neighbours for an explanation:

Mr. Siri, the village charcoal burner, said:

Firewood and charcoal come from kabok2 trees which are abun
dant in the forest. We don’t take jig, rung and daeng which 
are more valuable and not as plentiful as kabok trees. We don’t 
burn the young kabok but the old trees. The older the kabok 
tree is the better is the quality of the charcoal ( taan didi) and 
fuel wood made from it.

Mr. Siri often escapes the penalty for his ‘illegal’ tree felling to produce 
charcoal. Sometimes Mr. Somchai and Mr. Sanan, the local forest officers, 
meet their own charcoal needs by visiting Nong Wai Ngam and Mr. Siri 
supplies them without any problems. Mr. Somchai, the head of the plan
tations, joins the forest policemen on duty patrolling the village to  deter 
illegal smuggling of firewood and charcoal. He parks his vehicle in front 
of Mr. Siri’s house and loads his four-wheel drive with sacks of charcoal, 
not as an action of confiscating illegal charcoal but as a way of using his 
authority  to benefit from the situation, since charcoal ready for marketing 
is available. Once when this happened I was near Mr. Siri’s house. So I 
asked Mr. Somchai whether charcoal burning by poor farmers like Mr. Siri 
did not contribute to the destruction of forest. He did not like my question. 
His answer reflected his knowledge of tree science, but more im portantly it 
expressed the moral dilemma he was caught in.

Yes, it does ... He is a very poor man who sustains his family by 
trading in charcoal. I have warned him many times. I have also 
fined him. He can even face arrest. But I have no guarantee 
th a t he will not do the same thing the next day. Actually there 
is plenty of kabok (Irvingia malayana) in this forest area. Mr.
Siri makes firewood and charcoal out of kabok. The tree has a 
high calorie content and produces charcoal of high quality and 
durability. It has a nitrogen fixing quality too, which means that 
it helps to improve the quality of the soil and thus contributes 
to  a better harvest.

2Irvingia malayana.



Mr. Somchai left the village. Mr. Tiyee, Mr. Butsi and I went to  see 
Mrs. Sitha while Mr. Siri stayed at home. The evening meal was awaiting 
us. The delicacies for the evening were fried frog (koptood), sticky rice 
(khaonigiew) and spicy salad (somtam ). Old Mrs. Sitha asked why Mr. 
Somchai had come to the village and also what question I had put to  the 
officer, as she continued to feed her silk worms with mulberry leaves ( bai 
toTimaun). After listening to my reply she also gave her opinion about the 
kabok tree:

W ithout kabok and Mr. Siri, the charcoal burner, life would 
have been difficult during the cold season, in the months of 
October, November and December. Small pieces of charcoal or 
fire wood from kabok are enough to cook our food and keep us 
warm ...

Mr. Tiyee intervened :

... young kabok trees are protected because we eat the leaves 
and our women take the soft fibre from the kabok fruit to  make 
pillows and mattresses. We leave the young kabok spread evenly 
over the farms and the corn (kapot), peanut ( tuwe), etc., which 
then m ature faster and we get a good harvest to  consume our
selves.

Mr. Butsi, chewing betel nut, added:

If we clear the forest for farming or housing this is not done with 
the intention of killing and destroying nature, but to  keep us 
alive as ordinary people and poor farmers without many options.
Thus such acts are tolerated by Buddhism.

Such arguments are common in Nong Wai Ngam. In other words, the 
claim is ‘we want to keep the natural forest because it is the source of our 
survival’. The claim is partly real and partly idiomatic. Either way, such 
arguments are raised to  back up claims to land and resources in opposition 
to  the claims of the state authorities who threaten the forest population 
with eviction. The villagers’ fear of losing control of the local resources 
necessary for their sustenance is a point which must be emphasised.

In the opinion of the villagers, forest and farm are interdependent and 
m utually supplementary. The female members of every household spend



between two and three hours a day in the forest collecting mushrooms, 
medicinal herbs, lemon grass, ginger, various kinds of fruits and vegetable 
for consumption or marketing.3 Some of the forest products are taken 
in plenty (except in the dry season from February to April). The most 
common ones: Sugar apple (makchiyep or not Dong), Custard apple (noi 
nong), Cucumber tree ( taling ping), Sour orange (somsa), Guava (maksiidaa 
or falang), Mango (mamuang), Bachang mango (mamut), Lemon (manao 
farang), Citron (mangua), Leech lime (makrutt), Star gooseberry (так- 
gyom or may от), Betel nut (так), Mac Arthur palm (makhieo or meunted), 
Tamarind (mekamwaan), Manila tamarind (makhampom), banana (kluwai), 
cocunut (meupao), bamboo shoots (nochout or nomaychout), Piperazine 
(lepmunang), Papaya, (malago), Jack fruit (maagkmii or khanun), Chinese 
cabbage (pakkena), mushrooms (hed), and a number of plants referred to  
by their functions, such as ‘Milk trees’ (nomtao, nomwua or nomchakktaa, 
nomsao), urinary medicine (yaa rabai), sensory medicine (yaa raksai), di
gestive medicine (yaa lao saranae), respiratory medicine (yaa kaeai dongm 
dam), energy-producing medicine (smasi peudu), and pain killer medicine 
(tonmou  and tonmeud), etc.4

The food collected from the forest is as significant as that from the 
rice field. It is self-evident tha t rice is both a staple food and a symbol of 
fertility. Though the same weight is not given to the pi puta as to  the cult 
of the rice goddess (mae phosop or mae thorani), the former is im portant 
as emphasising the symbiotic link between the villagers and their ecology. 
However, in the second part of chapter 6, we shall see how the pi puta ritual 
performance allows itself to be manipulated as a moment of ideological 
excitement by which the people revitalise their relationships from within 
in order to  counter collectively the dangers threatening them from without 
through the Dong Kao Taun plantation.

3My comparison between the men and women of Nong Wai Ngam with regard to  the  
number o f working hours in a week or in a month suggests that women spend more tim e  
in forest-related activities than men, which means that there is a gender dimension to  
it. In agriculture, however, men spend more tim e, while women also join their husbands 
and participate in the work cycle.

4Wherever the Isan term forest products differs from the Thai I have given both; 
otherwise, the terms in brackets are Isan.



Land ownership

In Nong Wai Ngam, there is no single descent group which monopolises land 
or natural resources although there are some households which are more 
wealthy than others. No one is superior to  another by dint of authority 
over the distribution and production of resources. Mizuno (1977) has made 
similar observations from his work at Don Daeng village in Khon Kaen 
province. One difference, however, is that in Nong Wai Ngam no single 
household retains a larger area in the neighbourhood than the others. Mrs. 
Sitha, Mr. Butsi, Mr. Prêcha or Mr. Thar, as heads of the main parental 
households in Nong Wai Ngam, enjoy respect only as informal leaders of 
the village. They have no special rights to  the use of village resources. 
Every household is by and large an independent economic unit. One point 
must be emphasised. Previously, any new settler was tolerated and nobody 
was particularly concerned about the personal qualities of a new immigrant 
or where he would build his house, or which forest land he would clear for 
farming. Every one was left to deal with officials on his own. In recent years, 
however, new immigrants have been scrutinised. Questions are raised: Who 
is moving into Nong Wai Ngam? Do people migrate to Nong Wai Ngam 
because of natural needs, or are they encouraged by forest officials to settle 
there, to spy and find out whether villagers are destroying the forest, cutting 
trees illegally, or burning the eucalyptus plantation? Such questions have 
made it relevant to draw a dividing line between insiders and outsiders. The 
villagers try  to frustrate new migrants who are encouraged by the Royal 
Forest Department or by private saw mill factories to  settle in degraded 
forest areas to  grow eucalyptus. This recent situation means tha t villagers 
now make a collective claim to some kind of moral authority over the land 
they occupy. They put more emphasis on kinship terms and the idiom of 
common descent than they did some decades ago, using them as relevant 
tools of mobilisation. In order to assert such authority, the villagers, headed 
by their elders and formal leaders, behave and act as single interest group. 
The Royal Forest Department does not like the Nong Wai Ngam challenge, 
of course, because it is perceived as usurping authority over forest lands, 
over which the villagers have no legal claims whatsoever.

In Thailand there are various forms of tenure. The most common ones 
in the Northeast region are those known as ‘Land Use Certificate’ meaning 
usufructuary right (Sor Tor Kor), ‘First Land Title’ (Sor Kor Nueng) and 
‘Third Land T itle’ (Nor Sor Saam) .

The first form of tenure is clear and direct; it is issued by the Royal



Forest Department and implies tha t people settled in the reserve forests 
have the right to use degraded forest land. People with Sor Tor Kor enti
tlem ents have the right to use the land granted by the government at 15 rai 
(1 rai =  40 X 40 m.) per family, irrespective of the number of people living 
under one roof. This right cannot be transformed into any of the other 
tenure forms. Holders of Sor Tor Kor can be members of co-operatives in 
order to  be able to  obtain credit to  invest in agriculture.

The Sor Kor Nueng tenure is based on the initial claims tha t villagers 
subm itted to  the authorities. When forest reserves were demarcated, farm
ers who had been tilling the land for generations were allowed to  maintain 
their possession, which was recognised as first land title with rights to  stay 
and inherit. But they cannot sell or mortgage their land. They can, how
ever, transform these rights into Nor Sor Saam  (Third Land Title) which 
means th a t the land is privately owned. The problem is tha t there are 
bureaucratic ups and downs in obtaining Nor Sor Saam. Sometimes it may 
take over twenty years. A majority of farmers lack the time and resources 
needed to  deal with officials. Moreover, villagers who reside in the forest 
reserves are discriminated against. Their requests for a conversion of their 
Sor Kor Nueng to  Nor Sor Saam  are often rejected, because the authorities 
do not want to  lose their control of forest land. The majority of farmers 
in the three related villages do not possess any form of legal title to  land. 
The exceptions are some farmers in Dong Noi who maintain first and third 
land titles. In Nong Wai Ngam, none of the three formalised rights have 
been granted to the residents. Lacking title deeds, people are not able to  
apply for government or bank credit, or to mortgage their land to  obtain 
capital to  invest in their farming. Yet most farmers who are in this situ
ation are already debt-bonded. Farmers in Nong Wai Ngam turn to  local 
money lenders or usurers when they are short of rice, fertiliser or farm 
equipment. Such dependency has become less important, however, since 
the people started  their own rice, charcoal and fuelwood banks and cash 
savings institutions.

The agricultural cycle

In Nong Wai Ngam, agriculture is the major occupation. The entire village 
amounts to approximately 1,501 rai, with 584 rai of paddy fields, 362 rai 
of uplands, and 555 rai of land which is ‘illegally’ claimed by the people 
as their private holdings. The larger part of the agricultural land is spread



around the periphery of the village. Some fields are also adjacent to  land 
claimed by people from other villages such as Dong Kham and Dong Noi. 
For example, to the south-east in the area called ‘the lower Huai Tea’, 
fields on both sides of the stream are kept by people of Nong Wai Ngam 
and Dong Noi. There are farmers in Nong Wai Ngam whose paddies are 
scattered in different locations. The boundaries between the neighbouring 
villages are not clearly demarcated. Some families temporarily migrate 
during the planting and harvesting seasons to their own uplands in the 
area of Poochart and Sam Suam. It is not uncommon for people to have 
their rice cultivation located in different sites on the outskirts of the village. 
There is no conflict between villages if one or the other uses land in the 
neighbouring village. None of the villagers has legal entitlement to  the land. 
The whole is claimed as forest reserve by the authorities.

W hatever the nature of their tenure, the people grow glutinous rice for 
their own consumption and cassava, kenaf, peanuts and corn for the market. 
The main occupation for the majority is rice cultivation which in Nong Wai 
Ngam, is classified as yearly rice {na pi), upland rice (na don), lowland rice 
(no lum) and short-term rice (khaw daw). Rice is the principal crop which 
requires specialised and intensive labour input. Secondary crops are grown 
at comparatively higher elevations, suitable for upland rice cassava, corn 
and peanuts. This is also the area known as deep forest {dong).

At lower levels, the upland {don) is used for short-term rice and cassava. 
The lowland rice {na lum) is planted with the yearly rice (no pi) and is also 
known as ‘transplanting rice’. It requires a lot of water. During the sixth 
month of the lunar calendar (May) villagers begin preparing their paddy 
fields. Ploughing {thie hag hud) begins in the seventh month (June). It 
s ta rts  a t the periphery of a paddy field and moves towards the centre, the 
aim being to uncover the soil and kill the weeds. After ploughing, both 
men and women participate in the preparation of seedlings and seed beds. 
One month before transplanting, the women take the unhusked rice grains 
and soak {na khao) them in water over-night. The men sow them in seed 
beds. Then follows ‘transplant ploughing’ or the ‘second ploughing’ {thie 
hud), which is ploughing starting from the centre and working towards the 
periphery. The last ploughing is ‘roll ploughing’ (klad), which is a way of 
breaking up the soil clods and ‘boiling’ the paddy by working from the inside 
to  the outside. In the eighth month of the lunar calendar (July), the rice is 
transplanted, using the seedlings prepared a month before. The ninth and 
tenth months (August and September) are the period when the root system 
of the rice is developing. This is also the time when the villagers take good



care of the rice, by keeping humans and animals away from the paddy fields 
and praying for enough rain to  enable impregnation. The eleventh month 
(November) is the time of rice impregnation, locally called khao marn. The 
twelfth and first months of the calendar (November and December) are the 
tim e for harvesting lowland rice. Those who can afford it apply chemical 
fertilisers one week and again one month after transplanting and finally 
during the impregnation period. Others use animal dung, or abstain if 
they do not have access to either.

Short-term  rice (khao daw), planted in upland fields (don), requires only 
three months to  harvest. The traditional technique is almost identical to  
th a t of the yearly rice, except for the duration of ploughing and harvest
ing. This rice is planted in July and harvested in October. Upland rice, 
however, differs from yearly short-term rice and follows the pattern of swid- 
den cultivation. It is sown a t high elevations in the deep forest (dong) one 
month before the transplanting of yearly rice. In April, the villagers begin 
to  turn  the soil and prepare the fields. In May, they plough the land only 
once. In June they use sticks to dig holes 1 - 2  inches deep leaving 1 foot 
between them. They put 4 to 5 seeds in each hole and cover them. In 
September, the short-term  rice is harvested. In upland areas, rice fertilisers 
are seldom used. The area sown is often freshly cleared and the soil has 
not been exhausted by continuous cultivation. Though rice cultivation is 
the m ajor occupation, there is rarely any surplus for the villagers to  sell at 
the market. Their cash income comes either from selling forest products, 
cassava, corn or peanuts or from seasonal wage-labour.

The agricultural production cycle is not confined to rice, cassava or 
corn and peanut cultivation. Among many other activities, it also includes 
the rearing of buffaloes, pigs and poultry. Water buffaloes are of strategic 
im portance for the villagers. There is a traditional pattern which villagers 
follow in order to maintain the symbiotic link between livestock, agriculture 
and household needs. Livestock are a means of labour and transportation, 
and also a source of income. The agricultural work cycle includes taking 
animals to graze in the paddy fields as well as searching for, or allocating, 
grazing areas on which the animals can be fed throughout the year. Animals 
are not grazed ju st anywhere; restricted grazing is practised to  contribute 
to  the preparation of paddy, uplands, and other agricultural fields. During 
the cultivation season, from May up to  and including June, the buffaloes 
are used to pull the ploughs. They graze in the paddy fields with ropes 
tied to  their legs to  prevent them from stepping on the crops. Between 
transplanting and harvest they are only taken to the deep forest (dong),



but from September to February they are back in the empty paddy fields. 
Buffaloes and cattle move between the yearly rice and short-term rice fields 
after the harvest to eat the rice straw. From March to  April, the water 
buffaloes stay in the uplands (don) in the east of Nong Wai Ngam, closely 
attended by one member of the family (often a daughter) to  prevent them  
from damaging upland crops like rice, cassava, corn and peanuts which have 
not yet been harvested. Besides farming activities and livestock raising, 
the people also engage in inland-water fishing as well as rearing silkworms, 
weaving m ats and daily wage labour.

In the village various agricultural rituals are performed, but I will men
tion only the most important one, paying respect to the rice goddess (phosop) 
during harvest. The villagers make an elaborate ritual procession in the 
paddy fields and around the homestead5. The procession begins when the 
harvested rice is transported to the barn. The first fruits of the harvest 
should be offered to the rice goddess at the place near the paddy field 
where She is believed to reside. Flowers, fragrance, food and sweets are 
brought when the harvested rice is carried to the barn. At this juncture 
the rite of ‘calling the soul of the rice’ (kuwan khao) is performed. The 
owner goes up to the barn while ‘sacred calls’ are made, and hangs a piece 
of silk cloth (pha khao ma) on the door frame, leaving the door open for a 
time. The same ritual vocabulary is also employed in the ‘calling of human 
souls’ in marriage and healing. The master of the sacred ceremonies (chao 
cham piban) claims to have been designated by the ancestral spirit to  the 
‘calling of human souls’.

Family life and social organisation
Embree’s work Thailand: A Loosely Structured Social System  (1950) is 
a classic among studies of Thai patterns of social organisation and social 
structure. His major proposition was that the Thai social system was ‘loose’ 
and th a t “considerable variation of individual behaviour was perm itted” 
(p. 4). As an im portant part of his theory, Embree took for granted that, 
compared to the Japanese, the Thai lacked a vocabulary for social roles, 
and therefore lacked social structure and organisation which would demand 
the execution of role behaviour.

5In central Thailand the rice-goddess is m ae thorani. In Nong Wai Ngam the rice 
goddess is phosop, while the mother earth goddess is m ae thidiin. However, phosop is 
often confounded with mae thidiin  in other parts o f the Northeast.



.... The structure of the family is a loose one, and while obliga
tions are recognized, they are not allowed to burden one unduly.
Such as are sanctioned are observed freely by the individual - he 
acts of his own will, not as the result of social pressure (1950:6).

Embree argued th a t the father is only the “putative head” of the family, 
w ithout any significant role in deciding the way a family functions in any 
relevant detail. Sharp et al., (1955); de Young (1955); Philips (1965) and 
Moerman (1966), among others, continued to provide Embree’s arguments 
with ethnographic support by describing Thai social structure and social 
organisation as self-interested, individualistic, loose, and lacking interest 
in reciprocal rights and duties outside the individual members of family 
household.

Until the early 1970s, Embree’s ‘loose structure’ theory was so domi
nant th a t the family structure in Thailand was given insufficient attention 
to  produce any empirical challenge to it. Since then, however, Embree’s 
approach has lost its persuasive power. Considerable data which invalidat
ing the ‘loose structure’ perspective have appeared. Embree’s views has 
been described as impressionistic. While formulated in structural terms, 
his argument is based on observations of individual behaviour rather than 
on social structure (see Hanks, 1962; Mizuno, 1977:13).

In 1969, Hans-Dieter Evers edited a collection of articles called Loosely 
Structured Social Systems: Thailand in Comparative Perspective. In this 
volume, Evers suggests that, in comparison with other Southeast Asian 
countries, some villages in Thailand “have a relatively high proportion of 
corporate groups, namely extended family households, but tha t the ratio
nale has not been clearly sorted out and explained” (p. 120). In the same 
volume, Mulder quotes Jacques Amyot’s unpublished account suggesting 
“co-operating groups of in-laws as a structuring principle in the Northeast
ern Thai countryside” (p. 22). My observations are tha t there is frequent 
co-operation between members of different residential households. Such 
mutual aid and co-operation (au heng, rûam саг) are sometimes but not 
always correlated with the bilateral and affinal kinship ties. They are in
creasingly shaped by institutions inspired by the modern society such as 
the development committee (klum phatthana).

Turton’s (1972) ethnographic work is concerned with the Thai-Yuan in 
Northern Thailand, and with the synchronic and diachronic importance 
of descent groups in the organisation of economic and political life. He 
describes an ideal-type descent group model:



The essential components of any group are ideally arranged as 
follows: there is a spirit lodged in a shrine which is located in a 
house site containing a house known as the ‘original’ or ‘stem ’ 
house (hyan kao) in which lives a female member of the senior 
generation who is both ritual head and ritual officiant; focused 
on this person, spirit, and these structures is a localized group of 
matrilineally related households, a core of which is topograph
ically contiguous, who say of themselves that they are ‘of the 
same spirit’ (pi diani kan) .... All people necessarily belong to 
one of these shallow matrilineages. Women are members by 
virtue of matrilineal descent and never belong to more than one 
group ... Male children are members of their m other’s group by 
right of affiliation ... The basic ideology is simple; a t marriage a 
man buys entry into his wife’s descent group ... (1973:220-221).

In Isan, a similar ethnographic survey describing the existence of struc
tures of descent groups has been undertaken by Tambiah (1970). Tambi ah’s 
study focuses on the underlying ideas relevant for structural behaviour in 
conjunction with ritual. By doing so his ethnographic analysis suggests 
a changing, but nonetheless persistent, structural pattern  in the everyday 
experience of the Thai-Lao:

In short, there is in the village a tendency toward co-residence, 
in compounds, of married female siblings and classificatory pi- 
naung matrilateral parallel cousins), owing to the custom of 
uxorilocal residence and the inheritance of residence rights in 
compounds by daughters rather than sons ... the normal acting 
unit or grouping in the village is a ‘household’. Co-residence 
in compound involves reciprocities between households in eco
nomic and ritual m atters ... (Tambiah 1970:14).

Here, Tambiah describes the social dynamics of households taken sep
arately. Most im portant in his study, however, are the social functions of 
the household in the larger system of religious life, and also how such func
tions tend to influence and revitalise the structure and organisation of the 
household.

The essential structural ideas bearing on ritual are coded in 
term s of principles of social classifications as portrayed by kin
ship terminology, rules of social distance symbolised in marriage



rules, the ordering of generations, and the topology of social 
space embedded especially in the physical features of the house 
and the compound ... In fact, the entire village population con
sists of a social universe tha t is subject to a common scheme 
of social categorization which contains or includes the particu
larities of ego-centered reckoning within the generalities of the 
society or village-wide categorical scheme. It is im portant to 
grasp this integrating principle (1975:15) (italics in the origi
nal)

In Nong Wai Ngam all the village residents consider themselves to be 
kinsmen, descended from a common ancestor in the ancestral spirits - pi 
puta. The term pi (spirit) puta (pu = grandfather/ta =  grandmother) in
corporates paternal and maternal grandparents and embraces the two in 
one single ancestral spirit. Husbands from outside Nong Wai Ngam buy 
their way into the ancestral spirit cult by a special sukwan (soul-tying cer
emony) ritual, which is performed at marriage ceremonies, or by making 
offerings. In order to  be included the men are expected to  be of Lao origin, 
otherwise they are not considered khon pi diaw kaan (people of the same 
spirit) by the indigenous Nong Wai Ngam people. For the villagers, the 
term  pi (spirits) refers to a range of supernatural agents who are transfor
mations of their dead near or distant Lao relatives. Generally, they believe 
th a t the winjaan (souls) of all human beings turn into pi at death, and have 
power over living human beings. They send punishment if the people act 
in ways which anger the spirits. People emphasise tha t they are all descen
dants of the same ancestral spirit (puta) and that they do not offend each 
other because th a t would offend the ancestral spirit. The worst offence a 
villager can commit is to ally with outsiders (particularly with forest of
ficials) against the interests of the community. The emphasis on kinship 
ties implied by the ancestral spirit (pi puta) appears to be recent. It seems 
to  have been redefined and revitalised by the villagers as a consequence of 
threats made to  their survival in the forest by the government plantation 
and resettlement schemes this will be discussed in chapter 6).

In 1989 the villagers were organised in 51 households, consisting of 408 
people in all. The family, as the basic primary unit, shares a compound with 
a common kitchen and household economy. Family life is centred around 
the women. W ith the exception of Mrs. Daeng, the headman’s wife, women 
are not in-migrants like the men. Residence follows the uxorilocal principle. 
The relationship among women is structured by the state of consanguinity.



Men settle in Nong Wai Ngam through marriage and their relationships are 
qualified by affinity and not consanguinity as with women.

The most typical form of residential family is the parental household. It 
evolves from a nuclear family consisting of parents and unmarried children 
to  a stem family consisting of parents, a married daughter and her husband 
(and perhaps children), and unmarried children. Other households consist 
of married couples with their children, who first lived immediately after 
marriage with the wife’s family and then moved out to  live in a house 
built on land also belonging to the wife’s family. The couples could either 
continue to cultivate the rice fields owned by the wife’s parents or look 
for new farm lands independently. Members of different households build 
their houses reasonably close together if they are to maintain cooperation. 
Neighbourhoods (klum) are often localised kin groups in which members 
are connected by either consanguineal or affinal ties.

By cultural preference, after a child is born to a young couple, the 
latter are expected to  establish their own household by constructing a new 
house. In this way the extended family splits into nuclear families. Such 
fission also occurs upon the death of the last surviving parent, when the 
household compound and agricultural land pass to  the last daughter and 
if she is married to her husband as well, from a practical point of view). 
However, this uxorilocal principle of organisation and inheritance is not 
strictly followed in Nong Wai Ngam. The m ajority of younger farmers lack 
the resources needed to leave the common parental household. Breaches of 
the uxorilocal principle meet with implicit tolerance, and there are cases 
where daughters have moved to another village to  live with the husband’s 
matrilineal kin and where sons live with their parents. The grand-daughter 
of Mrs. Sitha left for Amphur Phibun though her parents remain in the 
household headed by the old lady. Mr. Tiyee is another example. He was 
born in Dong Sai. After the death of his mother his father remarried and 
moved to  Nong Wai Ngam according to the uxorilocal principle. Mr. Tiyee 
met his wife in Namjiin district but moved to  Nong Wai Ngam instead, 
to  settle with his father and step-mother. This choice met with criticism. 
From the comments made about the headman’s reversal of uxorilocality by 
virilocality, it sounds as if the people might have preferred his attachm ent 
to  Nong Wai Ngam to have an uxorilocal base. This may be the reason 
why men and women gossip about the lack of diligence and beauty of Mr. 
Tiyee’s immigrant wife, relative to the qualities of a local lady whom Mr. 
Tiyee’s father allegedly wanted his son to marry.



Several writers have reported Isan kin groups as being bilateral, tha t is, 
the members are related to each other both patrilineally and matrilineally, 
and th a t the relationships on both sides are socially relevant6. Keyes (1975, 
1983), however, has emphasised the importance of matrilineal links to mem
bers of kin groups rather than patrilineal ones7 . My study of Nong Wai 
Ngam supports the thesis of a bilateral descent system. True, the father 
is the head of the family and symbolises, as Hanks (1962) suggested, the 
essence of maleness, taken to be potency. While both sons and daughters 
inherit their names from the father’s side, rice land is inherited bilaterally 
by both sexes. Differences between them arise when it comes to inheriting 
the family compound, which by right of succession goes to  the daughter. 
Exceptions will be made only in the absence of a daughter, in which case a 
son inherits the family’s house and property.

In Nong Wai Ngam individuals act primarily in the interest of the resi
dential household of which they are members, and with reference to mem
bers of their extended family and to neighbours who are often kinsmen. 
Nowadays, joint action has expanded beyond members of the single or 
parental household who share a common compound, and people act col
lectively as members of their community to  defend their interests from 
outside intervention which affects their way of life negatively. Collective 
actions nowadays include the common interests of kin and bilateral clan 
members living in adjacent villages. The kinship idiom used by the people 
of Nong Wai Ngam to differentiate insiders from outsiders is reminiscent of 
M oerman’s (1965) study of the Lue in Northern Thailand where everyone 
in Ban Ping village was kin.

The cosmic order and villagers’ views
Lucien Hanks (1962) has attem pted to explain Thai social order from the 
point of view of the cosmic order. He suggests:

...the Thai perceive th a t all living beings stand in a hierarchy of 
varying ability to  make actions effective and of varying degrees

6See Gehan’s introduction to  The Teachers o f Mad Dog Swamp. 1992. p. xxvii.
7T he exception is Klausner’s 1972) important finding from Ubon where he identified 

matrilineal kin groups at the village called Log Pond. According to his report these  
groups have “a recognised leader who acts as ‘advisor and arbiter’ in matters concerning 
blood relations .. and) also acts as mediator in communication with the kin group 
ancestral spirit” .

7 Forests. Farmers and the State



of freedom from suffering. As actions become more effective, 
beings suffer less; the two vary together; such is the nature of 
existence (1962:1264).

According to  Hanks, above humans stand angels and gods, who can 
change the direction or even stop the course of rivers with a single word. 
However, humans are superior in their abilities and freedom from suffering 
relative to  animals, which stand below them in the hierarchy. Animals do, 
however, share a corporeal existence with humans, and both are restricted 
to the surface of the earth, though humans are somewhat better able to 
manage rain and cold. While animals roam in search of food, humans have 
learned to  produce and store their harvest. The hierarchical relationship 
between humans and non-humans which is supposed to exist in the cosmic 
world is reflected at the level of society. People assume th a t some sort of 
hierarchy is a given reality and, as they see it, social relations cannot be 
imagined without hierarchy:

This hierarchy depends on a composite quality called “merit”
(bun) or “virtue” (khwaamdii), or one may also speak of a 
graded series of penalties (baap) ... The emphasis lies in selfless
ness. Instead of using his effectiveness in action to tend his own 
wants, the selfless farmer, feeling compassionate toward crea
tures of greater suffering, feeds his buffalo before turning to  his 
own meal; the powerful angel in the forest allows many lost and 
weary travellers to pass unaided, for he chooses to help only 
the worthy ones who will be strengthened in virtue ... Such is 
the nature of the cosmic hierarchy where effectiveness in action 
and freedom from suffering vary with the degree of merit, yet 
no being is fixed to any special position (ibid.:1247-8).

Hank’s description does not seem, however, to  fit how the rural Isan ex
perience Buddhism and the world. Nong Wai Ngam people are not versed 
in reading and interpreting Buddhist texts, which are often brought to  life 
through ritual performance, either of healing rituals or rituals of merit- 
making performed in parental houses, a t the village compound, at the wat 
(temple) and at the shrines of ancestral spirits. Whatever the context, the 
ritual experts ( chao cham) or the abbot of the village temple are urged to 
attend, because it is supposed tha t there is a connection between moral 
responsibility and destiny. These experts are needed to provide interpreta
tions of aspects of one’s present existential circumstances in terms of karmic



ideas. Their explanations serve to establish the nature of the responsibility 
th a t one should assume for one’s actions in order to gain positive merits. 
The Isan author Kampoon Boontawee (1988) expressed in a novel how a 
villager may m editate on the impermanence of everything in the cosmic or
der and on the wisdom of detachment from what one may love and gratify. 
The next day, the same Isan would still take concrete action and do some
thing which to  him sounds consistent with the law governing the cosmic 
order. He

... may join a parade through the village, carrying a yowling, 
torm ented cat on a home-made palanquin. The belief is that 
celestial beings, unable to bear the suffering (or the noise) of 
the cat will take pity, and promise to grant the villagers any 
wish, if only they will release the cat; and then the villagers will 
say, Please, give us rain (ibid.:10).

In the village context, merit-making involves the village community as a 
whole. It is a ritual characterised by the offering of food, alms, clothing, etc. 
to  monks (bikkhu) and novices (sarnanen), and spirits (pi). Religious merit- 
making first benefits the individual, who in turn  transfers the blessings to  
others. Merit-making is also inseparable from nibbanic concerns expressed 
by the ‘ideal’ of detachment. Detachment from passions and from “the 
extremes of the emotional spectrum” (Klausner, 1987:79) entails avoiding 
actions tha t cause harm to  others. Ideas of merit-making and detachment 
underpin the moral and ethical values of the individual in relation to  others, 
serving to promote the solidarity of the community. This is more of an ideal 
than  a reality in Nong Wai Ngam, where I observed some cases of open 
clashes and the exchange of hard words among villagers and also between 
the latter and outsiders.

Villagers acknowledge th a t they live in a world of inequalities, in ref
erence to the law of karma. They understand that there are differences 
among humans and believe th a t the life of each individual is to some de
gree conditioned by the consequences of previous karma. In other words, 
karmic doctrines explain certain aspects of one’s present circumstances in 
reference to a predetermined destiny. They also serve to define the nature 
of the responsibility that one should assume for one’s actions in order to 
atta in  positive ends.

In Nong Wai Ngam, as in the rest of the Northeastern region, gender ide
ology refers not only to  Buddhist teachings, but also back to pre-Buddhist 
religious traditions. Villagers emphasise the existence of an inherent and



binding symbolic link between earth, rice and women, all of which are be
lieved to  possess the power of providing both biological and spiritual care 
and nourishment. It is the nurturing quality of earth and rice tha t lies be
hind the conception of these elements as embodiments of goodness. W ith 
the sperm, the essence of human-hood (khwan) enters the m other’s own 
body. After birth, nourishment is provided by the m other’s milk, and later 
by rice. Buddhism has added to the image of woman as nurturing mother. 
There is a story tha t on the seventh day of Buddha’s meditation under the 
‘Tree of T ru th’ (Phodi) a woman called Suchada noticed th a t the he was 
weak and had lost his strength, and she nourished him with khaw matupa 
y as (first harvest rice soaked in milk and honey). He expressed his grati
tude and blessed the woman, acknowledging th a t her act was meritorious 
(bun). Since then, Buddhists have recognised woman’s symbolic role as 
“the source of well-being not only for offspring but also for the monks who 
are the spiritual descendants of the Buddha ” (Keyes, 1987:123). Not tha t 
women are more powerful or influential than men. A Thai proverb states 
th a t “women are secondary to  men in the same way tha t the back legs of 
the elephant are secondary to the front legs of the elephant” . This generally 
applies to women of Nong Wai Ngam as much as to women of central and 
northern Thailand. There are, however, instances which I have observed 
with keen interest.

In the study village, women attend almost all formal and informal gath
erings in the village. Though the central space of the meetings is often 
occupied by men, women elders like Mrs. Sitha, Mrs. Kha Rue-Char and 
Mrs. Mar Samawat share this space and sit a t the front next to  the formal 
and informal leaders of the community. Women in their thirties and forties 
sit dispersed among the men. They are not afraid to be there or to  express 
their opinions. Only unmarried daughters and young boys hang around at 
the edge. Women aged between 30 and 60 often dominate the discussion. 
Men seldom dare to interrupt, although they allow interruptions by the 
women. Women make sharp criticisms of the forest authorities and say 
how unthinkable it is to mortgage their parental households plots and farm 
land and to  become dependent on commercial eucalyptus. During my field
work I observed how participation in decision making at the household level 
coincides with tha t a t village meetings, which meetings require the pres
ence of both men and women. I am not implying the absence of spheres 
where men and women make decisions separately. Men join other men to 
discuss certain issues and decide what to do. But after they have reached 
an agreement, the men say tha t they are bound by it only provided they



can obtain their wives’ approval. Men often argue publicly th a t they can 
make decisions by themselves, but if they are asked what would happen if 
the wives disagreed, almost all of them answer, “I will drop it; my wife only 
disagrees with good reason. Even if I try  to argue with her I know in my 
heart th a t she is right.” On the other side, women do not tell about the 
decisions they have made either separately or together with other women. 
They say, “We simply have to implement these decisions; our men are not 
bothered and don’t often ask about them.” On crop production for exam
ple, men and women consult one another, but the final decision is made by 
the men. Women exclusively make decisions about the raising of children 
and contracting marriages. Men like to  hear the stories afterwards from 
their wives, but do not sneak into the process to influence the decisions. 
In m atters relating to the education or employment of children, men and 
women make joint decisions. Buying things for the family is the women’s 
task, while men buy the animals. Otherwise, both men and women par
ticipate in village activities and rituals and attend government-sponsored 
development programmes.

It is generally reported th a t Thai people avoid conflict. They are de
scribed as peaceful people who rarely lose their tempers or get involved in 
violent actions against one other. W hat I have observed during my field
work is th a t once individuals (particularly men) lose their temper and start 
fighting they find it difficult to stop. They become furious and use every 
means to  tear each other to  pieces. When such physical violence erupts 
no man dares to  step in to  cool the fighters down or to  arbitrate, because 
he fears he will also become a victim. I have observed in the village and 
elsewhere as well th a t it is women who dare to  intervene to  stop the fights. 
Once a woman intervenes, the men dare not continue the fight. It does not 
m atter if she is a married woman, a young girl or a small child. One can 
draw no conclusion from this th a t women are more powerful or influential 
than men8.

As is also the case in central Thailand (see Mulder, 1969) and in other 
Northeastern villages (see Keyes, 1983b); Klausner, 1987) karmic ideas are 
not only accepted, but also reproduced locally and blended with ideas 
of spirit worship. An example is the socialisation of children. They are 
taught by their parents to  behave with respect towards the moral hierar
chy between seniors and juniors which is accepted as a legitimate basis for

8For additional information about gender ideology persisting in Isan I suggest Kham- 
phoon Boontawee’s book: W om en’s Role in the Northeast. Duangpattra. 2534 (1992), 
(available at Rural Development Institute RDI), CIDA, Khon Kaen.



authority. Children are considered sinless and pure (sot) and capable of 
learning things by themselves (pein aeng). They are aware of the cultural 
implications of terms such as cool-mindedness ( chaiyeen) as opposed to  hot
mindedness (chairoon). They learn respect and reliability (kreengcaj), fear 
(kreengklua), politeness and obedience, acceptance of their Isan tradition, 
the wisdom of elders, moral goodness, etc. As part of their cultural train
ing, children (and strangers too, for that m atter ) are instructed by their 
family and other members of the community to be fearful of the spirits who 
can be activated by breaching of the moral order and can retaliate. Every 
individual, including children, is an autonomous being, who shapes his or 
her life in his or her own way, but individuality is grounded in the norms 
and values generally accepted. The duties and responsibilities of each indi
vidual are understood in the context of the relationships defining the moral 
and social hierarchy .

M utual help and co-operation emerge spontaneously and are situation- 
ally defined at various levels, often functioning without the formal sanction 
of an assembly. People share resources in order to solve acute problems. 
Rice, firewood and charcoal banks are examples of projects which villagers 
have started with the aim of helping one another in cases of acute need. 
Villagers borrow necessities from the banks run by the elders and pay them 
back in cash or in kind. Though these banks are a relatively recent in
novation, the pooling of labour at planting and harvest time and in the 
construction of houses, or raising money to organise village festivals, etc. 
have antecedents in Isan tradition (see Klausner, 1987; J. Boonmathya, 
1994).

Once when the villagers were busy with house construction, I asked 
whose house they were helping to build. They pointed to a slim, tall 
young gentleman and said tha t they were building his wife’s house (ban 
palayakaaw). The young man further explained tha t his own labour and 
th a t of his wife’s m other’s sisters’ sons and sons-in-law was not sufficient to 
complete the house where they planned to sta rt their own family household. 
He pointed to other members of the community who were there helping him 
and his wife to  finish the house. This particular instance reflected how not 
only household members are involved in mutual help and co-operation, but 
how the sense of co-operation extends beyond the immediate household. 
M utual aid and co-operation (au heng, rûam саг) are also organised by ref
erence to other moral principles and ideologies not precisely correlated with



the structure of kinship ties9. These moral and ideological principles are 
partly  derived from Buddhist and folklore religious beliefs and partly from 
modernistic ideas which came from outside via the market, bureaucratic in
trusion, education and mass communication. They have learnt in what ways 
they can put forward their demands to the authorities, they have also re
sisted policies which they consider affect them negatively. Indeed, villagers 
have built into the concept of khon isan (‘we isan people’) new elements, 
which reflect an awareness about their socio-economic marginalisation and 
minority status in the larger Thai society (Keyes, 1983(b); Parnwick and 
Rigg, 1992).

Integration and its consequences
In Thailand, a cluster of villages ( mouban) constitute part of a sub-district 
( tambon) headed by the kamnan who in his turn is subordinate to  the dis
tric t officer or ‘sheriff’ (nai amphur). The latter is under the command 
of the provincial governor (phuwaratchakarn changwat). In the Northeast 
village headmen are often called ‘the arms and ears of the Crown’, even 
though this label has not always fitted the reality in villages such as Nong 
Wai Ngam. The leaders who are formally elected to serve as the link be
tween the village institution and the established authorities, and who are 
paid by the government on a monthly basis, are not always loyal to the 
district officer (nai amphur). There are headmen who often side with the 
villagers and articulate their grievances more than they defend government 
interests in conflicts involving forest protection and the use of rural re

9Turton suggests that the term “ruam  (w ith  a  fa llin g  to n e ) basically means sharing; 
it is related to  the word rûam  (w ith  th e  m id d le  to n e ) which means totalling or adding 
up. Both words may be used to mean uniting, combining or pooling. Rûam, however, 
emphasizes subjective participation. Thus, suan part or share) rûam  may be translated 
as ‘the public or common good’, suggesting a sum of individual interests, whereas suan 
rûam  here ‘participation’), suggesting a sum of individual interests, whereas suon rûam  
here ‘participation’) suggests more subjective and voluntary involvement in activity of a 
more or less collective nature. There are metaphorical uses such as rûam  m y y  (hands) 
which suggests co-operation, or rûam  cat heart) which means to  come together with a 
common purpose. When the verb rûam  is used with a human object, it implies the gath
ering together for subjective or voluntary participation. Thus rûam  kamlang strength, 
force) means mobilizing, as a general mobilises his forces, and can be distingusihed from 
rûam  kamlang, or joining forces, which suggests a greater degree of voluntary partici
pation and subjective unity. Similarly, we may distinguish rûam klum to  join two or 
more groups together) from rûam  klum, or rûam  kan pen klum participate in forming a 
group)” Turton 1984:10fn).



sources.
Nong Wai Ngam village was not officially recognised by the district 

administration as a village community (mouban) until 1979. The official 
reason why recognition was delayed for over 50 years was th a t formal recog
nition would mean legalising ‘forest squatters’. It would also engender con
flict in the Thai bureaucracy between the district administration and the 
Royal Forest Department. The objective of forest protection goes against 
the objective of registering villages and settlements as part of the expansion 
of political control. This conflict of interests between different parts of the 
Thai bureaucracy delayed Nong Wai Ngam from becoming an organised 
part of the administrative structure of the district.

The unforeseen consequences of integration have taken multiple and var
ied forms. In Nong Wai Ngam, following district administrative orders, the 
people abandoned their scattered residential pattern. The primary task of 
Thai rural development policy was the establishment of village committees 
(klum). This was in 1978. The various household units {haan) belonging 
to the village administrations ( mouban) of Don Maakmouang, Dong Kham 
or Dong Noi resettled and began to live close to  each other, not only as 
kinsmen but also as neighbours (klum). Their first temple had been com
pleted some years earlier by donations from people living in Bangkok and 
other places, and new people had moved to Nong Wai Ngam. Though the 
first abbot arrived, he rarely stayed in the temple, but became an ascetic 
who wandered between the Dong Khun Kham forest surrounding Nong Wai 
Ngam and the caves of the nearby mountain some 5 km north of Nong Wai 
Ngam. People had to choose between the temples in Ban Don Muang or 
Dong Noi to give offerings or participate in the rituals. Until a new abbot, 
and a few novices came to  live in the temple, the people relied on their 
traditional religious leaders and shamans for their immediate religious and 
ritual needs. People visited the temples in neighbouring villages.

In 1979 Nong Wai Ngam was given official status and Mr. T ha Pon- 
saen was appointed as the first village headman. After his retirement he 
was replaced by the ambitious and radical Mr. Tiyee. The process of 
change affecting the people of Nong Wai Ngam has continued. In the 1980s 
the ‘campaign for rural development’ (phatthana chonabot) reached the vil
lage and later on transformed the klum which is based on neighbourhood 
groups into an assembly of village development committee (pratcum klum  
phatthana). Nong Wai Ngam’s administration was divided into six village 
development committees (klum phatthana), each responsible for develop
ment, and dealing with sanitation and public health, education and cultural



affairs, security and peace, finance, women and youth. Each committee has 
a council, and the councils are co-ordinated and chaired by the headman.

In the early 1970s, the government invested in road construction and 
Nong Wai Ngam was made accessible to  four wheel-drive cars. Even if 
the government’s priority was security considerations, this infrastructural 
change brought contact and communication with the outside world. After 
the road connecting Nong Wai Ngam with the rest of Ubon was completed, 
village people pu t forward a demand for electricity (faifa): “We want to  
open our eyes to  see the world like the town people” .

At the end of the 1980s the government launched the reforestation 
scheme called Dong Kao Taun. The forest areas occupied by Nong Wai 
Ngam, Dong Kham, and partly by Dong Noi were set aside for a plantation. 
The nature of activities within the klum phatthana was then transformed. 
It began to serve as a channel for popular dissatisfaction with the estab
lishment of plantation zones, where people could use their own experience, 
Buddhist teachings and environmental ideas of Western origin to counter 
the authorities’ version of conservationist arguments. The villagers used 
the klum phatthana as a forum in which to discuss and devise strategies to 
frustrate the expansion of the plantation. Such modern impulses as new 
ways of organising the villagers on the one hand, and land acquisition in
terventions by the representatives of the state, on the other, thus not only 
tightened central control over the rural people but also led to unforeseen 
consequences, such as the development of new forms of collective identity 
and common interests. They opened up space for new environmental radi
calism, an ideological stance often in conflict with the institutional interests 
of those in power and authority (Giddens, 1990). Nong Wai Ngam offers 
an example of how the risk of loss of land and conflicts over resources can 
be transformed into environmental concerns which go beyond the immedi
ate material interests of the community in the environment. The following 
chapters will examine this process of transformation. W hat factors have 
contributed to the transformation of perceptions whereby environmental 
and cultural rights have become an attractive mobilising idiom of resis
tance for the Nong Wai Nam villagers?



Chapter 5

ORGANISATION AND 
LEADERSHIP

The anthropological debate about leadership in Thailand has greatly em
phasised the importance of patron-client relations. Many have argued th a t 
the traditional personal linkages between people of different social stra ta  
have persisted to  the present. They have attributed  to  the patronage sys
tem  an ideological resilience which involves the patron as well as the client 
as agents contributing to maintain such relations. A key question is to 
what extent the subordinates in such relations participate in reproducing 
the status quo of the system.

This chapter deals with the essential aspects of the traditional patron- 
client relations and how their hitherto unquestioned ideological and moral 
significance has been weakened by new ideas of organisation and leadership. 
The role of modern education, and of access to global ideas through the 
media and urban contacts, in redefining old relations and forming new 
leadership is also discussed. The chapter provides a place for the life- 
histories of some of Nong Wai Ngam’s leading figures in order to  show 
what resources and models of thought are mediated by these agents to 
the villagers. For a similar purpose a background description of the NGOs 
working in the area is also given. The chapter will also take up the diversity 
in opinion between individual farmers and how their opinions about their 
relations with state officials and NGOs differ in varying situations. It lays 
emphasis on how the leaders of Nong Wai Ngam village link resistance to 
eucalyptus with a quest for an ‘environmentally’ viable and humane society



for themselves and others.

Patron - client relationships in Thailand - an 
overview of the literature
In the early 1960s, Hanks (1962) argued that, even at the lowest levels of 
Thai rural society, the cohesive force shaping a community is the physi
cal presence of a patron to whom the social group or clique of clients can 
connect themselves. Hanks contended tha t Thai society is constructed of 
patronage links from top to  bottom. The smallest microcosm of Thai soci
ety, the local village community, is formed around individual strong men. 
These local leaders look in their turn  to regional patrons, and regional 
patrons seek national patrons. This in turn has led to the hierarchical clas
sification of individuals as patron and clients tied by dyadic social bonds 
(see Sarasas, 1954; Hanks, 1962; Riggs, 1966; Young, 1968: Akin, 1975; 
Chai-anan, 1982 and others). However obvious the modernisation effects 
of present-day Thai society are, Thai scholars agree tha t traditional forms 
of patronage have persisted. They argue tha t in times of difficulty, Thai 
people fall back on tha t old pattern of leadership, trusting that the leader 
will resolve problems on their behalf even at the cost of collective effort 
and mutual co-operation. A strong and unswerving patron is “an individ
ual with the personal capabilities, status and [charisma] ... [to] engender 
tru st and respect on the part of his followers” (Chai-anan 1982 quoted in 
Wright, 1991:19). A man becomes influential and powerful if he can make 
clients of supreme patrons. In contrast, if he isolates his clients or is un
able to fulfil their needs, the patron can easily fail and lose his power and 
influence. Hanks (1962) in a structural functionalist mode, maintains tha t 
this societal arrangement is reciprocal and almost symbiotic, generating 
cohesion and a hierarchical social bond which connects individuals by ex
tending vertically from the dependent, powerless and poor (jaakcon) to  the 
powerful and rich ( miiamnadwaasana).

Early studies of Thai society (e.g. Hanks, 1962; Phillips and Wilson, 
1964; Riggs, 1966; Young, 1968) stressed that Thai villagers often search for 
moral principles tha t will justify the authority exercised by officials, even 
when such authority is employed in a manner the villagers feel is repugnant. 
Philips and Wilson draw exaggerated conclusions about how wholeheart
edly villagers accept the moral legitimacy of paternalistic authority, por
traying them as if they enjoy informing those in power (at central, regional,



provincial and district level) about their willingness to be ruled. These au
thors state tha t for the villagers this is “one of the major pleasures of being 
a citizen” (Philips and Wilson, 1964:8). Keyes, in contrast, criticises such 
suggestions, although he does not categorically deny the existence of such 
apologetic attitudes. He traces their origin to the pre-modern history of 
Thailand “when kings and ‘lords’ (cao) were born to rule and their au
thority was accepted as being concomitant with ‘having m erit’ (tnii bun) ” 
(1983:862)4

One of those who have contributed to the discussion of the interpreta
tion of power in Thailand is Mulder (1992:15) who argues that power in 
Thai Theravada Buddhism is perceived as incomplete without moral good
ness (kuwamdii). The realms of goodness and power do not exclude one 
another, but are complementary. Mulder contends tha t both are required 
in, and belong to, the experience of everyday life, however completely op
posite they are in essence. Mulder’s formulation is sometimes obscure, and 
he attributes moral attitudes to what he calls insiders and outsiders but 
does not make concrete which categories of people could be considered to 
belong to these categories. Nor does he make any distinction regarding 
whether the moral attitudes he is talking about themselves stand for every
day practice or for the ideal situation. People do not always act as they are 
expected to do. Given these shortcomings, his reflections may still add to 
our understanding. He develops the idea of two types of patron/client rela
tionship. One type “moves in the direction of khuna (goodness), while the 
other one moves in the direction of decha (amoral power)” . The moral a t
titude (bunkhun) th a t characterises the familial (insider) relationship is one 
of trust and reliability (kreengcaj), and the power implied in such relations 
is goodness (khuna), self-respect, identity, stability and continuity. The 
moral a ttitude tha t characterises outside relationships is one of suspicion 
and insecurity (kreengklua), and the power implied in this relation is amoral 
(decha), and therefore the relation is pragmatic, contractual, instrumental 
and not long-lasting.

Mulder suggests that, even if the relationship is interpreted by the par
ticipants as a form of patronage characterised by moral goodness, trust, 
security, and so forth, it remains hierarchical and unequal, although not 
necessarily oppressive. For the Thai this relationship is symbolised primar
ily by a m other’s pure devotion to her children. A mother cannot be other 
than good, giving and caring. She is always benevolent and forgiving and

1 Dakin et al. (1968:29) show that the police and other officials with law-enforcing 
mandates such as foresters are portrayed as evil by villagers for their negative qualities.



nurtures her children without expectation of return. She offers herself for 
the safety and well-being of her dependants. At one’s m other’s side, one is 
secure (ploodphai) and confident that one will be excused (aphai) for mis
deeds. The moral indebtedness is not, therefore, conditioned primarily so 
th a t one gives in order to receive.

The moral qualities incumbent on bunkhun are not confined to the es
sential characteristics of the mother, but are also found in the teacher’s 
acham  or kru quality of moral goodness. The knowledge and wisdom a 
teacher transfers to  his pupils is goodness (bunkhun or khuna) and virtue 
(kuwamkiit). A teacher is believed to be a source of sympathy and moral 
guidance (meetaakarunaa) who maximises his efforts for the good of his 
pupils, thus setting in motion a relationship nourished by similar moral 
qualities ( bunkhun) to th a t of a mother. Another example of bunkhun is 
the relation between elder and junior men. A junior receives a benefit first 
and only then acknowledges the bunkhun tha t the elder has offered him. All 
the above bunkhun are not identical. There is considerable differentiation of 
power relations without power necessarily having to be oppressive. These 
bunkhun relations are, nevertheless, largely interest-neutral, reciprocal and 
symbiotic.

Following Mulder, the bunkhun relationship of insiders is expected to 
be characterised by metaphors borrowed from family relations while tha t 
between an insider and an outsider is not. The latter relationship develops 
between those who have power and those who are powerless, and as such is 
seen to  be naturally unreliable and oppressive. It is fed by the moral indebt
edness of offering protection when you have received gifts from somebody. 
The giver is poor or powerless and the receiver is the rich, powerful, influen
tial ruler. The poor person who ‘buys’ protection through giving, describes 
the act as a way of making merit. The relationship between the poor and 
the rich is hierarchical. It is basically a relationship of power. Here, spra 
is needed to facilitate interaction in the dimension of power (decha), as op
posed to the former case where spra facilitates interaction in the dimension 
of goodness (khuna). The power of the outsider is primarily acknowledged 
by giving him a gift, implying th a t one should ‘make m erit’ first in order 
to receive benefit or protection.

Mulder contends that, however oppressive, uncertain and unreliable the 
outside relationship is, the poor and powerless attem pt to domesticate the 
hierarchical power of the outside realm so th a t it moves from its amoral 
essence of decha to  khuna (goodness)2. He gives examples of how the power-

 ̂K huna  can also transpose to decha, and the bunkhun relationship between a mother



less poor attem pt to contribute to this transposition along the decha-khuna 
continuum through merit-making (giving gifts), voting for and supporting 
the reputation of the powerful as generous, intelligent, brave and helpful, 
even if what is said about the powerful is untrue.

Mulder’s approach to the insider/outsider relationship lacks clarity. It 
gives the impression tha t this relationship is static. Cultural and moral 
values are one thing, but the way people choose to  act and behave is situa- 
tionally defined and does not under all circumstances correspond to what is 
understood in Buddhist teaching to be ideal behaviour. Moreover, M ulder’s 
discussion of insider and outsider relationships does not recognise the flu
idity and negotiability of the boundary between inside and outside. Those 
who are generally understood to  be outsiders can be included and insiders 
can also be excluded. The shift of loyalty within each realm and the flux 
of individuals from one realm to the other do not have enough place in 
M ulder’s discussion.

Mulder’s structuralist approach to the inside/outside divide in rela
tion to  power is a relevant contribution to the discussion of the nature 
of bunkhun (moral-goodness) relationships in the Thai Buddhist social or
der. The problem with this approach, however, is tha t the powerless are 
portrayed as compliant and submissive. Resistance has no place in Mul
der’s reasoning. According to his analysis, the powerless are locked in their 
Theravada Buddhist perceptions of power. The individual lacks the free
dom to act against the system from within or to move to other structures to 
find inspiring ideas of how to free himself from the domination. The ques
tion of what poor people can do other than comply to one or other form 
of coercive power cannot be answered by Mulder. My argument is tha t 
compliance and resistance are not unconnected. The experience of being 
subordinated generates both attitudes. W hat concerns the anthropologist 
is how such experience is given contextualised meaning.

In Nong Wai Ngam I did not observe any cases where people seemed to 
‘domesticate’ amoral power by making merit or giving gifts when power
ful government officials were celebrating birthdays, marriage anniversaries 
or promotion. Nor did I witness instances where the poor and powerless 
spread good news about the district officer or forest officer in order to ame
liorate the pain and suffering which the latter inflicted upon them. I did 
observe, though, how competent the villagers were in the routine of subver-

and her children, a teacher and his pupils, a father and his children can ‘move in the  
direction o f’ amoral power if it is not nourished by proper acts and behaviour required 
to  maintain the relationships (Mulder 1992:67).



sive resistance, with or without explicit co-ordination among themselves. 
Sometimes, they behaved submissively to  please powerful government offi
cials while at the same time they engaged in discreet forms of sabotage. At 
other times, they followed their leaders who utilised conflicts of interest be
tween community development workers and foresters, between agricultural 
workers and forest extension officers, between politicians and bureaucrats, 
or between Isan and Siamese parliamentarians for their own purpose. In 
recent years, one of the most effective strategies wielded by the new leaders 
of Nong Wai Ngam to render central power ineffective has been to shift the 
villager’s loyalty to  non-governmental organisations. The leaders legitimise 
the relationship with NGOs in terms of moral goodness, and they have 
gained tacit as well as open approval for this from most members of the 
Nong Wai Ngam community. Tiyee, Ponsak and Bua define the relation
ship in terms of a larger bunkhun which incorporates the elements of the 
moral qualities of a mother (mae), a teacher (acharn or kru) and an elder 
(phunam ). In this case, Nong Wai Ngam is no exception. In the Northeast 
villagers affected by government policy establish a network for corporate 
action (ong korn chao ban) between themselves and other farmers living in 
nearby and distant villages. Such corporate actions are linked by charis
m atic village leaders who in their turn link their actions to the actions of 
NGO workers. And NGO workers help to mobilise support from politicians, 
academics, religious leaders and the media.

In this chapter I shall look at the role of individual environmentalist 
leaders, by focusing primarily on Mr.Tiyee, the village headman, and Mr. 
Tawii, the NGO leader. I have employed the notion of charisma to  describe 
these prominent actors. The notion of charisma often implies a religious 
aspect; however, neither Mr. Tiyee nor Mr. Tawii are discussed here as 
examples of religious charismatic figures. The Thai concept of arahant 
(sainthood) is synonymous with ‘religious charisma’, and cannot be applied 
to  either Mr. Tiyee or Mr. Tawii, only to holy men divorced from secular 
activities.

The new leadership in Nong Wai Ngam

Bourdieu (1977) suggests tha t authority may be perceived as a palpable 
quality of an individual, and tha t a person of extraordinary quality can 
pose a direct challenge to traditional authority by offering a new concep
tion of community which breaks with traditional practice. Bourdieu bases



his view on Weber’s contribution to the discussion of charisma and charis
matic authority. Weber defines ‘charisma’ as “a certain quality of an indi
vidual personality by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men and 
treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically 
exceptional powers or qualities” (1968:241). In Weber’s perspective what 
is central are the exceptional qualities of the charismatic individual, who is 
able to mould and reshape the actions and thinking of his or her followers. 
In his usage, the notion of charisma is extended and made general. It is used 
both for religious and political leaders and for all heroes who are endowed 
with a ‘personal gift’ or ‘genius’. In this sense, Weber’s notion is ‘value- 
neutra l’, and the discussion of charisma, as Tambi ah commented, shifts 
“from the claimed sources of charisma to the criterion of recognition by the 
leader’s followers. The leader had to prove his charisma to his followers 
by wor[d]s and deeds; therefore charisma lay in the eyes of the beholder, 
so to  say” (1987:326). Weber compared the volatility and instability of 
leadership based on personal charisma with tha t based on institutionalised 
office and bureaucratic position. He has also shown how charisma has an 
anti-establishment predisposition, in that charismatic leadership can arouse 
resistance and project visions of new utopias (cf. Eisenstadt, 1968:xxx). 
Leaders generally try  to assert their position of leadership by making as
sertions tha t they have unusual and exclusive attributes cardinal to the 
society (cf. Cohen, 1981:1).

Writing about the problem of the cultural shaping of agency, Hannerz 
argues:

An individual’s perspective can be taken to reflect his weighted 
involvements in various situations in social life, both by the 
way of cultural flow through these situations and in terms of 
the nature of the individual’s particular practical involvement 
in them. Moreover, it may do so not only at a single point in 
time. As perspectives are built up more or less cumulatively, 
they may reflect previous involvements and experience as well.
The perspective is a biographical structure (Hannerz, 1990:34).

To understand the cultural dimension of agency Hannerz suggests two 
contrasting cultural terms: ‘possessing’ and ‘being possessed by’ culture. 
“Possessing culture is to be able to deal with it much as one does with 
other possessions, not least to use it as a ‘toolkit’ ... This is where choice, 
and the recognition of choice, is most evident. Being possessed by culture



is precisely to  be a cultural dupe, one’s perspective being under control of 
dispositions into which one has little reflective insight” (ibid.:35).

The ‘possessed by culture’ side of agency involves childhood experience, 
the “natural, unspecialized, repetitive flow of culture which occurs as an 
inevitable byproduct of the form of life” (ibid.). The ‘possessing culture’ 
side of agency entails practical and discursive consciousness, although these 
two forms of consciousness, as Hannerz (1990:36) noted, are differentially 
emphasised by Bourdieu (1977). In Bourdieu’s view, practical consciousness 
is manifested in the array of things th a t are performed ‘knowledgeably’, but 
which are not immediately accessible for discourse. It seems to me that, 
whatever the relation is between practical and discursive consciousness, 
actors often do reflect on their actions and are aware of the possibility of 
acting otherwise.

In Nong Wai Ngam, the leaders of the local environmental movement 
are local elite members whose views, as one ordinary farmer expressed it, 
are ahead of the vast majority. These leaders formulate the ideology of 
local environmentalism for themselves and others. The rise of Mr. Tiyee 
is rooted in the widespread temporary migration to Bangkok, to places of 
Buddhist teaching, and to other politicised localities. Some leaders are 
people who have returned to  their home village after having been abroad 
as labour migrants to Singapore and the Middle East. Traditional percep
tions of leadership and authority have been affected by the cultural influ
ences which these out-migrants bring back to their home village. As Weber 
remarked in a different context: “The simple fact of working in quite dif
ferent surroundings from those to  which one is accustomed breaks through 
the tradition and is the educative force” (1958:191). In other words, the 
change in worldview of village leaders also means a change in culture and 
permeability to  the flow of cultural ideas. In the process, the social world 
in which these individual leaders have lived and which they hitherto saw 
as natural and uncontested is no longer appealing to  their “common sense” 
(Hannerz, 1992). This social universe of the village which once was self- 
evident, characterised by tha t what Bourdieu (1977:164) defined by the 
concept of doxa, is now openly discussed. Its limits have become obvious.

There are also traditional leaders such as Phra Jintara, the abbot of the 
village temple, and the two ritual experts Khun Butsi Phasunon and Tha. 
Butsi and T ha are in charge of village rituals and shamanic sessions. Folk 
religious rituals (sukuwan) such as house warming, healing, spirit propitia
tion, etc., often take place outside the direct intervention of the Buddhist 
temple. There is a larger demand for the services of Butsi and T ha than
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for the Buddhist sermons of the abbot. The abbot’s religious duties are 
to  arrange big Buddhist celebrations. He is not particularly busy with his 
religious duties at village level and instead engages himself in organising 
temple festivals, competition between households on village sanitation and 
lotteries to  reward youngsters who have performed well a t school and in 
Buddhist temple activities. The abbot understands the historical and po
litical reasons for the Isan dissatisfaction with the central government. He 
is also aware of his own position as an Isan monk in the Sangha (the highest 
organ of the Buddhist ecclesiastical order). The integration of the North
east and the bureaucratisation of the Sangha over the years have sanctioned 
the peripheralisation and marginalisation of monks from this part of Thai
land. In comparison with monks from the south or the north, there are very 
few Lao-speaking monks from the Northeast who have achieved high rank 
or who head royal monasteries. The historical bias against the ‘uncivilised’ 
Lao speaking minority remains to  this day. Monks as well as laymen are 
aware of their minority status even if they do not organise themselves on 
this basis or see ethnic discourse as the only legitimate tool to protect their 
interests (see Taylor, 1993).

Phra Jintara endorses the actions of villagers who oppose the planta
tion. He wants to protect the natural forest from being transformed into 
a market commodity. The abbot teaches the people tha t forests and trees 
are im portant for Buddhist meditation and harmony. They are necessary 
to  assure rain and a good harvest for the farmers. Phra Jin tara was born 
in Dong Sai. He is a close relative of Mrs. Sitha, who is the oldest inhabi
tan t of Nong Wai Ngam, a woman highly esteemed for her wisdom. There 
are other community elders who, like her are informally recognised by the 
villagers as wise and as good arbiters in conflicts.

In most issues involving representing the villagers’ interests to  the bu
reaucracy, the new radical leaders, Tiyee, Ponsak and Bua, have taken over 
command. The traditional leaders have retreated to the background. Their 
conciliatory and submissive style towards the central Thai authorities, their 
lack of formal education and their deficient grasp of the idioms used by the 
urban elite did not match the expectations of the villagers. The latter prefer 
to  trust new, young and ambitious leaders such as Mr. Tiyee. The tradi
tional leaders have, however, taken charge of valuable common resources 
such as the rice, charcoal and firewood banks, and the cash deposits which 
are set aside by villagers to meet acute needs. This is definitely not a tradi
tional role. They perform these new roles while at the same time carrying 
out tasks they have always done, such as representing Nong Wai Ngam peo-



pie in wedding, or cremation ceremonies and arbitrating in disputes. They 
also commute (pay tievi) to the neighbouring villages and market places to  
keep the flow of information going.

Some young bhikkus (Buddhist monks) in the temple of Ban Dong Meuk- 
mouang frequently visit Nong Wai Ngam. One of these young monks is 
Kru Tham  who has close kinship ties with the village. He was a student in 
Bangkok when student riots broke out there in the mid-1970s. A couple of 
years later he became a monk and later he moved between various monas
teries located in Mukdahan and Sakhon Nakhon provinces, where he served 
as an agricultural instructor for young temple novices (sarnanen). He then 
moved to  Ban Meukmouang and continued teaching in the temple close 
to  the village where he was born. Phrakru Tham is related to Mr. Tiyee 
on his m other’s side and has close ties with him; the two often informally 
exchange ideas under the ‘Buddha’ tree or in the pavilion. Kru Tham ’s 
return to the neighbourhood more or less coincided with the return of Phra 
J in ta tra  to his place of origin, Tambon Don Sai, and to the temple in Nong 
Wai Ngam.

Local ideals about leadership are construed around concepts such as 
wealth, honesty, piety, mercifulness, education, charisma and persuasive
ness. Because people are aware of the material and economic constraints 
under which leaders in Nong Wai Ngam operate, their emphasis is on edu
cation (riangneungsei), charisma and persuasiveness (phu mi itthiphon) as 
im portant traits for a leader (phunam). The villagers believe tha t these 
qualities are enough to  be big man (phuyai) and to have ordinary people as 
followers (chainoi). To have such relationships is a sign of bunkhun (moral 
goodness). The relation is hierarchical and asymmetrical, but as mentioned 
above, not necessarily oppressive. Mr. Tiyee, according to  a locally used 
term , is phu mi itthiphon which can be translated as ‘a man with charisma’ 
or someone who possesses amnat (power) to  influence the community. The 
authorities refer to  phu mi itthiphon differently. They employ the term  to 
identify key opinion-makers such as Mr. Tiyee who, from their point of 
view, constitute a threat to the social, economic and political stability of 
the state  (see Sombat, 1993).

The former headman, whom Mr. Tiyee had replaced, once said:

The people of Nong Wai Ngam elected Mr. Tiyee not because 
he is rich, but because he has charisma and is persuasive. He 
is a good speaker and is ambitious. He is not afraid of officials.
He has merit (m ii bun). He has been both a novice and a monk.



He has education ( riangnaungsei leew). He knows how the town 
people, senior officials, merchants, student politicians and mem
bers of parliament think about the Isan people. He also knows 
what they like and dislike. Khun Tiyee has contacts with NGOs, 
foreigners, politicians and respected monks. He speaks English.
He can represent us even though we were a bit disappointed 
by him in the past, when he used NGO money to  buy votes 
and to  get elected as headman (phuyaiban). But it turned out 
th a t his election was to our advantage. His past deeds are now 
forgotten. He is honest and daring when it comes to  protect
ing our rights. The forest authorities bully him with threats 
of prison and banishment, but he has educated and powerful 
patrons (phuyai) to protect him. He has good contacts with the 
Northeast MPs. He has many contacts with well-known people, 
some in Bangkok and some in Muang Ubon; some are doctors 
and professors (acham yai). All of them  belong to  the NGOs.

As local leader, Mr. Tiyee is expected to  establish contact outside the 
village with patrons who have merit (bun), education and influence (khuna), 
whose knowledge can be brought to  their village and invested in develop
ment (phatthana) in the form of education (roongrian), a good health clinic 
( roongban), improvement of the soil (phatthana thii diin) or the environment 
(anulrak thammachat). Nong Wai people argue tha t it is the inter-village 
networking of good leaders which brings about co-operation, necessary in 
order to make villagers’ voices heard beyond their own locality. They avoid 
forming new interest organisations for fear of being suspected as ‘commu
nists’ (komunid). People recall the fate of the Farmer’s Federation of Thai
land, which was formed in 1974 and suppressed through the assassination 
of 32 farmer leaders in the period March 1974 to  August 1975 (see J. Boon- 
mathya, 1994:3). From the point of view of the farmers in Nong Wai Ngam, 
the local administrative unit can serve as their organisation ( ong kom  chao 
ban) as long as the leadership is in the hands of charismatic and progres
sive people. They believe tha t if the leaders cultivate inter-village links and 
make use of implicit understandings between the villagers, positive results 
will be achieved.



Khun Tiyee the local leader

As I have explained, Khun Tiyee, the headman of Nong Wai Ngam village, 
is one of the leaders of the local environmentalist movement. His personal 
values and idiosyncrasies have been influenced by global, national and re
gional ideologies and events. Mr. Tiyee’s oratorical talent has brought him 
status and prestige, and he is often welcomed as a speaker to address protest 
demonstrations, seminars and workshops. He has made several study tours 
to  different places in Thailand where farmers can get training in the use of 
forests, water and other rural resources, environmental conservation, polit
ical awareness, etc. Though he has only six years of elementary education 
he is skilled in the English language as a result of his early association with 
Americans in Bangkok.

Khun Tiyee is fond of the public forum. He is sure tha t he can demon
stra te  his oratory to  castigate the Thai forest authorities for what they are 
doing on the environmental front and to  mobilise support and sympathy 
for the causes of the local population, both internally in the community, in 
the neighbouring and distant villages, and also from urban sources, mainly 
NGOs.

When the headman told me about his life he was already over 40. He 
was born in Dong Sai. He began by telling the story of how his mother died 
a t his birth, a story which makes him very sad. Every time he mentions 
his m other’s name he prays to  her soul, clutching his necklace and bringing 
together his hands in the ritual posture. Two ritual objects are tied to  the 
necklace, a Buddha amulet and a small leather pouch. Mr. Tiyee tells me 
that, a t the sudden death of Mother Poodphrao (mae Tiyee) in childbirth, 
her matrilinea! kin kept part of the placenta and dried it while burying the 
larger part in the forest near the ancestral shrine (pi puta). They crushed 
the placenta to  powder and mixed it with magical herbs dissolved in liquid. 
They summoned the local ritual expert of the time to pray and chant. Then, 
they stitched the concoction into a leather wrapping, and the ritual expert 
pierced the charm with a necklace woven from cotton and tied it on to  the 
child (Tiyee). He says th a t he has been protected by his m other’s spirit 
(pi mae) since childhood. When he left for Bangkok at the age of six, his 
m other’s spirit followed and kept him safe from dangers and bad luck. His 
safe return to  his home village after having been in different places for over 
th irty  years is proof to him of his m other’s protection. Returning home 
where one belongs is spoken of in metaphorical terms as being almost the 
same as returning to the womb.



Mr. Tiyee is very emotional when he talks about his links with his 
mother. Every night he performs the evening prayer to the house spirit (pi 
mean) inside his bedroom. Thereafter, he removes his necklace, grasps the 
leather charm and continues to  pray to his m other’s spirit. 3 He makes 
a ritual kiss to express his gratitude and ask for her continuous care and 
protection for himself and his children.

At the age of six, Mr. Tiyee became a novice in one of the monasteries 
on the outskirts of Bangkok near Thonburi. As a temple boy, he got the 
opportunity to read and write Thai, learn the basic ideas of Theravada 
Buddhism, and get a formal education in the temple. At the age of ten he 
left novicehood and moved to Bangkok where he lived in the slum at Pratu- 
naam. He supported himself by selling flowers on the streets of Bangkok 
for a certain Isan person. When he failed to  earn his daily bread in this 
way and life became difficult for him, he became a part-tim e beggar. Mr. 
Tiyee says tha t he used to meet a certain Mr. Franklin, while begging at 
the intersection of Thanon Suruwong and Silom. At one time the American 
asked young Tiyee if he would like to go to school by staying with him at 
his residence and obtaining the necessary support for his schooling.

Mr. Franklin was a jazz musician employed as an entertainer by the US 
embassy. When he died of a sudden heart attack, Mr. Tiyee was unable to 
continue his schooling. He had nonetheless already learned some English 
from Mr. Franklin. At the age of fifteen he became a worker in a chemical 
factory near Ban Na and later moved to Samutprakhan where he worked 
in a metal factory. Gradually, he became influenced by the trade union 
movement and began to read pamphlets clandestinely distributed by left- 
wing activists. These leaflets dealt with student politics or larger questions 
such as resistance to capitalist exploitation, or military dictatorship. In the 
1970s he became involved in broader issues than mere trade unionism. Be
cause of his engagement in anti-capitalist political and ideological activities 
he was nearly arrested. He ran away to the Northeast and became a monk 
in a monastery half-way between Chaiyaphum and Khon Kaen. He left the 
monastic order after a couple of years and became employed by the Aus
tralian rural development project working in Petchabun province. When

3 P i m ean  is a matrilineal clan spirit. In Nong Wai Ngam the guardian of the clan 
spirit, which is also known as a house spirit, is the oldest woman of the household. It is 
believed that she shares the essence of the spirit and through her the rest of the family 
members (children and grandchildren) can take part in it. Mr. Tiyee carried his mother’s 
spirit in his necklace. When he built his house he also built a shrine for pi ruean and 
through the spirit’s mediation, joined with members of his clan.



he left the Australian project, he stayed on the Petchabun mountains for 
some years.

Mr. Tiyee then decided to  return to  his home town. As he said, this was 
a conscious decision. Before he settled permanently in Nong Wai Ngam, 
he lived in the district town of Buntharik, employed by a local NGO as 
contact man disseminating information about the purpose of the organisa
tion and facilitating assistance for the local population. He married there 
and moved with his wife to Nong Wai Ngam, where he ran for the post 
of headman and won the election. He took over the leadership from Khun 
Tha, whose headmanship rested on a combination of seniority and loyalty 
to  the government. The common praxis is for the district administration to  
impose village headmen on villagers, and to select people who are known 
to serve the interests of the bureaucracy. Once somebody assumes office 
he often holds the headmanship for life. Power at the local level remains 
in the headm an’s grip. Headmen receive support and protection from the 
adm inistration and villagers seldom dare to try  to get rid of them.

It is an open secret in Nong Wai Ngam that Mr. Tiyee removed Mr. 
T ha by financing his own election with the help of resources and protection 
he obtained from non-governmental organisations. To sta rt with, the vil
lagers were unhappy about his election campaign and found it alien to  their 
tradition. Tiyee used radical views to question Mr. T ha’s competence as 
headman. He argued th a t Tha was old and uneducated, and tha t he was not 
willing to  raise the issue of land tenure, or oppose the plantations. At the 
beginning, the m ajority in Nong Wai Ngam responded negatively, though 
passively, to  Tiyee’s campaign style. Gradually, however, they yielded to  
his authority and began to support his radical views.

The headm an’s supporters claim th a t Mr. Tiyee is not a person tem pted 
by corruption. They raise the story of forest officers who tried to bribe 
him and use him as a tool for the promotion of the eucalyptus plantation. 
Insiders and outsiders have heard several times how Mr. Tiyee was taken to  
the Plantation Centre where he met Mr. Somchai, the senior forest officer. 
The head of the plantation promised him cash advances, free access to  
timber to  build his house on degraded forest land, and free transportation to  
the monthly headman meetings at the office of the district administration. 
W hen Mr. Tiyee refused to make a deal affecting the villagers negatively, 
the senior forest officer ordered his arrest on charges of sabotage. He was 
kept in a cell controlled by the local forest authorities and beaten up by 
forest guards. After his release, Mr. Tiyee succeeded in using such concrete 
cases of conflict both to mobilise support from within the village and to seek



protection from outside4.
The leader of Ban Nong Wai Ngam is an intelligent speaker who knows 

how to play with the magical power of words. His outspokenness and ora
torical self-confidence, and his capacity to combine a selection of Buddhist 
and folk religious idioms with Western conservationist arguments in order 
to  mobilise villagers against the forest authorities, have left his leadership 
unchallenged. One villager says:

Mr. Tiyee is not like the old village leaders. He has been of
fered several training courses and seminars by various develop
ment agencies. He has often been honoured by being invited 
to  speak at demonstrations and seminars about the condition 
of Isan farmers living in the forest reserves. W hat is bad in 
our village is what the authorities have done to  kick us out of 
the forest. When Mr. Tiyee speaks to them he does not seem 
scared by their power to  arrest and penalise him for what he 
says. His close supporters say that the headman is frank and 
bold (pudpakwaan maipen).

I must be careful not to make trivial use of the term  charisma with 
reference to Tiyee. He sometimes behaves like a village tyrant, bullying his 
opponents. At other times he appears simple and modest and claims to  be a 
devout Buddhist. He is often heard speaking against those who want to  live 
beyond their means, who spend their meagre resources on gambling or on 
buying consumer and luxury goods, like colour televisions, imported cognac 
or tobacco. He argues tha t such thoughtless spending is alien to  Buddhism, 
and urges the villagers to guide their life-style by restraint, simplicity and 
modesty.

The headman exaggerates his mastery of English. When he encounters 
new visitors to his village he shows up with a compendium of agro-forestry 
articles, - a summary of seminar papers which were subm itted at the In
ternational Agro-forestry Conference in Delhi in 1986. He got a copy of 
this compendium while attending a seminar organised by some NGOs. He 
likes to  give the impression tha t he can read and understand the articles,

4The forest guards carry Winchester guns whenever they go out to  inspect the plan
tation. Most o f the tim e they use their guns not to  harm anybody physically, but to  
deter ‘sabotage’ and ‘encroachment’. However, there were extreme situations. I was 
informed by my friends that two villagers were shot and killed for alleged sabotage. The  
incident triggered violent demonstrations, and aggravated the conflict between the Dong 
Sai farmers and the authorities.



and refers to  some which discuss the negative ecological consequences of 
eucalyptus. Mr. Tiyee wants to  be seen with tha t compendium in case the 
issue of eucalyptus is to be discussed between supporters and opponents. 
In his house there are other books, newspapers and journals produced by 
Thai and Western environmentalists. These publications are in Thai and 
Mr. Tiyee has no problem in reading them. He uses these publications as 
sources of environmentalist arguments. The point, however, is not what is 
contained in the text, but the way Mr. Tiyee uses these publications to  
strengthen his position as a leader in the struggle against the forest author
ities. Every morning a postman on a motorcycle visits the village to  deliver 
letters and published materials to  Mr. Tiyee. They are magazines and pe
riodicals about rural and urban environmental problems in Thailand and 
how to  tackle them. Most of the publications are NGO-sponsored and deal 
with biophysical and chemical issues. Others are prepared by neo-Buddhist 
and Buddhist environmentalists and use rhetoric which can easily be con
verted to everyday local discourse. Mr. Tiyee’s access to  these materials 
has strengthened his status. The way he uses written texts has assured him 
the role of a leader with high education, a very im portant status symbol 
for Nong Wai Ngam.

I must once more emphasise th a t the leadership of Mr. Tiyee does also 
meet with some resistance within the village. People are dissatisfied with 
the fact th a t he exploits his power to over-exploit village resources. Ever 
since he moved to  Nong Wai Ngam he has been busy in local politics. He is 
often accused of spending too much time away from the village (chop pay 
tiew), attending environmental meetings, training sessions and workshops 
in Muang Ubon, Khon Kaen, Korat, Roi Ed or Bangkok. Since he has no 
time to  engage in farming activities, he has become indebted to the rice, 
firewood and charcoal banks which the villagers own jointly. He has also 
taken loans from the common ceremonial fund administered by the elders. 
Mr. Tiyee’s wife Mrs. Daeng has borrowed over 300 kg of rice and 20 
kilos of firewood, and Mr. Tiyee has taken over 1000 Baht (1 US$ =  25 
Baht) in loans. Tiyee’s mother-in-law and his immediate kinsmen have also 
borrowed from the rice bank on the strength of Mr.Tiyee’s position. The 
year before my fieldwork their crops failed and they were unable to  pay 
back their loan. A year later they got a good harvest, but still, neither 
of them  paid any part of their debt (either in cash or in kind) to the joint 
village treasury. No villager, not even the elders, dared to  talk to Mr. Tiyee 
about his debt, nor to hinder him from continuing his dependence on the 
village banks. Instead, it was gossiped about behind his back.



Those who resist the radical leadership of the headman and who crit
icise him behind his back emphasise tha t the headman has never been a 
farmer. He likes politics, and his attitudes and values are far away from 
the village. There are others who think tha t Mr. Tiyee has become over
dominant by silencing any opposition voiced against his style of leadership. 
Some villagers do not like Mr. Tiyee’s dependence on village resources for 
his sustenance. They would have liked to  withdraw their contribution to 
the joint village treasury since they feel tha t it is mainly Mr. Tiyee and 
his close relatives who benefit from the grain and fuel banks and the cash 
deposits. On the other hand, they are also proud th a t Nong Wai Ngam 
village has won recognition through the headman. Parliamentarians, NGO 
activists, journalists, the Canadian human ecologist Dr. Thompson, the 
American columnist for one of Thailand’s English-language daily newspa
pers Mr. Terry, Miss Pon, columnist on feminism, the environment and 
development, and other female members of the Green Movement belonging 
to  Chulalongkorn University have visited Nong Wai Ngam and campaigned 
for environmental awareness. Such names are not only poster names, but 
represent power and influence. The villagers understand tha t such people 
make up an im portant contact network to  which they have gained access 
through Tiyee, and which they can turn to if the authorities carry out 
their threat of eviction or forced resettlement. Furthermore, Tiyee has a t
tended some workshops and seminars on environmental and rural resource 
issues and has mastered the conservationist and developmental discourses 
of the NGOs. Mr. Tha, the former headman, said th a t he accepted Mr. 
Tiyee’s leadership because the latter was more able than he was to  rep
resent Nong Wai Ngam. Most villagers were happy when they saw the 
newspaper Munchon publishing Tiyee’s interviews and speeches, and even 
happier when The Nation and Bangkok Post correspondents of the English- 
language dailies came to Nong Wai Ngam to interview him.

The role of Mr. Tiyee as leader reminds us of Reeves’ views of in
dividuals as “semi autonomous actors (who confront and manipulate so
cial and symbolic structures even as they are constrained by them ” (cf. 
Reeves, 1995:306). He is a person who has combined the traditional and 
cosmopolitan characteristics of leadership. He is a keen reader not only 
of environmentalist literature but also of other books and journals. He 
told me tha t he has read the Thai translation of the biographies of Marx, 
Gandhi and Luther. He recites anecdotes from the life histories of these 
historical giants to prove his claim to be a person of progressive ideas 
(kawna or kuwamkiit kawna). He draws a distinction between progrès-



sive ideas (kuwamkiit kawna) and revolutionary ideas (kuwamkiit prati- 
wat) and argues th a t the ‘revolutionary way’ ( thang pratiwat) is out of 
date (samaikhorn) and not democratic (democracy =  pratipathai ). His 
favourite books are Khru Ban-Nork ( The Teachers of Mad Dog), Fa haw 
khan (Heaven Has No Barriers) and Luuk isan (A Child of the Northeast). 
All three are written by Isan writers. Their common denominator is th a t 
they narrate stories of corruption and exploitation, and also invoke nostalgic 
sentiments relating to  the specific culture and history of the Northeast. In 
particular, Khamsing’s book Heaven Has No Barriers seems to have influ
enced him and caused him to ally with the leftists in the 1970s. He likes to  
talk  about its contents, and often comments on the injustice which the au
thor made explicit in his treatm ent of the Isan people, who have to  deal not 
only with a harsh environment but also with the political and economic con
straints imposed on them from the central power based in Bangkok. Tiyee 
is well informed about world events, ranging from the realms of modern 
politics to  pop music, from movie stars to  world-renowned sportsmen. He 
is proud of demonstrating tha t he can participate in global discourse, not 
only when encountering his NGO patrons or the Thai urban elite but also 
to  the farang (foreigners). He is aware of the prestige of being ‘civilised’ 
in the Western sense as well as ‘cultivated’ (in the Buddhist sense). Mr. 
Tiyee is happy th a t he has knowledge of Buddhism and folk religion, of 
the impressive taxonomies of spirits as well as of trees and plants. He sees 
environmentalism as a means of enhancing his status and strives to  behave 
and act like an environmentalist. Like many leaders of modern movements 
of cultural revival, to  use Keesing’s (1994:51) words, Mr. Tiyee is among 
“the most acculturated people, and most successful in the commercial world 
whose values [they] ostensibly repudiate” (Sahlins, 1993:20). For Tiyee en
vironmental activism has become “a rewarding domain to achieve political 
heroism” (Hornborg, 1993:149).

NG O s and villagers: relationship of moral good
ness
The first indigenous Thai non-governmental organisation (NGO) was the 
‘Foundation for Thailand Rural Reconstruction Movement’ founded in 1967 
by Dr. Peuy Ungpakorn, a Buddhist humanist and modernist. He at
tem pted to initiate an alternative development approach to th a t of govern
mental projects, which he thought did little to redress rural poverty (see



R. Boonmathya, 1993). Before this organisation began to  operate in rural 
areas, a number of international NGOs, such as UNICEF, Save the Chil
dren, Food for the World, had offices in Bangkok. Since then the number 
of national NGOs has increased. The estimate is tha t there are over 395 
Thai NGOs now operating in the country.

As in India, NGO work in Thailand consists of networking, in which 
middlemen activists with links to power centres as well as to the grassroots 
make use of the environmental disputes between opposing interests to  pur
sue their goals, often by providing disadvantaged groups with better access 
to  the discursive tools needed for their struggle (cf. Milton, 1993:9).

Thai NGOs are not homogenous. They differ in the way they recon
struct their history and define their agenda. There are those who see a link 
between the development of the non-governmental sphere and the environ
mental movement and the rebellion of 14 October 1973 and claim th a t the 
former is a continuation of the latter (Imatham, 1982)5. For this generation 
of Thai radicals, 14 October is a more im portant milestone in shaping the 
mass movement for alternative rural development and environmental con
servation than any other event in Thai history (Mejey, 1995:499; see Thak, 
1979). Imatham (1982) has written about its historical antecedents and 
characterised the time as “The Period of Searching for Meaning” . Accord
ing to  her, the period of rapid capitalist development in the 1960s was also 
marked by the expansion of modern education and the emergence of critical 
mindedness. In the 1960s Thailand not only began to  produce commodi
ties for the national and global market, but its educated elite also began to  
formulate a cultural critique directed against the kind of social, economic 
and political development which the country had decided to follow. O ut 
of this critique grew the student uprising known as the October Uprising, 
triggering a revolutionary movement which swept throughout the country. 
Im atham  writes about the background to the uprising:

.... Though the education system was backward and academic 
freedom was curbed, some of the university students were in 
one or another way exposed to  foreign newspapers, books and 
films. The young generation of Thai intellectuals who returned 
from studying abroad also took part in rousing Thai students

5 Imatham Pornpirom’s thesis, Social Origins and the Developm ent o f the C om m unist 
P arty  o f Thailand (1982) is only available as a reference copy at the Institute of Social 
Studies, University of the Hague, the Netherland. T he author used a pseudonym and 
the book is not available for sale.



to  s ta rt to  think critically and became critical of the prevailing 
system, the worsening of the pattern of distribution of wealth 
and of income as a result of a capitalist development had also 
made the contradiction between the town and rural areas more 
pronounced. Many students in the 1960s had a chance to work 
in rural areas as philanthrophic volunteers during their summer 
holidays and this discovery of rural poverty had radicalized the 
most progressive among these naive philanthropists... On the 
international scene, the presence of American troops and mil
itary  bases during the height of the Indochinese war and the 
economic expansion of Japanese imperialism had also stirred a 
sense of nationalism among the thoughtful college students....
The first group of progressive university students in the mid 
1960s consisted of those who were not satisfied with the higher 
education system and the leisurely life style of the majority of 
students. They were in search of new meaning in their educa
tion, a better society (1982:158).

Talented intellectuals such as Wityakorn Chienkul elaborated the think
ing and feeling of the radical students in the period 1963-9, and created a 
literature which stimulated the students.

Im atham ’s study supports the claim of former radicals who see the de
velopment movement as a continuation of the October Uprising. Those 
who make such a link are often people who were once inspired by revolu
tionary ideas about how to change dictatorial rule and the economic and 
cultural dominance of capitalism over the majority of population. Others 
question the connection made between NGOs and the revolutionary aspi
rations expressed by the October events. Rosana Tositrakul (1993), who 
is the leader of ‘Traditional Medicine in Self-curing’ project, rejects the 
idea th a t 14 October was the inspiration for the emergence of NGOs. She 
contends th a t there were two lines of thought in the 1970s. Apart from rev
olutionary socialism, propagated by leftist intellectuals who argued for the 
taking over of political power by force, there was another philosophy pur
sued by groups, which stood for change within the system by non-violent 
means. Tositrakul considers herself to  have belonged to the ‘slow-change 
school of thought’ th a t was committed to democracy and social develop
ment. She argues th a t the only influence 14 October had on the growth 
of the NGOs as a movement was that students disillusioned with socialism 
later turned to  the NGOs to implement their visions, especially after the



C P T ’s collapse (1993:20). Others argue tha t those who initiated or joined 
NGOs were not only returnees from the jungle after the end of the armed 
struggle, but also people who had never joined the insurgents but contin
ued to  work peacefully for the cause of social justice. Thirayth Boonmi, 
who was a student leader at the time, is one of those who claim continuity 
between the 14 October movement and the emergence of the NGOs. He 
maintains that “When socialism proved not to be the answer, they looked 
for other ways out. That was when the NGO movement received a big 
boost” (1993:20). Others have no wish to write the history of the NGOs by 
referring to  the ‘right’ and ‘left’ political leanings which divided the Thai 
intelligentsia in the 1970s. Boonmi understands the development movement 
as incorporating ideas from both sides to turn them into a project oriented 
towards the future, which appeals to the larger section of the rural poor. 
Somchai Homlaor (1993), head of the organisation called ‘Campaign for 
Popular Democracy’ and Chantawipa Aphisuk (1993), who is in charge of 
an organisation called ‘Empower’, share Tositrakul’s and Boonmi’s opinion.

J. Boonmathya, leader of the ‘Grass-root Level Rural Integrated Devel
opment P roject’ and Witoon who is in charge of the ‘Project for Ecological 
Recovery’ carry out rural resource development and environmental con
servation programmes at the grass-roots level. These leaders see a need to  
maintain the heritage of the 14 October movement and to remain ‘the voice 
of conscience’, but a t the same time emphasise the necessity for closer in
teraction with the middle class from which they previously distanced them 
selves. They are also eager to develop professionalism, without becoming 
too technocratic, in order to meet forthcoming challenges from governmen
tal institutions, which in recent years, have become more efficient in their 
control of people and resources. Outside the mainstream NGOs working for 
rural development and environmental rehabilitation, there are others whose 
agendas include capital .investment, marketing or technology transfer, work 
for the poor and homeless, and work with prostitutes, drug addicts and HIV 
positives (cf. R. Boonmathya, 1993). People in such organisations see their 
own personal commitment and professional competence as the prime fac
tors behind their engagement in voluntary work. It is therefore impossible 
to  trea t Thai NGOs as any homogeneously constituted movement.

In Thailand in general and the Northeast in particular there are a great 
number of environmental intellectuals and organised activists. Two main 
Buddhist environmentalist groups are especially im portant in the national 
context. One is headed by Phra Buddhad asa, a southerner from Surathani, 
and the other by Phra Bodhiraksa (or Rak Rakpongse), a Northeasterner



from Sri Sa Ket province.
Phra Buddhadsa (1990)6 , Thailand’s leading contemporary Buddhist 

thinker and environmentalist, wrote:

One’s realisation of the interconnectedness of all things and life 
forms - which are transient and changeable - will help deflate 
one’s ego, knowing tha t everyone is one and the same, being 
subject to the same natural laws. Such realisation, obtained 
and strengthened by insight meditation, leads to humility, com
passion, and a gradual letting go of attachment to  sensual pres
sure which in turn  leads to less consumption, less exploitation 
of natural resources, and less waste to worry about.

Buddhadasa Bikkhu initiated the Suan Moke Movement (‘Garden of 
L iberation’) in 1932 at the time when Thailand moved from an absolute 
monarchy to  a constitutional monarchy. The movement does not even have 
a temple (in the traditional form of an elaborate building). It argues tha t 
“the natural forest is its temple and that this is a more appropriate gate
way to  the Buddhist Dhamma” (Suwanna, 1990:395). Most of the fol
lowers of the environmentalist movement headed by Phra Buddhadasa are 
Thai radical intellectuals and educated individuals from the middle class. 
Buddhadasa was the first Thai Theravada thinker seriously to want to  re
form Buddhism by expanding it outside the state ideology. He developed 
the political ideology of Dhammic (Nature) socialism, alien to “the tradi
tional exaltation of kingship and a critique of the existing political system” 
(1990:398). For Buddhadasa, socialism is “less acquisitive and competitive 
than  capitalism, which he thinks may breed conflict and serve materialism. 
Socialism in his sense is based on sangama-niyama, or the way of restraint 
in the interest of others” (Bobilin, 1988:91). Buddhadasa Bikkhu’s ‘so
cialistic’ monastic community (sangama-niyama) which he established at 
Surathani in the south of Thailand, is an ideal community “where all labor 
for the good of the whole and for the tru th” (Swearer, 1981; cf. Bobilin, 
1990).

Phra Bodhiraksa (or Rak Rakpongse) is the leader of a movement called 
Santi A soke. It is a relatively small group with an urban following among 
academics and civil servants. The movement stresses “a return to a very 
simple way of life, with agriculture as the basis of livelihood” (Suwanna,

6 Phra Buddhadasa died in 1993 at the tim e I was in the process of completing my 
fieldwork.



1990:404). It condemns capitalism and consumerism as the root causes of 
environmental and social ills in Thailand:

The greed for more, the passion for sensual pleasure, and sheer 
laziness have been designated as ‘the deep structure’ of the hu
man psyche tha t lies at the basis of the existing social structure 
(ibid.:404).

The Santi A soke group led by Phra Bodhiraksa calls for a return to  bun- 
niyorn , or to be men with merit, which in this context refers to  repudiating 
materialism and consumerism. The movement’s slogans are “eat little, use 
little, work a lot, and save the rest for society” (ibid.:405).

There are also other influential lay Buddhist and neo-Buddhist thinkers 
who are actively involved in debates about the environment. Some of them  
trace their source of inspiration to  the left-wing political movement and 
also to  the anti-materialist movement led by Buddhadasa. One of them  
is the Thai Buddhist humanist, regime critic and radical environmental 
activist Sulak Sivaraksa who founded the first environmentally oriented 
NGO in the 1970s, SPDI (Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute). Sivaraksa 
blames uncontrolled capitalist economic development for the destruction 
of nature. He seeks to reinterpret Buddhism and give it a contemporary 
and socially relevant character. The Five Precepts is a moral code for 
Buddhist laymen to  undertake in order to train the mind. According to 
this code, one should avoid the following: “Destroying life; Taking what is 
not given; Wrongdoing in sexual desires; False speech (including lies, harsh 
words, tale-bearing and idle gossip), and distilled and fermented intoxicants 
causing carelessness” (Khantipälo Phra, 1988:95). Sivarakasa has redefined 
the first and the fourth precepts by applying

the first precept of nonkilling to the use of chemical fertilisers 
and insecticides that deplete the soil of rich micro-organisms, 
the destruction of forests tha t contributes to the loss of bio
diversity, and to the contamination caused by the dumping of 
nuclear and chemical waste... the fourth precept of non-lying 
to advocate tru th  in advertising and to attack the mindlessness 
of commercial television and the sensationalism of newspapers 
(Swearer, 1995:151).

He suggests “a kind of Buddhist revolt against the deterioration of na
ture” (Gray, 1987:25). He has enormous influence on Thai NGOs working



on the environmental rural developmental front. Some of the leading ac
tivists of the environmental NGOs are his close friends. He is also one 
of the internationally most visible lay Buddhist social activists (Swearer, 
1995:150), and the 1995 winner of the Alternative Nobel Peace Prize.

The Santi (Peace) Pracha (Democratic Participation) Dhamma (Jus
tice) Institute focuses on “alternative approaches to peace and justice” (see 
Swearer, 1995: 149). W ith Sivaraksa as its leader, SPDI has given par
ticular support to local initiatives headed by monks and village leaders, 
which aim to  conserve the forest and to “challenge government’s attem pts 
to  resettle farmers in Northeast Thailand for the purpose of taking over 
thousands of acres of forest lands” to promote plantations (ibid.:150).

NG Os and their influence in the Northeast
The voices of NGOs are heard all over rural Thailand. However, the focus 
of this book is bu t on the Northeast and the relationship between the 
local dissatisfaction caused by forest reserves and forest resettlement and 
the activities of NGOs. The Kor Jor Kor (Forest Resettlement Project) 
launched in the early 1980s with the aim of moving people from the forest 
reserves triggered massive protests. The Thai-Lao, who probably had less 
faith in the authorities than people in the central part of Thailand, turned 
to  the NGOs for support and protection. Fed by such disillusionment, 
NGOs became more influential among the rural population, which no longer 
supported the policy measures of the central authorities. NGOs have also 
been accepted by the rural population because of their critical perspective 
on government development programmes and also because of their non- 
bureaucratic approach. The authorities project an image of the rural people 
as untidy, uncivilised and backward. They also project a negative image of 
NGOs7. However, despite what the authorities say about the NGOs, the 
people attribute positive values to them, while NGO discourse in return 
tends to  portray the rural people as genuine, generous, affectionate, eager 
to  learn and open to change.

NGOs operating in the Northeast are as heterogeneous as those oper
ating in the rest of the country. Some activists were student rebels in the 
1970s and use both Buddhist and modernist ideas to criticise the negative 
consequences of Thailand’s economic progress. This category of NGO has

7See the article “W hat is this beast called NGO?” , The Sunday Post, 17 October
1993.
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consistently opposed what they consider to be the destructive exploitation 
and social and cultural disorder caused by rapid industrialisation and the 
commoditisation of natural resources. Others use their Thai-Lao identity 
to  mobilise support for their NGO objectives. The latter claim to represent 
a new generation of radicals and similarly declare their loyalty to the polit
ical heritage of the 14 October movement. They oppose forest exploitation 
and the promotion of commercial plantations by the authorities, because 
they think these contribute to the perpetuation of ethnic marginalisation 
in the Northeast. There is, however, one common feature among the NGOs 
operating in the Northeast. They all criticise the government’s policies to 
wards the region as discriminatory and present their NGO projects as an 
alternative way to improve the welfare of the Thai-Lao population. For this 
purpose, they also co-ordinate their activities and make joint contributions 
in order to  train farmers in the use of rural resources, forest conservation 
and management, the improvement of traditional agro-forestry practices, 
etc. (R. Boonmathya, 1993). In recent years they have made joint efforts 
to  organise Isan farmers in order to improve their bargaining position vis 
á vis political decision makers and market agents. One such example is 
the Sameucha kaserttakorn raiyekonpaiisan - an environmentally oriented 
organisation of poor and middle-income farmers. There are also other simi
lar organisations such as the Sarnakom peususart isan (Association of Isan 
Farmers for Animal Husbandry) and K amakamakam pesarngjarn chaona 
isan (the Committee for the Co-ordination of Isan Rice farmers). Most im
portant in the context of this study is NGO support for the local population 
who use the eucalyptus-natural forest distinction to resist the authorities’ 
land acquisition measures for the expansion of commercial plantation.

In Nong Wai Ngam NGOs are not present in the form of concrete 
projects or grassroots organisations, since organisations are not allowed 
to  operate officially in the forest reserves. The strategy employed by NGOs 
locally is informal. The NGO activists maintain contacts with the local 
activists and make frequent visits to the village. They recruit farmers to 
attend training and participate in study tours in other parts of Thailand. 
The training is often about rural resource use, how to improve farming 
techniques or to conserve trees and forest. It also includes an element 
of political awareness. In Nong Wai Ngam, one particular NGO finances 
village activities, and takes part in religious and ritual ceremonies. The 
building of the village temple and assembly hall was made possible mainly 
by a donation from this NGO led by Mr. Tawii. In shaping the resistance 
of the local people, NGO activists make a clear connection between envi-



ronmental concerns and an engagement for the subsistence activities of the 
local community.

Local people say tha t they seek care and protection from other agents 
outside their local community when they are threatened by increased gov
ernmental intrusion into their way of life. They see Mr. Tiyee as a facilitator 
of the outside support which they expect from the wealthy and educated 
urban elite who have sympathy (namjai) for their plight. Giddens (1990) 
argues, “Sympathy for the plight of the underdog is integral to all forms of 
emanicipatory politics, but realising the goals involved often depends upon 
the intervention of the agencies of the privileged” (1990:162).

The relationship between Tiyee and the villagers is sometimes ambiva
lent and filled with tension; nevertheless the villagers by and large agree 
th a t their leader defends their interests without unduly benefiting at their 
expense. However, this does not mean that they consider paternalistic 
relationships good for their social and cultural well-being under all circum
stances. They generally argue tha t patron-client (phuyai/chai not) rela
tionships are in most cases oppressive and exploitative. Referring to  the 
NGOs, however, the people do not seem to interpret the care and protec
tion they obtain in terms of exploitation and oppression. They talk about 
the relationship as morally good, symbiotic and interest-neutral ( bunkhun). 
Some of the activists like Mr. Tiyee use in their rhetoric the Buddha who 
gives without taking anything in return as a metaphor for the NGOs.

Most villagers are not unaware that power is generally self-seeking and 
exploitative, but they tend to talk about power relations between the Nong 
Wai Ngam community and NGOs in an idealistic way, as inseparable from 
the realm of virtue (kuwamkiit). NGO representatives are claimed to  gain 
power through education, while government officials are seen to have gained 
power through wealth and corruption. The way Mr. Tiyee puts it, the 
power of the NGO is similar to the power of the white magic (sing sak
sit) which emanates from protective or benevolent spirits (theewaada). In 
contrast with government officials, NGO people are said to combine reason 
with respect and not with force and intimidation when they try  to teach 
the villagers new things. Power in this case is not perceived as evil (kam) 
or amoral (decha ) but as righteous (pradeed) and meritorious (bun). NGOs 
are believed not to  expect any return for their assistance. Thus the grat
itude which individual villagers express is of their own free will, and as 
such meritorious (bun), while ingratitude is sin (baab). In Nong Wai Ngam 
gratitude and ingratitude are generally contextualised in relation to  karmic 
principles. To disregard the goodness one has received from others entails



punishment in one’s present or future existence.
It is common to hear individual farmers in the village describe members 

of NGOs positively, as “good people, well educated in Bangkok, with good 
hearts to support us. They are not ordering us what to do like government 
officers, but work together with us. They never look down on poor people. 
They live and eat with us. They behave like our own Isan children (luuk 
Isan). They call us father (khon po), mother (khon mae), uncle (ljung) and 
aunt (pi nong)." Villagers are hardly able to make distinctions between 
NGOs. They assume that the members of NGOs are generally characterised 
by the moral attitude ( bunkhun) of goodness (kuwamdi).

The local terms employed by the elite of Nong Wai Ngam and the mem
bers of the larger community in referring to NGOs are not identical. Most 
villagers generally call non-governmental rural development and environ
mental activists “nag phatthana". This term as employed in the village 
refers to  people who are dedicated to helping with developing others. The 
term “phatthana ngorn" is also used by some villagers as a synonym to 
refer to  development workers operating under a government-imposed NGO 
umbrella arrangement. The elected leaders of Nong Wai Ngam, however, 
are familiar with the urban term NGO and use it locally with reference to 
development and environmental conservation workers who operate outside 
the governmental context. The villagers use family metaphors to  define 
their relation to members of the NGOs. Old Mrs. Sitha calls Mr. Tawii, 
the leader of one of the environmental organisations, “my child (luuk aeng 
ma chuwaay) (who) comes to help us solve our problems” .

Mr. Ponsak said:

It is good if our own collective efforts make us self-dependent 
(khonruay) and bring development (phatthana) to  our village.
This is difficult (naak) without help from outside. Help can 
come from the rich or the educated and influential. We are poor 
and powerless, and have neither the money and education nor 
the time to contribute to  our development. If we had education 
we would be self-reliant. We may not need the rich to help us.
We may not need the educated and influential to speak for us.
We can speak for ourselves. But the rich may still like to  help 
us; the educated and influential may still like to speak for us.
This is because they want to have merit, and keep their prestige 
high. In th a t case we welcome their contributions, if they are 
meant for our well-being and development. The rich also think



th a t if they do not contribute to development we will s ta rt to 
question how they have become rich while we are getting poorer 
and poorer. The rich are aware tha t we may turn  against them. 
Therefore they want to help the poor. We, in Nong War Ngam, 
will not reject support from the rich even after we have become 
self-sufficient (mii pookiin) and modern (samaimaay) ...

Here Mr. Tiyee interrupted Mr. Ponsak, positing a distinction between 
‘the rich’ and ‘the NGOs’:

...The rich may feel secure (ploodphai) by helping us and assume 
tha t we would not take the way to  revolution ( thang pratiwat).
One thing we do not forget is that help from the rich is unreli
able. Our goal must be to  be self-sufficient (pookiin poojuu). We 
do not want to  accept the conditions imposed by the rich; that 
is how they make themselves richer and more powerful while 
we become poorer and weaker. They buy support from corrupt 
officials to  promote their interest. Therefore it is better for us 
to  establish relations with NGOs. They help the poor and do 
not expect any return because their education is guiding them 
along the line of moral goodness and virtue (kuwamkiit). That 
is why we welcome NGOs to Nong Wai Ngam. We want to learn 
how to speak to  the authorities and not to be afraid (klua) of 
putting forward our demands. We must tell them tha t we are 
ready to  improve the soil (phatthana thiidiin) and to take care 
of the natural forest (pa thammachat). Our struggle against 
eucalyptus has the support of NGOs. They know better than 
we do how dangerous ( antariai) eucalyptus is, because they are 
educated; we are ignorant.

W ith the basis for the NGOs being the urban middle class, NGO in
fluence does not necessarily mean any substantial presence in lives of the 
rural people. The facilitators of NGO influence and support in the village 
are not primarily the NGO activists themselves, but local leaders who have 
established contacts with the leading figures of some NGOs working on en
vironmental rehabilitation and conservation, integrated rural development 
projects, etc. In this particular village around 80 % of the people can read 
and write. Old or young farmers, men or women tend to carry a tran
sistor radio while farming, collecting forest products, herding animals, or 
going to  the market. Literacy, attention to  the media, the pay tiew praxis



(customary commuting) have opened the door for the NGOs to  gain influ
ence. In general, NGOs in the area are not ‘grass-roots’ organisations with 
a local membership, even though the NGOs contribute to  the Nong Wai 
Ngam people’s public awareness. Some activists from outside the village 
are familiar figures, however, for example the above-mentioned Mr. Tawii, 
who often visits. He has established close ties with the local leaders and 
contributed to some of the ideas tha t shape the political message of the 
anti-eucalyptus environmental movement.

The NGO activist Mr. Tawii

Mr. Tawii was born in one of the provinces of central Thailand. He has 
two decades of experience in development work in the Northeast.

Tawii’s life-history is the story of a particular type of individual kept in 
constant movement by carrying a cultural baggage of resistance, an “inher
ent antinomian and anti-institutional predisposition ...” (Weber, 1968:xxx). 
He is one of the key agents who never seems to  retire from defying central 
political and economic policies. For more than two decades he has strug
gled to resist the cultural domination of the West over the population of 
Thailand, condemning lavish life-styles and corruption, and consistently 
denouncing violations of human rights.

The physical presence of this NGO member has meant safety (ploodphai) 
to  the villagers. NGO people like Mr. Tawii understand the symbolic 
importance of demonstrating closeness to the local leadership. He is also 
a man who tries to  realise his close attachment to rank-and-file farmers by 
participating in their daily lives. I have observed him on several occasions 
participating in farming activities, digging canals and fish ponds, preparing 
paddies, etc.

Once Mr. Tawii was sitting on the ground discussing with the villagers 
who surrounding him the feasibility of buying a rice mill using the common 
fund. After intensive discussion the villagers finally dropped the idea of 
using their fund to buy the mill. Instead, they agreed to continue to  use the 
only mill already existing in the village, which belonged to  Mr. Buaphan. 
Mr. Tawii mediated between the other villagers and Mr. Buaphan. He 
handled the discussion carefully, guiding the farmers to make the most 
reasonable decision by themselves. Finally, both parties agreed to the terms 
laid down with the help of Tawii. The mill owner agreed to  provide his 
services in return for payment in husks and straw to feed his pigs and



poultry instead of only cash or rice as before. After this arrangement was 
made the villagers decided to use the village money to pay for a drilling 
company to  solve their water shortage problem.

Mr. Tawii’s role is not limited to mediation. I remember other occasions 
when he was demonstrating to some interested farmers how to design their 
farming plots by integrating trees, beans and rice as one way of curbing 
soil erosion, and as a variant of ‘agroforestry’ practice tha t would improve 
productivity. He had spread sand, rock and sticks on the dusty ground to  
sketch how and for what purpose trees and crops can be grown in a single 
plot, where the trees must stand and how they must be distanced from each 
other.

Mr. Tawii criticises the approaches of officials as bureaucratic while 
arguing th a t his own approach is ‘popular’ (prachachon) and ‘democratic 
(prachathipatai). Tawii strongly opposes bureaucratic authority, but is less 
critical of traditional authority.

This NGO leader does not have a university training in forestry, but 
in sociology. He graduated with a BA in Thailand and studied for an MA 
in the Netherlands, and began his career as a teacher in one of the rural 
schools. In the 1970s he gave up his teaching post and started working as 
a development volunteer in the Northeast. Mr. Tawii has a lot of knowl
edge about integrated agroforestry, silviculture, environmental protection 
and forest conservation and management. He obtained this knowledge from 
direct and indirect participation in rural development work in Isan. Fur
thermore, he has attended courses and participated in workshops on rural 
resource improvement and environmental conservation and management 
in the Philippines, in India, and at Berkeley and Michigan universities in 
the US. In Thailand he has established close working relations with inter
national NGOs such as Save the Children, and with the Ford Foundation, 
USAID, national and expatriate forest ecologists and rural development ex
perts. He has also lived in Surathani forest village to learn from Thailand’s 
prominent Buddhist monk and ecologist, the late Phra Buddhad asa.

Mr. Tawii has a wide contact network within Thailand and abroad. He 
has good relations with Thai academics and lawyers, he corresponds with 
Western, Japanese and African friends. I have visited him at his home 
and stayed there several times. There are always visitors staying at his 
place, new ones come as old ones leave. Mr. Tawii’s villa is located at the 
edge of the Saraburi and Korat regions, and seems to function like a summer 
house for his friends, whether foreigners or Thai from Bangkok, Khon Kaen, 
Chiang Mai or Yala. Mr. Tawii does not have to be there to receive his



visitors. There is always an extra key to the villa rotating among the guests 
so th a t the one who leaves hands it over to the newcomer. When Mr. Tawii 
returns from the Northeast he takes care of his guests with the unreserved 
generosity that characterises the Thai. Mr. Tawii’s interest in his friends 
does not lie only in enjoying their company; when they are there he uses the 
opportunity to  hold informal seminars about ‘development’ problems, the 
problem of political democracy, civil liberties, environmental awareness, 
etc. Since most of Tawii’s foreign friends belonged to  left-wing political 
movements, they love to discuss their past as young Marxist radicals in 
their respective countries. At the end of their discussions they often express 
their disappointment about “the untimely marginalisation of Marxism” (to 
use the words of one of Mr. Tawii’s friends). The NGO man is not a 
passive participant in such discussions. He uses the same ideological terms 
as his Western friends. However, Tawii is much more interested in ideas 
th a t have practical meaning for the rural people of Thailand. He makes a 
generalised criticism of ideologies encouraging technological fetishism and 
consumerism, global environmental destruction, military build-up, uneven 
economic development or human rights violations. As I understand it, 
this is also an indirect criticism of the role played by Marxism as the state 
ideology in countries such as China and the former Soviet Union. Mr. Tawii 
masters the ideological terms relevant for their discussions, but refrains from 
using idioms which would condone Western cultural arrogance or his own 
subordination to  his friends.

Mr. Tawii the spokesman

Tawii strives to  make his actions consistent. He looks to  both Buddhist 
and Western sources for new ethical and moral standards and for politi
cal ideas tha t will enable him to deal with current social, economic and 
environmental problems. The people of Nong Wai Ngam trust Mr. Tawii 
and tell him their problems. In his presence, not only activists such as 
Tiyee and Ponsak, but also old Mrs. Sitha, Butsi, Tawisaak, Poodphrao 
and other local people speak out about how the plantation has threatened 
their continued survival and how the authorities have ignored their pleas, 
topics th a t Nong Wai Ngam farmers do not dare to raise in the presence 
of government officials. When the district authorities, forest or agriculture 
extension officers preside over the village development committee meetings, 
people keep quiet and do not touch on issues of vital importance. Instead, 
they remain silent or use flowery words to amuse the visiting officials. Some



villagers boycott such meetings, giving endless excuses. The situation is dif
ferent when Mr. Tawii and his NGO colleagues visit the village. However, 
Tawii does not express his approval of the villagers’ outspokenness in any 
direct and obvious manner. On several occasions, I have seen him avoid 
repeating or directly referring to what the farmers have said about the au
thorities, instead reformulating the issues raised and turning them into an 
elaborate ideological or cultural critique of Western ‘developmental’ and 
‘environmental ethnocentrism’. Gallon has examined ‘moments’ of trans
lation in which individuals speak in the name of others and assume the 
role of spokesman by transforming the particular problem of the few into 
one of the whole population or a general tru th  (1986:214). To translate is 
not immune from power relations. One has first to silence those on whose 
behalf one chooses to speak. “But to translate is also to express in one’s 
own language what others say and want, why they act in the way they 
do and how they associate with each other: it is to establish oneself as a 
spokesman” (1986:223). Mr. Tawii is a successful translator. In the end, 
he has brought the villagers’ resistance to the plantation into the level of 
legitimacy while asserting his right to speak and to  represent the many 
voiceless villagers.

Thailand’s desire to forge itself in the image of the Western 
capitalist world is wrong. I don’t  like it. It is wrong. The 
western path of development has marginalised the vast majority 
and benefited a handful. Furthermore, it is an impossible task 
to  become like the West. Nor does the West like to see Thailand 
as a rich and powerful country that will challenge them on the 
global market. Look what happened in Thailand over the last 
three to  four decades! Monoculture and intensive agriculture 
are imposed on the rural population at the expense of a diverse 
agriculture. The small-scale industries were undermined by the 
large-scale capitalist production system. The forest resources 
are destroyed to  give way to large-scale commercial plantations. 
All this took place because Thailand believes in the West and 
listened to  Westerners when they said that it would also prosper 
and become rich like the West. But the consequences are mass 
poverty and an unbridgeable gap between the rich and poor, 
environmental destruction, urban pollution, crime, prostitution, 
etc.



After three decades on the Western path of capitalist develop
ment pursued by our country, the West is telling us tha t we 
are again going to  disappear unless we copy the Western way 
of taking care of nature and learn how to conserve and reha
bilitate the forest and other resources. Instead of believing in 
our Thai beliefs and way of thinking, we have begun to  reason 
like the West (interrupted by his own laughter). Why should 
Thai people have to  have the Western sense of guilt, as if the 
poor people of Thailand have caused serious damage to  nature 
by overexploiting its resources? As a Buddhist, I don’t  believe 
myself tha t nature will disappear. There is no doubt th a t our 
sufferings have increased becauśe we are trying to impose rules 
on nature and undermine its own inherent rules. Nature and 
the life-forms will not disappear. They regenerate provided they 
are left to their own rules. Our politicians tell us to behave and 
act like the people in the West.

They think Westerners are superior to  us in conserving nature 
and protecting the environment. It is not true (again inter
rupted by laughter)! I was in the US, France, England and 
Belgium. The reality I experienced in Europe and the US does 
not fit with what I was told by Thai politicians and their foreign 
advisers. W hat the Thai authorities forget is th a t we cannot be 
like the people in the West, because we are Thai and Buddhist. 
If we try  to  copy the West we shall always do it wrongly. It can
not look like the West nor does it look like Thai. I believe that 
the Western capitalist world is the most environmentally de
structive world, responsible for the global environmental prob
lem. It is in the nature of the capitalist productive system to 
drive humanity into the quagmire of destruction. The only rem
edy could have been to avoid it, but th a t has not been possible 
either. Now the choice is to minimise the danger and suffering 
by behaving and acting as good Buddhists and anti-capitalists.

Who said tha t Thai farmers want to  grow-fast growing trees for 
the market? The forest authorities and their capitalist allies in 
the timber industry force poor farmers to plant eucalyptus trees 
in straight lines. Those who benefit from the plantation want 
to make the trees tall with straight trunks and all the same, by 
killing other species, plants, animals or insects which affect the



goal of producing quality trees for the market. This is to deny 
nature its own rules for sustaining its diversity. This is to  go 
against nature which we Buddhists should disapprove of.

Let me tell you about Thai forestry. It is inherited from the 
British colonial masters who designed a forestry policy for India 
and Burma. Though Thailand was not directly colonised by the 
British, its forestry policy is a replica of the Indian and Burmese 
model of forestry. Most senior Thai forest officials were trained 
in India and Indian forest officers came to Thailand to train 
the Thai. The forestry model which Thailand inherited from 
the West is mainly aimed at increasing the efficiency of timber 
extraction for the market, not sustaining biodiversity. Any bio
physical element tha t discourages the production of marketable 
timber is eliminated, either by physical destruction or by spray
ing chemicals. Tell me why Thai farmers should accept such a 
model. The eucalyptus plantation is one such example which 
the people of the Northeast protest against. We should also 
remember tha t before the penetration of Western forestry mod
els, people never had a serious problem co-existing within such 
diversity. Now people suffer from poverty and the quality of life 
has deteriorated in the rural villages.

Mr. Tawii often takes a deep breath before he begins to speak. It 
takes him a few minutes to  u tter his first words and he glances timidly 
a t every farmer sitting around listening to  him. The farmers bow their 
heads. Immediately after, Mr. Tawii begins to  speak in a slow quiet voice. 
Gradually he raises his voice and the tempo of his speech becomes faster 
and faster. He is a clever orator and selects his arguments by alternating 
between Marxism and Buddhism to persuade farmers and outsiders th a t 
the moral arguments of environmental NGOs are legitimate. Tawii relies 
on his own inner strength to  make sure tha t he has created a situation tha t 
he can control and command.

Mr. Tawii’s first public speech was in the 1960s, when he ran for the 
office of secretary-general of the student union at the university. He was 
also a political agitator, a background tha t he shares with Mr. Tiyee, who 
used to  work among industrial workers and farmers. Mr. Tawii’s target 
groups were students and rural people. In the early 1970s he tried to  
mobilise ideological support for the left-wing alternative in Thailand. As a 
village volunteer and development worker in the early 1980s, he has used



the same rhetorical skills to mobilise rural people for NGO work. Referring 
to  Mr. Tawii’s captivating speech and style of leadership, the villagers used 
to  compare him with Mr. Tiyee and joke behind their backs. “Mr Tiyee 
number ten , Mr. Tawii number one” [by turning their thumb up and 
down].8

I last saw Mr. Tiyee in the village when his new house was inaugurated. 
Mr. Tawii was one of the guests who came to attend the house warming 
ritual (Bai Sri Sukuwan). There were also some people from Bangkok. The 
rest came from different parts of the Northeast. The most respected one, 
however, was Mr. Tawii. Every time he showed up in Nong Wai Ngam, the 
headman used to  make a speech for him, a symbolic gesture to  confirm the 
moral solidarity between the people of Nong Wai Ngam and NGO workers. 
This time Mr. Tiyee started by saying the following about his guest:

Mr. Tawii is a devout Buddhist. He is a graduate of Tham m asat 
university. He was one of the volunteers who went to the rural 
areas to teach and serve the poor in the early 1970s. He has 
also served as a monk at Wat Chantaburi. He is virtuous (mii 
kuwamkiit). He does not like to cause harm to other people.
You can see how simple he is in being with us poor people of 
Nong Wai Ngam. He has respect for our way of life. He likes 
to  listen to  our problems (cat yen). He is not liked by Thai 
officials. The forestry officers especially do not want to  see him 
here with us. They think that they are the sole owners of the 
forest. Mr. Tawii does not hate them, but they hate him.... The 
government people consider him anti-establishment because he 
disagrees with the way the authorities treat us...They call Khun 
Tawii ‘communist’ (khon komunid). W hat is wrong in being an 
‘old communist’? Mr. Pinit Charusombat who is Minister of 
Transport and Communications, Mr. Chamni Sakdiset and Mr. 
Suthas Ngern-muen who are now also ministers in the Chuan 
government were also communists ...

Mr Tawii did not look embarrassed by Mr. Tiyee’s introduction. He 
knew Mr. Tiyee’s jargon. He was aware tha t Mr. Tiyee could be un
predictable in some situations but appreciated his directness, something

8Villagers in Nong Wai Ngam have adopted the English term number one for som e
body who is superior or intelligent as opposed to  number ten who is inferior or stupid. 
This implies a hierarchical understanding of their relations.



unusual among Thai people. After Tiyee’s speech Mr. Tawii asked the vil
lagers and guests from outside to  forgive him. He wanted to tell his story 
first in English as a way of being courteous to me. Later on, he promised 
to  give them  the Thai-Lao translation.

From leftwing activist to  active environm entalist
The NGO man adm itted th a t he had been a Marxist some 25 years before, 
but neither confirmed nor denied his involvement in the armed struggle 
against m ilitary rule in the 1970s. He contended, nevertheless, th a t even 
then he did not give up his Buddhist beliefs. He said that a t that time he 
was young, intolerant and hot-headed (саг roon). He argued th a t he was 
no longer the same person as before, but someone who has done different 
things in different periods of his life. When he talked about his relationship 
with Marxism, he used the metaphor of ‘cutting the feet to  fit the shoes’ 
to  explain th a t the Thai Marxists never got the opportunity to adapt their 
socialist ideas to  Thai reality.9 Instead, his generation of revolutionaries 
were forced by military repression to flee with their Marxist baggage to the 
jungle and to  make it work there.

Tawii has told me several times that he has no political ambition. He 
describes himself as a Buddhist humanist. His reason for supporting the 
environmental movement is th a t it is part of the human rights movement 
in Thailand. He stresses ‘civil disobedience’ as a way of expressing public 
dissent and sees the use of violence to  impose one’s will as a sin (baab) 
which a good Buddhist cannot accept. He continued:

When the government authorities used force to  implement Kor 
Jor Kor (the Forest Resettlement Scheme) we, the NGOs used 
peaceful means to  protest against the scheme and demanded the 
right of people to live in the forest with respect for their way of 
life. The demands we put forward were that the people must be 
given education and technical support to assist them to use their 
physical environment properly. The people are not ignorant.
They possess traditional wisdom about trees and forest. They

®Mr. Tawii told me that the expression ‘to cut the feet to fit the shoes’ which has an 
obvious reference to  the Western Cinderella story, was first used by Pridi Phanomyong 
who was a  French educated intellectual who attem pted to  merge Buddhism and Marx
ism. He was twice prime minister o f Thailand. Pridi was popular for his anti-Japanese 
resistance movement and struggle against the Pibun-led military dictatorship. He died 
in exile in FVance.



know how to use their land. They were right when they resisted 
eucalyptus. We are against the exploitation of forest resources 
for profit. The commercial plantation of Dong Kao Taun is one 
example. It is clear th a t we support the people’s struggle to 
stop the expansion of the plantation.

There was one major difference between the NGO led by Mr. Tawii and 
most NGOs operating in the region. When Tawii referred to officials he used 
friendly language. He even talked about the possibility of a convergence 
of interest between NGOs and forestry projects run by the officials. He 
did not mention any conflicts between such bodies, even though it was an 
open secret th a t NGOs and the forest authorities were not friendly to one 
another. Neither was he driven by emotion (саг yen) when he revealed the 
NGO disappointment tha t the Royal Forest Department (RFD) had denied 
them  legal permission to operate in the forest reserve. Such opinions and 
attitude towards the establishment is rarely heard from other NGOs. Tawii 
used his fluent English when he was talking to me and switched to Thai-Lao 
to  inform the other guests about the topics of our conversation.

As noted above, the occasion was the house warming ritual. It was over, 
and we started eating and drinking. Mr. Tawii and I chatted about Swe
den, the country to which I officially belong. We discussed family life, job 
opportunities, the problems of the welfare state, racial and ethnic discrim
ination, and so on. Suddenly, the tunes of the local Isan folk music and 
dance (mor lam) caught our attention. Mor Lam  translates the themes 
of speeches into songs. The texts reflect rural life; they are about living 
and doing, or about work in the paddies but also about Isan resistance to 
Siamese domination. They reflect the nostalgic attachment to one’s home 
village. We were eating sticky rice (khawngiew) with spicy salad (sam
tam), and drinking Thai whisky (maekong). During the rejoicing, the issue 
of eucalyptus somehow became a subject of discussion. From local envi
ronmental m atters the debate expanded to  larger environmental concerns 
affecting the Northeast.

Mr. Tiyee intervened:

Thai foresters call us forest encroachers (poo boog roog pa). We 
do not like to  be called either forest encroachers or forest people 
(khon pa). We are not as stupid as the buffalo. We understand 
the benefits of forests and trees. We are khon pa thammachat 
(people friendly with natural forest) who love forest and trees.



Recently, the forest authorities accused Mr. Tawii of assisting 
Isan farmers who had been displaced and made to settle in the 
village where he has a project. He is a very peaceable man 
and a Buddhist, a progressive person (kuwamkiit kawna) who 
believes in teaching new ideas which develop people. The last 
anti-eucalyptus demonstration was organised by him and his 
colleagues. It was a peaceful demonstration, because the NGO 
groups, monks, students, teachers were very calm.

Mr. Tawii believes tha t we must obtain legal entitlements for 
our holdings. He organises training and workshops to teach Isan 
farmers about environmental problems. I always go to  Muang 
Ubon, Surin, Buriram, Khon Kaen and Roi E t to participate 
in the training sessions. I never stay in my village when there 
is a protest demonstration against the authorities. The Envi
ronmental concern is very important for us. We are against 
eucalyptus. We are also against salt mining in Mahasarakham, 
the dismantling of the forest monastery, the defrocking of Phra 
Prachak of Huay Toey village by the army at Prakhon Chai dis
trict in Buriram, dam construction in Phibul, and the poisoning 
of the Chi river by chemicals from the paper mill industries. The 
Chi river is the only source of water for the people of Ubon.

Last time, Mr. Ponsak, Mr. Bua and I joined the demonstration 
in Buriram. It was against ( tor tan) the army ( tahaantai = Thai 
army) which wants to take over the land and lease it to commer
cial entrepreneurs by closing the forest monastery. It was a pity 
and very shameful tha t the Sangha supported the military and 
threatened to  defrock the monk who led the protest. NGO peo
ple are kind-hearted. They have modern education which they 
like to share with us. By organising training and workshops, 
they help us so tha t we are able to speak the language of the 
authorities to  put forward our demands and express our views 
on environmental protection (anulruk thammachat), integrated 
farming (wanakasert), our needs for water-supply (phatthana 
tinaam), soil improvement techniques (phatthana thiidiin), and 
electric power facilities {faifa). Now, thanks to NGO people we 
can tell the authorities tha t their decision to replace the natu
ral forest by eucalyptus (yukha) is wrong {kam). It is morally



good (bun) to  keep the natural forest (pa thammachat) and let 
it rehabilitate by itself.

Mr. Tawii can feel confident that despite the prohibition of NGO op
erations, their influence has already reached Nong Wai Ngam. A number 
of NGO environmental activists occasionally visit Nong Wai Ngam, using 
personal and kinship ties to the village. Local leaders also often commute 
between Nong Wai Ngam and the big cities to  attend seminars, training 
and workshops organised by NGOs. Returning home, they use their seminar 
knowledge to spread environmental arguments and to  radicalise the local 
resistance, reformulating their new knowledge to  give it a moral resonance 
th a t appeals to the majority. Some NGO publications such as Dharma 
(Nature) and also newspapers and leaflets reach Nong Wai Ngam.10 Vil
lagers pay keen attention to radio and TV programmes which are posi
tive about NGO activities. Some of the environmental programmes enjoy 
indirect support from members of the Royal Family (inaugurating NGO 
projects, awarding diplomas to local conservationists who have attended 
courses sponsored by NGOs, chairing annual NGO meetings, granting funds 
to  local conservationist initiatives, and so on). Villagers believe tha t this is 
a conscious strategy to  deter critics from accusing such broadcasts of being 
tools of NGO subversion. I remember one occasion when Mr. Tiyee picked 
up a book tha t contained a compilation of the speeches of the present king 
of Thailand and found a statem ent where the king expressed sympathy 
with the plight of people living in the forest reserve. Tiyee quoted the royal 
speech to  argue against the foresters who, according to the King, care only 
for trees and not for people.11

The NGO man is very committed to his work in the Northeast but he 
does not belong there in terms of ethnic categorisation. As a result of his 
involvement he has developed an affection for the specific culture and way of 
life of the people of Isan. He behaves like Lao person rather than a Siamese, 
even though his home town is in the central part of Thailand. This is not 
exceptional. NGO activists, students, politicians and Thai scholars who

10In Dharm a, the  Way of the Buddha is defined as Nature and a source of environmen
tal ethic “To go back to dharma” is thus to  live according to  nature. Another publication  
which reaches the village is the newspaper Munchon published by the Thai Journalist 
Association. It carries articles about environmental movements, biographies o f promi
nent conservationists, and so on. There are also pictorial leaflets which have agitational 
value.

11At the beginning I was not sure that what Mr. Tiyee read in Thai was true. I 
decided to look for the English translation of the alleged speech and found it a t the  
library in Khon Kaen. It was the same story.



have had a long period of exposure to the Thai-Lao culture behave and act 
as Lao. They are concerned about the welfare of the Thai-Lao; and some 
of them  have even switched to  the Lao dialect as their everyday language.

When Mr. Tawii left the village Mr. Tiyee adopted some of his ar
guments as his own, using them  to  mobilise villagers against the forest 
authorities:

Yes, nature will not disappear, it is endless. But we must live 
according to  nature ( thang thammachat), or else we invite suf
fering and punishment on ourselves. Because we cease to  behave 
and act as Buddhist and instead behave and act as capitalists, 
we do not care about destroying our physical environment if we 
can make money out of it. But cash is not meant for saving 
bu t for spending. Capitalist propaganda has influenced us to 
live beyond our means, to  amass luxury goods such as televi
sion sets, to  spend money on tobacco, whisky and gambling.
This is to  go against nature. We have also seen farmers in the 
nearby villages who have created unnecessary needs for them
selves and their families. They do not care if they kill the trees 
and destroy the forest. They are the most eager to  open new 
lands for cassava cultivation. They want to produce to  get more 
money. To increase productivity they use more and more fer
tilisers. To buy more and more fertilisers, they need more and 
more money. Since they are short of money to satisfy their 
needs to  buy luxury goods they become debt-bonded. Every 
season they put more and more fertilisers on their paddies, but 
the harvest will be less and less. Finally, these farmers become 
poorer and poorer. They will be forced to  sell their plots, houses 
and animals. They will also be ashamed to stay in their village.
Most of them  migrate to Bangkok. They do not know about 
Bangkok. Maybe they have heard good things about Bangkok.
They are not true. I have lived in Bangkok. I knew Bangkok 
when I was young. It is a city of death and suffering. These 
farmers will live close to death and suffering. I hate Bangkok.

This chapter has dealt with the historical and socio-cultural context 
which has produced the new village leaders. They are men who can reflect 
on the self, and focus on different aspects of their mental experience and 
the world to mobilise followers. Compelling metaphors, structural causes, 
mediated through individual hardship and the loss of property, are not the
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only m ajor sources of resistance. Resistance also comes about as a result 
of freely choosing individuals who “retain some sense of human agency, the 
capacity of social beings to formulate projects and who try  to  enact them ” 
(Ortner, 1991:20). Such active subjects, however, base their arguments on 
different sources of resistance ideas to which they have access and which 
are of varying relevance to local conflicts of interest.



Chapter 6

T H E  EUCALYPTUS 
C O N FLIC T AS A 
FOCUS OF DEBATE 
AND RESISTANCE

In chapter 3 I argued tha t Isan’s marginalised status is a consequence of 
the process of state  formation that transformed the political composition of 
the Southeast Asian region. The chapter showed how this specific history 
and the failure on the part of subsequent Thai governments to  treat the 
Isan on equal terms with the rest of the Thai people, together with their 
negligence in improving their welfare, have fostered popular unrest in the 
region. The Nong Wai Ngam villagers provide one example of how Isan 
resistance to  the central power of Bangkok has continued in new ways. In 
the past decade this conflict has focused on the implementation of the com
mercial eucalyptus plantation project. In the local setting the parties who 
are directly involved in the conflict are foresters and villagers. This chapter 
looks closely at how these front-line actors and local agents argue to  legit
imate their positions, and how they mobilise internal and external support 
in terms of ideas and resources. It also discusses the various forms the 
villagers’ resistance takes, both overt and covert, with the help of discourse 
as well as practical obstruction.



The eucalyptus conflict in an international per
spective

Eucalyptus is a controversial species about which international opinions are 
divided; in many places the ecological controversies disguise underlying, es
sentially socio-economic, issues (Raintree, 1993). In India, debates about 
the ecological impact of eucalyptus have moved from being ‘scientific’ to 
being emotionally charged and political, stimulating resistance and violent 
protests. The rich natural forest in Karnataka, which for centuries used to 
supply the basic subsistence needs for marginal and land-less farmers has 
been destroyed to make way for eucalyptus in a huge plantation financed 
by the World Bank (see Third World Network, 1988). In Brazil the hold
ings of minority groups in the Amazon basin have shrunk as vast areas of 
tropical forest have been cleared and given over to eucalyptus (ibid.). In 
Eastern and Southern Africa rural farmers have also condemned eucalyptus 
as inappropriate for their surroundings. Claiming tha t it tends to  dry up 
the soil, they see eucalyptus as a threat to agriculture and wild life and say 
so (ibid.).

Since the early 1960s tree and soil scientists, as well as specialists deal
ing with issues covering whole eco-systems, have carried out comprehensive 
studies on the ecological effects of eucalyptus. The documentation compiled 
by Poore and Fries (1985) on behalf of the UN Food and Agriculture Organ
isation suggests tha t the results of scientific investigation of eucalyptus are 
so complex that it is hardly possible to  come to any binding conclusion on 
whether to  ban or to  maintain the species. This does not mean tha t there is 
a lack of scientists who have found empirical evidence of eco-system changes 
caused by eucalyptus unpalatable. Scientists involved in the research argue 
th a t it is difficult to  determine whether the negative impact of eucalyptus 
on the environment depends on the nature of the species itself or on other 
biophysical factors involved in its life-cycle. Every scientist makes his/her 
own selection of one or two biophysical or biochemical components against 
which to test the basic hypothesis, tha t eucalyptus has negative ecologi
cal affects. Secondly, eucalyptus comprises many sub-species. Suffice it to 
mention Eucalyptus camaldulensis, E. Maideni, E. Microtheca, E. Regnans, 
E. Saligna, E. Globulus, E. Delegatensisis. None of these varieties produces 
identical results with regard to absorption of nutrients, évapotranspiration 
or oxidation of the soil, and results vary depending on where the trees were 
planted in terms of soil and climatic zones (see Anon, 1978, 1979, 1981).



The species which Thai forest officials encourage is Eucalyptus camaldu- 
lensis. The study conducted by Awe, Shepherd and Florence (1976:201:9) 
suggested th a t this species can produce an extensive and imposing root 
system quickly and th a t it can also m ature successfully in a dry soil. Crit
ics have pointed out, tha t in order to  grow fast, eucalyptus absorbs an 
excessive amount of water, making the surrounding areas unfavourable for 
other plants and animals (cf. Usher, 1990(b) :9). Earlier Bolotin (1963) had 
reached the same conclusion, while emphasising tha t not only Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis but also Eucalyptus gamphocephala divert water from other 
young trees during dry seasons.

The defenders of Thai commercial forestry consider eucalyptus ‘a won
der tree’ (pa dii), because of its fast growth. They categorically deny its 
detrim ental effects on the environment. Farmers opposed to  eucalyptus 
perceive it as ‘a tree of hell’ (yukha pa nork), ‘a selfish tree’ (pa hen gae 
tua aeng). Pro-plantation agencies have employed like-minded scientists 
to  prove their standpoint. The eucalyptus study sponsored by Shell and 
conducted by Dr. Phitiya Phetcmak of the Forest Departm ent’s Forest Re
search Division, suggests th a t it has a favourable environmental impact. In 
contrast opponents of eucalyptus have produced studies strongly condemn
ing the species as ecologically destructive (cf. Usher, 1989:13). Ignoring 
the unresolved scientific debate and public opinion, the Royal Forest De
partm ent (RFD) introduced eucalyptus planting in the 1980s as its main 
instrum ent of reforestation. It decided to concentrate especially on the 
Northeast, which until the mid 1970s was known to be a politically sensi
tive and volatile part of the country (see Keyes, 1967, 1983; Panya, 1996).

In Thailand fast growing pulp and paper industries have always been 
a lucrative business. The US-supported governments of Pot and Thanom, 
which replaced the Pibun government in the early 1960s, encouraged com
mercial plantations to meet the growing Asian market for paper and pulp. 
Their hope was th a t this measure would prove a strong economic weapon 
against communist influence in rural Thailand (see Apichai Puntasen et 
al., 1992:187). It appears th a t the Thai government and its forest bu
reaucracy introduced eucalyptus in pursuit of political and security-related 
gains, rather than because of any desire to bring about environmental re
covery. However, the rapid increase in demand for pulp between 1974 and 
1988 could not be met by the supply of traditional raw materials used in 
Thai pulp production. This situation prompted the government to look 
for imported eucalyptus as a suitable alternative, and to  use local mate
rial (ibid.:189-90) to  produce wood chips for export to Japan and Taiwan.



Behind the huge Thai projects, which operated under the guise of reha
bilitating the degraded tropical monsoon forest, stood giant multinational 
corporate companies such as Shell, New Investment, Rungreung Company 
Limited, Suwankitti and the Soon Hua Seng Group - one of Thailand’s lead
ing rice traders. All these companies operate with joint-venture partners 
from Japan and Taiwan (ibid.). Public opposition to  these interventions 
brought a strong dimension of anti-capitalist ideology into the rural envi
ronmental movement in Northeast Thailand.

Carrera and Lohmann (1996) have described and analysed in depth the 
history, causes and operations of globalisation in the pulp and paper indus
try. Interalia they looked into the Thai timber industry which has grown 
within the wider regional economy. The economic incentives for establish
ing timber plantations are strong in Thailand. Over the past decade the 
Thai economy’s growth rate has been one of the highest in the world (see 
Apichai et al., 1992). This coincided with the discovery in the early 1970s 
th a t eucalyptus is well adapted to Thailand’s expansive economy and the 
arid environment in the Northeast. Cheap seed of Eucalyptus camaldulen- 
sis appeared in the international market (Carrere and Lohmann 1996:231). 
Officials of the Royal Forest Department (RFD) were pioneers in paper 
manufacturing ventures. Despite massive popular protests, they allocated 
4.3 million hectares of land in the National Forest Reserves for commercial 
eucalyptus plantation (Usher, 1989, 1990). Over its entire 100-year history, 
the Thai forest bureaucracy “has been overwhelmingly oriented toward 
commercial exploitation” of the country’s forest (Carrere and Lohmann, 
1996). Officially, Thailand banned logging in 1989. The RFD has, how
ever, resorted to commercial eucalyptus in order to continue the export of 
wood products. The public criticism of RFD officials is not unfounded. 
Many RFD bureaucrats are related to “eucalyptus nursery owners and bro
kers” (ibid.: quoted from Apichai et al., 1992). The state Forestry Industry 
Organisation (FIO), headed by the RFD, is in close partnership with the 
private pulp and paper sector (ibid.).

The lucrative timber business has gained momentum from year to  year, 
a t the expense however of 10 million people who live in forest reserve lands 
(Carrere and Lohmann, 1996:233). In the Northeast and Central regions 
alone around 80,000 hectares had been converted to eucalyptus plantations 
by 1992 (see Apichai et al, 1992). Transnational companies have continued 
to  lobby the government, not only to secure another 128,000 hectares for 
eucalyptus by 2002, but also for further privileges. The Thai s tate  has 
granted them “soft loans with grace periods of six years, reductions in



corporate income tax, waivers on sales tax, suspension of import duty on 
pulp-and-paper-making chemicals and machinery, and state collaboration 
in plantation ventures” .

Between 1985 and 1990, paper manufacture rose from 294, 000 
to  889, 000 tonnes, reaching 1.66 million tonnes in 1994, with 
around 3 million tonnes expected in 1997... Pulp production 
doubled in the decade to 1993, to about 200, 000 tonnes yearly, 
and is expected to reach 815, 000 tonnes by 2000 ... In late 
1995 [Soon Hua Seng] firm’s subsidiary Advance Agro brought 
a new 217, 000 tonne-per-year Mitsubishi-Beloit paper machine 
on stream  in east Thailand, with an integrated 175, 000 tonne- 
per-year Sunds Defibrillator eucalyptus Kraft pulp mill follow
ing thereafter. Finance for the US $ 670 million installation 
was raised largely in the US and Europe ... The firm has also 
another 200, 000 tonne-per-year paper machine from Mitsubishi 
Heavy Machinery. The Siam Cement Group, a company associ
ated with the Crown Property Bureau and which holds eleven 
companies producing paper and pulp, has meanwhile recently 
boosted its production capacity to around one million tonnes 
per year of pulp, paper and converted products, with three new 
machines slated to  come on line by 1997 (Carrere and Lohmann, 
1996:229-30).

In Thailand there have always been links between the transnational 
and national companies engaged in eucalyptus-growing, the political par
ties, and the powerful ministries. The giant transnational Soon Hua Seng 
Company Ltd., for instance, has Narong Mahanond as its board chairman. 
He was previously Director General of the Police Department. As head 
of Thailand’s leading rice traders and a large investor in the pulp and pa
per industry, Narong “has helped finance the Democrat Party, which for 
years held the portfolio of the Ministry of Agriculture and Agricultural Co
operatives, which is responsible for the RFD” (ibid.). In a similar fashion, 
Asia Tech’s land acquisitions in Northeast Thailand have allegedly been “fa
cilitated by politicians in the New Aspiration, Chart Paitana, Nam Thai 
and C hart Thai parties” (ibid.). A number of foreign governments have also 
subsidised Thailand’s commercial plantations. Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Canada, and Finland have all gained either from the sales of machinery 
or from consultancies. The Asian countries import Thai chips and pulp, 
while Finland is involved in preparing Thailand’s Forestry Sector Master



Plan and consulting on the contract farming of commercial eucalyptus (see 
Usher, 1994; Rajesh, 1995). Finland’s intervention is pretty  conspicuous:

The Finnish government, meanwhile, has pumped millions of 
dollars of its taxpayers’ money not only into export credits for 
Finnish forestry and pulp and paper equipment, but also into 
a political lobbying exercise known as the Thai Forestry Sector 
Master Plan, which was conducted by the Jaakko Pöyry con
sulting firm between 1990 and 1994. ..., the Master Planj like 
a similar exercise in Indonesia, did help weave new personal 
networks among local and foreign plantation proponents in the 
private, academic and bureaucratic sectors, as well as add to the 
technical base for national plantation development. ... Finnish 
machinery exports to Thailand - much of it in the forestry in
dustry sector - rose from US $ 19 million in 1990 to $ 113 million 
three years later, and a special Thai-Finn pact for economic co
operation was signed in October 1993 (Finland National Board 
of Customs 1990-3). Finnish taxpayers’ money has also been 
used to subsidise the export of Finnish industrial forestry ide
ology to Thai academic institutions for three decades, in the 
form of forestry scholarships for Thai students in Finland and 
Finnish-Thai research projects on industrial plantation species 
in Thailand Carrere and Lohmann, 1996:230).

Thailand received support from the Australian government for planting 
eucalyptus in the Northeast between 1976 and 1989 (ibid.:234-5). Multi
lateral agencies such as the Asian Development Bank and the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation have funded plantation research and project de
velopment to assist forest rehabilitation and reforestation schemes, striving 
for a goal of 40 % forest cover (see FAO/SIDA:1988).

Local foresters and Eucalyptus
Information about who the foresters are and what their everyday life looks 
like may add an additional dimension and enable us to  understand the 
situation within which the local foresters are operating in Nong Wai Ngam. 
The following is based on my observation of the Forest Department and 
information obtained from counterparts and friends who are employees of 
the Department.



Not all employees of the Forest Department are foresters. There are all 
sorts of people with varying educational and professional backgrounds who 
provide services at different levels. However, key positions are always in 
the hands of foresters. Not all foresters are entitled to key positions. Top 
positions ranging from Director General (DG) to the heads of divisions 
and sub-divisions are held by foresters who graduated from the country’s 
prestigious Kasetsart which is basically a university for agriculture and 
forestry. Other forestry colleges both in Northern and Southern Thailand 
train  foresters and offer diplomas. Their graduates joining the Forest De
partm ent enter a t the lowest echelon of the hierarchy and the highest rank 
they can attain  is either District Forest Officer (pamai amphur) or Deputy 
Provincial Forest Officer (puchuwaay pamai changwat). These foresters are 
less privileged compared with the Kasetsart graduates and are often placed 
in the periphery until retirement. Only by having an influential patron 
at the Provincial and Divisional Office or at headquarters can these low- 
ranking officials get promotion or be transferred to  places where there are 
better opportunities.

The m ajority of foresters belong to this less privileged group. Compared 
with the elite who have control over the bureaucracy they are less free 
to use it to  promote their own interests. For most foresters the normal 
concern for duty and professionalism is constrained by the personal risk 
th a t they may lose their jobs. Yet there are a few forest officers both at 
the head-quarters and at the Divisional (Regional), Provincial and District 
Forest Offices who are committed to their profession and even see it as 
humiliating to have to enter into a patronage relationship at the expense of 
their professional duties. These individuals are highly politicised foresters 
who do not approve of the official conservation policy and methods. They 
show social concern and sensitivity to  the interests of the local people and 
refrain from condemning traditional land and forest practices as inimical 
to  conservation. These individuals apart, the majority often spend a lot of 
tim e escorting their bosses and taking part in ceremonialities.

There are a great many planning meetings, monthly sessions, training 
workshops, tree-planting ceremonies, religious and court celebrations and so 
forth in which senior foresters escorted by their subordinates have to  partic
ipate. To attend such meetings and travel from province to  province where 
these meetings and ceremonies are held is a way of drawing allowances. 
The salary of low-ranking forest officers is low - a reason most foresters 
give to  justify their engagement in non-forest related activities to  earn ex
tra  income. To work as a part-time Forest Extension Officer (FEO) or as



a member of a Mobile Unit Team (MUT) for the U ND P/FAO/SIDA/RFD 
forestry project is attractive to most foresters. They get extra pay and dis
pose of an uncontrolled lump sum for setting up eucalyptus nurseries and 
designing ‘extension’ activities and ‘awareness’ campaigns for farmers.1

The above description must, however, have a local focus. Otherwise 
who Mr. Somchai and Mr. Sanan are will remain obscure to  the readers 
of this study. The two men illustrate how foresters in rural Thailand are 
not always people with an identical training and status. Mr. Somchai 
has a Bachelor of Science degree in forestry from K asetsart University. 
He has also been to the Philippines for postgraduate studies and returned 
as a Master of Science in Forestry. Somchai has attended international 
conferences in India, Nepal and elsewhere. He is in charge of one of the 
largest plantations under the Director of the Divisional (Regional) Forest 
Office (DFO). The latter is also one of the Deputy Director Generals of 
the Forest Department. In addition to his ordinary duties as head of the 
Plantation centre, Somchai is adviser to the Regional Director (DFO). To 
be head of the plantations requires academic qualifications. One also has 
to  be trusted to  implement policy. These qualifications must be combined 
with the resources needed to establish good contacts and to  buy positions. 
Mr. Somchai comes from a rich family. His parents are well-established 
Chinese business people who could afford the best education and also to 
buy a position for their son. Somchai is career-minded and expects to attain  
senior positions up to Deputy Director. At the time of my fieldwork he was 
expecting to be promoted head of the Provincial Forest Office in his home 
town. He is aware of how he can achieve his goals not only through loyalty 
to  his forestry patrons but also by implementing policy at the local level 
and showing results. He considers his assignment as head of the eucalyptus 
plantation in the Northeast to  be a blessing.

Mr. Sanan, in contrast, like most low-ranking forest and government 
officers, regards his assignment to the Northeast as exile to the ‘Thai- 
Siberia’2. Sanan is a graduate of one the minor forestry schools and holds 
a diploma in forestry, and as already stated, this puts a limit on his ca
reer possibilities. He does not have the necessary contact with the senior 
officers in the Thai forest bureaucracy and has hardly anyone to help him 
with promotion or transfer to  central or southern Thailand where there are

4  have visited most nurseries set up by district forest officers or forestry extension  
workers in Northeast Thailand. Over 80 % of the seedlings comprised eucalyptus.

2M lo n  used the term in his unpublished Ph.D. thesis “The Peasant of Isan” . Uni
versity o f W isconsin, Mad ison, 1983.



more resources and opportunities.
As District Forest Officer, Sanan’s role is to work as a link between 

farmers and one of the sub-divisions of the Forest Department. This sub
division is under the provincial branch of the National Forest Land Man
agement Division. Sanan is in charge of carrying out the FAO project’s 
forestry extension activities at village level. In other words, he is an FEO 
(Forestry Extension Officer). This means that he is in charge both of for
est protection and of delivering extension services for local farmers in the 
district where he is stationed. As District Forest Officer he serves as the 
District Officer’s (nai amphur) adviser on forestry matters. He must ac
company the ‘sheriff’ (as District Officers are often called by the Thai elite) 
to  every formal meeting, inauguration, etc. He has to travel a t least once a 
week to  the muang (Ubon City) to see the Provincial Forest Officer (PFO), 
who is his immediate boss. He is in charge of all forestry extension officers 
in his province, and controls the funding which the UN project allocates 
to  every province to  carry out extension activities. Even though the FEO 
hardly manages to  have time to work with farmers and teach them the 
benefits of forestry he must also visit a t least five villages selected as target 
beneficiaries of the FAO forestry extension project.

Mr. Sanan often complains tha t he could not live on his salary as a 
forest office. Working as FEO for the UNDP/FAO/SIDA/RFD forestry 
extension project was therefore a way of earning additional income. He has 
received a budget for setting up eucalyptus nurseries, producing seedlings, 
training farmers and providing technical and material support for them, 
and has been able to  spend the fund before the end of the budget year. 
The production of eucalyptus seedlings is an im portant part of this budget. 
I t is cheap to  produce the seedlings and no detailed reporting is required to  
verify how this is done. There is indirect instruction to spend the budget to  
the last digit, bu t also to report when one has gone over the budget line so 
as to  convince the donors tha t there is more forestry extension activity than 
had been anticipated in Northeast Thailand. From the counterpart agency 
point of view this is how one can justify the continuous flow of money from 
the UN agencies.

From my experience in monitoring and evaluating the forestry extension 
project and preparing of reports for the donor agencies, District Forest Of
ficers or forest extension officers are encouraged to spend the entire budget 
and to  produce reports with inflated numbers of seedling production and 
distribution. When the season for seedling production, distribution and 
tree planting is over they move to  other tasks. One of these is to visit to



furniture factories and wood and pulp industries located within their dis
trict. In Mr. Sanan’s district there are no big wood industries, bu t a few 
wood carving enterprises, and furniture, tile and pulpwood factories which 
are enough to keep the officer busy. The official idea of the visit is to  check 
the legality of licences and tha t legally certified sources of timber are used, 
bu t in fact it has become routine for foresters to go round and extort ‘vol
un tary ’ contributions from the entrepreneurs who do not have the law on 
their side, to protect them from threats. When this task is performed they 
return to  the villages to  monitor where the farmers have planted the euca
lyptus seedlings and to  count survival rates in order to report an inflated 
result in terms of forest coverage.

Mr. Somchai and Mr. Sanan belong to  the Divisional Forest Office 
(DFO) respective the Provincial Forest Office (PFO). The latter is District 
Forest Officer and the former is head of the Dong Khao Taun plantation. 
In th a t specific arena their two assignments supplement one another. Af
ter Nong Wai Ngam was demarcated as part of the plantation zone the 
authority over this particular forest reserve area was divided between the 
provincial and divisional forest offices. DFO is in charge of regional refor
estation and plantation schemes. It is also in charge of the Mobile Unit 
Team (MUT) which carries out awareness campaigns among villagers in 
several provinces while the PFO is in charge of forest protection, conser
vation and management including extension3 . In other words, the Dong 
Kao Taun plantation is under Mr. Somchai, while the extension services 
to  be delivered to the communities are Mr. Sanan’s responsibility. Protec
tion of the plantation also belongs to Somchai. Protecting existing innate 
forest close to  the residential areas and paddy fields, and monitoring every 
house to  find out if villagers have used unauthorised timber to  repair their 
houses or stored fuelwood or charcoal, are District Forest Officer Sanan’s re
sponsibilities. Both officers arrest and punish farmers irrespective of where 
the alleged encroachment on the forest has occurred. Mr. Sanan’s vis
its evoke fear and suspense just like those of Mr. Somchai. The villagers 
make no distinction between the two foresters. They are both seen as un
sympathetic, repressive and corrupt, and no distinction is made between

3T he team  is under the administration of the Regional Forest Office though its budget 
com es from the UN D P/FA O /SID A  project fund. Over a period of four years the team  
which constituted only foresters visited Nong Wai Ngam twice. The first tim e to  deliver 
propaganda speeches and the second to  show movies. The messages o f the speeches as 
well as o f the movies focused on eucalyptus and the message mediated was to persuade 
farmers to  plant eucalyptus. After performing its duty of conducting an ‘awareness 
campaign’ the team  left for similar missions to  other regions.



them  and the institutions they represent. In the eyes of most villagers 
these local foresters personify the Thai state (see chapter 8). Though these 
two local foresters differ in position, training and contacts they are both 
caught in the system which they have chosen to serve. The conflicts be
tween them and the villagers are structurally conditioned and aggravated 
by external agents (government representatives, multilateral agencies, ex
patria te  experts, NGO workers, environmental activists, radical students 
and journalists) which are also backing up their respective interests.

The physical presence of Somchai and Sanan in Nong Wai Ngam is 
part of their assignment. Expatriate experts from donor organisations, in 
contrast, rarely make field visits to remote villages to  meet farmers. The 
counterpart agency (the Royal Forest Department) insists that expatriate 
experts can advise on conservation and management, write forestry exten
sion and community forestry manuals and organise training workshops for 
the foresters a t headquarters or in the city of Chiang Mai or Khon Kaen. 
W hat goes on in the villages must be under the control of the Forest De
partm ent and its personnel.

In the forests of Nong Wai Ngam the authorities plant the eucalyp
tus tree as a species which rehabilitates the degraded forest reserve land 
quickly. Farmers uproot the same tree as an inimical species which causes 
environmental degradation and disturbs the biodiversity of the area. There 
is no absolute homogeneity or consistency in the foresters’ public discourse 
on eucalyptus. There are double messages, confusing not only to the rural 
farmers but also to the foresters who do not always know which message is 
intended for whom and where it should be communicated. Sometimes they 
describe the ecological and environmental benefits of eucalyptus as a way of 
rehabilitating the vegetation. At other times they emphasise the economic 
advantages of eucalyptus cultivation for farmers of the ‘poverty-stricken’ 
Northeast. To some villagers whom they want to convert, they discreetly 
argue th a t eucalyptus is a fast growing tree for which there is growing 
market demand. In public discourse the local foresters use environmental 
arguments to  legitimise eucalyptus.

Mr. Somchai, the head of the plantation, and Mr. Sanan, the District 
Forest Officer and forest extension officer, tell the farmers tha t eucalyptus 
is good for soil conservation. By this they are referring to two things: i) 
the roots of the eucalyptus function as a mechanical brake to  check the top 
soil from being eroded, ii) the foliage or the quantity of accumulated leaf 
litter protects the soil from being washed away by the monsoon rain by 
intercepting/reducing the amount of water which reaches the top surface.



They also argue tha t eucalyptus has less shading effect than the natural 
forest because the nature of its canopy is less broad than th a t of the nat
ural forest. In particular, Mr. Somchai focuses on the ‘environmental’ 
advantage of the fast growth of the eucalyptus which helps to  rehabilitate 
the forest and makes it an effective means of reforestation. He also argues 
th a t eucalyptus is suitable for ‘agro-forestry’, but adds “nonetheless it has 
to  be planted 8 meters apart otherwise the yield may be affected and the 
harvest delayed, while benefiting from eucalyptus’ ability to intercept rain 
and to protect from erosion, even though the crops benefit from protection 
from rain and benefit from rain and lessened erosion” . The local foresters 
use terms such as ‘agro-forestry’, ‘shading effects’, ‘wind-break’, ‘curbing 
erosion’ and so forth, as if they have the magical power to persuade the 
villagers to  accept the species. So far the villagers of Nong Wai Ngam have 
rejected yufc/io(eucalyptus). As already noted, they refer to  it as ‘a tree 
from hell’ (yukha pa nork), or ‘a selfish tree (pa hen gae tua aeng).

The foresters and the farmers

As noted above, beyond the local foresters, there are external agents, 
representatives of other institutions such as the Divisional Forest Office, 
the Provincial Forest Office and international agencies involved in forestry 
projects. I t is impossible to observe every agency. I must therefore focus 
on the conflictual relationship between the local foresters, on the one hand, 
and the villager leaders who use a number of outside sources to  back up 
their arguments, on the other.

The interaction between villagers and foresters involves the head of the 
plantation Mr. Somchai, his two foremen, the District Forest Officer Mr. 
Sanan, and some Khmer casuals. On the side of the villagers, the headman 
Mr. Tiyee, and Messrs Bua and Ponsak are the key figures. Mr. Somchai 
and Mr. Sanan prefer to meet the villagers individually and not as a group. 
If they have orders to  communicate to the community they do it through 
those bearing official titles (Headman, first or second Deputy Headmen). 
The latter then summon a village meeting and inform the villagers. If the 
foresters have to  meet the villagers collectively it has to be in a formalised 
and ritualised way and must also coincide with visits by im portant officials 
or celebrations or festivals. The foresters are so used to the top-down chan
nel of communication that they hardly think of compromising it by other 
approaches which might contribute to  mutual understanding. In Nong Wai



Ngam however, there were occasions when such hierarchical interactions 
were defied by the villagers, and the local forest officials were caught in 
spontaneous debate about forest conservation and management. Debates 
which have started in the shade or alongside the road often lead to  tension 
and the exchange of hard words between the foresters and some members 
of the community. Such situations of conflict have repeatedly occurred in 
Nong Wai Ngam even though direct confrontation has been avoided by the 
villagers.

Farmers and foresters interact locally on a regular basis on issues of for
est protection, conservation and management. This interaction constitutes 
the social framework within which the environmentalist arguments of vil
lagers are reformulated and consolidated into a resistance ideology. W hat 
forest officials and farmers should or should not say ‘in public’ and what 
they say and do ‘in private’ are important to the understanding of local 
resistance. They help to offer insight into conflicts about forest conserva
tion and management practices, and also to follow the process of intensified 
conflict between the authorities and villagers, which has caused both sides 
to  change their perceptions. The contest between foresters and farmers rep
resents an interface between different worlds of discourse and knowledge, 
marked by “the vast differences in status and power, and by their divergent 
interests” (Montoya Diaz, 1996:208).

The notion of social interface as developed by Long refers to “some kind 
of face-to-face encounter between individuals or units representing differ
ent interests and backed by different resources” (1989:2). Long’s aim in 
studying the social interface is “to bring out the dynamic and emergent 
character of the interactions taking place and to show how the goals, per
ceptions, interests, and relationships of the various parties may be reshaped 
as a result of their interaction” (ibid.). W hat is particular to the Nong Wai 
Ngam case is that every time villagers interact with foresters, they seem 
to produce new oppositional arguments to  make their voices heard beyond 
the reaches of the local community. The arguments which the people use 
also reveal th a t they have internalised the authorities’ environmentalist 
discourse. They structure them by way of a ‘series of negations’. Nong 
Wai Ngam people shape their oppositional arguments on the basis of the 
foresters’ discourse and use them to challenge the la tter’s domination (see 
Gramsci, 1971; Keesing, 1994; Taussig 1980 and others). The villagers’ 
sense of self-esteem and autonomy has been strengthened by the inversion 
and conversion of the terms and categories used by the authorities and by 
matching them with religious and cultural ideas.



In the local setting in which this study was conducted, issues of tree 
planting, conservation and management are also used as signs of legiti
macy for central control over people and resources. This situation can be 
grasped by investigating what is happening in the Dong Klum Kham for
est reserve. In this region there is an in-built contradiction between land 
and tree tenure. Legal title to land ownership does not include the trees 
standing on the land, nor does the owner have the right to plant trees or to 
harvest them. Trees and forest are Crown property, no m atter where they 
stand. In the Dong Khun Kham forest reserve, forest protection law pro
hibits settled communities not only from felling trees but also from planting 
them. Felling requires a special permit, but so does planting. In view of 
this, people fail to understand why they are encouraged by foresters to  plant 
trees while at the same time being penalised if they use trees which are al
ready there. This is the source the conflict of interest between farmers and 
the state authorities. However, conflictsover land and resource rights are 
not the only factors tha t have influenced the emergence of political protests 
in the area, nor have they led the villagers to  redefine their own ideas of 
nature and the physical environment. Even though all the villagers in the 
area are similarly affected by government intervention and all aware of the 
threat of eviction or forced resettlement, arguments against the policy of 
the forest authorities and the evaluation of what is appropriate have varied 
from village to  village. Villagers adopt more than one local discourse, as 
do the government authorities. This variation also exists within a village 
such as Nong Wai Ngam, where individuals define their interests in their 
own terms. Even the standpoints of farmers local may be at loggerheads 
with one other.

The farmers’ counterarguments

Farmers oppose the arguments of the foresters at several levels. F irst, they 
generally reject the market incentive. Secondly, they do not accept the con
servationist claims raised by the forest officers. Every time foresters tell the 
villagers to  practise ‘agroforestry, the people refer to  their own indigenous 
agroforestry (wanakasert) practice of mixing crops and trees. This tradi
tional practice is also referred to  as integrated agriculture (kaset phasom  
phasan) by the villagers. They point to  the trees standing in the paddies 
and explain the different purposes they serve for them, such as providing 
shade (кот hai kerd тот ngao), providing a wind-break pong kan lom), pro-



tecting paddy dikes from breaking down, or curbing erosion (krueng pong 
kan din phang talai).

Nong Wai Ngam people know from practical experience that eucalyptus 
causes environmental degradation and disturbs ‘biodiversity’. Their sense 
of ‘biodiversity’ is related to species diversity and is expressed in everyday as 
well religious and ethical terms. They say tha t to  plant a non-indigenous 
species tha t kills vegetation and small insects and suffocates snakes is a 
baap (sin) th a t evokes karmic principles and brings punishment on the 
perpetrator. In their view, such acts create disharmony and imbalance in 
nature. Some of the plants and small insects have nutritional and medicinal 
value, and the snakes are protective and have elaborate ritual and symbolic 
value. Villagers say th a t if they allow yukha (eucalyptus) it will bring 
about the same ecological and social disturbance as is caused by the act 
of “г/o kha ngoo” (snake killing). In Isan there is a saying “Don’t  kill 
the snake because the snake eats rats, rats eat rice and rice is our source 
of livelihood” (ya kha ngao proh ngo kin noo lae noo kin khaow nai na 
seung pen arharn khong rao). Nong Wai Ngam people argue th a t yukha 
destroys the ngoo (snake). The destruction of snakes is believed to  have 
devastating consequences for them, because rats destroy their paddy fields. 
As interdependence in life is obvious in this expression, disharmony and 
imbalance arise if this interdependence is ignored.

This view is metaphorically linked to  the social and environmental dis
turbance which eucalyptus will cause if villagers go on planting the pa nork 
pa hen gae tua aeng (hellish and selfish tree) in their ecological surround
ings. Most farmers in Nong Wai Ngam argue that eucalyptus makes the en
vironment barren and infertile, and that, taken to its ultimate consequence, 
it endangers the possibility of sustenance in one’s own home village. One 
will be forced to run away from home in search of work in the big cities, 
leaving a disintegrated family behind while still being insecure and uncer
tain  about the future. From their point of view, it is legitimate to  reject 
eucalyptus.

In Thai-Lao folk belief the Ngoo (snake) is kinsman to the Naga (water 
serpent), which is an elaborate symbol in Buddhism. Tambiah (1970) has 
exhibited in his study of Buddhism and the spirit cult in Northeast Thailand 
how the water serpent (Naga) is:

a symbol of rain, fertility and coolness, the water charged by the 
Naga cleanses and fertilises the honoured monk. ... the Naga is 
also a friend of the Buddha...When Gotama retired to  meditate

11 Forests, Farmers and the State



under the shade of the midella tree at the time he attained 
enlightenment and Supreme Buddhaship, there arose a storm 
and a wind. Whereupon the snake god Muchalinda entwined 
himself seven times around the sage’s body and spread his seven 
hoods over his head, thus giving him protection (1970:112-113).

In the village where the present study was conducted, the Naga mythol
ogy of Buddhism has a metaphorical link with the protective role of Ngoo 
in everyday life. Ngoo shares the essential attributes of the Naga. Naga's 
(villagers’ think of Ngoo and Naga as male) symbolic attributes of fertility 
and coolness and ngoo's importance are juxtaposed as synonyms of each 
other. This religious folk belief is consistent with the Buddhist teaching of 
the interconnectedness of all life forms (see chapters 1 and 5) and respect 
for life. By releasing the discursive potential inherent in culture and re
ligion, Nong Wai Ngam people are able to  ignore the foresters’ argument 
th a t the eucalyptus is a tree for which there is a growing market demand, 
and the forest authorities’ massive intervention with eucalyptus.

Villagers never kill snakes. I remember th a t I was told to  slow down 
the vehicle I was driving when one of the villagers saw a snake lying on the 
road. He left the vehicle and approached the snake in a ritual manner and 
picked him up in order to help him move to the safest side of the road, th a t 
is, to  the forest. The Thai-Lao trea t the forest as a place where they can 
not only sustain themselves but also seek refuge and protection. They say 
th a t they are safe (ploodphai) in the forest. The forest is also a peaceful 
place of retreat for ascetic monks and lay meditators.

Resistance as practical action

In Nong Wai Ngam the focus of the villagers’ resistance is the Dong Kao 
Taun plantation, started in 1986. It is one of the three largest projects in 
the Northeast. Its head, Mr. Somchai, is ambitious and concerned about 
his career. Ever since Mr. Somchai received orders from the Divisional 
Forest Office (pamaiket) to initiate this plantation, he has tried hard to  live 
up to the expectations of his bosses. His task as an employee of the Royal 
Forest Department is to promote eucalyptus in the plantation site and its 
surroundings. Mr. Somchai’s plan was ambitious; to plant 700 rai (1 rai 
=  40 X 40 m) ) of eucalyptus plant by 2533 (1990) BE Up to 2532 BE 
(1989) he had cleared and planted 1410 rai. His objective is “to  reforest



the already deforested forest land by expanding southwards” . This means 
engulfing Nong Wai Ngam, Dong Noi and Dong Kham by eucalyptus.

Mr. Somchai often speaks publicly about the ecological benefits of eu
calyptus, but only in the context of formal meetings about environmental 
protection and conservation measures organised by government institutions, 
the UN or bilateral agencies and in the presence of environmental experts, 
activists and politicians. Concerned with playing down the commercial as
pects, he is often irritated by his immediate boss, the Divisional Forest 
Officer (DFO), who is less careful about avoiding the commercial aspects 
in the promotion of eucalyptus in formal meetings with donor agencies who 
expect to  hear about environmental measures. International funding is of
ten meant to  provide support for conservation efforts that involve the local 
population. Otherwise the funding agencies would not have supported for
est projects run by government institutions. Mr. Somchai, who has some 
experience of foreign agencies, understands which discourse is acceptable to  
the donor agencies. Though he does not dare to correct his boss, he often 
uses his turn  to  speak to clarify what the DFO ‘really m eant’. When he 
talks to  ‘poor and ignorant Isan farmers’ (to use his own words), he becomes 
a different person. He lectures them about the economic return yukha (eu
calyptus) can bring. When speaking to  people who are less well-off, he uses 
their ‘poor’ economic status to motivate them to plant eucalyptus and does 
not bother to  tell them about its ecological benefits. I have often heard him 
say:

The people do not know about ecological benefits. They are 
poor, they can not understand the need to protect and conserve 
trees and forest. They are short of cash. The best way to help 
them  improve their socio-economic condition is by encouraging 
them  to plant eucalyptus. It is a tree with a growing market 
demand. Once planted it can be harvested in between three and 
five years ...

W ith seedling and cash support from the plantation Mr. Somchai has 
repeatedly tried to  recruit a number of farmers to promote eucalyptus in 
Nong Wai Ngam. Once he asked a group of farmers to spy on fellow villagers 
whom he suspected of sabotage on the plantation. The chosen farmers re
sponded passively, without giving any clear ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to his requests. On 
their return to  the village, they told everyone about Somchai’s attem pts 
to  undermine the farmers’ unity. The headman, Mr. Tiyee, warned the 
villagers not to  be fooled or bribed by the head of the plantation centre.



Since then these villagers have seldom shown up at the plantation centre 
where Mr. Somchai has his office and where he often organises dinner par
ties or entertainment in order to recruit supporters for his project. Some of 
the radical farmers have changed their routes to avoid meeting him. They 
refused his offer to provide them with free transportation to  the district 
market every Monday and Thursday. The first Monday of every month 
the village headmen attend a meeting about development (phatthana) at 
the district administration headquarters. There is a belief tha t any ‘de
velopment’ work will succeed if initiated on the first day of the month, so 
this Monday meeting is endowed with more meaning than just being the 
first working day of the week. This im portant meeting on ‘development’ 
is chaired by the district governor. Representatives of government institu
tions at the district level either participate in every meeting, or send their 
subordinates if they are hindered by other urgent business. Mr. Tiyee the 
headman used to send his deputy Mr. Bua, in order to  avoid meeting the 
forest officers there. The deputy had to attend the meeting, regardless of 
his own wishes. He took Tiyee’s apologies with him, explaining the head
m an’s absence with various concocted excuses such as sickness or urgent 
business in the provincial governor’s office and so on.

Messrs. Tiyee, Ponsak and Bua appropriate the terms and categories 
used by the foresters and use them as arguments against these local foresters 
whom they perceive as representing state interests. The foresters’ categories 
of ‘agro-forestry’, ‘curbing erosion’, ‘shading effect’ and ‘wind-break’ are 
countered by the farmers who employ the local terms I quoted earlier. 
In the process of everyday interaction the rank-and-file farmers have also 
gained a competence similar to tha t of the radicals, enabling them to make 
a similar inversion and conversion of the authorities’ arguments. The local 
forest officers regard the villagers as destroyers of the environment who must 
eventually be denied access to the Nong Wai Ngam forest. It is not only 
Tiyee, Ponsak or Bua who oppose even those whom the local forest officers 
consider moderate. The less articulate villagers have become capable of 
countering these accusations of being destructive of the forest by asserting 
th a t they have the natural right to live there and also th a t they care for 
and protect it.

The inversion involves attitudes too. Villagers adapt the confrontational 
attitudes of the authorities which are expressed in their way of ‘getting rid 
of undesirables’ by committing extra-judicial arrests, levelling the houses 
with the help of bulldozer and so on. In return, the villagers make assaults 
in an unorganised and sporadic manner. One example which can be cited



here is sabotage on the plantation. The Royal Forest Department often 
organises conferences and workshops and invites high-ranking dignitaries 
to  endorse the plans for forest protection and reforestation. When such 
occasions take place the villagers mobilise farmers from other villages in the 
forest reserve for street demonstrations in the towns where the workshops 
are held. Between 1989 and 1993 alone, Tiyee, Bua, Ponsak and several 
others from Nong Wai Ngam took part in 15 such demonstrations. Some of 
these protest marches have not been peaceful. Radical village leaders and 
their outside supporters from the NGOs, university students and human 
rights activists have sometimes been temporarily incarcerated for alleged 
instigation of farmers’ protests against the government. Mr. Tiyee was once 
arrested in Buriram, another Northeast province, where he was honoured 
there as one of the speakers by Isan farmers who were forced by the army 
to resettle in remote places.

In the village there are three individual farmers who have enough labour 
a t the disposal of their family household. Mr. Sombon, Mr. Buaphan and 
Mr. Tawaachai have paddies in Nong Wai Ngam, Dong Kham and Dong 
Noi, though they have not obtained legal entitlements to any of their hold
ings. They have enough rice to feed their families. These family heads own 
a rice mill, run village shops, rent out buffaloes, and run motorcycle taxis. 
They can afford to  wait for between five and ten years to harvest eucalyp
tus. People without resources cannot do so without starving to death. Mr. 
Somchai arranged to  meet the three farmers in secret to discuss how they 
could resist the pressure from the other villagers if they decided to  go ahead 
with the eucalyptus project. He offered them arms to  protect themselves.4 
He promised to  allocate extra forest land for them on the outskirts of Dong 
Kham village and agreed not only to  advance seedlings from his nursery 
but also to grant them  cash from the plantation budget. At one of the 
dinner parties which he organised at the plantation centre, he showed them  
samples of paper, thread and cloth made from eucalyptus to illustrate the 
its multiple products, and convince them of a growing market demand. He 
disclosed plans for the Thai-Indian Fenix Pulp and Paper Mill which would 
soon sta rt production at Muang Ubon. However, some of the villagers spied 
on these three potential defectors and soon everybody knew tha t they had

4There were two extra Winchester guns which I noticed at the plantation centre. At 
the tim e o f my visit I was indirectly informed that these guns had only two bullets each 
and one o f them  had stuck in the pipe while the gun was being loaded. The foresters 
could not decide what to  do since unloading was impossible and firing the gun was also 
a waste.



secret dealings with the foresters. In the long run, they could not stand 
the isolation and backbiting they suffered. They stopped seeing Mr. Som- 
chai and refused to  accept the Winchester guns, cash and seedlings he had 
promised them. Gradually, they re-established normal relationships with 
the headman and the majority of villagers, and adjusted to  the dominant 
discourse by talking about eucalyptus as ecologically destructive.

The villagers’ resistance to the forest officials in charge of the plantation 
varied in form and degree from day to day depending on the circumstances. 
It was discrete enough to escape my own attention for quite some time. 
Overt resistance can be expressed in the form of sabotage activities on the 
Dong Kao Taun plantation. A more discreet form is false compliance with 
official forest and watershed conservation policies or gossiping. Resistance 
can also consist of using anti-capitalist rhetoric to blame the authorities for 
the destruction of forest land, of taking part in protest demonstrations or of 
collecting petitions. The employment of such tactics in everyday life over a 
long period of time has had its own unforeseen consequences. It has opened 
up a new space for contact with environmental organisations, human rights 
activists, journalists, religious leaders and politicians. The facilitators of 
these external contacts are the leaders who have also been able to  blend 
their ideas with those of outsiders. In the process, a new vision of life has 
emerged which is often expressed in the term  charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  
phatthana. This refers to what sustainable or viable ethno-ecological devel
opment would entail for Nong Wai Ngam villagers. The term chart means 
national or ethnic and charttiphan is when people imagine themselves as 
a community of mutual interest. The term  nivetvidhaya combines both 
ecology and wisdom, and kam  phatthana means development.

Sabotage e i s  a form of active resistance

At the initial stage of my fieldwork, I thought the evenings would offer 
convenient occasions to  meet the villagers. The leading elders and young 
men and women gather every night in one of the elders’ residences to  drink 
and chat about many things. However, every time I expressed my wish 
to  join them in these get-togethers, I was politely refused access. They 
used to  say tha t I must be tired and sleepy, and tha t I must go to bed. I 
was also told by Mr. Tiyee and Mr. Bua th a t the get-togethers were not 
good for a farang to  attend. People drank whisky (kin law) and lost their 
tempers, I might be disappointed by observing how people got drunk and 
misbehaved. Farmers do not like to lose face in the presence of a foreigner,



nor to  embarrass a guest. All sorts of polite excuses were made to keep me 
away. As I discovered later, I was not welcome to observe what was going 
on in the village in the dark because they did not yet have trust in me. 
Though the headman assured them th a t I was a researcher, many villagers 
remained sceptical. Waiting for their trust to develop, I maintained the 
distance necessary for them to be able to plan and did not interfere in their 
actions regarding the plantation. Later, when they had more confidence in 
me, I was welcome to attend the meetings in the dark. One evening the 
gathering once more discussed what could be done. They suggested setting 
the plantation on fire or uprooting the young eucalyptus seedlings. They 
thought of allowing buffaloes, pigs and cattle to graze inside the plantation 
to  damage the immature seedlings whose roots were still too shallow to 
stand external pressure. They thought of removing the barbed wire th a t 
protects the plantation to allow encroachment.

The sabotage took place. After a couple days I met Mr. Somchai on 
his way to the plantation centre. He was furious:

“Look Mr!” he said to  me. “... You can see it for yourself!
This forest must have been burned after I left this place a week 
ago. There is clear evidence of encroachment. Look! These are 
the people who are destroying the forest openly. You can see 
the damage they inflicted on the plantation. Nowadays, they 
are not afraid of the forestry policemen or the rangers. Before, 
they respected me and were afraid of me. Now they do not 
hesitate to  clear new forest areas for cassava or rice cultivation.
They fell big trees to construct houses or burn charcoal. These 
are open examples of naked encroachment. The most serious 
is their sabotage activities on the plantation I am in charge of.
This is my career! I will lose promotion if I fail to protect the 
plantation. The DG has promised me the post of provincial 
forest officer (pamai changwat) in my home province. I cannot 
afford to lose face, and so miss the chance of becoming PFO of 
Chumphong. I have to  use the law to stop the destruction of the 
country’s forest reserve. The eucalyptus plantation is part of the 
forest rehabilitation programme. Sabotage activities against it 
cannot go unpunished.

I know there are other forces behind the farmers’ actions. The 
farmers are not acting by themselves. The headman of Nong 
Wai Ngam is the agent of the NGOs. He is simply collecting his



salary from the government without serving its interests. It was 
his duty to stop the sabotage and encroachment! Instead he is 
in fact the co-ordinator of the illegal activities! Last time he 
mobilised not only his own villagers but also those in Dong Noi 
and Dong Kham to join the anti-eucalyptus demonstration and 
marched up to Khon Kaen to  submit a petition to the prime 
minister.

I don’t blame the poor farmers. I blame the NGOs who are 
behind the protests. The NGOs are using the poor farmers 
to  discredit the RFD. But the RFD is the only authority to 
protect the future of the country’s forest cover. Don’t  listen 
to  what the NGOs are saying about us foresters, Mr.! The 
NGOs are no better than us. They are even worse. They accuse 
us of corruption. Who knows? They may be the instruments 
of foreign interests who would like to see Thailand’s natural 
resource conservation policy fail and thus discredit us in the 
eyes of our own people. I, have been too patient when the 
people destroyed my trees. I did not arrest or punish anyone.
But now I must use the law to protect the forest. Otherwise I 
will risk my career and miss the promotion I am expecting this 
year.

No villagers admit destroying the forest. Deputy headman Bua reacted 
to  Mr. Somchai’s accusations as follows:

The head of the plantation Mr. Somchai and the District For
est Officer Mr. Sanan are responsible for the destruction of the 
natural forest. They always put the blame on us because we 
are poor. Every ten or fifteen years they allow big concession
aires to cut down the big trees and extract the timber. Last 
time they hired casuals from villages far away from here to de
stroy the indigenous species which are only found in the natural 
forest. The natural forest is our source of food and medicinal 
herbs. There are squirrels and small insects which are an addi
tional source of food. Now they are all replaced by eucalyptus. 
Eucalyptus grows by killing other trees and vegetation. Loggers 
often come from Si Sa Ket province to  clear the remaining trees 
and transport the timber to wood and pulp industries.



Feeling threatened

Farmers in Nong Wai Ngam see the Dong Kao Taun plantation as a th reat 
to  their survival. As they perceived it, the strategy of the state authorities 
in promoting eucalyptus in the ‘degraded’ forest land was a way of taking 
over their agricultural farm land and removing their access to the resources 
available in the area. They are certain that the authorities will also earn 
huge amounts of money from the plantation by delivering timber to  the 
wood and pulp industries. From the point of view of the villagers, any 
expansion of the plantation southwards means th a t they risk eviction or 
forced resettlement. The people have been aware of such a threat since 
news of the eviction of farmers from provinces such as Chaiyaphum, Bu 
ram, Kalasin and Sakhon Nakhorn reached Nong Wai Ngam. In Chaiyi 
phum, also in the Northeast, the military forced people out of their villages 
There was news th a t residential quarters and properties were destroyed by 
the army to force farmers into military vehicles, which were waiting to 
move them to resettlement areas, often hundreds of kilometres away from 
their home villages. The people of Nong Wai Ngam are traum atised by 
the thought of the measures the authorities have already employed against 
other villagers to  assert their control over the reserves. One of the elders 
expressed their anguish like this:

... if we are forced to  settle away from Nong Wai Ngam our 
ancestral spirits will not follow us. We shall be without protec
tion. To be forced out of the forest is the same as to  be naked 
and to  expose the body to  hardship and illness. Even the sky 
will not be the same as in Nong Wai Ngam.

Villagers agree th a t the degraded forest must be rehabilitated, and tha t 
conservation must be exercised. In contrast to the foresters, however, they 
suggest th a t the natural forest (pa thammachat) must be left to  rehabil
itate on its own. Conservation must begin by preventing the planting of 
yukha (eucalyptus) . The villagers tell how, on the orders of Somchai, the 
plantation labourers burned trees of valuable indigenous species in order 
to  replace them  with eucalyptus. Somchai, on the other hand, admitted 
only th a t in preparing the plantation site he had ordered his workers ‘to  
burn and cut down useless trees’. In his opinion this was less destructive 
than  the ‘slash and burn’ agriculture which villagers practise and which is



a clear example of forest destruction.5
As the villagers see it, the natural environment, the supernatural realm, 

and human society constitute a symbolic whole. They reject eucalyptus 
because it is not indigenous to  the Thai-Lao ecology. Its introduction is 
believed to  anger the spirits seriously and to invoke punishment which can
not be prevented by offerings (Hang pi). Eucalyptus will inevitably lead 
to  disturbance and havoc in the natural environment (thammachat). The 
conflict over land and rights to resources is thus transformed into a schism 
based on contrasting views of conservation. In this way the Nong Wai Ngam 
community begins to speak with one voice and to demand tha t their will
ingness to participate in planning conservation measures compatible with 
local culture must be heard.

Village people say that Isan tradition does not permit them to take over 
farm lands or houses from poorer kinsmen and affines in the neighbourhood. 
I t is better to  move out quietly and settle some distance away by clearing 
new forest areas rather than involving oneself in competition for resources 
with relatives and neighbours. The strategy of avoiding the sub-division 
of land holdings between relatives and neighbours and the Thai-Lao farm
ers’ sense of independence are factors which encourage out-migration and 
settlem ent in new areas, but these are not well-documented. Conflicts are 
often minimised by moving away. Such traditional praxis has often been 
misrepresented as an instance of shifting cultivation. There are cases such 
as th a t of Mr. Kalun and his family who, after having lived in Nong Wai 
Ngam for ten years, moved to Namdjin district because of a minor conflict 
with an old man who was universally respected.

Lundberg (1993) describes how governments all over the world attem pt 
to  abolish shifting cultivation on the grounds th a t it is inimical to  the en
vironment, contributes to soil degradation and accelerates erosion, arguing 
th a t the real reason people continue to practise shifting cultivation is the 
poverty syndrome (op.cit. quote Dove 1983 and Rambo 1993). Lundberg 
argues tha t one reason why governments in Asia, Latin America and Africa 
are obsessed by shifting cultivation is:

5Generally speaking the population in Northeast Thailand has shown a steady in
crease over the last three decades. Compared to  the rest o f Thailand there is no scarcity 
of land and no evidence that the carrying capacity of the land is pressured by dem o
graphic factors. During the 1960s and the 1970s annual population growth rates in the  
North-east ranged between 3.3 and 3.8 percent. During the 1980s the rate showed pro
gressive decline (see Community Allies: Forest Co-Management. Thailand. Research 
Report Number 2. August 1993; Parnwell and Rigg, 1993).



the failing knowledge of indigenous agricultural methods and 
the difficulties in differentiating these from the non-indigenous. 
Another possibility is that it is not the shifting cultivation as 
such th a t is seen as a bad thing but the traditional culture and 
life-style of the shifting cultivators (traditional shifting culti
vators are commonly called tribal people and are usually mi
norities). These peoples usually live in areas of great national- 
security interest: on international borders e.g. Northern Viet
nam, Burm a and Thailand, and North-east India); areas infil
trated  by guerrillas (Northern Laos and Burma, and the Peru
vian Amazon); and opium and cocaine-producing areas e.g. ‘the 
golden triangle’ in Northern Thailand, North-eastern Burma 
and North-western Laos; or the Amazon regions of Colombia,
Peru and Bolivia) (Lundberg, 1993:219-20).

Lundberg does not, however, romanticise shifting cultivation or present 
it as any particularly sustainable form of land use. He underlines, its lim
itations, particularly th a t land scarcity and population growth can have a 
negative impact on the viability of the system. Otherwise, shifting culti
vation, compared with other agricultural systems, “yields a high return in 
proportion to  the labour input, while the return is low in proportion to  the 
cultivated areal and the capital input” (Dove, 1985).

In the local setting where this study was conducted, the foresters whom 
the villagers encounter argue th a t there is a direct connection between eco
logical deterioration and forest migration and settlement. They also argue 
th a t traditional land-use practices have particularly affected the environ
ment. The problem is tha t Nong Wai Ngam farmers interpret such argu
ments as rhetorical tools to keep the authorities’ institutional interests and 
careers unchallenged. In general the soil in Nong Wai Ngam is a mixture of 
an old alluvium formed through the deposition of materials such as sand, 
silt, clay and other sediments. The ‘K orat’ and ‘Phon Pho Say’ series, as 
they are called by soil experts, are poor and infertile.6 In the early years 
after forest clearance, yields are only obtained because of the residual hu- 
mic content of the soil, but the humus quickly disappears. The strategy the 
farmers use is to burn the vegetation to release nutrients which will then 
be absorbed by the soil. They have their own arguments in favour of such 
practices. Early in my fieldwork I met Mr. Ponsak who was busy clearing

6Studies o f  soil texture and series by region, district, and sub-district are presented 
in the Land Development Division publication. Series SSR - 77 - 1971.



new land for farming. He said:

Do you believe that we are destroying the natural forest? Who 
told you that?  Look what I am doing! I am burning the dead 
trees and shrubs, but not the big trees. You can see for yourself. 
The big trees are standing in the paddies, around the residential 
areas. The forest is also dense around the shrine of the ancestral 
spirit. Clearing by burning is quicker! We don’t  for th a t m atter 
know how to do it by other means. But we know th a t the yield 
will be good. If you want to  see the harvest you can stay until 
October or November or December or January. It is up to  you!

Tell me how I can catch squirrels (kapoom) and small animals 
without burning the shrubs and dead trees! This is the only 
effective method. Do you know which month of the year and 
what time of the day the Isan go out for burning? You must go 
out when it is cool and the wind has changed direction. Other
wise you put the big trees at risk and lose control of the fires. 
Who told you that we are anti-forest and anti-trees ( tortan pa)? 
We are not forest encroachers (poo boog roog pa) as the authori
ties call us, but people friendly with the natural forest (khon pa 
thammachat). But we are anti-eucalyptus. It is not the same. 
Eucalyptus forest is not natural (maay pa thammachat). I t is 
not good for us. But it is good for the Royal Forest Department 
and the big company owners (khon busakram).

I think it was the foresters, Mr. Sanan and Mr. Somchai, who 
told you tha t we are anti-forest. You foreigners (farang) are like 
Thai officials. You simply dig and dig into our way of life by 
asking so many questions. You think tha t the more you ask, 
the more you discover our ignorance about the benefits of forest 
and trees (pa ton). Have you bothered the Thai forest officials 
with the same questions as you bother us with? I don’t think 
you put the same questions to forest officials like Mr. Sanan 
and Mr. Somchai. Maybe you don’t  have to ask them so many 
questions. It is enough to ask them one or two questions about 
the natural forest (pa thammachat), then you can easily discover 
how ignorant they are (interrupted by his own laughter).

Have you ever asked them how many layers this soil has? They 
may say tha t it has one or two layers. B ut I can tell you tha t it



has three and you must help the soil to  rotate so tha t one layer 
gives way to the another.

I have tilled this land as my forefathers did. We know that 
you are a kind-hearted man (cai dii). Don’t believe what the 
authorities are telling you about us. Isan have always been 
digging deep in the forest. We are religious (rnii satsana). We 
don’t  destroy to  bring more suffering on ourselves. But suffering 
is our lot. We are on good terms with the spirits residing in the 
forest. Look at my body! I am tattooed to protect myself from 
unexpected attacks by evil spirits. We perform rituals for the 
spirits and make offerings before we fell a single tree. Besides, 
we want to  keep the natural forest because it is our source of 
food. We find different varieties of mushrooms, medicinal herbs 
and insects. Some forest products are exchanged for cash in the 
district market. Some middle men even come to our village to 
collect mushrooms. We sell them to them if we cannot afford to 
go to  the district market in Trakhan. When it is time to build 
houses for our children we extract timber from the forest. All 
this is equally im portant for us.

Everyday life and the relevance of eucalyptus
Environmental issues are not, of course, always on the everyday of agenda. 
O ther m atters sometimes take over. Events emerge spontaneously and 
evoke collective interest and then wither away. Everybody participates in 
them, bu t people tend to return to the issue tha t affects their everyday life 
so overwhelmingly, eucalyptus. The topic crops up in unexpected situa
tions, which revitalise the cause by making it relevant to different aspects 
of everyday life. Let me give one example.

The first rain of the year fell in mid-May. I was sitting with my friends 
a t old Mrs. S itha’s place. Although the rain came in a frightening thunder
storm, my friends smiled happily and were not worried about the damage 
the stormy monsoon rain would cause. Suddenly the rain stopped, and the 
dark cloud covering the sky disappeared. Instantly, the joy and smiles of 
my friends and others running to seek shade faded away. They looked as 
if they were haunted by an uncertain future. They had expected a regular 
rain which means relative prosperity. Now they feared a serious drought. 
Before it got dark it rained again, and they were able to relax. One dis-



cussion led to another. We were discussing the moon and the stars. Mr. 
Adisak, headman Tiyee’s brother-in-law, asked me how far the moon and 
the stars were from Nong Wai Ngam. Mr. Poodphrao, the headm an’s fa
ther, wanted to  know whether or not the people of Sweden see the same 
moon and stars. Would it take them less time to reach the moon? Mr. 
Tiyee intervened and talked about Neil Armstrong, the first American as
tronaut to land on the moon. Suddenly, something unexpected happened. 
Mrs. Daeng, the wife of the headman, told us tha t Mr. Sukree and Mr. 
Butsi had been summoned to  help the great grand-daughter of Mrs. Sitha 
at the birth of her first child. We were told th a t it was an unusual situa
tion, one of the most painful moments in the history of Nong Wai Ngam. 
A delivery had never been so complicated before.

At the time I arrived, the village had only one male midwife (puchaay 
luuk naipee), who had assisted with childbirth since the death of his mother 
in the early 1960s. She was the first midwife of Nong Wai Ngam. Mr. 
Sukree had always been successful in his role. Normally no ritual perfor
mances or chanting and burning of incense-sticks were involved when a 
delivery was in process, nor would a third person be allowed to  be around 
since this was perceived as unnecessary. This delivery was Mr. Sukree’s 
thirty-second. It was painful and took a long time. The villagers were 
worried tha t the lives of the young woman and her baby might be endan
gered by a jealous malevolent spirit (pi) being reborn in Nong Wai Ngam. 
Mr. Butsi, who is the master of sacred ceremonies, and his associate Mr. 
T har were also called in. These two are the shamans of Nong Wai Ngam, 
Khun Butsi being the leader. As a non-buddise priest he is in charge of all 
im portant ceremonies. Mr. Butsi sat down to perform the sukuwan ritual. 
This is an intervention by means of incantation to request the malevolent 
spirit to  leave and a benevolent spirit to  enter and strengthen the human 
essence (kuwan) of the mother, and through her that of the unborn child 
so th a t it does not depart from the body. There was a risk of death once 
the malevolent spirit had entered.

Finally, the delivery successful and Mr. Butsi prepared bracelets of 
cotton thread to tie on the new mother and her baby boy. These blessed 
threads were tied on the left hand of the woman and the foot of the new
born baby so tha t the kuwan would not leave the body and the two would 
unite harmoniously. The placenta was carried to the forest of the pi puta 
(ancestral spirit). The baby’s great grandmother Sitha and grandmother 
Sanee followed Mr. Butsi to the grove and attended the ritual conversation 
Butsi held with the guardian or ancestral spirit. Offerings were made of



sticky rice (khaongiew), orange (som), banana (kruway), candles (taan) and 
some flowers (dokmaay). It was then announced tha t permission had been 
given by the ancestral spirit to bury the placenta near the shrine.

The ritual was over. Child mortality is very low in the village, nonethe
less any threat of death among humans and animals creates feeling of anxi
ety and uncertainty about the future. The villagers who were present when 
this event occurred began talking, not about the effectiveness of ritual in 
child delivery, but about the need for a health centre in the village. They 
talked about the lack of a trained medical practitioner, and about their 
difficulty in getting to  the district hospital, the lack of roads and bridges, 
regular buses, schools for their children, etc. The new mother was already 
being taken care of by Mrs. Sitha and Mrs. Sanee, who fed her the leaves 
of ‘milk trees’- natural forest trees whose leaves are boiled into an infusion 
and drunk by nursing women to stimulate milk production. Mrs. Sitha was 
also preparing tonmou for the young woman. This is another tree in the 
natural forest whose leaves are used for an infusion and drunk in case of 
headache. As the young mother was served these health-giving drinks by 
her grandmother, men and women chatted in the pavilion. Suddenly Mr. 
Tiyee said:

every mother in Nong Wai Ngam has always been fed with what 
the natural forest has offered. We are living according to nature 
(thang thammachat). Not only because we don’t have enough 
cows and calves but because we Isan people and Nong Wai Ngam 
villagers (chaobaan) are used to the virtues of the natural forest.
T hat is why Nong Wai Ngam has never experienced the death 
of a baby ever since it was founded. Mothers and children drink 
the cooked leaves of nomwua, nomtao, nommaay, and so on.
Even men drink to get muscular and hence sexual strength ...

Mr Tiyee was interrupted by old Mrs. Sitha, who commented:

From the nearest shops in Dong Noi village nowadays both sweet 
and sour milk made in the factories can be bought by anyone 
(nomfalang waan kaa cheud ka mii seuday).But they are neither 
good nor natural...( bordii, borseeb, borthammachat).

Mrs. Sitha had not finished speaking when Mr. Bua, the deputy head
man (puchuwaay), intervened. He suddenly rose from his seat and took 
some steps forward to  draw one of the village children from the crowd



which had gathered some distance from the pavilion where we were sitting 
and chatting. He held the boy by the neck and brought him to us and then 
asked him to open his mouth and show us his teeth. The boy did as he 
was told while his smile was still shining on his baby face. Mr. Bua then 
continued :

Look at the teeth of this child. He has healthy strong teeth.
This is because we don’t feed our children with milk products 
from the shops. They are very sweet and not good for the teeth.
They drink from the milk trees after the leaves are cooked. They 
also drink saamsipadu with us. T hat is also a tree whose leaves 
can be cooked and drunk by men, women and children. Since it 
gives us strength we drink it two or three times a day, and it is 
available in the forest. Our teeth are strong and so also is our 
body. These children can even chew the flesh of old buffalo.

We laughed. But Mr. Tiyee had not finished what he wanted to  say. 
He pointed to  what was left to  dry on the ground and said:

Look! All these are natural medicines (yaa thammachat). The 
herbs are collected from the forest. They are even transported to 
Bangkok because they are very effective in curing various types 
of diseases. Haven’t you see what Mrs Sitha prepared and gave 
her grand-daughter to drink? It was tonmou, a tree whose leaves 
are cooked and drunk in case of serious headache! The woman 
got a terrible headache (puwadhua) after the delivery and was 
tired because the delivery took a whole day and it was painful.
After she drank tonmou she felt better and regained her strength 
to  go out to the forest. You see how eating natural medicine 
makes you fresh and healthy much better than modern ones 
(kiin ya thammachat sabye kua y a farany ). Our survival is now 
threatened by the government which is promoting eucalyptus 
(yukha). Once you grow eucalyptus the mushrooms, the fruits, 
the vegetables and the medical herbs will die. Nobody eats 
eucalyptus (yukha kiin madaay ). Our buffaloes do not eat it 
either, because it is not like sadao. Sadao is a tree whose leaves 
are liked by our animals. It is a hell tree (pa nork) and selfish (pa 
hen gae tua aeng). Even sadao dies once you grow eucalyptus. 
Eucalyptus is like the state (raatabaan prathet thai). It sucks 
(dod moot) and takes everything for itself. It competes with



other plants and trees, and grows by undermining everything 
around it. The same is true of the state. It has become rich 
and powerful while we remain weak and poor.

As Mr. Tiyee said this he moved his hands and body to demonstrate 
his point in a theatrical manner and continued:

...You see how the roots of eucalyptus stretch very far to suck the 
necessary nutrients from others in order to make itself big and 
strong. Eucalyptus kills everything (tay moot) by ousting the 
previously existing vegetation. Eucalyptus turns its surround
ings into a desert. Then nothing grows. The same is true of the 
state. It reaches out everywhere and takes everything from us 
and gives us nothing in return. Our fathers and grandfathers 
were told by the servants of the state (khon karatchakam) only 
to  grow rice for export (khao kraay paeng taan prathet) if they 
wanted to  make money by selling it to the market. Then the 
people from the agricultural office (kasert amphur) told us to 
grow cassava (mansambalaa) if we wanted to  become rich. Who 
has become rich and powerful? The state and those people in 
Bangkok who allied with the state. We are still poor and our 
future depends on the Dong Kao Taun Plantation, which the 
Forest Department (klom pamaay) is in charge of. Because we 
are exploited by the rich ( thook oaw rad oaw preaub)\ Go and 
take a look a t the paddies. You can go and visit where we used 
to  cultivate cassava. Now nothing grows on those fields. Why 
does the Royal Forest Department destroy the natural forest, 
cut down big trees and grow eucalyptus? Why do they threaten 
us with eviction by accusing us of encroaching on the forest re
serve? Isan people have always lived in the forest. We have 
not seen the government people or foresters before. We have 
lived here in Nong Wai Ngam since 1924. The forest protection 
law came in 1973. Since then we are defined by the authorities 
as illegal forest encroachers (poo boog roog pa). We are people 
friendly to  the natural forest (khon pa thammachat). We were 
here before 1973, and did not ask the law-makers to  do some
thing about tenure rights (sor tor kor). We have a natural right 
to  live in the forest, to  clear some land for rice cultivation and 
to  use the rest to  satisfy our needs. The forest did not need 
the protection of the forest department (klom pamai), which is
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corrupt and has not the moral virtue (kuwamkiit) to  protect the 
forest.

Mr. Butsi, the ritual expert was listening silently to  Mr. Tiyee and 
others. He intervened in the debate to  say:

The forest has always been protected by the ancestral spirit 
(pi puta). S /he protects the land and the village just as s/he 
protects us. We propitiate the spirit with offerings so tha t s/he 
assures us of good health and well-being for the coming season.
Now the pi puta forest is also threatened by the Dong Kao Taun 
Eucalyptus Plantation. The government has a plan to  expand 
the plantation eastwards to where the pi puta forest is located.
You can go and see it for yourself. There, the forest is dense and 
green and you have many big trees in the surroundings. Nobody 
is allowed to  extract forest products, fuel wood, or timber from 
it. It is prohibited to dump household waste or make it filthy.
Such actions against the forest would anger pi puta and invoke 
punishment. Now a great danger (peunhaa) is hanging over us.

Forms of resistance
Scott (1985, 1990) suggests that resistance often masquerades as compli
ance. In his view, unequal power relations between the dominant and the 
subordinate affect what the latter can say and do. Resistance often passes 
unnoticed when subordinates resist in public (i.e. in the presence of their 
superordinate), they are able to  employ subtle and evasive forms of speech 
which Scott (1990) calls the “hidden transcripts” . These forms, however, 
remain intelligible to the resisters and their associates, bu t are not always 
understood by those who report on the resistance (ibid.:13). According 
to  Scott, such linguistic performances vital parts of ideological resistance, 
supplementing “disguised forms of economic resistance such as poaching” 
(1990:86). Scott further argues th a t the subordinates must maintain their 
“differential public transcript” (what they say in public in the presence of 
their superordinate), even though they do not mean it, especially if overt 
rebellion is not practically feasible (ibid.). Throughout Scott’s discussion 
the term  “public” stands for “a short-hand way of describing the open in
teraction between subordinates and those who dominate” (1990:2). Scott



takes linguistic performances to  be pivotal to  the construction and distribu
tion of the ideology of resistance. He has emphasised their significance for 
understanding resistance ideology, which he finds in “transcript, on-stage 
or off-stage talk, libretto, performance, and dialect” . He is criticised for 
this by Gal, who argues th a t resistance ideology can also be nourished by 
printed material, media, migratory networks, etc. (Gal, 1995:416). In a 
similar vein, O rtner (1996) has criticised the fact th a t Scott has limited 
his investigation of resistance ideology to “public/hidden transcripts.” In 
her view, “transcripts” alone are not enough to  mediate the ideology of 
resistance. O rtner (1996:291-9) mentions the mediating role of culture, re
ligious world views or linguistic ideology in the production of resistance, 
which Scott has not taken into account.

In regard to  the discourse of everyday life, my study has no contribution 
to  make to Scott’s idea of “hidden transcripts” . As a field worker anthro
pologist I found it difficult to reach tha t degree of cultural competence 
which would enable me to share the villagers’ hidden transcripts and then 
be able to  write their ethnography. Furthermore, I suspect tha t most stud
ies which argue th a t their goal is to describe this form of resistance must 
have had difficulties in doing so, because of the inaccessible nature of these 
‘hidden transcripts’. This also has to be admitted by Scott who is the most 
prominent author on this form of resistance. Returning to my own study, 
however, I must state th a t the structural relations between the foresters 
and the villagers draw obvious, and also strict, boundaries for the kind of 
argument which can or cannot be employed in legitimation and counter
legitimation of positions. For example, no forester would publicly state 
th a t eucalyptus is the wrong species for conservation. Foresters are also 
partly forced by their subordinate positions to  rely on the ‘environmental’ 
arguments recommended from the top. They employ these arguments as 
morally sanctioned ones which ought not to be questioned when one is in 
the service of the nation. But the fact th a t they are defending the interests 
of international capital offers the possibility for the villagers to invert the 
foresters’ environmental arguments and use them as counter-arguments. In 
the same way, no villager would publicly state what could be perceived 
as openly rebellious. The other dimension of the villagers’ practical forms 
of resistance is to  exploit the anonymity of collectivity and darkness when 
they protest openly or commit sabotage on the plantation.

The resistance described in this chapter has thus comprised bor aow and 
aow num. (we don’t want, we don’t  get along with) as well as bor yorm pae 
(we never submit) which all seem to include linguistic evasiveness and to



stand for passive forms of resistance, but also tor tan (protest or counter
act) and tor soo (struggle). These two terms suggest acts of organised, 
semi-organised and dramatic forms of resistance. The levels of linguistic 
practice, small-scale obstruction and resorting to violence are all im portant 
for how Nong Wai Ngam people underline their resistance to destructive 
exploitation, coercive power and domination. In the next chapter, we shall 
look at yet another form of resistance - resistance dressed up in the conven
tional form of a traditional ritual, the celebration of the pi pu ta representing 
as it were a particular type of ‘hidden transcript’ tha t underlying ritual.



Chapter 7

SUM M ONING TH E Pi

As we have seen in the previous chapter, according to the villagers the 
eucalyptus plantations not only threaten their material well-being but also 
the spiritual side of their lives. In this chapter I shall therefore look closely 
a t the pi puta ritual and the social and political context within which it 
is performed. I shall describe how the people of Nong Wai Ngam village 
employed their ancestral spirit cult (pi puta) as an ideological source of 
mobilisation and as a way of expressing their resentment in a superficially 
irreproachable way. I am aware of the difficulties of reporting such forms of 
resistance in the context of ritual. I do not think any anthropologist claims 
the competence to  fully understand the hidden implications of any ritual 
action. I have, nevertheless, made a humble attem pt to  do so.

One of the studies which has contributed to the understanding of sym
bolisation in ritual activity is Strecker’s (1988) study of the Hamar of 
southern Ethiopia. This focuses on the hidden, even explosive, dangers 
and the manifold latent social conflicts which may be embedded in or lie 
behind the scene of every ritual, and which in certain social situations may 
have to  be recalled through ritual communication (cf.: 18). Strecker gen
erally agrees th a t “ritual may both indicate the equilibrium of a society 
and show the points where the equilibrium is endangered and potentially 
off-balance” (1988:14-15). Ritual allows tensions to be voiced without be
ing disruptive, and Strecker is able to  deviate from Durkheim (1912) and 
Radcliffe-Brown (1922) who saw ritual activity as representing processes of 
integration within the social system (cf. Strecker, 1988:14-15).1 Influenced

1Here Strecker refers to  Durkheim’s (1912) Les form es élem éntaires de la vie re-



by Gluckman’s (1962, 1963) and Turner’s (1957) studies of African rituals 
and backed by his own observations, Strecker argues th a t our comprehen
sion of symbolism in ritual will remain inadequate “as long as we do not 
fully acknowledge people’s competence for complex thinking, as long as we 
do not concede to them the competence for sustained intentional indirect
ness and multivocality” (p. 203). He insists tha t people are trained by 
life and tha t they are masters of the tools which they choose to employ in 
social interaction. They have the competence to  use their inherent faculties 
and are capable of imagining what will happen in their everyday lives and 
devise “implicatures” which he defines as “means by which indirect and 
multivocal communication is achieved” , th a t is, to say what cannot, but 
must, be said but to say it in a circumscribed way. Strecker’s recommen
dation therefore is to  treat the symbolism in rituals “as implicatures” , as 
“ways of not saying what it means” (p. 204). Rituals, then, are a primary 
medium for the hidden transcripts of resistance.

In an unpublished article prepared for a panel on “Evolving Belief and 
Unbelief in Modern Thai Religion” , Charles Keyes (1989) reviewed the re
lationship of the Ban Nong Tu villagers of Mahasarakham with the grove 
of pi puta. He was interested in examining a possible transposition of spirit 
worship to  local environmental ideology and practice. In the ritual gath
ering held in the grove set apart for pi puta (ritual forest), the people of 
Ban Nong Tu decided to replant trees they had extracted from the ritual 
forest, which might otherwise have been used to earn cash income by burn
ing them  for charcoal and selling it in the nearby market. The cultural 
rationale behind their decision was the kidnapping of a villager by bandits 
a t a time when the victim was felling trees dedicated by the villagers to  
their ancestral or guardian spirit (pi puta). The villagers understood the 
disappearance of one of the members of their community as a punishment 
sent by pi puta who was offended by the act of forest destruction. Keyes’ 
intention was to  find continuity between the thoughts which induced the 
villagers to  replant the tree for their puta, placating him /her with offerings 
and a new abode, on the one hand, and the discourse employed by Thai 
environmentalists, on the other. When he returned to  Ban Nong Tu after 
several years, he did not, however, discover any persistence of such ‘envi
ronmentalism’. Instead, he claimed tha t a tragedy had occurred in Ban 
Nong Tu. He did not specify whether the alleged tragedy was a tragedy 
for the people or for the pi. The people had ritually burned their puta 's

ligieuse. Paris: Alcan; and Radcliffe-Brown’s (1922) Structure and function  in P rim itive  
Society. London: Cohen and West.



abode at a big public gathering, to invite Western-influenced ‘development’ 
or phatthana, an event which seems to  have had implications of a cargo- 
cult nature. Keyes argued th a t the suppression and shattering of the spirit 
cult had their roots in the government’s development policies, the ultim ate 
expression of which was this act of formal destruction.

In the case of the Nong Wai Ngam study I must state the following 
clearly:

First, I am not writing a history of the ritual forest or making a pre
diction about its future. I am writing about what happened to the ritual 
forest when I was there, and how it became relevant for the people of Nong 
Wai Ngam at a given moment when they were deeply involved in conflicts 
with the authorities over forest land and the use of forest resources.

Secondly, Keyes’ case from Ban Nong Tu is a story of how villagers, at
tracted by the rhetoric of rural development propagated by the state, made 
the sacrifice of destroying their forest sanctuary. In Nong Wai Ngam, how
ever, the ritual was used to articulate a rejection of development projects, 
which were perceived not to have been shaped by concern for the common 
good of the local population.

Thirdly, I am not arguing that the existence of a forest sanctuary in 
honour of the ancestors is evidence of a tradition of indigenous forest con
servation. My interest in the subject is to describe the transference of 
interest in the shrine from ritual to non-ritual realms and to understand 
the unforeseen consequences on the behaviour and actions for the villagers 
who were part of the ritual process.

To begin with, the term  pi generally refers to ‘spirit’ or ‘spirits’. The 
category includes a broad variety of supernatural (mystical) agents, rang
ing from those who are seen as immortal celestial beings to  those who are 
transformations of deceased humans (see Tambiah, 1970:263). Condominas 
(1975) argues th a t the term  pi embraces “a number of diverse notions such 
as the ‘soul of the dead’, ‘malevolent spirit’, ‘guardian spirit’, ‘nature de
ity ’, and the like” (1975:254).2 The Royal Academy’s Siamese dictionary3 
and the Lao dictionary compiled by Phramahaawiirawong Somdet trans
late the same term  primarily as corpse.4 In line with this translation, Davis

2Condominas bases his study of spirit worship on Anuman Rajadhon, Phya’s The 
‘Phi’. Anuman Rajaddhon, Phya, Popular Buddhism  in Siam  and other essays on Thai 
Studies Bangkok: Thai Inter-Religious Commission for Development 1954 (1986). is 
probably the most cited work.

3See Royal Academ y  1950:624.
4See Photjanaanukrom Phaak Jsan - Phaak Klang  (Northeastern Thai - Central Thai 

Dictionary). Bangkok: Thai W atana Pan ich. 1972, p.275.



(1984:257) mentions “Burning a p i’, meaning cremation, “pi to” meaning 
the spirit of deceased person, and “Do not contravene the p i ’, meaning tha t 
the will of the deceased is to  be respected. In another sense the term  pi 
reflects a definite or inevitable state of existence into which some deceased 
souls are reborn. At this point, the pi is not only recognised as a phenom
enal reality, but is placed within the Buddhist cosmic order in terms of the 
concepts of karma, rebirth, and so on. In other words, the soul =  conscious
ness win jan) of the dead turns into pi. If the surviving family members of 
the deceased make offerings to  the local temple on behalf of the deceased, 
they can be reborn as human beings or even be elevated into supernatural 
or celestial beings ( thewada) (see Tambi ah, 1970; Keyes, 1983a).

Condominas states that ancestral or guardian spirit cults, known under 
a variety of names, are common to the Ta’i peoples of Southeast Asia. He 
argues tha t they are extensions of the concept of territorial spirits, into ideas 
of higher-order spirits such as the spirit of the capital of the principality (pi 
muang), and lower-order spirits, namely “the spirit of the village (piban), 
also known as the spirit who loves the village (pilakban) or the spirit who 
protects the village (pilaksaban)” (1975:254-5).

Tambiah and Keyes share the views of Condominas th a t ancestral spirit 
cults are presumably extensions of territorial spirit cults a t the village 
level. Tambiah, writing on Phraan Muan, describes the tapuban as an 
ancestral spirit who is “primarily associated with norms concerning village 
citizenship.5 The ancestral spirit acts as a disciplinarian. Common village 
property rights, expressed in public roads and lanes, must not be infringed 
by villagers” (1970:266-7). Tambiah treats the tapuban separately from 
chao phau phraa khao whose domains are the settlement (baan) and the 
temple (wat). Keyes (1975, 1989) has made a similar report to  th a t of 
Tambiah. In his work, pi puta or tapu (the ancestral spirit in charge of 
people, land and forest) is distinguished from pi ban (spirit of the village =  
genius loci). Keyes (1975:278) has translated pi puta word for word, th a t is, 
pu  to  mean grandfather and ta to  mean grandmother. He argues th a t the 
pi implies a plurality even though Isan people also address p i puta as an in
dividual, distinct spirit of the male sex (ibid.). The new generation of Thai 
(native) anthropologists with whom I talked reject the male identity given 
by Western anthropologists to pi puta. They contend tha t this interpreta
tion reflects the gender bias in anthropology. They may have a point here. 
Emphasising a gender duality seems consistent with the basic principle of

5This ‘legendary’ village, to  use Tambiah’s own term, is located between Udon Thani 
and Nong Kai provinces, approximately 500 kms north of Ubonratchatani.



Northeastern Thai kin groups who have been described “as being bilateral 
- the members of the group being related to each other through both male 
and female links, though, as throughout Thailand, residential groups are 
likely to  form around a core of mother-daughter-granddaughter” (Wijeye- 
wardene, 1992: xxvii).

As rural Lao the people of Nong Wai Ngam believe in the phenomenal 
existence of multitudes of spirits and conceive that spirits reside in moun
tains, rivers, trees and so on. They also set apart specific locations for 
spirits. Certain spirits fall into this general category (example:- pi ban =  
spirit of the village, pi ruan =  spirit of the house, pi ta hak — spirit of the 
rice field), but are further qualified by Nong Wai Ngam people as ancestral 
spirits, who have been elevated to  the status of guardian spirits because of 
their merit.

In the minds of Nong Wai Ngam people, the spirits of dead parents and 
grandparents constitute a unity and are not perceived as detached from each 
other. They claim th a t all residents are kin members who share a common 
ancestor in the pi puta. Men who moved into Nong Wai Ngam by marrying 
a woman who is a descendant of the pi are also considered kin members. 
According to the villagers, nobody in Nong Wai Ngam should offend his 
or her own ancestral spirit. In this manner the norm of village unity is 
maintained by the ideology of the ancestral spirit. These views generally 
confirm what Tambiah observed in his study of Phraan Muan villagers and 
what Keyes noted in his study of Nong Tu villagers’ description of pi puta 
or tabu.

The pi puta must be propitiated (liang pi) for favours, or in order to  
provide protection for the villagers as well as for their land and forest. The 
action involves offering fruits, roast chicken, whisky, tobacco, chilli, and so 
forth. There are special prohibitions related to the spirit’s sanctuary. It 
is strictly forbidden to  harm or plunder the forest near the shrine. In an 
exceptional situation, permission can be sought from the pi, but in th a t 
case the chao cham (the spirit mediator) must act as intermediary between 
the villagers and the pi.

FVom direct and indirect discussions, I came to realise in retrospect 
th a t until recently Nong Wai Ngam people did not clearly mark the exact 
location of the ancestral spirit. In the past, most villagers were uncertain 
about the exact domain of puta. They used to point out every crowded 
grove as the abode of the ancestral spirit. Some argued tha t the exact 
place of pi puta did not m atter, the pi would offer protection anyway. 
One can imagine an overlap in the functions of the spirit of the village



(pi ban) and of the house (pi ruan), both serving the identical purpose of 
providing protection. However, neither of these spirits has been mobilised 
or reshaped by the local population for the purpose of defying the authority 
of the central power.

Nowadays the pi puta has been given a clearly defined location and 
his/her significance has been marked by the restoration of the formerly 
dilapidated shrine. The people have removed the old match-box-like abode 
of the puta and replaced it with a new/modern house. This has been 
polished white and the surrounding forest has been decorated with red, 
white, green and saffron-coloured flags. Saffron-coloured flags, identical 
to  the robes of the Buddhist monks, were also used to  decorate big trees. 
Edible fruits, such as mango and banana, chicken, local whisky and tobacco 
were placed in the shrine.

Early in 1990, it came to the knowledge of the people in Nong Wai 
Ngam tha t the authorities were ready to implement their plan to expand the 
plantation eastward. From the villagers’ point of view this implied not only 
disrespect for the ancestors but also a move by the Thai forest authorities 
towards their enforced eviction. This situation triggered the ritual and 
ideological events tha t transformed the villagers’ interaction not only with 
the forest domain allotted to the ancestrors, but also with the larger forest 
environment. The ritual forest not only came to be defended as a traditional 
symbol of collective identity and religious ritual, but was also quoted by 
the local people as one example of an indigenous mechanism for common 
property conservation and management. In other words, the resistance 
of the local people has not only implied a redefinition and a witness to 
what the sanctuary means to  them, but has also generated change in the 
perception of how they should interact with their physical environment. 
This perceptual change has been the unforeseen consequence of a situation 
in which the ritual and non-ritual spheres were allowed to  come into close 
contact. To understand the dialectic of resistance and change, one has to 
see the farmers of Nong Wai Ngam not only as members of the village 
community, encapsulated in their own indigenous traditions and beliefs, 
bu t also as active recipients of “the consequences of modernity” , to use 
Giddens’ term (1990), and active reproducers of ideas operating at the 
regional, national and global levels (cf. Hannerz, 1992).



From Maha Puja celebration to confrontation
Monday (wanchan) 20 February 1990, the day of the full moon of the 
3rd lunar month of 2533, was Maha Puja, a national Buddhist holiday 
in Thailand.6 On this day the majority of villagers had also chosen to have 
a break from their daily toil. Their main reason for doing so, as I un
derstood it, was not the Maha Puja celebration, but the televised boxing 
tournam ent th a t coincided with Maha Puja. They used this rare opportu
nity to  watch boxing, which they love more than any other sport. Had it 
not been for the current political circumstances, Nong Wai Ngam villagers 
would have preferred to  spend their time in farming and other activities 
necessary for their everyday existence, rather than celebrating such offi
cial holidays. If they had to spend time on religious celebrations, there 
are other folk religious ceremonies which have greater importance in their 
life. The sky rocket festival (bun bang fat), a particular Lao ceremony to  
invoke rain, for example, attracts their attention. Monks, novices and vil
lage laymen meet to  shoot rockets to amuse the rain god so tha t he sends 
them  rain. O ther folk religious ceremonies are the rice transplanting rit
ual (bun khao кар da’din) and the ritual performed before the first harvest 
( bun khao saad). During these holidays the villagers often work hard to  
organise collective rituals involving propitiation of the spirits. They take 
part in merit-making ceremonies in the village temple (wat), and give food 
and gifts to the monks and novices, the main temple ceremonies in Nong 
Wai Ngam being bun khao pansa and bun oak pansa, held at the beginning 
and end of the Buddhist Lent respectively.

On this day of Maha Puja, however, it was sport tha t attracted the 
villagers. In th a t particular World Bantam-weight Championship, a North- 
e as terner was representing Thailand. Villagers in Nong Wai Ngam gener
ally share in the nationalist feelings of the citizens of Thailand, who like 
to  defeat their arch rival in sport, the Philippines. Now, their feelings and 
emotions had gone beyond tha t and victory over the Filipinos was under
stood by the villagers as their own victory. It put Isan people not only 
above the Filipinos but also above the Siamese.

The activists in the local environmental movement and others had gath
ered at the house of Mr. Tawaachai who owned the only colour television set 
in Nong Wai Ngam. In the second round the Northeasterner knocked out 
his Filipino contender. Jubilation erupted. More and more villagers (men 
and women, old and young) who had followed the match on the black and

6For more information about Maha Puja see Wells, 1975:79-81.



white television sets owned by other villagers joined the party. Some were 
dancing while others expressed their joy with songs. Mr. Tawisaak’s house 
became crowded. Realising this, Tiyee, Ponsak, Bua and Tawisaak brought 
out the tinaan and placed it on the open ground in front of the main house. 
The tinaan is a broad, bed-shaped piece of furniture carved in wood and 
used mainly for sitting on, but also to dry chilli, mushrooms, medicinal 
herbs and so forth. Tiyee and his associates sat on the tinaan and contin
ued chatting and gesturing about the boxing match. Others joined them, 
bringing with them local whisky and giving their opinions and reflecting the 
gestures of Tiyee and Ponsak, mimicking the strength and sm art tactics of 
their Isan boxer. They agreed on his superiority, not only over the Filipino 
bu t also over Siamese boxers from other parts of Thailand. They attributed 
the general strength (keng) and good health (sabye) of Isan people (khon 
isan) to  their diet, arguing tha t the Isan ‘prospered’ because they depended 
on the natural forest (pa thammachat) for food and medicinal herbs and 
consumed a lot of hot chilli, sour fish, raw meat and salad.

As it was getting darker, the discussion shifted to the beauty of the full 
moon and the brilliance of the stars. Mr. Bua made his colleagues laugh 
by commenting tha t the moon and the stars are only beautiful in Isan and 
not in other regions of Thailand and not even in the Philippines or India. 
Mr. Ponsak told a story about a certain village girl from Ubon, nicknamed 
Daaw Isan (the star of Isan), who was very beautiful (suwaay maak) and 
won a beauty contest by outshining the girls whose parents were rich Thai 
and Chinese businessmen from Bangkok. Mr. Tiyee gave his opinion about 
the Thai beauty contest and argued tha t those who control the beauty 
contests nowadays are so corrupt that no Isan girl has a chance of winning. 
In order to reach the finals one has to  bribe the organisers and a poor 
Isan girl, however beautiful, cannot afford that. Besides, the judges are 
recruited either from central or southern Thailand, and they do not like to  
see anybody speaking the Isan dialect win the contests. The evening, with 
its rejoicing and chatting, was characterised by a mixture of humour and 
seriousness. It was soon over, though.

The next day the villagers returned to  their hard routine. Those who 
had to  go to their farms did so early in the morning. Boys and girls took 
the animals out to graze and the villagers returned to dyeing and weaving 
cloth, bamboo work, the repairing of houses and other activities which make 
leisure time meaningless. While Mr. Tiyee was getting ready to  go to  the 
District Land Development Office (chod thabian thii din amphur), he was 
stopped by a postman who came to Nong Wai Ngam on his motorcycle.



After m utual greetings the postman handed over registered mail to  Tiyee, 
and asked the headman to  sign for it. To his surprise, Tiyee received three 
letters from the Royal Forest Department. The forest authorities, up to  
th a t time, had refused any formal contact with the villagers. The letters 
were their first official ‘request’ for contact, and marked a turning point in 
their interactions with the local population.

Mr. Tiyee called the village meeting (prachum) the next evening. He 
read one letter after another to  those gathered at the village assembly 
hall (sala). The forest authorities informed the villagers th a t they were 
going to  pay a first formal visit to  Nong Wai Ngam, giving an exact date 
and time. Apart from Mr. Somchai and Mr. Sanan, whom the villagers 
had been confronting on an everyday basis over the use of forest and land 
resources, the visiting team was also composed of new names the villagers 
had never heard of before, officials from the regional and central forest 
departm ent offices. When Tiyee finished reading complete silence reigned 
for a while, expressing the villagers’ sense of fear and uncertainty about 
the future. After a few minutes some farmers broke the silence and began 
to  speculate about the exact motive for the foresters’ visit. They thought 
th a t the authorities were coming to tell them about forced resettlement. 
Others brought up the rumour tha t had spread during the previous years, 
namely, tha t it was now time to implement the foresters’ earlier plan to  
expand the eucalyptus plantation eastward and eventually to  dismantle 
the forest sanctuary. The discussion was short-lived as the villagers did 
not have much to talk about. There seemed to  be a tacit understanding 
among them th a t they should let destiny take its path and await what 
the authorities had to  tell them. Besides, there were not many days left 
before this first formal meeting with the forest authorities was to be held. 
Knowing this, however, Mr. Tiyee showed no interest in guiding the klum  
phatthana (neighbourhood development committee) in what to do to  please 
the officials who were to visit the village, as he would otherwise have done. 
Nor did the individual members of the klum show any interest in taking 
concrete initiatives, as they had done when other officials from the ministry 
of health, agriculture, the community development division or NGO leaders 
were expected to  visit the village. The assembly hall (sala) was not washed 
and the floor remained unpolished. The villagers did not clear the bushes 
and shrubs or brush the narrow streets leading to the village. Nor did they 
hurry to  collect and burn the household waste as they usually did when they 
received official guests. On the evening of the foresters’ visit, the villagers 
did not bother about the clothes they put on for the occasion. Neither the



headman nor his deputy rushed to  put on the uniforms provided by the 
district administration.

All these activities are regular parts of a ritualised ordering of village life 
according to the way the authorities want it, in other words, ‘development 
work’ (kan phatthana). The standard procedure is in fact an ideological way 
of reminding the rural people of the presence of the state  a t the village level. 
Such acts of ‘development’ must be performed not only on the eve of gov
ernmental visits, but also once every month. The full moon of every lunar 
month is set apart for ‘development work’.7. Furthermore, similar processes 
of ordering (‘developing’) village life, which are also a way of controlling the 
rural people, must be performed on the birthdays of members of the Thai 
Royal family. In Nong Wai Ngam, however, these officially imposed spurts 
of ‘development work’ are often replaced by other locally relevant activities. 
The headman is by law an official representative of the state bureaucracy 
who should use his authority to  enforce such praxis. However, he often lets 
the villagers take care of their own priorities when the alleged ‘development 
work’ is in conflict with the farmers’ own agricultural calendar or with other 
activities essential to  their everyday lives.

The representatives of the forest authorities duly arrived in Nong Wai 
Ngam. All of them had put on their military-type forestry uniforms and 
carried walkie-talkies. Some of them were openly armed with mini-sized 
shot-guns. The foresters were escorted by plantation security guards, who 
stood outside the assembly hall holding Winchester guns on their shoulders, 
guns with which it was said two farmers had been shot when found com
m itting acts of sabotage on the plantation. The four-wheel-drive vehicles 
and motor-cycles used by the senior and junior forest officers had UN num
ber plates, and were painted with the acronyms of the RFD (Thai Royal 
Forest Department), UNDP (United Nations Development Programme), 
FAO (Food and Agricultural Organisation) and SIDA (Swedish Interna
tional Development Agency). For an outsider, the arrival of these officials 
resembled the entry of an invading army into conquered territory. Curious 
children, old men and women, retreated to  their houses or remained where 
they were. The majority were initially gripped with panic by the dram atic 
entry and only slowly began to relax.

7Aihwa Ong (1987) mentions a similar example of rural development projects in 
Malaysia where the entire politics of ‘development’ is a particular way o f ordering the  
rural society : “In the specified spheres of social welfare, sexuality, and education, to  
name only a few, the everyday lives o f village Malays are being reconstituted according 
to  new concepts, language, and procedures” (1987:55)



The foresters received the polite greetings of the headman. He then 
led them  to the village assembly hall (sala) to  meet the villagers. In the 
sala the foresters encountered old men and women, young mothers carrying 
their babies, and children; there were only a few adult men. The head of 
the plantation, Mr. Somchai, surveyed those who had come to attend the 
meeting. He saw no farmers whom he knew by name. The missing farmers 
were among the activists and the elders. He asked the headman to  discover 
their whereabouts.

Where are Messrs Ponsak, Bua and Tawisaak?8

The headman smiled humbly and responded with an apology:

Excuse me. Mr. Ponsak has gone to  the city to buy pesticides.
Mr. Bua has gone to the District Land Registration Office.
Mr. Tawisaak has taken his mother to hospital because she is 
seriously ill ...9

Mr. Sanan, the district forest officer, remarked curtly:

Is Nong Wai Ngam a village where only old people, women and 
children live? Where are the rest of the farmers ?10

Again the headman responded as if he had not understood what was 
implied by the district officer:

You are right, District Forest Officer. There are more old men, 
women and children than adult men. Nong Wai Ngam is a 
village where the old as well as the young, women as well as 
children live; and we call all of them village people or farmers.11

The foresters conferred privately for a while. Nobody could guess what 
they were talking about. One could, however, be certain of the tension

8 Khun Ponsak, Bua lae khun Tawisaak yi thi nai khrap ?
9khotot khrap, Khun Ponsak pat sue ya kha malang nai muang. Khun Buaphan 

khrap, pai sam  nag ngan chod tabian thii din amphur, Khun Tawisaak pha m ae pat 
rong phayabam , mae khao m ai sabye khrap

10Thii ban Nong W ai Ngam mee tae khon kae phuying lae deg yu rue khrap? Khon  
uen pai nai mod khrap?

11 K rap thaan pam ai amphur. Mee khon kae phuying lae deg marg kurna khon noom. 
Nong W aai Ngam pen moubaan thii khon kae khon noomsaew phuying lae deg arsai yu; 
lae raow reaug puag m ow  thang mod wa chao boon rue chao na khmp.



reigning in the assembly hall. One of the senior forest officers (pamaay 
changwat — Provincial Forest Officer) took a step forward and disclosed 
the reasons for their visit:

We are here to tell you the government’s decision to  expand 
the plantation eastward. We have the duty to rehabilitate the 
degraded forest areas. We have demarcated the plantation site 
where we can plant fast-growing species. You must co-operate 
with the head of the plantation. Do you understand? I want also 
to  remind you of the law that any illegal act of felling trees which 
are grown on government land goes against the Crown property, 
and is thus liable to severe punishment. You must realise tha t 
you have occupied government forest land. We can resettle you 
according to  the law. We can also allow other farmers who are 
willing to co-operate with us to settle here. Do you understand?
For those of you who want to co-operate with us there is no 
problem and you don’t  have to worry.

We have a UN project supporting the forest departm ent efforts 
to  conserve and manage trees and forest. The project is called 
forestry extensiong. The Royal Forest Department is the im
plementing agency. The aim of the project is to help the poor 
people of Isan earn a cash income by planting eucalyptus. It is 
a fast growing and multipurpose tree. It is useful for you.

I have with me the district forest officer who is also working as 
forest extension officer, FEO, for the UN project. I also have 
with me the head of the plantation. You must co-operate with 
these officers. If you participate in the work of the extension 
officer by planting eucalyptus seedlings you will be rich in less 
than five or six years. W ithin three to  five years time you can 
harvest the trees and earn money. The market demand for 
eucalyptus is very high. In this way you can establish your own 
community forest to  satisfy your needs for cash, fuel wood and 
charcoal.

You must also co-operate with the head of the plantation. If you 
do so your wives and your daughters can get employment in the 
nurseries. The men will also be able to  work in the plantation.
The duty of the forest extension officer is not only to use the 
law to stop forest encroachment and the illegal cutting of trees,



but also to  make you aware of the benefits you may gain from 
the forest extension project. The Royal Forest Department and 
the extension project have realised th a t you are destroying the 
forest because you are poor and ignorant. You must be educated 
to  love trees. You need extension workers to teach you to  plant 
fast-growing trees. As extension worker he will help you to grow 
you own trees. Do you understand?12

The villagers replied tha t they had understood (kawchaai leew) what 
they had been told by the senior officer. The latter invited the District 
Forest Officer to address the villagers. He started by introducing himself in 
his role of extension officer, even though the villagers knew him as a forestry 
policeman who used to arrest and penalise them for what he considered 
illegal dealings with the forest reserve. Mr. Sanan said:

I am here as an extension officer (FEO). The FEO is a friend

12 Rao m a thii n ii pheur jaeng has sarb theung kam  tad  sin  ja i  khong ratthaban thii 
cha khayai phuen thii ploog pai thang tawan org. Rao dai kamnod khet phuen thii samrab 
ploogpa khaow ja i m ai? Рот  у arg cha teuan hai puawg khun kham nueng thueng kod 
m aay thii wa karn koan toan m at doay mai toog ko maay реп kam  kratham pid tor  
sapsin  khong pram ahakasat jeung tong toog long thot. Puag khun tong tranaak wa puag 
khun dai yeud krong puen thii pa khrong ratthaban puagrai sam rat oag kod m aay yay  
puagkhun dat. Rao sam art thii ja  hat chaona khon uen sueng hat khawam ruam  mue 
кар rao hai m a yu thii n ti khao ja i  m a i? Samrab puag khun thii hai khawm m a m  kab 
puag rao dee m ai mee panha arai koa m ai tong pen huang. Puag rao mee khrongkam  
khon sahaprachachat sanubsanun krom pai m ai pheur anurak lae jadkam  m ang ton  
m ai lae pa. K rongkam  nee chue krongkam songserm kam  ploog pa krom pa m at pen 
nuay nagndam nem  kam . khrongkam mee khawam m ungmaay thi ja  chay khon jon  
nai pak isa m  mee rai dat jag kam  ploog ton yukhaliptus. Mun pen mai aneg prasong 
lae to raew. Munmee prayoj kae puag khun pa m at amphur thii m a kaab pom koa pen 
jaon a th ii krongkam  songserm  pa khong saha prachachat. Hua na khrongkam nee koa ma 
kap pom  puagkhun tong m am m ue kap puagkhao. Tha puagkhun kaho m am  khrongkam  
duay k a m  plook yukha puag khun kao ja  m a y  painat 5 m e  6 pee khan na. Nai chuang 
3 teung 5 pee khun koa ja  tad ton yukha khai dat. Khawam tong kam  m ai yukha nai 
tong talad mee sung maak. Doay withee nee khunsamart srang pa chumchon khong khun 
keun m a puer tob sanong khawam tong kärn mee rai dai fuen lae thaan. Puagkhun tong 
m a m  mue kab huana khrongkam Tha m am  mue m iay la loogsaow khong puagkhun kao 
ja  dat tham  ngan nai rong paa cham kla m ai puag poochai kor cha dai tham ngam  nai 
puen thii plook pa. N ar thii khong jao  nathii songsem  raksa pa m ai chai peiang chai 
kodm aay nai kam  yuti boog roog pa lae kam  laglob tad m ai tae chuay tham hai puag 
khun tranag theung phol prayoj thii puag khun ja  dai jag khrong kam  song serm  kam  
puagkhun. Thang grom pam at lae krong kam  song se m  kam  plook pa kahao ja i  dee wa 
puag khun tham laay pa proa khawam mai roo lae khawam yag jon. Puag khun jam pen  
thii ja  tong dat rab k am  suksa hai roo jag rak pa. Hat chaonathii song se m  m a so m  
m a so m  hai puag khun roo ja  ploog ton  m at toe raew. Chaonathii song se m  ja  chuay 
so m  hai puagkhun roo jag  withee doo lae ton m ai khong puagkhun khao ja o  m ai

13 Forests, Farmers and the State



not an enemy. He is the one who wants to  teach poor farmers 
the benefits of trees. I am the FEO. Do you understand me? I 
want co-operation and not confrontation. Last year I did not 
select Nong Wai Ngam as one of the target villages where ex
tension services could be delivered by the project. I think you 
know the reason why I did not select Nong Wai Ngam. You did 
not want to  co-operate with me. Instead, I selected Damsamin 
and Dong Noi villages. The villagers who co-operated with us 
and showed willingness to grow eucalyptus have obtained cash 
support. Some farmers were also awarded scholarships to  go on 
training and a study tour. If you want to win these chances 
you must drop your contacts with some of the leaders of the 
non-governmental organisations. Don’t  believe th a t their argu
ments about how to run community forestry development work 
or other village development activities will help you as argu
ments to justify ownership claims to government forest land. I 
don’t think you will succeed in undermining our authority with 
the NGOs’ help. This forest land is within our authority and 
we will not surrender it to illegal forest encroachers. Do you 
understand?13

The villagers replied tha t they also understood what they had been told 
by the District Forest Officer, who was now tryng to perform the task of 
extension worker. The last speaker was the head of the plantation. Mr. 
Somchai reiterated the government plan to  expand the plantation eastward. 
There were threats and also promises in his speech:

13 Рот. m a thii n ii nai thana chaonathii songsem  seung pen m it m ai chai pen satroo. 
Khao pen khon thii ja  so m  hai puag chaona jon  dai prayoch jag ton mai. P om  pen 
chaonathii songserm pa puagkhun khao ja i m aay Pom  tong kam  khawam ruam  mue 
m ai chai kam  tortaan. Pee thii laew pom mai dat leuag moubaan Nong W ai Ngam  
hat pen neung nai moubaan pao m aay khong khrongkam songsem  khaya pa. Pom  
kid wa puagkhun khong m e  theung hedphol wa tham m ai рот cheung m ai Ieaug Nong 
W ai Ngam. K o r por puagkhun yaak m at ruam mueu kab puagrao lae thii sadaeng  
khawam jam nong thii ja  plook ton yukahliptus kor dat m b  ngem  sod sanubsanun pai 
laew. K aertrakom  bang khon kor dat rub thune pat suksa doo ngam  lae feug obrom. Tha 
puagkhun yag dat m b  ogard yang nun bang puag khun kor tong lerg tid tor kab phunam  
bang khon khong ongkom  phatthana ekachon. Ya kid wa kho reaug rong thii ja  dam nem  
n gam  phatthana pa chumchon re и kitjakram karn phatthana tang tang nat moubaan ja  
chuay tham hao khor reaugrong khong puagkhun thii ja  aow kam m asit jag  thii pa khong 
ratthaban dai. Thii din nai ket pa nee yu pay ta i am naj kam  jadkarn khong puagrao 
lae puagrao ja  m ai yarn pae tor phu boog roog khao ja i m a i?"



The task of the regional forest department is to rehabilitate the 
degraded forest land with fast growing trees. I am not dealing 
with individual farmers. It is up to the provincial forest office to 
do this because they have district officers who are also working 
as extension officers for the project supported by the UN. Last 
time you staged a protest demonstration against the plantation 
and marched to the office of the provincial governor, you didn’t 
gain anything, because the plantation is not under provincial 
authority, but directly under the office of the prime minister. 
It is better to  co-operate with me when my authority is within 
your reach. I am in close co-operation with Mr. Sanan, the 
forest extension officer (FEO).

Our staff members are also in charge of showing you films to 
raise your environmental awareness. One of the staff members 
is here with us (turning to the person and pointing to him). He 
will come next time with his Mobile Unit Team (MUT) to show 
you films about the benefits of trees and forest. After the film 
Mr. Sanan will provide you with the extension assistance he 
mentioned earlier in his talk. I can also allow you to partici
pate in the plantation work. We can employ the women, men 
and children of Nong Wai Ngam to work in the plantation. We 
don’t  force you to participate, because we can bring plantation 
workers in from distant villages. The Khmer people from Som- 
saad village are willing to work for me. We can even enforce the 
resettlement of people whose presence infringes the interest of 
the plantation. You must remember that I have always shown 
my good-will to work with you. When Mr. Sanan did not se
lect your village as one of the target villages for the project I 
persuaded him to select Nong Wai Ngam for this year. The 
condition is tha t you abstain from serving as instruments of the 
NGOs who oppose the eucalyptus plantation. Some of you have 
continued co-operating with the NGOs despite the fact tha t I 
continued to be kind to you. I have encouraged you to come 
and visit me in my office.

I have also offered you seedlings free of charge from my nursery 
to grow on your farms. Several farmers have done that. I was 
disappointed th a t when I came three months later to count the 
survival rate, I found all the eucalyptus seedlings dead. You told



me insufficient rain was the reason for this. I did not believe 
you, but I said all right. One farmer told me th a t buffaloes 
destroyed the seedlings. I did not express my doubts a t th a t 
time. I told the farmer if tha t was true it did not m atter, he 
could try  again next time. He has not show up since then to col
lect new seedlings from my nursery and try  again. I know th a t 
there is a lack of knowledge in Ban Nong Wai Ngam about how 
to take care of eucalyptus seedlings. Some farmers have even 
suffocated the seedlings by not removing the plastic bags hold
ing the soil before they planted them. Naturally the seedlings 
cannot survive even if there is enough rain. This may also have 
been caused by the fact that some of you did not know how 
and when to plant trees, or how to take care of the seedlings to 
secure high survival rates. I can also tell you th a t the seedlings 
died not only because of ignorance. I have a reliable source of 
information tha t there was also sabotage. I don’t want to name 
the people responsible for suffocating the seedlings by planting 
them  in the plastic bags, or for failing to  protect them  from 
buffaloes or letting them dry out. I do not want to blame all of 
you for wrong-doings.

There are also some who organise sabotage on the plantation.
Such an action is against the interests of the Thai government.
We shall deal with such people by using the law. I do not mean 
th a t the rest of you are unkind people. We know very well the 
forces behind the acts of sabotage. NGOs must also obey the 
law, they do not constitute state power. Don’t believe th a t they 
will protect you against the state. We all know who these NGO 
people are. Some of them are former communists. You must 
remember tha t very well. I conclude my speech by advising you 
to stop opposing the plantation and to  co-operate with us when 
the plantation is in the process of expanding eastward. If you 
refuse you will suffer. Do you understand? If you have any 
questions you can ask them now!14

14 “N gam  khong pa m at khet kheu karn feunfu peunthii pa seum som  duay kam  ploog 
m at to raew. Pom  m at kieaw khong kab chaowna m an pen nathii khong pam ai chang- 
wad thii ja  kieaw khong nai raung nee. proa puagkhao mee chaonathii radub amphur 
seung tham na thii pen nak songserm  khrongkam thii dai rub karn sanubsanun D oy  
sahaprachachat duay. M eur kraow g o m  puagkhun dai chumnum prathuang karn plook 
pa lae d e m  khabuan pai thii salaklang changwad. Puag khun m ai dat rub phot arai



loei proa khrongkam plook pa m ai dai yu nai am naj narthii khong changwad tae yu 
nai am naj doay trong khong samnag nayok ratthamontree. mun pan kam  dee lewar 
tha puag khun ja  ruam  m eu kab pom  proa am naj khong pom m agm aay ying пак. pom  
mee khawam sam pan klai chid kab khun sanan saung pen chao narthii songserm  pamai. 
Banda phanag ngam  khong rao pen phu thii rub pid chob nat kam  chay papphayont hai 
puag khun gerd j i t  sam  neug nat reaung sing wad lorn thammachat eek duay. phanag 
ngam  khon neung khong puag rao han pai ehee thii panag ngam ) khraow nar khao ja  
oog nuay kleun thii aow pap phayont kieaw kab prayoch khong ton m ai lae pa m a chay 
hai doo. lang jag  chay laew khun Sanan kor ja  hai borrikam  kam  chuay leau songserm  
dang thii pood pai laew nai to m  ton. pom kor ja  perd thang hai puag khun ее suan ruam  
nai ngam  kam  plook pa. Puag rao sam art jang phuying phuchai lae deg nat moo baan 
N ong W ai Ngam hai tham ngam  plook pa dai duay. Rao mat bangkap puag khun hai ma 
tham  ngam  proa rao sam art nam khon ngam  plook pa ma jag moo baan thii klay oag 
pai khon khamen jag  moo baan som saard kora yag ja  tham ngam  kab rao. Rao sam art 
krathang bangkab hai mee kam  yok yay phu khon pai tang thin tan m ai nai m uer kam  
yoo thii n ii pen kam  khad phol pra yoch khong kam  plook pa. Puag khun peung jodjum  
wai wa pom  dai sadaeng khawam phatthana dee thii ja  ruam ngam  kab puag khun yoo 
samoe. M uer ton thii khun sanan m ai dai Ieaug moobaan khong puagkhun pen moobaan 
neung nai khrongkam nee pom  koa dai borg khao hai Ieaug Nong Wai Ngam nai pee nee. 
Ngeun K hai koa khue puagkhun tong m ai wang tua sanubsanun pen khrueng meu khong 
oa phoa chor seung to r tan kam  plook yukhaliptus. puagkhun bang khon yang m a m  mue 
kab oa poa chor mae wa pom ja  dee kab khun m agmay koa tarn. Pom  yag hai puag khun 
m a thii sam nag ngam  khong pom pom ja  hat maled pun free kab puagkhun. Tae thii 
pom  pid wang koa khue 3 deuan hai lang pom dai ma tm a d  nab attra kam  rod khong ton  
klaa klab pob tae klaa m ai tai. puag khun bog wa sahed thii man ta i proa khad fon. Pom  
m at cheur puagkhun год tae pom  koa bog m ai pen rai. Chaowna khon neung bog pom  
wa pen proa khway m a yam  thamlai klaa mai. Т от  пип pom m ai dai sadaeng khawam  
songsai tae yang dai. pom  dai pood kab chaow baan wa tha pen yang nun jring  koa m ai 
pen rai khraow nar long doo mai. lung ja g  nun kor m ai hen khao ma aow klaa m ai thii 
rong poa cham pat plook eeg loei pom m  dee wa baan Nong Wai Ngam khad khawam ru 
nat k am  doo lae ton yukhaliptus. chaow baan bang khon tyeng khanad tham hai klaa 
m ai ta i doay k am  plook man long pai thang thunk plassatig. puag khao m ai aow thunk 
oag sta  korn laew jeung plook klaa m at jeung ta i mae ja  dat rub fon piang phoa Nee ard 
pen proa puag khun bang khon m at ru wa mua rat khuan plook lae ja  plook yang rat, 
lae ja  doolae rugsa klaa m aai hai mee attra kam  rod hai dee thisud dat yang rat. Pom  
sam art bog puag khun dat wa klaa m at m ai dat ta i proa khawam m ai ru. Pom  mee lanng 
khaow thii chuear thue dat bog wa tai proa thook thamlai. pom m at yag rabhu chue khon 
thii yu bueang lang kam  tam  hai klaa m at ta i doau plook man thang thunk plassatig rue 
p loy hai khway yea byam rue ploy hai haeng tai. pom m ai tongkam  pranam  puagkhun 
thang mod thii tham m  pid pid. Mee bang khon seung pen phu ja d  hat mee kam  thamlai 
ton  m at lao nee yu duay. K a m  kratham dang klaow pen kam  khad khwang phol prayoch 
khong rat. puag rao ja  dam nem  kam  thang godmaay kab puag khao. pom m at dat kid 
wa puag khun pen khon m ai dee puag rao ru dee theung palang thii yu beuang lang kam  
kara tam  nee. puag En Gee O. koa yu pai ta i kodmaay duay. puag khao m ai yom  m b  
am naj narthii khong rat. Ya pai cheur wa puag khao ja  pogpong puagkhun ja g  rat dai. 
puag rao m  dee wa En. Gee O. puag nee pen khrai. Bang khon keoy pen kommunid 
kao. Puag khun tong jod  ja m  wai hai dee. P om  kho sam p kam  pood khong pom  duay 
kham пае пит wa puag khun tong yu ti kam  tortan kam  plook pa lae hai khawam m am



The villagers remained silent. The forest authorities insisted th a t they 
must ask questions. At last they turned to the headman. Both the district 
forest officer and the head of the plantation tried to provoke Mr. Tiyee to 
raise questions or make comments. The headman smiled and drew some 
steps backward from where he stood. It seemed, at least a t th a t moment, 
th a t Mr. Tiyee’s smile and withdrawal were signs of his refusal to  talk or 
unwillingness to make his opinions known to the foresters, though they had 
tried to let him speak. The foresters’ perception of the headman has been 
th a t of a spontaneous ‘peasant’ guided by emotion and not by reason. They 
were familiar with his oratorical skills and the arguments with which he 
challenged the government’s conservation and forest protection measures. 
Now the headman abstained from asking questions or commenting, and 
instead turned to the elders. His gaze moved from one corner to  the other. 
He looked from old Mr. Prêcha and Mrs. Sitha to  Mr. Tha and the young 
mothers holding their babies. At last, Mrs. Sitha stood up:

We thank you very much for your visit to  Nong Wai Ngam.
This is the first time we have been treated as human beings 
by the forest authorities, because you talked to  us directly and 
face to face. Now we know what you think of us. You don’t 
have to make such a long journey to come and see us again 
unless you have something new to tell us. You don’t have to 
worry tha t we will forget what you have told us up to now. Even 
though we are uneducated we still can remember what you have 
told us; and we will not forget. I know you come from Muang 
(Ubon city) and some of you have even travelled all the way 
from Krungthep (Bangkok). Now it is getting dark. We would 
like to accommodate you here in Nong Wai Ngam, but it would 
be uncomfortable for you. You must also be very hungry. We 
don’t know how to cook like the towns’-people (khon muang).
If we were clever enough to do so we could have invited you 
to dinner. You know we are not. We don’t have piped water 
either. If we had, we would have liked to serve you glasses of 
water. You are educated people. You brought with you your 
own water to quench your thirst. Since we don’t have anything 
to offer you I must only thank you for spending your time with

mue kab puag rao m uer kam  plook pa yu nai krabuan kam  khayay pai thang tawan aog. 
Tha puagkhun patiset puag khun ja  deaud ron khao ja t  m ai? Thapuag khun mee panha 
kor tham dai loei. ”



Mr. T ha Pansaonen interrupted old Mrs. Sitha:

I was the first headman of Nong Wai Ngam village and I know 
how to co-operate with the authorities. In the past I have 
co-operated with the politicians and the army. I have served 
as a volunteer against the communist insurgents. Now every
thing has changed. We have peace in Thailand. W hat has not 
changed, however, is the life of Isan people. We are still poor and 
lack the support of the authorities. You told us to co-operate 
with you. I did not understand what kind of co-operation you 
expected from Nong Wai Ngam people. Do you mean that we 
must be ready to be driven out of our village? I say this because 
I heard you saying that you are going to expand the plantation 
eastward. Why do you have to expand the plantation eastward?
T hat is where the shrine of our ancestror spirit is and the forest 
is dense there. Nobody harms the sanctuary there.
The assembly hall, the houses and the whole settlement are lo
cated east of the plantation. If you continue expanding eastward 
you will also reach this very place where we are now holding this 
meeting. This place will also be engulfed by eucalyptus. It will 
be part of the plantation. It means we shall have no place be
cause eucalyptus will be grown here. First you demarcated our

15 ““phuak raw khoo khoop khun kaan m aa yiam  no ono waay ngaan khoong phuak 
thaan pen yaang maak. N ii pen khrang reek thii phuak raw day rap kaan padibat caak 
thaang cawnaathii paa m ay nay thana thii pen khon chem  kan phro phuak thaan day 
m aa phop le phuut khuy kan phuak raw dooy trang. Bat nit phuak raw run leew waa 
phuak thaan khit yaangray кар phuak raw. Khraang naa phuak thaan m ay tong maa 
klay phua ca phop pakap phuak raw thaa haak m ay m ii a ray m aym ay maa book. Phuak 
thaan m ay tong klaw waa phuak raw ca luum sing thii thaan day m aa b ook phuak raw  
w ay thung mee waa phuak raw ca pen phuak m ay m ii kaan suksaa. Tee ко saam aart cot 
cam sing thii thaan book phuak raw day le ca m ay m ii wan luum. chan n tu waa phuak 
thaan m aa caak cangwat Ubon Ratchathani le baang thaan ko m aa caak Krungthep toon 
nii ko klay leew. Phuak raw yaak cad haa thii phak thii noong waay knaan hay tee ko 
aat ca m ay saduak sam rap phuak thaan. Phuak thaan khong tong hiw m aak leew tee 
phuak raw ko m ay ruu withiitham  aahaan beeb khon muang. Thaa phuak raw ko khong 
ca choen hay phuak thaan kin khaaw yen duay leew phuak thaan khong khawcay. Phuak 
raw ko m ay m ii nam  prapaa iik duay. Thaa sam om ti waa m ii phuak raw ko khong aw  
hay thaan duum leew phuak thaan pen phuu m ii kaan s uksaa dii. Phuak thaan maa 
th ii m it ko aw nam duum кар brahaay m aa duay muang caak phuak raw m ay m ii aray 
sak yaang hay кар phuka thaan. Chan ко tong khoo khoop khun thii phuak thaan maa 
у  uu кар phuak raw thii nii. Khee nan . . . ”



farming land and the grazing fields as degraded forest land and 
started the plantation. Now you have said you are expanding 
the plantation eastward. Is that how you will force us to  leave 
our home village? I don’t  know how the spirits will react, but 
I am afraid tha t our ancestors will not approve of such acts. I 
know we don’t go along with your suggestion. But we shall first 
consult Mr. Butsi our spirit mediator about tha t later on. For 
my part I have finished what I wanted to say. Thank you.16

Mr. Somchai and Sanan got together and conferred discreetly. They 
turned to  the villagers and said that they would allow more questions. The 
eldest daughter of the second deputy headman seized the opportunity. Mrs. 
Kimle, lifting one of her babies on her hip and making sure th a t the second 
one was not out of her sight, said:

My father collected seedlings from Mr. Tawii’s project. They

16 “phom pen phuu yay baan khon reek khoona muu baan noone w aay ngaam le phom  
ruu waa ca ruam muu кар cawnaathii baan muang yaanray. N ay adiit phom kheey ruam  
m uu кар nak kaan muang le thahaan. Phom kheey pen aasaa sam ak too suukacad phuak 
phuu koo kaan raay khoommiwnit (com m unist). Bat n ii thuk sing thuk yaang ko piian  
pleeng pay  Zee to. Raw m ii khwaam sangop riang rooy nay pratheet tee yaangray ko taam. 
Sing thii m ay day piian kho kuu chiwit khwaam pen yuu khoong khon isaan. Phuak raw  
yang khong yaak con le khaad kaan sanap sanun caak caawnaathii. Phuak thaan book 
hay phuak raw ruam  m  uu кар phuak thaan. Phom m ay khawcay waa khwaam ruam  muu 
b ее6 nay thii phuak thaan tongkaan caak chaaw baan noone waay ngaam. Phuak thaan 
m aay thung waa phuak raw tong phroom thii ca thuuk khap ook caak muu baan khoona 
phuak raw yaang nan ruu? Phom phuut yaang nii phro phom dayyin caak thaan waa 
phuak thaan kamlang ca khyaay phuun thii paa pay thaang daam tawan ook. Tham may  
toona khayaay pay thaan nan? Thaang nan pen thuu tang saan khoona phii bapburot 
khoona phuak raw. Pen thii paa thup. M ay m it khray klaa tham andaray luang keen nay 
kheet saathaanthii an phung khaw rop nan. Hoo prachum baan ruang le kaan tang thin 
thaang thangmot luan tang yuu thaang daan tawan ook khong phuun thii pluuk paa nan. 
Thaa phuak thaan yang knong khayaay maa thaang tawan ook ruayruay nay thiisut 
ko ca m aa thung thii thii raw kamlang chay pen thii prachum yuu khana nii trong nii 
ko ca thuuk thęen thii duay ton yuukhaaliptus. Man ko ca pen suan nung khong phuun 
thii pluuk paa pay. Nan ko maay th una waa phuak raw ko ca m ay m ii thii yuu thii nii 
phro m ii ton yuukhaaliptus khun theen. Krang reek phuak thaan ko m aa kamnot thii ray 
naa le thung yee Hang sat kh_ong phuak raw waa pen kheet paa suamsoom. Maa bat nii 
phuak thaan ko m aa book waa kamlang ca khayaay pay thaan tawan ook. Nan ko khuu 
w ithii thii phuak thaan bangkhap hay phuak raw tong ook caak muu baan khong phuak 
raw chay m ai? Phom m ay ruu waa banphaburut khong phuak raw ca m ii patikiriyaa  
yaangray. Tee phom klua waa khong ca m ay voom rap kaan tham chen non pen nee. 
Phuak raw ca pruksaa кар naay B utsii sung pen cam (khon klaang tittoo  rawang khon 
kphii) kiawkap ruang nii pay phaaylang. Nay suan khoona phom  phom ко day phuut 
nay sing thii kongkaan maa m ot I eew. Thaa m ii chaaw baan khon uun yaak tham  awar 
phuak than ко khoo hay phuak khaw day thaam duay. Khoop khun maak. ”



were not eucalyptus. They were the same species as those which 
are found in Isan; some were Sadao, and some Maksidaa and 
some Tonte. I was the one who planted them all, and they 
survived. It is not true tha t we killed the eucalyptus seedlings.
They died because it was their fate not to  survive in Nong Wai 
Ngam. Who knows? I don’t think th a t we shall become rich 
by growing eucalyptus. My father told me tha t he was told by 
the authorities to cultivate wet rice for the market. After 25 
years he is still poor. He was also told to grow cassava. He did 
th a t too. He did not become rich either. In fact, my father is 
now debt-bonded. The land which he used for cassava is now 
barren. Nothing grows there. The same is true with yukha. It 
kills everything. We don’t  want eucalyptus. We don’t  accept 
it. I t kills everything. You said tha t after 5 or 6 years we can 
harvest the trees. We must produce food and cannot wait 5 and 
6 years to earn money from yukha. In 5 or 6 years time nothing 
will grow here if eucalyptus is allowed to survive here...17

The foresters allowed one more person to  speak. This time it was the 
headman. He thanked the foresters for their first official contact with the 
people of Nong Wai Ngam. He then expressed his opinion on the purposed 
co-operation expected from them  by the forest authorities:

... You are big officials and we are poor ordinary farmers. You 
are not alone, but supported by the UN projects. We know

17 “Phoo khoong chan aw klaa maa y  maa caak khrongkaan khoong khun Thawii. Man 
m ay chay ton yuukhaaliptus. Man pen phuak saaypan diaw кап кар phan thii m it yuu 
nay phaak Isaan. Baan ton ko pen ton sadaaw  - ton farang (m aaksiidaa) le ton  tee??). 
Chan pen khon nung thii pluuk ton m aay law nan le m an ko root thuk ton m an m ay  
pen khwaam cing thii haa waa phuak raw tham hay klaa m aay yuukhaaliptus taay. Man 
taay phro chataa khoong m an ca m ay root nay baan noong waay ngaam ko day  - khray 
ca ruu? Chan m ay khit waa phuak raw ca ruay khun m aa day caak ton yuukhaaliptus. 
Phoo khoong chan kheey book chan waa caawnaathii kheey book hay khaw pluuk khaaw  
phua song talaat langcaak nan m aa yiisip  haa p ii khaw ko yang con yuu. Caawnaathii 
book hay khaw pluuk mansampalang duay - khaw ko tham taam  tee ko m ay hen ruay  
khun m aa - cingcing leew phoo chanklap pen nii yuu thuk wan nii. Thiidin thii khaw 
chay pluuk man ko cuut m ot leew - ton aray ko pluuk m ay khun - ton yuukhaa ko chen 
diawkan - man tham  hay ton m aay thuk chanit taay day. Phuak raw m ay tongkaan 
pluuk yuukhaaliptus m an khaa tone m ay uunuun taay mot. Than book waa lang caak 
pluuk day haa thung hok p ii th una ca ta t m aay day. Phuak raw tong phalit aahaan le 
m ay saam aat khooy thung haa-hok p ii thii ca m ii raay day caak ton yuukhaa day nay  
raya haa-hok p ii  non raw m ay aat pluuk aray day leęy than raw ploy hay ton yuukhaa 
teeptoo khun m aa thii n i i .. .”



th a t the UN means America. America has always supported 
the Thai government and does not care about the poor people 
of Isan. Above you are the rich and powerful and above us are 
only our gods and spirits. We cannot say anything about the 
co-operation you requested from us. We cannot say anything 
about eucalyptus either. We shall first ask our ancestor spirit 
whether s/he is disturbed by the expansion of the plantation.
We shall also ask her/him  what will happen to us if we allow 
eucalyptus to  invade us. We must first ask if the puta is willing 
to  leave his/her domain and let the plantation take over his/her 
place. If s/he  disagrees we shall protect the shrine, if s/he  agrees 
then there is nothing we can do about it. I don’t think I have 
to  say any more. My aunt old Mrs. Sitha has said enough. Mr.
Tha and the daughter of my second deputy, Kimle, have also 
said what I had in mind.18

The foresters realised the seriousness of the local peoples’ resistance 
to  the plantation and also to  the would-be extension services of the pro
posed UN project. They tried to calm the villagers down by giving them  
new promises. The senior forest officer told them tha t they would not be 
threatened by any immediate resettlement plan. The district officer again 
tried to explain the benefits which the poor people of Nong Wai Ngam 
would gain from forest extension support provided tha t they agreed with 
their eucalyptus programme. The villagers, on the contrary, persisted in

18 “.. .phuak thaan pen caawnaathit chan phuu yay  - tee phuak raw pen khon con le pen 
chaaw ray chaaw naa thammadaa. Phuak thaan m ay day tham ngaan tam  lamphang tee 
day rap kaan sanapsanun caak khroongkaan khoong oongkaan sahaprachachaat phuak 
raw ruu waa sahaprachachaat ko khuu ameerikaa. Am eerikaa day hay kaan sanapsanun  
pratheet thay yuu samee dooy m ay soncay khon yaak khon con nay phaak Issan. Thii 
yuu nua phuak thaan khuu khon m a y  le khon thii m ii am naat le thii nua phuak raw ko 
khuu phracaw le phii. Phuak raw m ay saam aat book kiawkap khwaam ruam  muu taam  
thii thaan yaak day caak phuak raw. Phuak raw m ay saam aat book ruang yuukhaa iik  
duay. Reemreek raw ca thaam winyaa banphapurut khoong raw khoon waa khaw du at 
roon caak khroongkaan khayaay kaan pluuk paa ruu may. Phuak raw ca thaam  khaaw  
duay waa thaa raw yoom hay pluuk ton yuukhaaliptus nay thii khoong raw - aray ca keet 
khun кар phuak raw. Phuak raw ca thaam koon waa puu taa yaak ca yaay ook caak thii 
khoong khaw le yoom hay ton yuukhaa khun theen sathaanthii khoong khaw r  uu m ay. 
Thaa khaw m ay yoom yaay phuak raw ko ca pokpong saan khoong khaw way. Thaa 
khaaw hen duay phuak raw ko m ay m it aray thii ca yung kiaw duay. Phom khit waa 
khong m ay m ii aray thii ca phuut iik - mee thaw siithaa sung pen paa khong phom  day 
phuut m ot leew. N ay Thaa le Naang K im lit luuk saaw khoong phuu chuay khoong phom  
ko day phuut Nay Sing thii phom khit waa m ot leew. ”



drawing a metaphorical resemblance between the features of eucalyptus and 
the exploitative features of the state. They shouted loudly how determined 
they were to defend their pi puta. They argued noisily tha t they preferred 
to  let the natural forest rehabilitate by its own intrinsic laws without the 
intrusion of a tree alien to  the environment. There was no orderly dialogue. 
The rank-and-file farmers began to  murmur phrases like bor aow (we don’t 
want), bor aow num. (we won’t  go along with), bor yorm pae (we never 
subm it or never get defeated), bor hen dee num  (we don’t  agree with or 
we don’t accept). The situation returned to ‘normal’ only when the armed 
forestry patrollers showed up in the assembly hall. The meeting ended at 
the point when the conflict between the forest authorities and the local 
people had reached its peak.

After the foresters had left, the villagers held their own informal evening 
meetings. Farmers who had boycotted the earlier meeting called by the 
foresters were the active key participants in these meetings, but a few other 
old men and women of renown also attended. At every meeting the villagers 
reviewed what they had been told by the forest authorities. Finally, they 
agreed th a t it was their lot to  defend the domain of their ancestral spirit; 
otherwise they would be exposed to imminent danger. The authorities’ 
attack on the sanctuary would anger the pi and make him /her restless. No 
longer in peace and harmony with the natural surroundings, the spirit would 
be unable to  protect the people when its settlement was endangered by the 
expanding plantation. It was the task of the spirit intercessor, Khun Butsi, 
to  approach the puta to  find out his/her opinion about the eucalyptus 
plantation before any measures to safeguard the domain were taken by 
the villagers. Old Butsi is the only person in Nong Wai Ngam who can 
communicate with the pi when the whole village is endangered or h it by 
evil, which is what commercial eucalyptus was deemed to  be.

In Nong Wai Ngam, any action of the spirit mediator has to be corrob
orated by the actions of the Buddhist monk. The headman, his deputy and 
the spirit mediator had paid a number of visits to  the abbot of the village 
temple, Phra Jintara. When approached for advice by the local leaders, 
Phra Jin tara  did not say much, but told them that, for them as laymen, 
every action they took to  minimise their suffering was meritorious. He also 
made tacit promises to stand by them and to  pray for peace and harmony 
between the people and the authorities. The villagers counted very much 
on the moral and political support of the NGO activists. They hoped that 
Mr. Tawii, in particular, would raise support for their cause among ac
tivists, academics, students, journalists and politicians. The elders agreed



to  make the customary journeys (pay tiew) back and forth to inform the 
neighbouring Isan villages about their situation so th a t they could come to 
their assistance. Mr. Tiyee made similar journeys to  see environmentalists, 
human rights activists and media people. On his way, he made stopovers 
a t most villages in his sub-district to  see the heads of the temples, the vil
lage headmen and the sub-district heads (катппап), in an attem pt to  secure 
their support and solidarity.

Some of the Nong Wai Ngam farmers had suggested tha t they con
tac t other governmental agencies to  seek their help. The employees of the 
governmental agencies they had in mind were those who had shown the 
courage to operate in Nong Wai Ngam, despite the misgivings of the for
est authorities, who did not want other competing government agencies to 
function among the forest reserve population. As an example, the villagers 
mentioned the community development workers (ngam  phatthana chum- 
chon) who had taught them about the benefits of family planning, and 
agricultural extension officers (kasert amphur) who had indirectly encour
aged them  to abstain from eucalyptus by providing them  with alternative 
seedlings which fulfil multiple purposes.

The tragedy, however, was that before the local people managed to  mo
bilise their network of contacts, the authorities had already completed their 
site surveys to expand the plantation. In a couple of weeks they brought 
in bulldozers which relentlessly levelled the natural forest area to clear the 
fields for the eucalyptus. Alongside the bulldozers there were casual work
ers who prepared the ground before the seedlings were ready to be planted 
on the site. The whole activity was protected by forest security guards 
who intimidated the protesting villagers with violence. Some farmers were 
drawn into spontaneous confrontations with the drivers of the bulldozers 
and the casual workers. Yet others were taken into custody by the forest 
guards for sabotaging ‘governmental development activities’. This situa
tion of ‘environmental terrorism’ (to use the NGO’s terms) on the part of 
the state  generated ideological counter-activity not only among the local 
people, but also in other provinces of the Northeast.

The ritual gathering

On the day of the full moon of the 6th lunar month of 2533 (May 1990) the 
people of Nong Wai Ngam organised a ritual gathering around the shrine 
of the pi puta. The neighbouring villagers of Nong Noi, Dong К ham and



Dong Sai provided concrete assistance, and in so doing proved the effec
tiveness of their au heng hed kin hed yu (the traditional praxis of solidarity 
and self-reliance of Isan people). Food and drinks were provided partly 
by the common fund and partly by contributions from the neighbouring 
villagers. NGOs also provided some financial support. On the eve of the 
ceremony, men and women, old and young members of Nong Wai Ngam 
and the neighbouring villages were busy making the necessary preparations 
for the ritual gathering and preparing chickens to be grilled, and chilli, 
green papaya, sour fish, garlic, beef and frog-meat to be fried. Mushrooms, 
basilica, lemon grass, cabbages and fruits were collected from the forest. 
In addition to  these items the people of Nong Wai Ngam had slaughtered 
a calf for the ceremony. They had also cut down some dead trees and 
pulled out the roots of dead trees standing in their surroundings for the 
ritual cooking. This meant tha t the activities were not considered by the 
villagers as ‘forest destruction’, as argued by the authorities. The villagers 
had also cleaned up their village, washed and polished the assembly hall 
and washed their fine clothes to put on for the ceremony.

On the day of the ritual gathering, just before dawn on the third 
day of the full moon of the 5th lunar month, a column of pick-up vehi
cles carrying environmental activists, university students and farmers from 
different parts of the Northeast (mainly from Surin and Buriram) rolled 
into Nong Wai Ngam village. There were several student activists from 
Chulalongkorn, Thammasat and Ramkamheang universities, others from 
Khon Kaen university, and from the Teachers’ Colleges of Ubon and Ma- 
hasarakham. Before they headed for Nong Wai Ngam, the students had 
spent the first and second day of the full moon in the district town of 
Phibul and also muang Ubon, holding environmental protests against the 
construction of the controversial Pak Mun Dam. On the third day of the full 
moon, after the demonstration against the dam, the students and farmers 
continued on their way to Nong Wai Ngam.

The male students were carrying the Thai national flag and quite a few 
who carried green branches of the trees called jam  juri (Samanea saman 
of the leguminosae family) and shonko (Bauhinia pottsii). Jam Juri is 
the symbol of Chulalongkorn University which took its name from King 
Chulalongkorn or Rama V who brought modernisation to Thailand. Shonko 
is the symbol of Tham m asat University founded by Pridi Phanomyong, the 
first Marxist-affiliated prime minister of Thailand.19 The branches which

19In the Thai language tham  means truth and sat means wisdom. Thammasat Univer
sity  was established in the 1950s to train young Thai, not only in the modern education



the activists had brought to the village symbolised the ‘Buddhist Green 
Movement’, which they had formed a t their respective universities. Over 
three-quarters of the activists were young female students. I do not know 
whether there is a gender dimension to the ‘green movement’ or whether it 
was mere coincidence tha t the female students carried the green branches 
and not the national flag. The male activists wore white headbands while 
the female activists wore neckerchiefs of a similar colour. The farmers put 
wreaths of green leaves round their heads. They had also tied pathai round 
their bodies: these are dyed, home-made Thai-Lao skirts often used in ritual 
events. When they reached Nong Wai Ngam they were welcomed by the 
headmen of the neighbouring villages and the sub-district (kamnan) head 
who has his seat a t Dong Sai.

After a while, Mr. Tawii arrived in the village. He blew the horn from a 
distance to  signal his arrival. He had five people with him: Phra Kru Tham
- the monk of the Dong Meukmouang temple whom I introduced earlier in 
the study (see chapter 5), Mr. W atthana - the environmental columnist of 
the daily newspaper Munchon, Mr. Chaivit - the co-editor of the Buddhist 
environmentalist periodical Dhamma - the way o f the Buddha, Mr. Suwat
- a human rights activist who was head of one of the Northeast Teachers’ 
colleges, and Mr. Surichai - a leading figure in the environmental movement 
‘I Love Mother E arth ’ (Rak Mae Thii Din). When they reached Nong Wai 
Ngam the villagers gathered round them and welcomed them with smiles 
and friendly conversation, greeting them by bringing their hands together 
piously (saawadii khrap). Mr. Tawii got back into the vehicle together 
with the headman and the spirit mediator. He opened the luggage locker 
and showed them the new house he had bought on behalf of the village 
people for the ancestral spirit. Mr. Butsi carried the new spirit house in 
the direction of the forest sanctuary to place it to the right of the ‘old’ 
match-box-like abode which the villagers had built themselves. The rest of 
the people were greeting each other and chatting.

After the greetings the headman took the lead. He used the battery- 
driven loudspeaker to  tell the large crowd gathered around the village pavil
ion and those who were taking shelter under the trees to follow him to the 
shrine in the grove where the ceremony was to be held. He drew the monk 
Phrakru Tham aside from the laymen guests and took him to a tem porary 
shed to  join Phra Jintara, and other monks and novices, who were awaiting

needed to  run the growing buraeaucratic institutions, but also to  help them  develop crit
ical mindedness and a sense of justice so that Thailand would be a fair and just society. 
Tham m asat University has been known as the most radical university in Thailand.



the s ta rt of the ceremony at a place near the outskirts of the grove. This 
ground was cleared and levelled by spreading green grass and leaves and 
was covered by a fibre carpet made in the village. To protect the guests 
from the hot sun, a saffron-coloured cloth was stretched among some trees, 
which acted as poles. The monks and novices were honoured to stay seated 
in rows in this makeshift tent, separated from the rest of the participants. 
The food prepared in the village was brought close to this place. A similar 
bu t smaller temporarily separate domain for Mr. Butsi, the spirit media
tor ( chao cham), was also arranged on ground that had been levelled but 
with no canopy. It faced the shrine and was closer to the puta than the 
place arranged for the monks. Mr. Butsi took off his shoes and sat on the 
ground, both his feet bent to  the right in the ritual manner. Mr. Tiyee 
and the headmen of the neighbouring villages told the people to  draw close 
to  the spirit mediator. Meanwhile an old man and woman brought food 
(grilled chicken, banana, mango, chilli, tobacco and half a litre of the local 
whisky) and handed it over to  Mr. Butsi, who began to pray. Then he 
walked deep into the forest and approached the abode of the puta. The 
surroundings of the new spirit abode had been decorated with flags and 
multicoloured bands hanging from the trees. The ritual expert knelt down 
carrying the food offerings and continued the prayers. Finally he placed 
the offering in the new abode. Then he removed the old spirit house and 
set fire to  it, watching the flames and the smoke. He then returned to his 
initial place, and turning away from the puta and facing the people, he gave 
a brief statem ent about his ‘communication’ with the spirit:

I struggled very hard to persuade puta to leave his/her old house 
and move to  his/her new house where s/he can live in peace.
From now on nobody may dare to disturb him /her and cause 
h im /her to  be restlessness. It was very exhausting for me to 
persuade puta to accept the offering. T hat was the reason why 
I went on and on with my prayer. S /he has been worried and 
restless. S /he has been aware of the authorities’ plan to dis
mantle his/her shrine. It was not easy to  calm puta down. S/he 
knew th a t there would be nobody to protect the forest, the 
village and the people of Isan if the authorities were allowed 
to destroy his/her house and send him /her out of Nong Wai 
Ngam. I politely declared to him /her tha t it is our duty to  de
fend his/her shrine. At last s/he agreed to live in his/her new 
house and also agreed to accept the food. Puta is now happy



to  see many people here to share the food prepared for this 
occasion. S /he has also understood why people from different 
places have gathered at this place. I asked puta his/her opinion 
about the plantation. Puta said tha t s/he did not like euca
lyptus. S /he disapproves of the plantation and approves our 
actions in resisting eucalyptus. Everybody, including the forest 
authorities must be careful not to  annoy puta by their actions. 
Otherwise s/he will hit back in any direction and punish the 
culprits. If approached in good faith s/he will not be angered 
or send punishment, but if threatened puta may hit back and 
do harm.20

Mr. Tiyee now approached the senior monk Phra Jintara, holding his 
two palms together to express his reverence and also his desire th a t the 
monk should take over the ceremony. He knelt in front of Phra Jin tara and 
quietly said something to him. Then he went over to  the men and women in 
charge of the food and drinks and talked to them. One of the men turned to 
the place where the utensils and food were stored, fetched a water ja r and 
placed it in front of Phra Jintara. Mr. Tiyee took a branch of a tree from 
one of the female university students, tied its green leaves together, cut 
them  down and handed them over to the monk. Phra Jin tara dipped the 
leaves into the water and sprinkled the trees surrounding the shrine. Moving 
clockwise he approached puta’s new abode to sprinkle it with water. Then

20  “p h onj tong suu yang nak thii ca khoo hay puu taa yaay caak baan lang kaw pay yuи 
thii lang m ay sung khaw caak yuu day yaang sangop suk. Nap tee nii too pay ca m ay m ii 
khray klaa m aa rop kuan le tham hay yuu m ay pen suk kwaa thii phom  ca saam aat chak 
cung hay puu taa yoom rap day ko thee m ot reen g - nan le thii phom  tong suat mon  
lee w suan mon iik  - puu taa ruusuk witok kangwon maak. Khaw ru и thung pheen kan 
khoong caawnaathii thii ca ruu saan khong khaw - m ay chay ruang ngaay thii ca tham  
hay puu taa sangop caay day. Khaw ruu waa ca m ay m ii khray m aa pokpong raksaa paa 
- muu baan le khon Isaan thaa yoom hay thang kaan m aa tham rai saan khoong khaw le 
khapkhaw ook caak moona waay ngaam. Phom ko leey book khaw waa pen naathii khoong 
phuka raw thii ca pokpong saan kh oona khaw way - khaw ko leey toklong yaay m aa yuu 
baan lang m ay khong khaw le yoom rap aahaan. Toon nii puu taa ko m ii khwaam suk 
khun thii day hen phuu khon m aakmay maa cat liang aahaan thii nii - khaw khawcay dii 
waa tham m ay phuu con caak thii tangtang cung maa thii nii. Phom thaam  khwaam khit 
hen khoong puu taa ruang kaan phuut paa m aay - puu taa book waa khaw m ay chooy 
ton  yuukhaaliptus - m ay hen duay кар kaan pluuk paa b eep nii. Phom  dayyin siang 
khoong puu taa phuut sanapsanun kaan tootaan yuukhaaliptus khoong phuak raw thuk 
thuk khon ruam  thang caawnaathii ca tong m ii khwaam ramatrawang [m issing/illegible] 
an pen kaan rop puu taa - micha nan puu taa ca took klap duay withi tangtang le long 
thoot phuu kratham phit thaa tang cay tham dii кар puu taa - khaw ко ca m ay kroot le 
m ay aw thoot - thaa khom heeng puu taa khaw ko ca too klap le tham  andaray hay. ”



he continued dipping the branch and sprinkling the big trees. Lastly, he 
sprinkled the heads of the participants and then returned to his seat. Spirit 
worship and the system of Buddhist belief are inseparable entities in rural 
Thailand, which co-exist not passively but in an integrated and mutually 
intertwined way (see Tambiah, 1970; Terwiel, 1979; Keyes, 1983; Klausner, 
1985). The involvement of the monk in this instance also illustrates how 
many Isan monks involve themselves in the plight of the local people and 
show a readiness to  utilise religious ideas in an implicitly political critique, 
though this tendency should not be exaggerated or generalised, the former 
monk of the village temple being an exception, as we saw in Chapter 5. 
P hra J in tara’s action in sprinkling water was a way of calming down and 
neutralising the ancestror spirit, who had been angered by the intrusion of 
the authorities. It was also a way of declaring the trees and forest sacred. 
Furthermore, it was a means of demonstrating his approval of the opposition 
of the participants to  the replacement of the natural forest by commercial 
eucalyptus.

Mr. Tiyee now appeared again at the centre of the gathering. He 
waited until he was sure he had the attention of the crowd. He then made 
a speech very similar to  those of previous meetings, again emphasising the 
metaphorical connection between eucalyptus and destructive exploitation:

The people of Nong Wai Ngam in particular, and the people of 
Dong Noi and Dong Kham, as well, thank all of you for having 
made a long journey to take part in this occasion. We have 
protested to  the authorities that we don’t want the commercial 
eucalyptus (yukha). The authorities do not want to listen to the 
poor people of Isan. We don’t want this type of development, 
because it is destructive. We cannot eat eucalyptus nor can our 
animals. In the natural forest we collect food and medicinal 
herbs. We do not let the forest authorities offend the puta and 
force h im /her into a permanent state of restlessness. If the puta 
is to  be forced to wander in a permanent state of restlessness, 
we shall be like a naked body exposed to danger and calamity. 
Today we have made it clear tha t we will not allow our ancestral 
spirit to depart from his/her permanent residence or let the 
plantation take over his domain. If we allow this, the next ones 
to  be the victims of eviction will be everybody in Ban Nong Wai 
Ngam.

Isan people are aware tha t eucalyptus is like the rich bureau-
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cratic state of Thailand. It sucks and takes everything for itself.
You can see how the roots of eucalyptus stretch very far to  suck 
the necessary nutrients from others in order to  grow. It ousts 
the previously existing vegetation. The same is true of state-led 
development projects! They are meant to exploit and destroy 
the poor people of Isan. Look! First the commercial plantation 
was confined to  Dong Kao Taun. It has now reached the natural 
forest in which our ancestral spirit resides in order to  destroy 
it. The next step is to expand the plantation to our settlem ent 
areas.

If the authorities use the army as they did in Chaiyaphum,
Surin, Buriram, Kalasin and Sakhon Nakhon provinces to kick 
Isan people out of the forest, it means starvation and hopeless
ness for all of us in Ban Nong Wai Ngam. We don’t  want this 
type of development that will cost us our lives. We want an
other kind of development, one which respects our ancestors, 
the people of Isan, which rehabilitates the natural forest, and 
recognises us not as forest encroachers or as wild and uncivilised, 
bu t as people who are friendly to  the natural forest (khon pa 
thammachat). We persevere in saying no to the destruction of 
the natural forest. It is the source of our survival! We con
tinue to say no to any action by the authorities to  remove the 
shrine of our ancestral spirit. We must thank the monks, the 
NGOs, the newspaper people (simonchon) and all our distin
guished guests (phusonchai), the rural Isan people, the students 
of Chula, Thammasat and Ramkhamhaeng and the Teachers’ 
College of Ubon and Mahasarakaham. Now we are happy th a t 
we have inaugurated a new strong house for the puta (khong 
puta). We must express our joy and happiness by sharing the 
food we have prepared for this occasion.21

21 “Chaaw noo ng waay ngaam dooy chaph.ro chaaw noong nooy le dong khaam duay 
tong kh oo book khoop cay thuk thaan thii deen thaang klay maa ruam  ngaan nii. Phuak 
raw khoo prakaat too ton kaan pluuk yuukhaaliptus khoong caawnaathii. Phuak caaw- 
naathii m ay yom fang siang khoong khon yaak khon con Isaan. Phuak raw m ay tongkaan 
kaan patthana chanit nii phro m an patthana phua tham ray. Phuak raw kin m aay  
yuukhaaliptus m ay day. Sat Hang khong raw ko kin m ay day. N ay paa tham machaat 
phuak raw haa aahaan le samun prai m aa chay day . Phuak raw m ay yom  hay caaw
naathii paa m aay m aa tham hay puu taa khun khuangcay le m ay pen suk. Thaa haa 
phii banphaburut tong thuuk tham hay tong reeron yuu nay paa. Phuak raw ko ca pen 
muon кар rang thii pluay plaaw tok yuu nay phay andaray an yay luang. Pacuban nii



After Mr. Tiyee’s speech, more food was handed out to the partic
ipants. Following the accepted social and cultural hierarchy, the monks 
were the first to  be served. Next came Mr. Tawii and the acham  (head of 
the teacher training college) and the human rights activists, the newspaper 
men, the young male and female environmental activists, and finally the 
farmers who had travelled from far away provinces and districts. They were 
served noodle-soup (kanomchin), grilled chicken with hot salad (gaiyasom- 
tarn), grilled beef (neuathood), sticky rice (khaongiew), sour fish (pala) and 
fruit (klommai). While the rest of the people were still eating the young 
monks and novices who had finished their meal left their seats. Headed by 
Phrakru Tham, the monk of the village temple at Dongmeukmoang, they 
approached the big trees surrounding the shrine and decorated them with

raw run chat ceen leew waa raw ca m ay ploy hay phii banphaburut khong raw tong ook 
pay caak saathaanthii yuu le ploy hay kaan pluuk paa maa theęn thii. Thaa raw ploy  
hay pen cheen nit phuu thii ca tok pen yua too pay ko khuu thuk khon nay baan noong 
w aay ngaam. Chaaw Isaan run dii waa yuukhaaliptus ko muan кар rat (rathabaan) 
khaa ratchakaan thii mang kham ram ruay khong pratheet thay. Man duu sap rap aw  
thuk sing thuk yang hay tua eeng. Khun duu thii raak khong ton yuukhaa ко day waa 
m an phęe yaaw ook pay duu thaat aahaan caak m aay ton  tran maa tham hay m an too 
khun maa. Man veena aw maa caak ton uun uun man pen cing chen diam кап кар 
khrongkaan pathana tang tang khong rath. Khrong kaan law nan ко khuu kaan aw priap  
(kot khii) le tham ray khon con chaaw Isaan - duu si. Khrang reek khroong kan pluuk 
paa phaanit keet yuu nay kheet dong khaaw thuan leew man ко khayaay maa tham rat 
paa tham m achaat thii sung pen thii yuu khong phii banphaburut khong raw nay khana 
nil. K han too pay m an ko ca khayaay khlum pay thang kheet ban ruan kh oong phuak 
raw. Thaa rathabaan chay kamlang thahaan muan thii kheey khap ray chaaw Isaan ook 
caak paa been thii tham nay Chayaphum, Surin, Buri Ram, Kalasin le Sakhon Nakhon 
ko m aay thung waa khwaam otyaak khaat kheen le sin  wang ko ca kęet kap phuak raw  
thangm ot nay baan noong w aay ngaam. Phuak raw m ay tongkaan kaan patthana chanit 
nti thii chay chiwit khoong phuak raw pen sing leek piian. Phuak raw tongkaan kaan 
patthana  Ьеер и un thii khawrop banphaburut khong raw. Khawrop chaaw Isaan fu un 
fuu raksaa taa tham machaat le j/ото rap phuak raw m ay chay nay thana thii pen phuu 
bukruk ruu pen khon paa m ay m ii aarayatham. Tee nay thaana khon thii pen m it кар 
paa tham m achaat phuak raw m ay kheey patiseet khroong kan tangtang thii mung prap- 
prung din. Patthana leeng naam thammachaat aw fay Jaa khaw maa saang roong rian  
le roona moo tham  hay phuak raw day peet huu peet taa le hen look kwaang dopy thaw  
thiam  kan кар khon muang raw sanguan sit thii ca patiseet kaan tham ray laang paa 
tham m achaat an pen leeng phua khwaam yuu root khong phuak raw le ca patiseet kaan 
kratham day day khong caawnaathii thii ca yaay suan khong winyaan banpaburut khong 
phuak raw. Phuak raw kh oo anumoothanaa khoop khun phra khun caaw nak patthana  
ong koon eekachon suu muan chon le phuu thii soncay chaaw  noo chaaw ray Isaan. Nak  
suksaa caak Chula, Tham m asaat le Ramkhamheeng le caak withayalaay khruu Ubon le 
Mahasarakham. Khana nit phuak raw m ii khwaam p iti y in  dii thii day maa ruam  ngaan 
phithii khun baan lang m ay khong puu taa. Khoo hay phuak raw sadeeng khwaam suk 
sanuksanaan dooy ruam  kan kin aahaan nay ookaat kaan chalong saan puu taa ntt. ”



the saffron robes of Buddhist monks. The local abbot, Phra Jintara, then 
left his seat. Followed by the lay public, he walked up to  the trees decorated 
by the monks and novices and identified them by name. He identified some 
of them  as phodi (Hura crepitans), sai (Ficus annuita) and ked (Manilkara 
hexandra). He told those who accompanied him tha t these were the names 
of the trees under which the Lord Buddha meditated, achieved enlight
enment, taught his disciples and finally passed away. The monk stressed 
th a t it is meritorious act for Buddhists to protect these trees from being 
extracted by the authorities for commercial purposes. Afterwards, the ac
tivists and villagers joined hands and went into the deep forest outside the 
ritual grove, decorating the trees by tying cotton bands and ribbons around 
their trunk.

The pi puta ceremony allowed the expression of village values, needs, 
anxieties, and relationships among the villagers, and also between the vil
lagers and environmental activists from outside. The importance of sum
moning the pi puta a t that specific moment was to communicate symbolic 
statem ents constructed by actors who “want to  say something in such a 
way th a t a message may pass indirectly and in a hidden way” (Strecker 
1988:23-4). The forest department was the main centre of attention of the 
pi puta ritual, and at the same time the Thai public was linked to the wider 
public. For ordinary farmers, seeking protection from gods and spirits was 
a key factor, they were drawn to take part in the ceremony because they 
saw tha t the pi puta could provide them with protection. The activists 
of the green movement in the Northeast have always portrayed the for
est sanctuary allotted to the pi puta as an example of indigenous wisdom 
about forest conservation and management, which the Isan have practised 
since time immemorial. This rhetoric has reached Nong Wai Ngam and 
mobilised the local elite, which in its turn  has mobilised the villagers to act 
and behave accordingly. It is thus evident tha t for the radical leaders of 
Nong Wai Ngam, the ceremony is a way of showing tha t the villagers are 
‘conservationist’. By drawing support from key representatives of the green 
movement for such an action, the local leaders believe th a t they will gain 
public sympathy which might help to exert pressure on the government to 
reconsider their eucalyptus policy in the area.

The ritual gathering continued to  call for more action. Around noon 
ten senior Isan men, two senior women and eight younger men from Nong 
Wai Ngam joined their outside supporters and got into the mini-buses and 
pick-up vehicles to  make a protest journey of over 60 kilometres from Nong 
Wai Ngam village through the centre of the city (saraka) to  the office of



the provincial governor (phuwa ratchakam changwat). On their way they 
sang ‘Long Live the King’. As noted earlier, Thai who take their cause to  
the streets often sing this song to thwart the repressive acts of the police 
and security forces. The monks, the environmental columnists and the 
human rights activists who sat in the vehicle driven by Mr. Tawii were 
unanimous tha t the protest was in line with the Buddhist teaching of peace 
and harmony. They quoted a speech made by the King in which he had 
expressed his sympathy for the people residing in the forest reserves. They 
had made copies of the speech and distributed them to the farmers, students 
and other activists who joined the protest. These leaflets were similar to 
the one which I had previously had came across in the house of Mr. Tiyee.22

The demonstrators reached the entrance to the office of the provincial 
governor and expressed their desire to send in farmers’ representatives to  
see the governor, the deputy governor or their secretary, but to no avail. 
The demonstrators were told by the low ranking officers at the office tha t 
none of the officials were available to  talk to them. They decided to disband, 
realising that no authority would be willing to see them. Finally the farmers

22 “His M ajesty’s, the King o f Thailand, Royal Speech on 27 June, 1973: ‘T here is a 
particular legal matter which I have come across - a rather special one but, all the same, 
I should like to relate it, because it has given rise to  complications. It also has to do 
with land tenure and people in remote areas. In forests designed and delineated by the  
authorities as reserved or restricted, there were people there already at the tim e of the  
delineation. It seems rather odd for us to  enforce the reserved forest law on the people 
in the forest which became reserved only subsequently by the mere drawing of lines on 
pieces o f paper. T he problem arises in as much as, with the delineation done, these people 
became violators o f the law. FYom the point o f view of law, it is a violation, because 
the law was duly enacted; but according to  natural law, the violator of the law is he 
who drew the lines, because the people who had been in the forests previously possessed 
the rights of man, meaning that the authorities has encroached upon individuals and 
not individuals transgressing the law of the land. This is a problem which has given 
rise to trouble on many occasions when prosecution was made against the trespassers 
o f reserved forests. I have referred to this point before, and you may wonder why I 
am  taking it up again here. The reason is that I have a further thought on it. These  
squatters are supposed to  have violated the law, but what is really amazing is that, when 
the reserved forests are declared open by the authorities for occupation, these squatters 
should turn out to  be trespassers on lands which have owners when they, as previous 
occupants earning their living there in a normal way, ought to  have acquired rights. Such 
strange situations came about, because when the reserved forests were declared open to  
occupation, people would stake out claims to them by applying to  the Amphoe Office 
in accordance with the law, and thus as owners would proceed to  eject-the squatters on 
the lands, who once again fall victim  as defendants for trespassing on lands belonging to  
others. This is the height of injustice, and the law simply says that anyone can stake a 
claim to  any vacant land or vacant land which is not forbidden. But where is the justice  
in this?” .



agreed to follow the advice of the NGO activists and set up a working group 
to  study the feasibility of sending one or two of their representatives to 
Bangkok to submit their demands to  the office of the prime minister.

Unforeseen consequences
When the farmers of Nong Wai Ngam returned totheir village they were 
no longer the same people as they had been prior to the ritual gatherings 
th a t took place in the pi puta forest. Their perception of the ritual forest 
had changed. The pi puta forest now stands for Nong Wai Ngam people 
who are in conflict with the authorities, for the particular ethno-regional 
culture of the Isan people and for their economic and political marginali
sation by the Thai capitalist state. The environmentalists’ reinterpretation 
of the ritual forest as a ‘conservation’ forest has also been adopted by the 
villagers, and is defended by the people of Nong Wai Ngam in environmen
talist term s as one variant of the praxis of ‘indigenous common resource 
conservation and management’. Furthermore, the villagers have made a 
natural connection between the ritual forest and the trees in the wider for
est area. By so doing, they have extended their protection to those species 
in the non-ritual forest which are now rare. Some of the trees now subject 
to  the villagers’ simple protectionist and conservationist actions are the jig 
(Barringtonia fusiformis), rung (Pentacme suavis), daeng (Xylia kerri) and 
sadao (Antelaea azadirachta).

Village activists started to patrol these trees in order to  stop them  from 
being replaced by eucalyptus or just cut down by the rank-and-file villagers 
as sources of firewood or timber for construction. Not only local activists, 
bu t also those who were passive supporters of local environmentalism talked 
about the need to  care for and show restraint towards the natural forest (pa 
thammachat). The issue was raised as to whether one did not also need to 
take extra care of the Chi river (mae Chi mae naam =  mother Chi mother 
water), which they believe is being polluted owing to the government’s 
relocation of old manufacturing industries to the province. In formal and 
informal meetings villagers expressed their mistrust of chemical fertilisers 
and herbicides and doubted their usefulness as compared with nature’s own 
intrinsic ability to sustain itself23 .

23In an environmental workshop held at Patumrat Hotel in Ubon city, the headman 
was honoured as a speaker and mentioned how the residues of pulp producing industries 
killed the fish in the Chi river. Its tributary, Huea T i, is the most important river for the



The example of Nong Wai Ngam is an instance of how resistance gen
erates change and transformation. Beliefs about how to relate ritually to  
pi puta have been brought into contact with the people’s criticism of state- 
led development and environmental conservation projects. This linkage has 
developed as the result of their contacts with activists, their participation 
in meetings, mass rallies, protest demonstrations, the religious ceremonies, 
and their exposure to  the media. Many, if not all, the people in Nong Wai 
Ngam have made the shift from opposing the government which did not 
respect their ancestral spirit, to a political and ‘environmental’ awareness 
derived from the non-ritual sources of social experience. This change has 
been expressed by the local people’s vision of environmentally sustainable 
community development and social life. The term ‘ethno-ecological devel
opm ent’ (charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana) stands for this vision.

Reflections
The pi puta ritual performed by the villagers occurred in the face of the 
threat triggered by the eucalyptus plantation. There was some degree of 
intentionality on the part of the local and urban elites in directing the ritual 
to  revitalising the villagers’ relationship from within, in order to  counter 
collectively the dangers threatening them from without (Kapferer, 1991:6). 
The act of summoning the pi expresses to its participants a timelessness, 
which conveys a feeling of continuity but also emphasises the feeling of 
continuity in transformation (Bloch, 1987; Kapferer, 1991). The ritual 
itself is basically unchanged. Nevertheless, since it was performed as a 
result of the perceived threat symbolised by eucalyptus, there was some 
sort of innovation in the language used to communicate with the spirit. 
The spirit mediator clearly made a semantic adjustment which allowed the 
ritual to  be manipulated for political purposes.

The action of replacing the old by the new and reducing the old spirit 
house to  ashes symbolise a transformation from perceiving the ritual in 
a ‘traditional’ way to  perceiving the same ritual in the context of a new 
structural and ideological framework. By such a symbolic act the villagers 
have dem onstrated their desire to break from the past. For them, what 
counts from now on is conservation and management.

To use Bloch’s (1987) and Tambiah’s (1979) perspectives, the pi puta

people o f Nong Wai Ngam. He also mentioned how chemical fertilisers and pesticides 
had killed the productivity of the soil.



ritual ceremony is a formulation of a view of the world. An unusual el
ement of the ritual was that the sanctuary was decorated with Buddhist 
trappings. These are usually confined to the temple. In the past, the ritual 
performed around the shrine of the ancestral spirit did not require mass 
gatherings, nor did elaborate prayers and organised ceremonies involving a 
large crowd24. The ritual gathering around the pi puta can be understood 
as a statem ent of defiance against governmental assaults. It has also in
volved a redefinition of traditional knowledge about the ritual symbol of 
the pi puta forest. Some of the meanings attributed to  the pi puta forest 
have entered the political/environmental realm. I can therefore state tha t 
the ritual drama at the shrine of the puta was an active reconstruction, 
an event created to articulate publicly political issues in opposition to  the 
authorities. Indigenous Isan tradition served as a tool for political mobilisa
tion and what is taken for granted (‘doxa’) was made a discursive resource 
(cf. Fjelland, 1995). Already existing ritual skills were manipulated to  offer 
new ways of articulating the conflict between local people and the author
ities and, by extension, to fulfil the functions of continuity and change for 
those with common interests (see Cohen, 1979). The tragedy imposed on 
the people of Nong Wai Ngam by the promotion of commercial eucalyptus 
is what produced the opportunity for a symbolic reformulation th a t led to 
a release of the semantic potential of tradition (Habermas, 1976:71) and a 
widening of the range of possibilities.

In this chapter I have focused on describing the social situations tha t 
aroused villagers’ interest during the celebration of the Mahą Puja holiday. 
I have shown how the televised boxing tournament offered the villagers a 
means not only sharing in the nationalist feelings of the citizens of Thailand, 
bu t also of expressing feelings and emotions which went beyond the boxing 
match. In the midst of dances and songs following the boxing victory, the 
villagers were also talking about serious m atters affecting their own lives. 
Though clothed in entertaining words and phrases, the villagers had been 
able to  articulate their everyday dissatisfactions, and in particular oppo
sition to  the authorities’ commercial plantations was a recurring theme. 
After this moment of joy and anxiety was over for the day and the villagers 
returned to face the hard routine of their daily lives, the threat they had 
talked about and anticipated earlier became real, thus necessitating the

24I have estimated that 70 people outside of Nong Wai Ngam attended the ritual gath
ering organised around the pi puta forest. There were 20 students, over 30 farmers and 
the rest were environmental NGO activists, journalists, human rights activists, monks, 
Isan folk dancers, and so forth.



need to  call on the pi puta for assistance.
The pi puta  ritual ceremony th a t occurred in Nong Wai Ngam and the 

symbolism it implied in tha t particular circumstance were not so very differ
ent in character from the kind of symbolisation that we observed during the 
televised boxing tournam ent and the discussions about the Isan environ
ment and the threats to its culture. The ritual action was a continuation 
of the everyday practice of Nong Wai Ngam villagers in a new, concen
trated , and emotional form, telling the message of conflicts of interest by 
employing a ritual language whose meaning is not hidden from the partici
pants, and yet is not overtly politically offensive. W ithout this meaning in 
mind, the villagers of Nong Wai Ngam and the neighbouring villages, other 
farmers from the region, urban elites and so on would not have attended 
the ceremony and contributed to the production and utilisation of sym
bolic statem ents. In this regard, my approach to ritual confirms Strecker’s 
(1988:204) suggestion th a t “we must treat rituals as implicatures, as ‘ways 
of not saying what is m eant’ ... as realizations of strategies which have 
to  do with the performance of face threatening acts (FTAs)” . This sug
gestion can also be applied to the action of summoning the pi puta  which 
served the hidden and subversive character of the resistance of the Nong 
Wai Ngam people more than by just contributing to  the social cohesion 
and integration within the system. It served as an indicator of the conflicts 
and confrontations between opposing interest groups more than it stressed 
aspects of harmony and equilibrium (cf. Gluckman, 1963).



Chapter 8

TH E STATE AND ITS 
CLIENTS

In the previous chapters we have looked at the reactions of Nong Wai Ngam 
villagers to the plans for an extension of commercial plantations in the 
neighbourhood. In the present chapter we shall look at how these protests 
influenced the Forest Department to withdraw their plans and change their 
practices. This will also force us to take a closer look at the political 
history of the Thai state as such, and a t the particular place of the foresters 
within this structure. We shall also look at how the authorities’ decision to 
withdraw their plans for the plantation caused moments of passivity and 
accommodation among the villagers, and then again fostered a new wave 
of criticism formulated in relation to  a broad concept of ethno-ecological 
development.

Dim ensions of state domination
W hat is it tha t can make the dominant elites which control the state ma
chinery reconsider their plans, and how do rural people become affected by 
changes in the policies of government agencies? These questions lead on 
to  highlighting the problems of the state itself and the way its front-line 
actors behave at various levels.

Hannerz maintains tha t even if the state is “in the last analysis defined 
in terms of physical force”, it “engages in the management of meaning in



various ways” (1992:48-9). Bourdieu (1990) argues tha t “an im portant form 
of legitimized power is its capacity to immobilise resistance” (cf. Reeves, 
1995:307). He (1991) also noted that dominance must be buttressed with 
“symbolic power” , transforming material and political benefits into gen
erosity and virtue. He maintains tha t symbolic power has the capacity 
to  render resistance against legitimised power ineffective and to disable it 
from mobilising followers. Following Bourdieu’s line of thought, Reeves 
(1995) has shown how Egyptians in positions of power take part in the 
cult activities of the Tanta living in the Nile Delta, and how they employ 
the discursive potential of the local ritual to justify their domination. By 
speaking the language of the subjects, the domination of the subjects by 
the powerful appears to  be ‘soft’ and will pass unrecognised by the weak.

Scott (1985) insists tha t changes in policy or concessions made by state 
agencies can often be attributed to  what everyday forms of resistance have 
achieved through time:

Multiplied many thousandfold, such petty  acts of resistance by 
peasants may in the end make an u tter shambles of the policies 
dreamed up by their would be superiors in the capital... It is 
in this fashion, and not through revolts, let alone legal political 
pressure, tha t the peasantry has classically made its political 
presence felt (1985:35-6).

In contrast to  the resistance of the Malay farmers of Sedaka, the Thai- 
Lao villagers of Ban Nong Wai Ngam in Northeast Thailand have hit the 
headlines by employing not only what Scott characterises as everyday forms 
of resistance, but also overt and organised forms of resistance. The fact that 
the resistance of the Nong Wai Ngam villagers took on a radical environ
mental flavour is partly a tribute to  the conscious efforts of its leaders, who 
resisted the specific agenda of government agencies and the ideology legit
imising capitalist exploitation of the environment by means of plantations.

Long (1989:222-2) suggests tha t our analysis of the interaction between 
governmental staff and their clients should include how the former interpret 
th a t interaction, how they evaluate and change their strategies in dealing 
with the latter, using not only coercion but also negotiation and reconcil
iation. This also means tha t the analysis should “include not only those 
present in given face-to-face situations but also those who are absent but 
who nevertheless impinge upon such situations, thus affecting both actions 
and outcomes” (Long, 1989:223).



T he stick and the carrot
W hat does the Thai state do when it is ruling? Let us cast light on how 
it presents itself to  its citizens. In Thailand, changes in policy are insepa
rable from the culture of perfecting power which the rulers have exercised 
to  retain their control over their subordinates. The method has always 
been to  maintain an equilibrium between the employment of force and cun
ning. This formula of combining the stick and the carrot dates back to  the 
Sukhothai period in the thirteenth century.

Balance was the key to obtaining and retaining power ... W ith 
phra dej the patron can extract loyalty and obedience as a con
sequence of his clients’ fear, while with phra khun the patron en
tices his clients, ingratiating himself with them by using bribes 
and favours to  generate a sense of obligation (Wright, 1991:95).1

The Thai state is not made up of a single homogenous interest group. 
Rather, it represents an ensemble of heterogeneous actors with conflicting 
interests. The ability to maintain a balance between rival and compet
ing groups is the cultural secret that has made the Thai state resilient 
throughout its recorded history. Like their predecessors, the ruling elite 
of modern Thailand behave in accordance with the cultural code of decha 
and khuna which protects their rule from being contested. They do not al
ways wield repressive machinery to  impose their rule, and not because the 
Thai state is like the Balinese state, “hopelessly incompetent to effect” by a 
systematic concentration of power, but because it is competent and aware 
of when and how to strike (cf. Geertz, 1973:334-5; 1980:45). The state 
has successively adapted its “oriental despotism” (cf. Geertz, 1980:45) to 
a “procedural democracy” (see Tönnesson, 1995:8), putting certain, seem
ingly democratic institutions (such as a constitution, parliament, elections 
and laws) in place. This does not make the Thai state less hierarchical 
and oppressive, or less of a theatre-state than the Balinese. The kings, 
prince, princesses and their entourages unhesitatingly pursue court cere
monials and the public dramatisation of rituals. The high-and-low-ranking 
functionaries of the state believe tha t the more domination is disguised 
within the cultural universe, the more effective it is. Elaborate ceremonies 
and rituals are encouraged not only as means to political ends bu t also as

1In chapter 5 o f this study deja  and khun are spelled as decha and khuna, using the  
form from Mulder’s (1992) study.



ends of symbolic power in themselves (see Tambi ah, 1976; Keyes, 1987). 
In Thailand the rulers patronise not only Buddhist and folk religious ritu
als, bu t celebrate modernism and democracy by ritualising the army and 
the nation. The country under their rule is still “an old-fashioned mix of 
kings, coups and generals” (Phongpaichit and Baker, 1996:1). They have 
embraced the ways of the West eagerly, pursuing the cult of imported mod
ernism and the benefits of the world capitalist economic order. The rulers 
in command of the state do not often make decisions single-handedly, but 
conform to global norms (cf. Giddens, 1987). They have allied with the 
West to  keep the spread of communism at bay. When the Cold War period 
ended, they began to  emphasise economic growth and stability at home 
and in the region. It does not mean that the Thai state is reluctant to  
use physical force, rather th a t it fluctuates between acting tyrannically and 
paternalistically.

The political history of Thailand of the last 65 years provides sufficient 
examples of how the rulers have used the state machinery to safeguard 
their interests. The revolution of the 1930s that removed the absolute 
monarchy and paved the way for constitutional reform and democracy was 
replaced by the military dictatorship of Phibu Songrham. He had been 
one of the architects of the revolution, but turned anti-Communist and 
ultra-nationalist and became an ally of the Japanese during the World War 
II.

In Thailand the ruling elite allowed Buddhism and anti-communism to 
merge. Killing a communist was legitimised as a meritorious act th a t would 
not evoke karmic consequences on the culprits (see Moreli and Chai-anan, 
1981; Keyes, 1987). The Buddhist attitude of tolerance and avoidance 
of conflict which was exemplified during the 14 October 1973 democracy 
movement was followed by the 6 October 1976 killings and burning. The 
army and the security forces acted on behalf of the rulers to  save the nation, 
the monarchy and religion from ‘communism’. When the war of communist 
suppression had achieved its goal, amnesty order no. 66/2523 was issued 
in 1980 by the Royal Thai Government (Keyes, 1987:111; R. Boonmathya, 
1992:2). The amnesty was defended as a gesture of Buddhist teaching about 
conflict avoidance and harmony. Whatever the moral dilemmas and double 
standards involved in the way Buddhism has been used by the state, the 
1980 amnesty paved the way for the leftist adherents and sympathisers of 
the now defunct CPT to join mainstream Thai politics.

After more than a decade of ‘peace and reconciliation’ an attem pt to  
move back to authoritarian rule was staged by General Suchinda in the 1992



coup d ’état. He had the support of some sections of the ruling elite, the 
army and the bureaucracy. The coup failed, despite the bloodshed commit
ted by the army on the crowd gathered around the Democracy Monumen, 
in which the army is depicted as one of the architects of Thai democracy. 
It was out of touch with the strong middle-class aspirations for a less Thai 
and more Western democratic agenda in which the army needed to  recon
sider its meddling in political affairs. The army returned to  barracks. Its 
advocates declared tha t it had acted in this way because it understood the 
negative impact the coup attem pt had had on the stock exchange, mean
ing th a t conditions in the country did not fit global and regional norms of 
economic growth and political stability. Key actors in the May 1992 Democ
racy Movement were the NGOs whose influence on the issues of democracy, 
civil liberties, social justice, Buddhist ethics and morality reached not only 
small urban and rural groupings, but also politicians and close associates 
of the ruling elite. The general election held after the aborted coup d ’état 
of May 1992 resulted in a landslide victory for the coalition led by the 
Democratic Party. Its leader was a former student of political science and 
leader of the student council a t Thammasat University. Several arch con
servatives were removed from government office and replaced by moderate 
and progressive people who were able to introduce reforms by abandoning 
unpopular policies not directly in the interests of the majority.

Change in the Thai forest machinery

Though the context of their study is Africa, Anderson and Grove (1987) 
state the problem of conservation as being “rooted in the nature of the 
colonial relationship itself, which allowed Europeans to impose their image 
... in a wish to  protect.the natural environment as a special kind of ‘Eden’, 
for the purposes of the European psyche, rather than as a complex and 
changing environment in which people have actually had to  live” (1987:5). 
Looking into the history of conservation in Thailand, we can note how such 
dominant ideas of the Europeans in forming ‘conservation policies’ was not 
solely confined to  Africa. Nor was direct colonial rule obligatory for im
posing such a perception. Thailand had avoided direct colonial rule. As in 
East Africa, however, the forestry personnel were trained by Indian forest 
officers who had British forest officers as their instructors. In the Thai con
text the forest is still considered state or Crown property, and the method 
of conservation is basically policing. In recent years, however, efforts to in-



troduce a new approach based on persuasion rather than compulsion have 
began to penetrate into the rigid, military-style Thai forest administration.

In Thailand the policy and method of forest conservation have always 
been linked with the national policy and practices of rural ‘development’ 
(Hirch, 1990:12-14). In this regard, the forest not only has to be protected 
from the indigenous population who are portrayed as destroyers; it must 
also, by means of modern technology, be ‘developed’ (ibid.). Throughout 
its history the Forest Department has been instrumental in facilitating the 
national objective of ‘rural development’ by orienting its activities to  the 
promotion of commercial plantations (cf. Carrere and Lohmann 1996: 231). 
Therefore, it would not be surprising for outsiders reading the history of 
the RFD of Thailand to learn how it has always been keen on encouraging 
sta te  and commercial projects to  share the task of ‘conservation’ and ‘refor
esting’ the country’s forests. The Thai forest authorities lack the ideology 
and training to  see local villagers as their would-be partners, who can be 
both trusted and trained to  participate in ‘conservation’ and ‘management’. 
Rooted in colonial thinking, their ‘elitist’ views have also been used to  legit
imise the logging concessions which the RFD granted to timber companies 
which in return have given the government a share in their commercial ben
efits. There is also another dimension that is politically im portant for the 
RFD: tha t granting private firms contracts to promote commercial plan
tations would not endanger the RFD’s interest in maintaining the overall 
control over large areas of forest reserve. These concessionaires by promot
ing eucalyptus ‘would help drive out the settlers’ from the forest reserves 
(ibid.:232). This strategy, though it worked well in some areas of the North
east (Chaiyaphum, Roi E t and Mahasarakham) has failed in other areas 
Surin, Buriram, Kalasin and Ubon) where the resistance to such measures 
has been radical and violent. One of the most noticeable was the resistance 
of Nong Wai Ngam in U bonratchatani. The change in the macro-political 
circumstances, linked with the aborted coup d ’état and the restoration of 
democratic rule, has also contributed to  the RFD’s retreat.

Since democratic rule was reinstated and the army pushed back to  its 
barracks, Thailand’s forest bureaucracy has undergone an obvious trans
formation, however slow and sluggish the change may look to outsiders. It 
has taken steps to  move away from its rigid and authoritarian stance and 
to  m a become a flexible, adaptive and tolerant institution. It has tried to  
refurbish its image by opening itself up to  the national and transnational 
environmental debate and to public criticism of how it handles the residents 
of forest reserves. The m ajority of its officials are trained as foresters and



see the Royal Forest Department as an interest group, which ought to  retain 
sole authority to protect the country’s forests. To this end, they believe tha t 
other interest groups should be excluded from engaging in forest manage
ment. Thus the foresters function as a corporate group striving to maintain 
the flow of money from the state treasury to  the forest bureaucracy.

Foresters are, however, not themselves a homogenous group; conflicting 
views arise from their varying social and political backgrounds and expo
sure to differing ways of looking at the interrelation between forests, trees 
and people. There are relatively young, radical foresters who were them 
selves student activists in the 1970s. The May Democratic movement and 
the outcome of the general election boosted this group and allowed its crit
ical voice about forest management and environmental rehabilitation to be 
heard. This category of foresters shows a readiness to  listen to  popular 
protests and is willing to make changes in policy. Apart from its radi
cal views of reform, this group has always been pragmatic. Its members 
make an effort to  read the cultural codes governing the decisions of donor 
agencies and have tried to meet the conditions imposed by the donors in 
order to maintain the flow of international and bilateral projects delivering 
financial and technical packages. They understand the need to compete 
with the NGOs working in environmental conservation and rehabilitation 
by improving the image of the forest department. The problem is th a t the 
group is small and does not control the whole forestry machinery.

Conservative groups have formed ad hoc networks to sabotage reforms 
in forest policy. Officially, the conservatives give priority to  the custodial 
role which foresters have to play in protecting the forest. They favour the 
promotion of commercial plantations as opposed to the radicals’ support 
for community-based forest conservation and management through train
ing and extension work focusing on local farmers. The conservatives value 
the market approach in designing forest policy and controlling the benefits 
drained from the forest. They see the forest residents as detrimental to 
large-scale plantations, and regard investment in the participation of poor 
people in forest conservation programmes as a time consuming and ineffec
tive waste of resources. The conservatives have contacts with high-ranking 
bureaucrats in the civil and military apparatus, and also with multina
tional corporations. They have maintained linkages of mutual interest and 
reciprocity, by which they share the benefits from illegal logging, smug
gling of timber and conversion of forest land to  eucalyptus plantations, 
whereas the radicals’ contact with politicians and the business community 
has always been loose. They also have difficulties in allying with NGOs,



since working with them involves a conflict of loyalties and evokes political 
suspicion. NGOs are generally classified by government functionaries as 
anti-establishment.

Despite the difficulties in enforcing comprehensive reforms, the radicals 
have made some progress in introducing a new emphasis, for example in 
the draft Forestry Master Plan of 1992.

The m aster plan includes (1) an overall master plan which 
describes the forest conservation and management strategies 
for the forestry subsectors, namely: State forestry, community 
forestry, farm forestry, urban forestry, and supporting institu
tions; (2) three component master plans covering the current 
issues, long-term goals, and development programmes for all 
concerns involving m an and th e  environm ent, production  
and u tiliza tion , and institu tion al developm ent; and (3) 
a proposed forestry sector policy tha t highlights the need for 
policy reform to build a strong foundation for master plan im
plementation ( Thai Forestry Master Plan. Discussion Draft.
RFD. 1992:19).

To realise long-term objectives and keep the foundation of reform in
tact, the radicals saw a need to increase the professional capability of the 
forestry bureaucracy. One achievement is that, alongside the existing uni
versity and several colleges, two more universities (Silipakhorn and Maejo) 
have begun to  train  and retrain forestry personnel in social and commu
nity forestry. The Forestry Masterplan Discussion Draft, prepared in 1992, 
recognised tenure rights and community rights to own land and manage 
forest. It encourages social and community forestry in degraded forest land 
under its guidance rights. The implementation has been delayed, however. 
I visited the RFD a t its central office in Bangkok and observed that the con
servatives have returned to power and regained their positions. Those high 
officials I talked to  were not interested in community-based forest conserva
tion or environmental rehabilitation programmes designed for farmers living 
in the forest reserve. Nor did they want to  talk about institutional link
ages whereby government agencies and the non-governmental organisations 
could work together on the environmental front. My information is th a t 
the conservative foresters benefit from the system of patronage and in their 
tu rn  favour bureaucrats and transnational companies with profits drawn 
from commercial plantation. Conservative foresters often argue th a t the 
bids of donors like the Swedes, Dutch or Canadians, who want to  promote
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community-based projects, are less attractive than those of the Japanese 
and Taiwanese transnationals waiting to pump billions to  the Thai forest 
bureaucracy provided tha t it enforces commercial plantations. They were 
also in favour of the forced resettlement of farmers. In one of the meetings 
convened to discuss the draft Forestry Master Plan, one high forest official 
spoke out of context in contradicting some of the crucial objectives of the 
plan. He argued tha t the future of Thai forestry is tied to industry. The 
type of technical support which the forest departm ent needs is something 
th a t would enhance its capacity to meet the timber needs of the growing 
Asian market:

It is not a problem if Sweden does not extend the posopo project 
and FAO and UNDP set conditions on extending it.2 Next year 
we expect to obtain new and advanced technical assistance from 
Japan. I do not mean all the Nordic countries are unwilling to 
consider our terms. Of course Finland is willing to do so and has 
helped us with satellite-based remote sensing to do our forest 
resource inventory and also with preparing the Forestry Master 
Plan, in which the Finnish experts have made their input on 
the commercial forest which is beneficial for Thailand’s com
petitiveness in the international and regional market. Finland 
is also helping us with the promotion of forest farming and en
couraging anyone with capital to  become a forest farmer. That 
means the private sector will be allowed to grow trees on a large 
scale on a commercial basis, by signing a lease agreement with 
the forest department. This is the fastest way to rehabilitate the 
degraded national forest reserve, not by recognising the rights 
of communities to participate in conserving and managing trees.

Next year the Japanese Government will grant the RFD 200,
000, 000 Yen to set up nurseries in four different localities in the 
Northeast. These nurseries will raise seedlings and distribute 
them  to the provinces, districts, sub-districts and all the way 
down to the villages. One of the constraints the RFD is facing 
is th a t the seedlings may die while being transported from the 
nurseries to the places where they will be planted. Part of the 
money will be used to buy truck-containers and refrigerators,

2 Posopo  is the acronym used by Thai foresters for the “Participatory 
Forestry Development through Extension Project” supported and implemented by 
U N D P /F A O /SID A /R F D .



and part of the money will be spend to put pressure on other 
ministries and departments to construct all-weather roads, build 
new bridges and repair the old ones so th a t the heavy trucks can 
reach the nursery and plantation centres. Finland may be the 
only country which can understand our problem. We will ask 
the government of Finland if they can provide us with financial 
assistance to  import containers. There is a delegation heading 
very soon for Finland. I am one of the delegates. We have 
already sent some of our officers to  Finland to  study private 
forest farming.

In Thailand the marketing of positions is a pervasive form of politi
cal corruption (see Parnwell and Rigg, 1993). In 1994-5 the conservative 
foresters took control of the forestry department by buying positions. The 
radical foresters have been reshuffled to less influential posts. In conse
quence, the Community Forestry Bill prepared in 1992 was pushed aside 
and its urgent ratification by Parliament became entangled in bureaucratic 
delaying tactics. The community forestry office which had upgraded it
self from a sub-division to  a division and undertaken appropriate personnel 
recruitment and reshuffling was forced to  operate without a regular bud
get. The resignation of competent personnel, who afterwards chose to  join 
o ther government and non-governmental agencies, has worsened the long
term  capacity of the Thai forest bureaucracy to formulate and implement 
a coherent policy, a t a time when the country is facing alarming environ
mental degradation resulting from mismanagement and destruction of the 
forests. The unforeseen consequence of this situation is the emergence of 
other competitive structures outside the control of the bureaucracy working 
on forestry and environmental matters. The radical foresters have begun 
to  contribute to strengthening emerging structures a t the grass-roots which 
focus on educating farmers and facilitating integrated farming and conser
vation practices. Some of them have even resigned from their posts and 
joined either NGOs or bilateral agencies who are supporting local-level for
est management initiatives in the North and Northeast Thailand. This 
means th a t they belong to  emerging structures and contexts in which they 
can influence things from the bottom  up, rather than top-down as they 
used to  do before their influential positions in the bureaucracy were re
gained back by the conservatives.



Local views of the state
At least three differing but nonetheless complementary views of the state 
are found in Nong Wai Ngam. For the majority of villagers, their knowledge 
about the state and its agencies is derived from their everyday experience 
of local staff and their activities. Personal experience of encounters, par
ticularly with forest officers, is the basis from which they can extrapolate 
to  other government agencies. From the point of view of the m ajority of 
villagers, the state is coherent and compelling. It intrudes in their everyday 
lives and affects them with or without their consent. They do not perceive 
the state to be a heterogeneous body embracing conflicting interest groups. 
When the villagers speak about the state or the government they mean the 
same thing, people in the service of the state  (karatchakam), servants of 
the Crown, state officials, civil servants, whose duty is to  gain obedience.3 
From their point of view, foresters represent a microcosm of the state which 
oppresses them. There are, however, other categories of villagers who see 
distinctions between the different state agencies and express the view th a t 
not all karatchakam  (servants of the state) are the same. They do not, for 
example, perceive foresters in precisely the same way as they do agricultural 
workers, extension staff, land development officials and community devel
opment workers. Nonetheless, they agree with the rest of the Nong Wai 
Ngam people th a t most ‘servants of the s ta te ’ (kharachakan) are corrupt 
and use their power to dictate terms of control and domination, and they 
see differences as a m atter of degree. They talk about specific events which 
affect their existence. They claim tha t the foresters (pamai) are highly 
repressive and authoritarian.

The most influential view of the state is th a t expressed by radicals 
such as Mr. Tiyee, the headman, Mr. Ponsak and Mr. Bua. These 
leaders have no difficulty in making distinctions between kharachakam  
(civil servants, ‘servants of the Crown’) and ratthaban (members of the 
elected government), member of parliament (sorsor), or between ministers 
( nayokratomontri) and department officers ( nayklom). Though they are ca
pable of making distinctions, they do not want to  do so. Nor do they let the 
villagers pay too much attention to  differences within the state, unless they 
are certain of being able to exploit the conflicts of interest between differ
ent government agencies to win support for their resistance. Local leaders 
often argue tha t the state is dominated by Siamese from central and south

3Hans Antlöv has also made a similar observation among the Javanese villagers of 
Indonesia (Antlöv, 1993:7).



ern Thailand who look down on the Isan, and represent them as unreliable. 
They claim th a t the rulers turn  violent and repressive because they pos
sess decha (amoral) power which cannot be domesticated into khuna (moral 
goodness). The arguments of the radicals about the state retain traces of 
the leftist rhetoric of the 1970s and 1980s, though these are disguised in the 
cultural terms of ‘decha' and ‘khuna' power. It suits their leadership style 
to  blur unequivocally the distinctions between state agencies, and to  focus 
rhetorically on the state as a machine set in place to oppress the poor and 
to  protect the interests of the ruling elite and their capitalist allies. The 
radical leaders of Nong Wai Ngam have so far succeeded in selling their in
terpretation of the state to the people. How then did the villagers respond 
when the forest authorities surprised them with changes in policy?

The end of the plantation and its consequences
In Scott’s (1985) study of the resistance of Malay farmers in Sed aka, he 
stresses the modesty of the objectives of resistance:

... all historical resistance by subordinate classes begins: close 
to the ground, rooted firmly in the homely but meaningful re
alities of daily experience. The enemies are not impersonal his
torical forces but real people. That is, they are seen as actors 
responsible for their own actions and not as bearers of abstrac
tions. The values resisters are defending are equally near at 
hand and familiar... The goals of resistance are as modest as its 
values. The poor strive to  gain work, land, and income; ... The 
means typically employed to  achieve these ends - barring the 
rare crises tha t might precipitate larger dreams - are both pru
dent and realistic... Such resistance conceived and conducted 
with no revolutionary end in mind, can, and occasionally does, 
contribute to revolutionary outcomes (1985:348-9).

On the evening of 19 October of the 11th lunar month of 2535 ( 1993), the 
headman of Nong Wai Ngam summoned an urgent meeting. The prachum  
khum phatthana (development committee meeting) members and their co
ordinators, the elders, and young men and women gathered in the village 
assembly hall (sala). The headman declared th a t he had an im portant 
message to  convey to  them. Holding a khaki-coloured envelope in his hand 
and waving it in front of the gathering, Mr. Tiyee announced th a t he had



received an official letter from the Director General of the Royal Forest 
Department. Absolute silence reigned in the assembly hall. People waited 
with the utmost attentiveness to learn the contents of the letter. The 
headman read the letter with all his oratorical skills, tones and gestures. 
He looked as if he was performing rather than reading an official letter. To 
an outside observer, it did not seem as if Mr. Tiyee was reading Director 
General Pairot Suwankorn’s letter for the first time. He seemed to have 
learnt some of its off by heart, having rehearsed on his own how to present 
it in front of the audience. The headman employs such skills whenever he 
wants to  enhance his own image as a sm art leader of charismatic calibre.

The letter was addressed to Khun Tiyee, headman (pujaaiban) of village 
number 7, amphur Trakanpuetphon, tambol Dong Sai, Nong Wai Ngam 
of changwat Ubonratchatani and was signed by Khun Pairot Suwankhon, 
Director General of Forest Department. It began with cordial greetings 
to  the headman and through him to the members of the community of 
Nong Wai Ngam. Those who were gathered in the assembly hall were 
caught by surprise when they heard the names of their headman and Ban 
Nong Wai Ngam mentioned in a letter officially signed by the Director 
General. Mr. Tiyee finished reading the three pages. The letter revealed 
the consultations which the Forest Department had had with the sorsoT 
(members of parliament) of Ubonratchatani province, whom the Nong Wai 
Ngam people had voted for in the last election. The Director General 
disclosed the subsequent meetings the Forest Department had conducted 
with the office of the phuwaratchakarn changwat (Provincial Governor) and 
the regional and provincial forest office (pamaiket karp pamai changwat). 
He also stressed the open and closed sessions the departm ent had had with 
expatriate experts. Finally he conveyed the decision which had been taken 
by the Royal Forest Department. It had opted to close the Dong Kao Taun 
plantation and halt the promotion of eucalyptus in the Dong Klum Kham 
forest reserve until further notice. The villagers could not believe th a t what 
the headman had read to them was true. Some time was spent whispering, 
commenting and talking with each other about the RFD’s decision. It 
surprised them to hear such ‘soft’ language employed by a high-ranking 
Thai bureaucrat. Hitherto they had believed tha t they were ignored and 
denied human status by the central government. The withdrawal of the 
plantation and the suspension of eucalyptus planting were not things they 
thought could happen within an imaginable span of time. The villagers 
gathered in the sala talked about their experience with foresters as cruel and 
unsympathetic (chai dam). They remembered their coercive actions and



wanted to believe tha t these were over, but it was difficult to do so. They 
faced a dilemma between forgetting and remembering what had happened 
to  them  in the past and over the last two decades when the state seemed 
to  strive so eagerly to institutionalise its domination over every aspect of 
their economic and political lives.

The moment when they realised the authenticity of the letter, jubilation 
and a lot of intensive talking erupted in the assembly hall. Some young men 
and women rose from their seats and began to sing and dance traditional 
Isan folksongs. Some key activists took the floor to  deliver speeches. Mr. 
Ponsak and Mr. Bua addressed their fellow villagers on the significance of 
the concessions. First one, then the other expressed how overwhelmed they 
were by feelings of pride at belonging to Nong Wai Ngam village. They 
said th a t Nong Wai Ngam people were not only known by the authorities 
for their militant opposition to bad governmental plans, they had now even 
been listened to by these authorities who had hitherto considered them 
ignorant (maimiisamon) and worthless (maichalat).

The headman then took over to emphasise tha t the victory was a result 
of the villagers’ own patient struggle against the repressive Thai state. 
He specifically referred to the state as an organised repressive force and 
to  capitalist exploitation as an unjust system. Other villagers discussed 
the lack of sympathy (maimii namjai) among officials and rich individuals 
within the national administration. The headman denied the authorities 
who had made the concessions any credit. The only exception was the King 
whom he considered as standing above the interests of the state bureaucracy 
and the multinational corporations. “Long Live the King” ! (Soang Phra 
Cha-rem), he proclaimed. At the end of his speech the headman called upon 
the villagers to  express gratitude for the assistance they had obtained from 
the non-governmental organisations, the monks, students and journalists. 
Then, he asked the elders and ritual leaders to  conclude the celebration with 
prayers. After the prayers, Mr. Tiyee insisted that the villagers should go 
to the village temple the next morning to  obtain a blessing from the abbot 
who had stood by them not only in their sorrow and despair, but also in 
their peaceful protests against the government’s environmental plans.

Hornborg suggests tha t “The environmental movement exists in terms 
of its continuous dialogue with political power, and thus tends to be con
strained by the discourse in which politicians are prepared to participate” 
(1993:150-1). Following Long (1989:2), it can be argued here tha t the front
line actors in state agencies also re-evaluate their experience and make 
changes in their actions and behaviour in relation to their clients. It is



im portant to  look at how front-line actors in state agencies and local actors 
in rural villages try  to  use what the local interactional interface has offered 
them  in the way of knowledge about one another. After the withdrawal 
of the plantation, the everyday encounters between foresters and villagers 
took a new turn. The forest staff themselves began to mobilise the argu
ments and rituals of the local environmental movement. They used the 
image of the Buddha, the saffron robes of the monks and the village ritual 
ceremonies in order to encourage villagers to plant trees. They reconsid
ered their compulsive approaches and behaved in a conciliatory manner. In 
practice, the forest bureaucracy lifted their ban on other governmental and 
non-governmental agencies operating in the national forest reserve lands. 
Government agencies dealing with infrastructure and rural developmental 
programmes began to  appear in Nong Wai Ngam. One of the state agencies 
drilled for water and the villagers got a pump. Now they did not have to 
walk between three and five km to fetch water every day, nor did they have 
to  worry how many ong (huge water jars) were filled with rain water to  take 
them  through the long dry season. They were happy when the pumped wa
ter was there for them to drink and wash in, and when they saw the naked 
children splash cooling water on each other. Similar joy was expressed by 
the villagers when the only bridge connecting Nong Wai Ngam with the 
rest of the district was repaired. They also expressed appreciation of the 
Thai state when one of its agencies brought electricity to the village. Mr. 
Tiyee was even heard to say:

... there is no war in Thailand; it is peaceful. Thailand is not 
poor like its neighbours. We are better-off not only compared 
with Laotians, Cambodian, Vietnamese, but also with Indians 
and the Filipinos.4

The credibility of the state and the emotional attachment of the citizens 
to  it are closely related to what it has carried out in the fields of infras
tructure, politics, the national and the global economy (cf. Robertson, 
1992:23). The presence of the state is not only objective and compelling 
through its practical achievements, however, but is also endowed with sym
bolic value. As Woost (1994:85) has pointed out, bureaucratic routine and 
the rituals of development offer remarkable tools through which nationalist

4 “Pra.th.ed Thai m ai mee songkhram rhog rao mee tae khawamsa-пдоЬ Prathed Thai 
m ai jon  na M ai muan kab puen ban khong rao Rao m a y  kwa m at chai chapoh mua preab 
kab lao khamer lae Vietnam  thao nan Tae m a y  kwa puag India lae puag phillippins seah 
eeg. ”



ideologies can be shared and sanctioned by ordinary citizens. The success 
of the Thai state  in term s of economic development and political ‘stability’ 
has fostered the idea of a state representing a nation, which in effect means 
th a t the sta te  constructs the subjects culturally as its citizens (cf. Hannerz, 
1992). By 1993 many villagers expressed the belief tha t the Thai state was 
beginning to rectify its injustices. They compared themselves with their 
own ethnic relatives in Laos, with the neighbouring people of the Khmer 
kingdom and with the Vietnamese, and concluded th a t they were better-off 
as Thai citizens. Only the activists Mr. Tiyee, Mr. Ponsak and Mr. Bua 
stuck publicly to  their own evaluation of the state and the argument tha t 
it would never abandon its true dominating nature. These radical lead
ers were not unaffected by the changed routines of the state. Faced with 
difficulties in finding a suitable discourse for resistance, they retreated to  
the background and chose to  tune down their political and environmental 
radicalism.

From accom m odation to  resistance

Collins suggests th a t “the macro-organisation of politics hinges upon the 
micro-transmission of particularly dramatic events which are used as barom
eters of social confidence in the ability of public figures to muster support” 
(1981:104). In Nong Wai Ngam the changed policy of the forest authorities 
influenced a t least for some time the values by which the majority of vil
lagers judged the credibility of the state. The suspension of the plantation 
and the foresters’ conciliatory mood not only surprised the villagers. It also 
impelled their radical leaders to retreat until they felt able to  prove to  the 
m ajority th a t the authorities had made changes in form but not in essence. 
During the first six months after the withdrawal of the plantation and the 
change in forester behaviour, everyday interaction between foresters and 
villagers became less tense.

This situation did not last long, however. The lifting of the ban on com
peting government and non-governmental agencies operating in the forest 
reserve opened the door to  several new actors who began to  operate simul
taneously in Nong Wai Ngam. Villagers found tha t their destiny was not 
only tied to  one state institution, but to  many of them at the same time. 
They did not want to make any long-term commitments tha t would limit 
their autonomy in moving between state agencies and non-governmental 
organisations. After a while, the old m istrust returned. The dilemma be



tween accommodation and resistance was resolved in favour of continuing 
the resistance when the government encouraged private companies to  lease 
forest land and grow commercial eucalyptus on a contractual basis.

The plantation tha t was dismantled by the official statem ent was in 
practice rehabilitated by granting favourable terms for private companies 
to  establish new plantations. The involvement of paper and pulp industries 
in contract farming was perceived by the people not as ‘reforestation’ - as 
was claimed by the state officials - but as mere exploitation of the environ
ment by transnational companies who favour the ruling elite at the same 
time as they benefit themselves. The “public transcript” of state officials, 
“to  pu t it crudely, the self-portrait of the dominant elites ... is designed to 
be impressive, to affirm and naturalise the power of dominant elites, and to 
conceal or euphemize the dirty linen of their rule” (Scott, 1990:18). People 
now accepted the radicals’ interpretation tha t private capitalists undertak
ing “contract farming” are acting as a buffer for government interests. The 
state  no longer directly confronts villagers’ protests, bu t maintains its right 
to  intervene as the arbitrator and protector of private property.

Some of the farmers in Nong Wai Ngam are bonded by debts to  the 
Agricultural Development Bank of Thailand. These farmers were told by 
the foresters tha t they would be relieved of their debts provided th a t they 
handed over their farm land for the contract farming of eucalyptus. They 
were also told tha t they would be compensated with cash for the houses 
they had built in the village if they decided to  settle somewhere else. The 
mediators between the private plantation owners and the villagers were in 
fact two foresters who had an economic interest in the deal. They ap
proached the villagers and assured them tha t they would not incriminate 
them  if they bought themselves out of debt by mortgaging to large-scale 
plantation owners the land to which they did not possess any official title. 
The farmers who at the beginning were attracted by the bid finally turned 
down the offer after consulting their wives. According to  cultural rule as 
noted in Chapter 4, the household compound and the agricultural land pass 
to  the last unmarried or married daughter. Men settle in through marriage 
and their status is defined by affinal relationships and not by consanguinity, 
as with women. The foresters acting as brokers between the transnationals 
and the villagers were not sensitive to the uxorilocal base for making de
cisions on issues involving farm land and the family compound. Unaware 
of and possibly insensitive to ‘cultural’ norms, they began to  harass and 
blackmail the men who refused to  make the deal. This situation aroused 
the anger of the villagers. They staged a fresh protest and subm itted a



petition, recalling the environmental and social chaos caused by the ex
pansion of eucalyptus plantations and demanding tha t the government ban 
contract forest farming by transnational companies. This time the author
ities’ response was to  issue warrants for the arrest of the radical farmers for 
their alleged instigation of threats to  private property. They threatened to  
dismiss the headman of Nong Wai Ngam and forcibly resettle him in Nam 
Djin district, where he had been for a short time a decade previously before 
he moved to Nong Wai Ngam to live close to his relatives.

In Nong Wai Ngam the perceived duplicity of forest officials is seen as 
a problem by both men and women. Some women complained about the 
contradiction between what was publicly declared as the withdrawal of the 
infamous commercial plantation and what was actually happening. The 
villagers again chose to  resist the government, this time expanding their 
arguments to  cover larger political and rural developmental issues. They 
took note of noticed the sudden steps taken by the government to complete 
the road and repair the bridge connecting Nong Wai Ngam with the main 
Ubon - Khemmarat highway, which they initially greeted with joy. For some 
years the bridge had been neglected. The villagers had sent a delegation 
to  the provincial governor, to  ask him to repair it. Now the initiative came 
from the state. The gravel road was completed and the bridge repaired at 
a speed which surprised most of the villagers. Soon after this, there was 
a sudden increase in the number of trucks using the gravel road. Some 
of these trucks were loaded with wood for construction, others with bricks 
and cement. They all passed Nong Wai Ngam, heading for Dong Noi, some 
kilometres north. W hat construction plans the authorities had for the deep 
Dong Klum Kham forest were not clear to the villagers at the time. Mr. 
Ponsak pointed to one of the trucks loaded with bricks and said:

W hy are the authorities so busy with so many development 
projects in the forest? When we demanded very small devel
opment things they ignored us. If they had to respond to our 
request for very small developments they laid down the terms 
without consulting us and wanted us to  execute them according 
to  their wishes. OK! electricity is good, water supply, roads and 
bridges are also good. Are all these as good for us as they are 
for the authorities? Maybe they are better for them than they 
are for us. When they constructed the road and repaired the 
bridge they must have had some secret which we did not know.
The authorities are tricky. Who expected Mr. Sanan and Mr.



Somchai to  speak softly to  us {puut pakwaan thammaay)? In the 
past these officials treated us with arrogance. Now they speak 
gently and softly. In fact they are now accepting our invitations 
to  food and drink. There must be some secret behind all these 
signs of gratitude. Building such a big road was not so urgent 
for us, and we didn’t  ask for it either. They are also acting very 
fast. They kill the forest and level the ground at a speed which 
I find hard to imagine. We don’t know, if they continue with 
their development work at such speed, the forest, paddy fields 
and our houses may disappear within a day. The authorities 
know what we demanded. Where are the schools and clinics we 
asked for? Where is the soil improvement project we needed so 
urgently?5

There is a suspicion in the village tha t the provision of roads, electricity 
and water supply is a means of pacification. The villagers say th a t these 
infrastructural goods are not meant primarily for them, but for the new 
contractors of government forest land who have not only taken over the 
plantation but also prepared the ground to extract wood alongside it. After

5 “Tham m ai la kharatchakam jueng tong tham khmng K a m  lai lai yang nat ra ya 
krachan chid? T om  thee rao khor hai mee kam  phatthana peang lek noy puag khao 
m ai khoey hai khawam son ja t  loei Puag khao mug ja  tham perg choey kab kham khor 
khong puag rao lae pen yang nee ma talord Oaw la fa i fa  тип dee Nam  prapa kor 
dee duay Thaanon lae Saphan tang tang kor dee m u an kan Tae sing tang tang lao nee 
т ип dee sam  rab rao m e  tua тип dee samrab chaonathee Mua khao tham k a m  srang 
thanon lae sorm  sapan Puag khao eha tong mee khawam lub thee rao m at mee thang 
m e  dai Chaonathee khong rat mag cha luen lai khrai la pen khan so m  hai khun Sanan  
lae khun Som chai hai pood kab puag rao yang о т  wan (pood рак wan tham  m ai) Mua 
koan puag Chaonathee lao nee tham ying yaso khom rao sam er m a tae ton nee khao 
klab pood kab puag rao yang suparb reabroy. Deawnee puag khao rerm  ja  mb chern  thee 
ja  kin a r ham  duem nam Puag т о  eng kor rerm  mee ja t  kla h am  thee ja  cham  hai puag 
khao khuen mas kin arham  lae duem nam Khong ja tong mee khawam lab sag yang wa 
tham  m ai puag т о thueng dai hai khawam san it sanom  pen kan eng kab puagkhao Puag 
kham tchakam  m e  vithee lorg chao ban chao na yag jo n  Puag khao m m rian  leh kol lao 
nee m a ja k  m ngrian K am suksa khong puag khao dee sommò fcam lorg khon yak khon 
jo n  lae hai pm yoj kae khon m a y  K a m  srang thanon yai toe m ai chat pen m ang reng 
duan arat khong т о Lae т о kor m ai dai kho pai loei Jaonathee m ak ja  tham  m ang  
phatthana doi rew hak khrongkam nun nun puag khao mee suan dai seay Puag khao 
kha pa long mod lae pm b  din hai tian duay khawam m a d  rew yang mahassachan lae no 
klua yang ying Rao m ai roo wa puag khao ja  phatthana tor pat duay khawam m adrew  
yang tae kom  rue m ai? Pam ai tungna lae ban m en  ard haay wab pai nai won diaw  
Jaonathee roo wa m o tong kam  arai Rongrian yu thi nai la? Sathanee anam ai thee т о  
kho la? Lae khronkam p m b pm ng din thee т о tongkam  yang reng duan Lae nai ja  
puag makham chen med makhamthed thee т о kho та puar plug nat na khong т о. ”



one weekly village meeting at the sala, Mr. Tiyee took back an official 
letter which he had earlier read to the villagers and placed it in the folder 
where he keeps official documents. The letter was about the maintenance 
of roads and bridges, urging the villagers to offer their labour time for such 
‘development work’. Among those who stayed behind after the meeting, 
there were several farmers who complained that the authorities had asked 
for too much time and energy from poor farmers, who had to  set aside their 
own priorities in order to  engage in ‘development work’. Mr. Bua gave his 
opinion:

We are bored by development. Now we have begun to hate 
the development initiated by the government. We want NGO- 
initiated development because we have no trust left in what gov
ernment people are saying about development. We must work 
for a living first. Development did not help us with the problems 
of successive drought, soil deterioration and water shortage, it 
only took our time. Too many meetings, too much talking. De
velopment means too much talking and takes too much of the 
poor m an’s time and energy. In Nong Wai Ngam there is no 
reliable source of cash income. After the authorities trained the 
women’s group, for example, nothing happened. It is useless to 
spend money and time in training which brings no result. All 
this makes development a failure.”6

Developm ent and ethno-ecological development
The concept of ‘development’, however ambivalently and paradoxically it 
is used, is one term  that is “not neutral or value-free but rather, because 
of its nature as a moral imperative, ... part and parcel of world-wide order

6 “Rao B uer K a m  Phatthana. Khana nee rao rerm Head, kam  phatthana thi rirerm  
doy ratthabarn laew. Rao tong kam  hai NG O  tham ngam  phatthana proa wa rao m at 
mee khawam chuer nai sing thi ratthabarn pood thueng kam  phatthana. Rao tong tham  
ng a m  puer damrong cheep kom . K a m  phatthana m ai dai chuay puagrao nai panha 
khawam haeng lang , din se um, lae kam  khad nam, tae tham hai sear vela khong rao. 
K a m  prachum  kiaw kab kam  phatthana thi mag g em  pat kor khue kam  pood thi mag 
g e m  pai. Man sin pluang wela lae palang-ngam  khong khon jo n  mag g em  pat duay. 
N ai nong wat ngarm m at mee laeng thi m a khong rai dat thi m an khong loet. tua yang 
chen, lang jag  thi ja o  nathi fueg obrom hat Hum poo ying laew gor m ai mee arai gerd 
khuen eeg. Man pen kam  sin pluang ngem  thong lae sear vela nai gam  ja d  fueg obrom  
doy m at mee pol gerd khuen. Thang mod nee tham hai kam  phatthana lom leaw. ”



of ranking and power” (Rabo, 1992:2). In a similar vein Goldsworthy has 
stressed its strong normative element. In his opinion, views of develop
ment can never merely deal with technical notions. The conflicting views 
which people uphold “about the merits of different development policies 
derive ultimately from contrasting beliefs about human nature, human so
ciety and historical processes, and from concomitant moral convictions” 
(1988:508). The particular kind of government-led ‘development’ in North
east Thailand as described by this study is an illustration of differential 
relations of power and ranking and contrasting moral values between the 
Bangkok-based central government and the peripheral Isan population.7 
Development involving such relationships between the ‘developers’ and the 
‘developing’ generates a counter-process tha t negates the ideological basis 
inherent in its production, (see Scott, 1985; Taussig 1980). This process 
also means tha t those who are assumed of benefiting from development 
also themselves sta rt to deconstruct the meaning of ‘development’ th a t is 
employed by the ‘developers’ to control their day-to-day life by inviting 
local people to  “activities taking place under the explicit self-reference of 
‘development’ ” (Dahl, 1996:4).

Escobar (1995) sees “development” as a historically produced discourse 
th a t has hegemonised the regime of ‘tru th ’. It is taken for granted tha t 
‘development’ corresponds to  ‘knowledge’ and is thus indispensable; it  is 
valuable for individuals, it is worthwhile for communities, and it is ex
tremely im portant for nations (cf. Taylor, 1996:375-6). Development is 
based on ‘good’ positivistic science which is equated with ‘tru e’ knowledge 
(see Pretty, 1994:37). In Western scientific discourse, ignorance, like knowl
edge, grows in a framework within which the concept of the ‘undeveloped’ 
refers to stupidity, idleness and moral deprivation (Hobart, 1993). Devel
opment has become a global ideology presenting itself in an unprecedented 
way as concerned with ‘goodness and righteousness’ (Escobar, 1995:25). It 
claims to embody not" only a set of methodologies to tackle ‘underdevel
opm ent’, but also moral standards for the ‘betterm ent’ of human society 
(Croll and Parkin, 1992:8).

Taylor (1996:380) views the concept of ‘development’ as lacking any 
intrinsic content. He shares Esteva’s (1992) opinion th a t it is an ideolog
ical tool constituted by measurements permitting what Sachs defines as 
“intervention in the name of scientific knowledge or some abstract higher 
evolutionary ideals” (Sachs, 1992:6). How many of these ideals are achieved

7For the term regional minority see the description in chap 3 o f this study.



is measured by economic calculations which decide the “success or failure of 
the development mission” (Taylor, 1996:380). Just as the appropriateness 
of ‘development’ practice is judged by economic measurements inherent 
in ‘development’ itself (W atts, 1993:260), the ideological bases of develop
ment are also “inherent in the production and political processes” (Esco
bar, 1992:32) located in those agencies which produce, or reproduce, and 
transm it “established development ‘tru ths’”  (Watts, 1993:263). In the area 
where the present study was conducted the forest departm ent has defined 
‘development’ as something which is measured in terms of acreage planted 
with trees respective of the monetary benefit drawn from plantations.

In Northeast Thailand, the term ‘development’ (K am  Phatthana) was 
introduced as a counter-discourse in the context of the national security 
approach tha t tried to thwart communist influence by focusing on mea
sures of economic growth and modernisation. During the second phase of 
the joint American and Thai campaigns in the early 1960s, a ‘cash and 
violence’ policy was introduced. The military government insisted on the 
famous motto: “work brings money and money work; together they bring 
happiness” (Panya, 1995:13). Even today, development activities focus on 
encouraging the consumption of material goods, improving infrastructures 
and setting up bureaucratic institutions. These are inseparable from the 
government’s goals of bringing Isan citizens under its control.

Hirsch (1990:11) suggests tha t behind every governmental ‘rural de
velopment’ project in Thailand the crucial concern is to consolidate state 
formation and accelerate capitalist transformation. It engenders the pro
cess of penetration and intervention by the state and by capital, completing 
a rearrangement of power structures in a way th a t undermines the existing 
agrarian structure. “Supporting these basic changes in turn lies an ideology 
th a t is expressed publicly as an ideology of development and that has ac
quired its own discourse. The objective of the state developer is to convey 
this ideology to the rural population as part of the legitimation process for 
s tate  activity in rural areas” (ibid.).

Ever since Nong Wai Ngam was reorganised according to the recom
m endations of the district administration, and since neighbourhood com
mittees (klum phatthana) were established for the purpose of conducting 
‘development’ activities, the villagers have been preoccupied by the no
tion of ‘development’ (karnphatthana). However much they mistrusted the 
state  and its agencies, they always cherished the idea of being ‘developed’. 
They injected into the concept their own ideas and meanings, turning it 
into a powerful mobilising symbol, in the hope that their participation in



‘development’ activities would change their lives for the better. As they 
have realised tha t there is a conflict between what is promised by develop
ment and what is actually taking place, they have become defiant towards 
governmental development (see Sheehan, 1993). This was shown in their 
resistance to the promotion of eucalyptus, the authorities promised would 
create cash income and employment for the local population. Instead, the 
intervention produced social and environmental disturbances, turning ‘de
velopment’ into an arena of cultural contestation in which identity and 
ecology were used not only to resist government-led development, but also 
to  construct new ways of seeing and acting in order to ‘develop’.

After 1992 the villagers involved themselves in larger political, cultural 
and environmental issues. They raised the problems of pollution which af
fects rivers such as the Chi and Mun, which are the only sources of water 
for Nong Wai Ngam and the neighbouring villages. They argued th a t fish 
were dying because of the chemical waste dumped by the paper mills pro
cessing the eucalyptus wood. The contaminated water also drains into the 
forest and farmlands and kills the trees and damages the soil. When the 
Electric General Authority of Thailand (EGAT) got full official support to 
construct the Pak Mun and Siridhorn dams, villagers from Nong Wai Ngam 
joined people from villages that had been directly affected and expressed 
their disapproval in public meetings. They took part in demonstrations 
organised by environmental and human rights activists against the dam 
project. In recent years, some of the activists from Nong Wai Ngam have 
joined the ‘Forum of the Friend of the Poor’ (klum pien thai) - a network 
organised to stop the construction of the Siridhorn Dam on environmental 
and socio-economic grounds.

In our discussion about development, Mr. Tiyee expressed the wishes of 
the villagers in the following words which reflect a view th a t I feel represents 
the majority:

Every time we try  to  trust the state authorities we discover 
their tricks to bring about more suffering. We have got electric
ity and piped water. The bridge is now repaired and the new 
road is constructed. We are happy and grateful. By bringing 
these modern things to  develop us, they put us in a situation 
of expecting and wanting more and of being more and more 
dependent on them. As we get closer to the state authorities, 
we begin to  understand that they are not good to  depend on.
W hat they have done up to now was not primarily for us but



for their own benefit. In a single moment we experience both 
happiness and disappointment. This is suffering. Look! The 
Director General of the RFD wrote a letter to us. I have a copy 
with me, telling us th a t they have withdrawn the plantation.
He also promised tha t they have withdrawn yukha (eucalyptus) 
from Nong Wai Ngam. Not long after this letter, they gave per
mission to  private companies to  continue with the plantation to 
do business by growing yukha. It is no good to  get attached 
to  state authorities. They talk about development. This is not 
real development. Real development does not come from the 
state. We want to keep them on the outskirts of Nong Wai 
Ngam and not let them  get close to  our hearts, but it is diffi
cult to do so this. They know tha t we are poor and need their 
help. But our trust has been understood as ignorance. We are 
aware of our powerlessness. It is good if we keep our connections 
with the NGO people. They are virtuous and do not have hid
den motives to see us suffer. Their development programmes 
are good. They teach about conservation of the environment 
(anulakthammachat) which is good. They help us to improve 
our own agroforestry (wanakasert), which is also very good. I 
have visited the villages in Sri Sa Ket, Buriram, Yasothorn and 
Khon Kaen where there are NGO-led projects. They have a soil 
improvement project (kom kam  phatthana thii diin), which can 
also be very helpful for us because the soil in Isan is sandy and 
its moisture retention capacity is low. The government did not 
show any interest in helping us. NGO assistance is not exploita
tive (maikood). It is no good relying on the state authorities.
They give one thing but take more from us.8

8 “Так khrang thee rao payayam  ja  pu eng jao  nathee rao mag ja  pob khawam yog yon
khong puagkhao sueng nam  ma kor khawam duad ron mag gwa derm. Rao dai faifa lae 
prapa Sapan yang yoo rawang sõrm lae thanon sai m ai kor yoo rawang srang. Puag rao 
sabsueng K hrongkam  phatthana tang tang lao nee. Tae kam  nam sing thansam ai ma  
phatthana puagrao Puag khao tham hai puag rao yoo nai sapawa thee mee khawam kad
wang soong khuen tongkam  mag khuen. Lae tid tor puengping kab jaonathee mag khuen
chude mung m ai khong puag jaonathee kor khue kam  hat puagrao yoo nai sathankam
thee m ai sam art patiset arai dai loet. Mae rao ja  roo wa puagkhao m ai dai chuay cheewit
khong rao hai dee khuen hag tae tham hai rao lambag nak khuen pat eeg doosi! Athibodee 
krom pam at khian jodm ai ma thueng puagrao Pom  m e sam nao jo d  m at chabab nee Than
bog wa thang krom yok lerg kam  plookpa lae w than yang sanya wa ja  yog lerg kam  plook 
m at yukhaltptus org jag  ban Nong W ai Ngam Tae kor m at nan lang ja k  jodm ai nee
khian m a puag pa m at klab aow khrong kam  plook pa pat hat borisat egachon tham
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It is in this context tha t the concept ‘ethno-ecologi cal development’ 
( charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana) which was introduced in Chap
ter 1 and 7, can be understood. The term charttiphan denotes people of 
the same ethnic or cultural category or a community sharing a collective 
identity or citizens of a nation; “nivetvidhaya” means ecological surround
ings or an ecological niche; kam  phatthana means development. In Nong 
Wai Ngam the phrase charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana, is used by 
two radicals in particular, namely Tiyee and Ponsak who maintain regular 
contacts with the urban elite. The concept however also summarises values 
and expectations which are often expressed by the villagers’ spontaneous 
discourse. I have combined these two levels in order to discuss the villagers’ 
own image of a possible future based on local wisdom and inspiration from 
outsiders, particularly NGO activists.

The term “ethnodevelopment” as it appeared in Rodolfo Stavenhagen’s 
work is a suggestion of a new dimension tha t would help to formulate “the 
development of ethnic groups within the framework of the larger society” 
(1986:92). By proposing ethnodevelopment, Stavenhagen was attem pting 
to  challenge the conventional perception which ignores ethnic questions vis 
à vis theories or strategies of development. He pleaded in favour of including 
the cultural dimension in the design of any development strategy. Staven- 
hagen was “not arguing that every ethnic group in the world should have its 
own state” . He perceived “ethnodevelopment as a dynamic, creative pro
cess, which would liberate collective energies for development rather than 
limit them (ibid.:93).

The notion of ethnodevelopment has inspired Hettne (1988, 1990) to  ar
gue th a t ethnodevelopment and ecodevelopment are two sides of the same

doay tham pen thurakit kam  plook m ai yukhaliptus. Man m ai chai sing thee dee loei 
thee tong ab yoo kab jaonathee. Puagkhao pood tuen kam  phatthana m an m ai chai 
kam  phatthana jring jring  год Rao yag hai kharatchakam yoo hang hang rao thee nee. 
A j japen nok khet khong Nong W ai Ngam lae m ai tong kam  hai khao ma klai kab ja i  
puagrao tha rao mee khawam tongkam  rao ja  pai ha khao eng tae puag khao m ai khuan 
m a yoo thaew nee took won puer ma doo panha pracham won tae m an pen sing thee 
pen pat m at dat loei pen sing thee dee makg loei thee puag rao mee kam  kiae khong kab 
ongkom  phatthana egachon puagkhao mee khunatham lae m at tongkam  hen puagrao 
duadron. К  a m  phatthana khong puagkhao pen kam  phatthana jring  jring K a m  anurak 
khong puagkhao kor pen khong jring jang duay kam  ha ngem  m i chai kam  dai ma 
ja g  kam  plook yukhaliptus. Man pen kam  doolae raksa lae kam  fuenfu pa tham m achat 
w anakaset khong puagkhao kor pen khong jring jang Phom dai pat yearn mouban tang 
tang nai Sri Sa K e t Burirum Yasothom  Khon kaen Рот  roo wa phom  pood thueng arai. 
Puag N .G .O . m ai pen puag khoy aow phol pra yoj K a m  pueng jaonathee khong rat m ai 
chat sing dee loei. Puag khao thue aow khawam wai ja i khong rao pen khawam ngo 
khlao hao pood yang tae tham egg yang. ”



coin, ‘Another Development’, where they belong together with “egalitar
ian development, self-reliant development and sustainable development ...” 
(Hettne, 1988:15). Hettne tries to develop an analysis whereby “conflicts 
between the state and specific cultural groups relate to different patterns 
of economic development” (ibid.: 12).

Neither Stavenhagen’s nor H ettne’s discussions suggest, however, how 
the idea of taking ethnicity into account can be put into operation, or how 
the ensuing development would differ from tha t generally experienced by 
the West. Government-led ‘development’ activities are indeed perceived by 
the Isan villagers of Nong Wai Ngam as having ignored the cultural basis 
and have been sure to  lead to  failure (cf. Brokensha et al., 1980:7-8), but 
then the villagers do not necessarily have any very concrete suggestions for 
what Isan-like development would entail. The emic term in Nong Wai Ngam 
for another development, charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana (ethno- 
ecological development), does not contain a call for ethnic isolationism but 
rather for respect and autonomy. The villagers want to  defy power when it 
is unfavourable, bu t in public they claim tha t they are loyal and patriotic 
to  the nation-state and neither ‘irredentist’, ‘communistic’ nor ‘unreliable’ 
as some government officials try  to  portray them. Nong Wai Ngam people 
are proud of being citizens of modern Thailand, they are also aware tha t 
their fate is tied to  th a t of the nation-state to  which they belong. Perhaps 
Wijeyewardene (1992) is right when he states:

regionalism, dialect and folk cultures have come increasingly 
under pressure - perhaps not so much because of the centralising 
policies of successive governments, but as a consequence of the 
spread of education, transport, newspapers, radio, television.
All these maintain and enhance the pre-eminence of Bangkok.
The capital draws the young, the ambitious, the talented (ibid.: 
xxxvi).

Returning migrants, have, however made the village itself more cos
mopolitan and the local people increasingly share global values (cf. Han- 
nerz, 1992:48-49). An example is Nong Wai Ngam’s radical leaders who 
returned with knowledge, resources, contacts, etc. and invested them at 
home. In the context of the village, ethno-ecological development (chart
tiphan nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana) does not mean an entire deconstruc
tion or dismantling of Western knowledge and of the approaches used to  
legitimate development intervention. It implies redefining tha t historical 
experience by grounding ‘development’ in the Isan ecological niche, in their



perceptions of self-esteem and cultural sustainability. It seeks a reconsider
ation of the relationship between the interests of the local community and 
the objectives of the nation-state (cf. Bamrung, 1984).

According to  Mr. Bua:

Development is something that helps the community to progress, 
leading to  increased modernisation. For example, having ac
cess to electricity, schools, clinics, roads, water supply is good 
development. Electricity which gives us the chance to watch 
television so that we can have time to  relax after work is also 
development. It opens our eyes and ears and enables us to 
know not only those things which directly affect our lives, bu t 
also what is going on in America, Europe and China.9

Mr. Ponsak:

Development work is work to make the community clean. For 
example, cleaning our home, having no garbage under the house 
is development work. Convenient roads to take us to  the district 
market and clinics are development. When the community is 
developed, there will be schools, health care offices, and elec
tricity. These things make our life better. We Isan people are 
like other people who want to  have a happy and enjoyable life.10

Mr. Bua:

Development is reciprocal assistance. To develop ourselves we 
must help each other and learn to respect each other. Devel
opment needs good and educated village leaders who can serve

9 “K a m  phatthana khue bang sing thi tham hai chumchon kaow  no poi soo khawam  
thang sam ai mag khuen. Tua yang chen kam  mee faifa chai thanon honthang lae mee 
num  chai pen sing thi dee. Faifa sueng chuay hai ogard rao dai doo t.v. un pen kam  
pagpon lang srej ng a m  kor pen kam  phatthana duay. Mun chuay tham  hai rao dat perd 
hoo perd ta lae dat ru broo ruangrao m ai chapoh sing thi mee pol doye trong tor cheevit 
khong puagrao tae yang chuay hat rao khao ja i hetkam  tang thi kerd khuen nat am erica  
yurope lae jeen. ”

10 “N gam  phatthana pen ngam  thi tham hai chumchon sa-ard Tua yang chen kam  
tham  khawam sa-ard ban ruaen khong rao. K arn mee thanon hontang thi saduag samrab 
k am  d e m  thang khao pat yang talard nai amphur rue pat rong phayabam  kor pen ngarn 
phatthana duay. M uer chumchon dat m b kam  phatthana khuen m a kor ja  mee roongrian 
sathanee anam ai lae mee faifa chai. Sing tang tang lao nee tham hai cheevit khong 
puagrai mee khunkha mag khuen. Tham hai cheevit khong rao dee khuen gwa tae kom . 
Rao chao isom  kor muan khon uen и en thi yag mee khawam sook lae mee cheevit thi 
rúen rom chen kan."



as both teachers and leaders to lead development work. If de
velopment work is to succeed we want government officials to 
show respect for us. They must be ready to  listen to us and 
not to condemn us beforehand as ignorant people who simply 
have to  obey orders. The authorities must remember that we 
started  our own development work before they told us to es
tablish development committees. Our own development work, 
such as digging fish ponds, irrigation, running a charcoal bank 
and a ricebank became successful without any help from the 
government. This is because there is real co-operation among 
us. Every villager who took part in these development works 
knows th a t they were for the common interest of us all. When 
we initiate our own development work, we make sure that it is 
based on m utual respect. W ithout self-respect and respect for 
others development is a failure. 11

Mrs. Sitha:

W hatever is developed, it must be something which gives prior
ity to our bellies. When the belly is full, people will have energy 
to do other things. When the belly is empty, people do not even 
have the energy to  listen to the speeches of the authorities, nor 
do they attend development meetings in the assembly hall. At 
present, policies from the province and the district have not em

11 "Kam  phatthana khue kam  chuay luer tob than kan nai rawang puagrao. K a m  thi 
ja  phatthana puagrao eng rao tong chuay luer sueng kan lae kan duay. K a m  phatthana  
champen tong mee phunam muban thi dee lae mee khawam roo sueng sam art rab chai 
puagrao nai thana pen khroo lae phunam khong rao. Michanan kor ja  pen kam  yag thi 
ja  nam  pha kam  phatthana dai. Tha rao yarg hai ngam  phatthana sam ret kor tong hai 
jaonath i ratthabam  hat khawam khaorop to r  chaoban thi yak jon . Puag khao tong prom  
thi ja  rab fang puagrao lae kom  uen tong m ai wa klaow puagrao wa pen khon ngo thi 
tong chuer fang kham sang khong puagkhao. Jaonathi tong jod  ja m  wai wa puagrao dai 
rerm  ngarn phatthana kom  thi puagkhao ja  ma borg hai puagrao tang klum phatthana  
nai radub muban. N gam  phatthana khong puagrao chen kam  khud sra liang pia kam  
chollaprathan kam  tham thana kham  tham  lae thana kham  khaow luan sam ret dai doy 
m ai dai arsai khawam chuay luer jag ratthabam . Proah wa mee khawam ruam  mue 
kan yang thae jring  nai mu puagrao lae chao ban thook khon thi mee suan ruam  nai 
n g a m  phatthana lao nee roo dee wa m an pen phol prayoj ruam  kan khong puagrao thang 
mod. M uer rai thi puagrao rirerm  ngam  phatthana khong puag rao eng puag rao mee 
khawam man ja i  wa m an tong yu bon phuen tham  haeng kam  khaorop kan. Thar mai 
mee kam  khaorop tua eng lae m ai mee kam  khao rop to r phu uen kam  phatthana kor 
ja  lom  hlaew .”



phasised mouths and bellies. They only asked us to clean up the 
village and to  put up fences, and maintain roads and bridges.12

Mr. Tiyee:

Development is lending helping hands and hearts a t work, hav
ing a good education and knowledge and good religious and 
ethical values. How can development be successful when the 
authorities are corrupt? Development is not only having money 
to spend in the home or outside on things which give pleasure 
and convenience. It also means acting responsibly and not being 
extravagant. Development will turn bad and dangerous if we do 
not use Buddhist values to  guide our actions. If we use resources 
carelessly and do not show concern for the trees and the forest 
we will bring suffering on ourselves and on our children.13

Mr. Ponsak:

NGOs stress the importance of education because education 
cleanses the mind. We agree with their view. Education in
creases our mental power to decide not only what is good for 
us now but also to  figure out what will be good for us in the

12 “Sing dat kor tam  thi somkhuan dai rab kam  phatthana Mun cha tong pen sing thi 
hai lamdab khawam samkhan kab parg lae thong khopng rao kom . M uer parg lae thong 
im  khon rao kor ja  mee phalung tham sing uen uen dai. M uer parg lae thong wang khon 
rao kor ja  m ai mee kamlung wangcha thi ja  fang puag jaonathi thi khao m a pood tueng 
ruaeng kiawkab kam  phatthana dai lae kor tham hai khao m a m  kam  prachoom kiaw kab 
ngam  phatthana thi phuyai ban reag hai ma chuay kan kae khai panha nai chumchon 
khong rao dai. Phuyaiban nayobai khong amphur lae changwad m ai dai nen thi parg lae 
thong. Puag khao aow tae tham ha khawam sa-ard khong mouban kam  tham  m a  ban 
kam  doolae ragsa thanon honthang lae sapan thao nan. ”

13 “kam  phatthana pen kam  ruam mue m am  ja i chuay kan tham ngam  pen kam  
tham hat dai m b kam  sueksa dee lae mee khawam roo lae mee kha n iyom  thi dee thang 
jariyatham  lae sassana. kam  phatthana ja  sam ret dai yang rai tha jaonath i mee kam  
khorm ption. K a m  phatthana m ai chai khae mee ngem  chai ja i  sue ha sing sueng 
am nuay khawam saduag lae khawam sanuksanam  thung phay not ban m e  khangnog 
ban. Mun ja  tong pen kam  sadaeng thueng khawam rabpidchorb lae m ai pen kam  su m ey  
surai. K a m  phatthana ja  klai pen kam  tham hai rao sear prayoj lae pen untam i dai 
thar т о m ai пит aow khunkha thang phra phutthasassanar m a chee пит kam  km tham  
khong m o. Thar puagmo m ai mee khawam m mudm wang nai kam  chai sapphayakom  
lae m ai huang yai m ksa pa tonm ai lae maenum Puagm o lae looglam kor ja  prasob 
khawam duedron duay kan eng."



future. Education increases our confidence. We want NGO-led 
development.14

Mr. Tiyee:

Before, we did not know the secret of development. Now we have 
understood th a t development means doing things which benefit 
the government and the rich at the expense of the poor. State- 
led development makes the poor poorer, kills resources and de
stroys the forest. The destruction which eucalyptus caused to 
the natural forest makes the government responsible. We do 
not want this type of development because it is destructive. We 
want another development initiated by NGOs. Their approach 
is based on respect for the Isan tradition and way of life. They 
promote forest conservation and rehabilitation programmes. In 
Khon Kaen, Roi E t and Buriram they have also introduced soil 
improvement projects.15

Taylor suggests that “Western development can be disembodied, made 
redundant, only through the encouragement of autonomy and pluralism 
at the grass roots” 1996:380). In a similar vein, Turton (1984b:62fn) sug
gests, “alternative [development] ideologies emerge from actual experience 
of rural producers and from non-governmental approaches to development” . 
In Thailand, non-governmental approaches to  development are varied and 
cannot be generalised as representing a homogenous alternative ideology to 
development. Nevertheless, many NGOs engaged in rural activities main
tain  “a populist anticapitalist ideology and emphasise subsistence before

14 “N G O  hat khawam sam  khan thang dan kam  sueksa proah wa kam  sueksa chuay 
chamra lung ja i  hai sa-ard lae ja  m ai subson nai kam  thi ja  tadsin wa arai dee samrub 
риад rao lae looglam nai anakhot. K a m  sueksa srang khawam chuer тип perm  khuen. 
Puag rao tong kam  kam  phatthana bab NG O  num. ”

15 “M uer khon rao m ai dai roo thueng khawam lab khong kam  phatthana. Deaw nee 
rao khao ja i  laew wa kam  phatthana kor khue karn tham nai sing thi pen prayoj kab 
ratthabam  lae khon m a y  doy thi khon jon  pen fa i bag rub kha chai ja i.K a m  phatthana  
bab ratha пит tham  hai khon jon  ying jon  long. Mun tham lai lang sappayakom  lae 
pa mai. K a m  thamlai pa thammachart un gerd jag  sähet kam  plook yukhaliptus nun 
rathabarn ja  tong m b pid chorb. Puag rao m ai tong kam  kam  phatthana chanid nee 
proah тип pen k a m  phatthana bab thamlai Puag rao tong kam  kam  phatthana eeg bab 
nu eng thi rirerm  doy NGO. Naew thang khong puagkhao yu bon phuen than khong kam  
khaorop khon jon . Puag rao dai yin  ma wag N G O  songserm  khrongkam anurak lae 
fuenfoo pa. Nai Khon Kaen Roi-et lae Buriram puagkhao kor пае пит khrongkam  
thang dam  kam  phatthana prubpm ng din duay. ”



commercial production, self-reliance, the bargaining position of the poor, 
and traditional (as opposed to  state) Buddhist values” (Hirsch, 1990:12).

N on-governmental organisations/networks formed particularly by ‘anti- 
establishment’in a broad sense activists have been a global phenomenon in 
the 1980s and in the 1990s. The issues they addressed, though modified, 
sustained earlier activist subcultures of the 1960s and 1970s. The ideologies 
which were then used to compete with the state, to reduce its influence, and 
if possible to replace its highly centralised institutions have been redefined 
over the past decade. Now they work on environmental and developmen
tal issues and to  empower grass-roots-level structures where decisions can 
be taken locally. The Green Movement (an association in Thailand dom
inated by academics), Save the Children, Médecin Sans Frontières, and 
other organisations and networks working with an NGO label hope to  help 
“the poor in the Third World in more efficient and participatory ways than 
government agencies, albeit on a relatively small scale...” (Gezelius and 
Millwood, 1988:1). The instances of NGO success have been outstand
ing, bolstered by economic crises as well as neoliberal anti-statist ideology, 
which has sometimes verged on romanticism. In this context Sweden is a 
good example:

... there is a general conviction the NGOs operate efficiently 
due to their advantages in terms of the small scale of their op
erations, their flexibility, the replicability of their initiatives and 
their degree of beneficiary participation... (Peck, 1994:11).

McAdam states that “long-standing activist subcultures capable of sus
taining the ideational traditions needed to revitalise activism ... function 
as repositories of cultural materials into which succeeding generations of 
activists can dip to fashion ideologically similar, but chronologically sepa
rate, movements” (1994:43). In Europe as well as in Thailand, the envi
ronmental movements organised and led by NGOs are rooted in the very 
activist traditions they have subsequently transcended, and at the same 
time “restructure old social [political] allegiances in a new collective frame
work, combining the defence of an identity still referred to the past and the 
emerging new problems” (Melucci, 1992:133).

Dahl (1996) suggests that sustainability is an analytical concept which 
must not only involve extraction and recreation of resources. In her in
terpretation sustainability is inseparable from cultural and societal repro
duction, and abstract social terms such as “trust, faith and commitment” 
are aspects which need to be intimately tied to  more material aspects. She



argues further th a t since trust is “the embodiment of past experience of 
exchange, it cannot in the long run be based upon deception or ideological 
embellishment of relations” (ibid:6). In Nong Wai Ngam the villagers’ trust 
is currently tied to  particular individual NGO leaders. These individuals 
often use slogans such as respect for ‘Isan tradition and dignity’, ‘self- 
reliance’, ‘empowerment’, ‘spiritual development’ and ‘anti-consumerism’.

In Nong Wai Ngam, the use of the slogan ‘ethno-ecological develop
m ent’ is a statem ent of mistrust of the development interventions of the 
government and its agencies and the result of a protracted experience of 
marginalisation and misgovernance. It is used by the population at a time 
when they are shifting their trust and loyalty to the NGOs. They want to  
retain their autonomy from the state by resisting its capacity to  bind them 
to its agencies and to  bring them directly into dependency and subordi
nation. From the villagers’ point of view the most effective way of doing 
this is to  tighten their relationships of bunkhun (moral goodness) with rep
resentatives of the NGOs. This is not without reason. NGOs working in 
rural Thailand “tend to  be distinctly non-statist in ideology and perspec
tive” (Hirsch, 1990:15). Their approach so far happens to  coincide with 
the Nong Wai Ngam people’s tradition of an autonomous and rebellious 
attitude, truly unruly towards the state.



Chapter 9

CONCLUDING 
REM ARKS

Summing up the context of study
This study was conducted in the years around 1990. This was a period 
of rising environmental concern in Thailand and of a marked preoccu
pation with an alternative agenda to the global exploitative system tha t 
has actualised the threat of imminent environmental collapse (see Suwanna 
Satha-Anand, 1990; Sanitsuda, 1991; Swearer, 1995). Thai Buddhist and 
neo-Buddhist environmentalists, trained scientists, NGO activists, students 
and academics, including urban policy-makers, began to  criticise Thai
land’s form of economic development by hosting public debates and popular 
dem onstrations. The serious environmental consequences brought about 
by what was seen as an unharnessed capitalist economy, concerned only 
with growth, gross national product and investment, were openly discussed. 
Different opinion builders addressed Northeast Thailand as a special case 
where economic development and its environmental consequences have to 
be assessed.

The Northeast has long been regarded by the central government based 
in Bangkok as a region which gives Bangkok ‘nothing but troubles’.1 There 
were different reasons for the neglect of the need for development and mod

1See David W ilson’s “Introductory Comment on Politics and the Northeast,” Sym 
posium  on Northeast Thailand, April 14, 1966, A sian Survey  6 (7):349-52.



ernisation of the Northeast shown by successive governments in Thailand 
(see Chapter 3). Since the mid-1970s, however, economic and political 
changes have been brought to  the region. As Panya states:

Under a strategically-driven defense programme, far reaching 
changes were introduced. There was a massive mobilization 
of resources, especially funds, expertise, and weapons by the 
central government which relied on heavy support from the 
US government. An infrastructure of roads was rapidly con
structed....Like many rural societies caught in the “Proxy War,” 
between superpowers outside their own countries, the livelihood 
of farmers was dramatically transformed (1995:5).

One of the provinces which experienced such transformation during the 
Cold War period ( 1950-80) was Ubon, the site for the present study. W ith 
the economic boom and the development of infrastructure, a flow of goods 
and information reached even remote villages in Ubon. During the Vietnam 
war the largest American air base was stationed there. The influence of the 
now defunct Communist Party of Thailand (CPT) also reached the area. 
Some of the C PT militants had been conducting armed operations (pa nam  
ban) among the rural people, particularly along the Laotian and Cambodian 
borders. When left-wing political influence ended in the early 1980s most 
of the C P T ’s combatants returned to their home villages. Some of the 
returnees took up farming or shopkeeping. Others became village headmen, 
informal leaders preoccupied with more peaceful attem pts to improve the 
conditions of life in the Isan area.

The mid-1970s were a turning point for the people of the Northeast. 
The efforts of succeeding governments to bring them development similar 
to th a t of the rest of the country began to  show results. The policy of ‘Tak
ing development outside of Bangkok’ (see Chapter 3) pursued throughout 
the last two or three decades has given the Isan population better access to  
consumer goods. However, it has also brought forest destruction, environ
mental stress and poverty. When we look at “the essence of the way of life” , 
as the author of The Teachers o f Mad Dog Swamp (Khru Ban-Nork), Ubon- 
born Khamman Khon К hai (1992) puts it, “not so much has changed be
tween 1976 and 1988 in the rural Northeast.” Some cosmetic changes have 
taken place: roads have been improved and communications have become 
more convenient; electricity and prestige goods such as television sets and 
refrigerators and vehicles such as saloon cars are now available. “But peo
ple are still poor, lack many necessities, are oppressed and exploited. They



have no power to defend themselves whether in economic, social or politi
cal life. The condition of the poor and exploited in the Northeast has not 
changed between 2519 [1976] and 2531 [1988] - it may even have become 
worse” (ibid.:xii-xiii). New ideological forms of resistance have emerged 
from the marginalisation experienced by the Northeastern population, and 
from conditions frequently interpreted in terms of exploitation.

At the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s some conspic
uous environmental conflicts in the Northeast attracted public attention. 
In Ubon and most of the Northeastern provinces (Buriram, Kalasin, Surin, 
Sakhon Nakon, Sri Sa Ket and Mukdahan) mass protests and public debate 
exploded around the commercial eucalyptus plantations. The forest reset
tlem ent programme was denounced by representatives of the 5 million peo
ple (pujaaiban and kamnan) who had settled in the national forest reserve 
lands2 . In Ubon the pollution of the Chi River, the Pak Mun and Sirid- 
horn dam  controversies and the Mae Khong-Chi Mun project have been 
additional mobilising issues which have intensified green activism. This 
perspective is im portant for understanding the context in which local en
vironmentalism in Nong Wai Ngam village of Ubonratchatani has become 
an idiom of resistance.

This study recognises the influence of both tradition and modernity in 
shaping people, particularly individual leaders whose quality the people 
identify and recognise. ‘Il·edition’ and ‘modernity are slippery notions, 
however, and it is difficult to draw a clear boundary marking where the 
one ends and the other begins. Tradition in this study concerns observable 
and understandable cultural reiterations which the villagers in Ban Nong 
Wai Ngam often evoke in order to  assert their authoritativeness (cf. Boyer, 
1990). They could be Isan folk-tales, indigenised urban stories, ways of 
doing things or ritual acts which are often performed, revised and redefined. 
In the sense of Bloch (1970:169) tradition is what is both continuous and 
deeply rooted in popular culture. I refer to two sorts of tradition. One 
is defined by Bourdieu as doxa - the taken for granted one - and is thus 
not perceived or reflected as tradition but simply repeated or carried on. 
This seems to be similar to  what Giddens (1990) sees as tradition, namely 
routine which in itself is deeply meaningful, “rather than merely em pty 
habit for habit’s sake” (1990:105). The other sort of tradition is th a t of the 
skilful and thoughtful reconstruction of the past in the service of present 
interests (Bourdieu, 1977:164-71). Tradition in tha t sense is not something

2In Carrere and Lohmann’s ( 1996) book the people living in the national forest reserve 
lands is given as 10 million.



constructed or discovered out of a vaccum. It is a collection of selected 
ideas, earlier values and practices brought together by way of reworking 
them  to  legitimise claims and assertions.

As tradition is difficult to define, it has also become problematic to  
define modernity and modernisation since they involve similar discursive 
experiences and can serve to  justify interests. W hat characterises modernity 
and modernisation is th a t they originated in Europe, and have diffused their 
economic, political and ideological modes all over the world. Nevertheless, 
“the more aspects of modernisation - which originated in the West- have 
spread throughout the world, the more problematic it has become to  define 
modernisation” (Eisenstadt, 1987: v). There is no clear cut border between 
modernisation and tradition as it is obvious tha t modernisation in most 
societies has been reshaped by tradition (op.cit.: vi).

Collins suggests “Human experience is always a selection from the to
tality  of sensory experience” (1981:82). Attention to micro-sociological ex
perience or a “focus upon the minor details and surface appearances of 
encounters” (p.87) does not mean narrowing the scope of study so long as 
they are combined with an interest in the larger historical and structural 
patterns which are located at the macro-level. Local experiences are of
ten translations of macro-social phenomena in a historically differentiated 
and culturally located context. These translations can be used to chal
lenge domination and reverse power relations. The ethnography I brought 
from Nong Wai Ngam describes how the Thai-Lao have accommodated 
their cultural and religious tradition to  new situations when threatened by 
commercial plantations. They have done it in two, nonetheless interrelated, 
ways. Firstly, the new natural metaphors they mobilise in their struggle are 
backed up both by reference to  traditional ideas and to modern scientific 
knowledge of eucalyptus. Secondly, they recognise the role of charismatic 
leaders able to  mobilise traditional ecological wisdom as well as environ
mental arguments of urban origin in order to  challenge the established 
authority of the state in m atters related to  the people’s well-being and the 
future of the environment. The dialectical link between these two interre
lated aspects has contributed not only to  the emergence of unruly clients 
of the state but also to  critiques of Thailand’s environmental ideology and 
practices.



The study and its results

This study has dealt with how environmental arguments became an a ttrac
tive resistance idiom for the people of Nong Wai Ngam in the Northeast part 
of Thailand, and demonstrates how the practice of resistance can itself en
gender changes in the ways that parties to a conflict, such as officials, local 
leaders and farmers, behave and think. Resistance brings new perspectives 
and ways of thinking into action and behaviour, and thus creates about 
new options for change. Not all cultural change is necessarily intended, 
nor does it have to emerge from organisational strength and well-specified 
political manifestos. The change I am talking about in this study is change 
th a t emerges as an unplanned consequence of the experience of resistance 
(cf. G upta and Ferguson, 1997:19). Culture is not static but in constant 
transformation. People who actively try  to defend what they perceive as 
central to  their cultural values make ideational and practical innovations 
for the sake of maintaining these values, which in the process of the struggle 
develop beyond the original concerns and transform the culture itself.

In chapter 1, I acknowledged the influence of James Scott (1985, 1990). 
His works have offered an im portant discursive backdrop for my efforts to 
make a contribution to  the cultural understanding of conflict. However, 
I have not given as much explanatory power to the material conditions 
under which the people of Nong Wai Ngam live compared with the ideo
logical forms of their resistance. In my opinion Scott has overemphasised 
the material conditions on which power relations are based. W hat he calls 
“the unwritten history of the resistance” of the Malay farmers of Sedaka is 
partly  a result of tha t overemphasis. The premise th a t material relations 
of production and appropriation between the powerful and the powerless 
generate conflicts, forms the basis for my study, however, as it does for 
Scott’s. Nevertheless,· I have gone beyond the basic assumption of con
flicts of interest to  look into how local people’s cultural and religious ideas 
and modernist views contribute to forging resistance discourses th a t defy 
measures to appropriate land for the promotion of commercial plantation. 
I have also looked at how farmers expand the set of meanings to  which 
these discourses refer, in order to cast doubt on governmental development 
programmes purportedly formulated for the overall well-being of the Isan 
people. My approach is close to that of Tur ton (1986), who has also exam
ined everyday forms of resistance among Thai farmers. He has stressed how 
these farmers defy state domination using their own concepts of dignity and 
human value.



In the study I have focused on the relationship between environmental 
arguments and local-level resistance to the interests of government agencies 
and multinational companies. By analysing the hidden and open protests 
of the people of Nong Wai Ngam village, I have shown how they make a 
metaphoricaland a connection between eucalyptus and destructive exploita
tion. A struggle which initially involved the use of land and forest resources 
has transformed itself into environmental activism, demands for a humane 
and equitable society, changes in contexts external to  the conflict, and a 
vision of ethno-ecological development. I have tried to  show how resistance 
not only has consequences for the perceptions of local people, but has also 
forced the authorities to  reconsider their views and ways of implementing 
policy, and to  select elements from the villagers’ ideas to reorient their 
activities.

The study has demonstrated how social actors (the urban and local elite, 
foresters, relatively rich and poor farmers) who are differentiated in terms 
of power and influence are also backed by networks of external actors who 
command contrasting knowledge of forest conservation and environmental 
rehabilitation. It is argued tha t the actions and voices of the local for
est officers and farmers, clothed in environmental, political and ideological 
terms, grow and take shape in the process of interaction with a larger range 
of actors. It is also made explicit how local representatives of the authori
ties and villagers remodel their interests, and reshape their perceptions and 
goals in the process of interaction.

I have tried to show how Nong Wai Ngam village is linked through 
networks of actors to the regional, national and global political network 
which goes beyond the specific interests of its members. The connecting role 
of the local elite, who undertake pay tiew (customary commuting) between 
their village and the larger society to contact environmental and political 
activists, is stressed. Activists move in and out not only to gain assistance 
in demonstrations, rallies or ceremonies in the village, but also to  make 
Buddhist and Western environmental arguments available to  the members 
of the community. The main focus is on key actors who “are constantly 
inventing culture or maintaining it, reflecting on it, experimenting with 
it, remembering it or forgetting it, arguing about it, and passing it on” 
(Hannerz, 1992:17).



Resistance

The term  ‘resistance’ in this study is defined as an expression of the sub
ordinates’ wish for autonomy from domination. The notion of resistance is 
maintained both as a descriptive and an analytical concept for the cultural 
understanding of conflict. Ortner (1996:284-8), Abu-Lughod (1990:41-55), 
and Kaplan and Kelly (1994:123-51) note tha t the notion of resistance is 
both  popular and elusive. I have nevertheless, chosen to  follow O rtner in 
seeing resistance as “a reasonably useful category, if only because it high
lights the presence and play of power in most forms of relationship and 
activity” (1996:283).

Foucault (1978:93-102) argues that resistance cannot be conceived of 
without reference to  a particular strategy of power, and such a strategy of 
power is shifting. In a similar vein Gupta and Ferguson note th a t everyday 
practices tha t are called resistance to  a particular strategy of power are 
“never innocent of or outside power, for they are always capable of being 
tactically appropriated and redeployed within another strategy of power, 
always a t risk of slipping from resistance against one strategy of power into 
complicity with another” (1997:18-19).

Veyne has argued th a t the reactions of the oppressed to  their oppres
sors may include not only constant resistance but also producing excuses 
for the yokes by which they are bound. According to  Veyne, instances 
such as overt politeness followed by backbiting can be interpreted as forms 
of accommodation to subjection - a possibility which cannot be ignored 
(1976:36-7). Bourdieu again insists that the question of self-induced suffer
ing needs to be theoretically elaborated (cf. Hansen, 1995:76). He notes 
th a t polite respect for form constitutes an im portant aspect of submission 
to  the established order. The concession of politeness always contains a 
political concession (1977:95). As I understand Bourdieu, the point he is 
raising is not only tha t we lack a theoretical orientation allowing us to  make 
a cultural analysis of everyday forms of resistance. He also notes the serious 
methodological problem involved in identifying everyday forms of resistance 
as the constant rejection of subjugation, when much of the relevant rules 
and norms pertaining to power belongs to tha t which is taken for granted, 
and which is never articulated.

Scott is aware of the theoretical and methodological constraints involved 
in his typology of everyday forms of resistance. Otherwise, how could he 
make an appeal that we must ignore the “petty  definitional m atter” of 
considering what “resistance” may be. He believes th a t this is not the issue



a t stake “but rather the interpretation of a whole range of actions tha t seem 
[to him] to  lie historically at the core of everyday class relations” (1985:291). 
W hatever request Scott is putting forward to  his readers, there still remains 
the difficulty of how to draw some sort of boundary - since strict boundary- 
making is an impossible task - between silent resistance and compliance. 
To make resistance or compliance perceivable requires reliable ethnography 
and interpretation of the linguistic and semiotic codes of action, putting 
speech and gestures in their own contexts.

Following the statem ents th a t the people of Nong Wai Ngam have made 
in various situations and trying to understand their meaning in relation to 
the larger domain of power relationships, I am convinced th a t the villagers 
use them  to express a deep-rooted sense of exploitation, domination and 
m istrust. I agree with Scott th a t often “everyday forms of repression pro
duce everyday forms of resistance in disguised form” (1985:241), bu t I am 
not sure if such a causal link is always necessary. There can be repression 
which does not cause either disguised or undisguised resistance. There can 
also be resistance without any objectively verifiable repression as its cause. 
W hat is decisive in generating resistance is how the resisters interpret the 
situation and which possibilities are open for them to pu t up resistance, 
considering all the risks involved. The point which Scott wants to make 
is that, because of the pervasive role of the means of coercion, revolution 
and open collective protest are rare or impossible. I argue that whether 
resistance is expressed by a “public” or a “hidden transcript” , it cannot be 
explained only by an unequal power relationship. The ideas that are part 
of the resistance’s tool box must be there. In Nong Wai Ngam, there are 
leaders, religious and public figures who themselves distribute ideas of resis
tance to  domination. The role of literacy, transistor radios and television 
has contributed to  the flow of national and transnational environmental 
ideas. Migrating temporarily, maintaining a network with environmental, 
civil and human rights activists and attending seminars and workshops 
have brought new perspectives to the behaviour of farmers and shaped the 
ideological forms of resistance of the people of Nong Wai Ngam. As I have 
shown in the study, the introduction of eucalyptus, condemned internation
ally for the environmental damage it can cause, has triggered undisguised 
resistance. In the process of intensified conflict the villagers have made a 
metaphorical association between the species, on the one hand, and destruc
tive exploitation and social chaos, on the other. As Gal (1995:416) suggests, 
to accept a single imperative correlation between repression and resistance 
leads to  the neglect of the ideological impact of media messages, informa-
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tion flows, migratory networks and the teachings of charismatic leaders. 
These are all channels which spread ideas of resistance to  domination.

Scott draws a dichotomy between what he calls real resistance, on the 
one hand, and everyday forms of resistance which are “token, incidental, or 
epiphenomenal activities” .

Real resistance.... is (a) organised, systematic, and cooperative,
(b) principled or self-less, (c) has revolutionary consequences, 
and /o r (d) embodies ideas or intentions that negate the ba
sis of domination itself. Token, incidental, or epiphenomenal 
activities, by contrast, are (a) unorganised, unsystematic, and 
individual, (b) opportunistic and self-indulgent, (c) have no rev
olutionary consequences, and/or (d) imply, in their intention 
or meaning, an accommodation with the system of domination 
(Scott, 1985:292).

Similarly, Comaroff (1985) argues that if we only pay attention to  overt 
and organised forms of resistance we disregard the importance of human 
action of a large magnitude which is acted out on a more modest scene. 
It also means evading “by teleological reasoning, the real questions as to  
what are the transformative motors of history (1985:261).” In addition, 
G autm an (1993) argues th a t exclusive attention to overt and organised 
forms of resistance does not make justice to the nature of social conflicts 
bu t also tha t the boundaries between these categories of organised and 
unorganised, covert and violent are blurred in real life. Not to  “narrow our 
understanding of which forms of resistance are worthwhile to  study, ... we 
must study both overt and covert formsg of resistance and the relations 
between them” (1993:76).

Scott’s writing for some time drew attention to  the covert everyday 
responses of the weak or powerless to  material conditions of exploitation 
and oppression rather than to acts of organised, semi-organised, open and 
dram atic forms of resistance which had appealed as study objects to  leftist 
academics of the 1970s. In my opinion the problem is not to draw analytical 
boundaries between the two, but to find out whether covert and unorganised 
forms of resistance are precursors of its overt and organised forms. In Nong 
Wai Ngam disguised and undramatic obstruction and open and dram atic 
collective protest exist on a continuum. They take place interchangeably, 
depending on the intensity of conflict between the interests of government 
agencies and multinationals and those of the local population. ‘Real’ and 
hidden forms of resistance have actualised or accentuated one another in



the everyday experiences of the villagers, including their ritual experience 
of summoning the pi puta. Both aspects of resistance have been considered.

The resistance of the local people is expressed not only in everyday 
discourse, but also more actively in sabotage, protest demonstrations and 
confrontations with the authorities. In this struggle which is both active 
and passive, both dramatic and undramatic, the villagers act according to  
an environmentally inspired way of thinking. They thereby question the 
dom inant claims of the forest authorities to be the main legal protectors of 
the physical environment.

Scott’s conclusion is th a t power relations are subject to  a never-ending 
struggle. He argues tha t the subordinate has a capacity for “unremitting 
resistance” to  routine domination and daily exploitation. This is also my 
conclusion. However, I differ from Scott’s uncompromising statem ent in 
th a t I do not attribu te “unremitting resistance” (which I suspect is Scott’s 
way of expressing the persistence of class struggle.3 ) to  conflicts emerging 
in the material relations of agricultural production and appropriation alone. 
The persistence of the stud village people’s resistance lies in a cumulative 
m istrust of the state, in historical memories of repression, in religious views 
and in everyday experiences which they carry as part of their situation and 
reflect on to  confirm their mistrust.

I argue th a t the modes and discourses of collective resistance involve 
cognitive processes produced by a shared religious and political orienta
tion, past and present experiences and creativity. These processes take 
place at a collective level, while people are engaged in everyday acts and 
practices, doing, seeing and hearing the same things over and over again, 
which imply conversing, agreeing, arguing and reflecting on shared expe
rience, a procedure in which they create a framework for the formation of 
ideology and action (see Hannerz, 1992:47). Thus, it is not only in the 
interaction between the subordinate and the dominant (or the oppressed 
and the oppressor) in the context of relations of production that resistance 
needs to  be examined, but also in the internal, self-generative dynamics of 
the subjected group. It is also against this theoretical background th a t it is 
possible to understand why the people of Nong Wai Ngam prefer to  remain 
truly unruly in the eyes of the authorities and to persist in their resistance.

In Nong Wai Ngam the forest authorities have withdrawn the plans for 
a plantation. They have suspended, at least temporarily, the promotion of

3His conviction that the subordinate’s struggle is incessant reminds me o f the first 
paragraph in the Com munist M anifesto  by Marx and Engels, 1848 which says, “The  
history o f all hitherto existing societies is the history of class struggle”



eucalyptus. They have even taken over some of the traditional rituals and 
Buddhist ceremonies to protect trees and conserve the forest. Recently the 
intimidation and arrests have been on a smaller scale. In 1993 the threat 
of forced resettlement seemed practically over. These concessions and com
promises from the sta te’s side were met with new challenges, however. The 
villagers involved themselves in larger political, cultural and environmen
tal issues. They raised the problems of the pollution affecting rivers such 
as the Chi and the Mun, and took action relating to  hydroelectric dam  
construction.

The sense of perpetual m istrust of the state  has its historical origin in 
oppression and domination. It has, however, assumed its own autonomous 
dynamic. Often, it does not m atter tha t much how the state  agencies 
behave - either in a compulsive or a conciliatory mood - they are under the 
villagers’ constant critical surveillance in any case. The people of Nong Wai 
Ngam prefer to remain unruly clients of the state by looking for ideas and 
structures th a t compete with those that the state is identified with. It is in 
this sense tha t environmentalism in the local context can be understood as 
a m etaphor of resistance. Local environmentalism for the villagers of Nong 
Wai Ngam is also an ideological statem ent of a vision for a viable future, 
which we have discussed under the heading of charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  
phatthana (ethno-ecological development).

Environmentalism
I have employed the term ‘local environmentalism’ to  trea t the ideolog
ical form of the Nong Wai Ngam villagers’ resistance to the commercial 
exploitation of their environment. I have shown in the study that the en
vironmentalism  in Nong Wai Ngam is composed of diverse ideas about the 
farming system, and about trees, forests, and watersheds, and of moral 
and practical ways of relating to them. No m atter how inconsistent these 
ideas are with the farmers’ actual practices the villagers employ them  as 
arguments to legitimate their concern for the protection of the ecological 
system. Some of the ideas are derived from their traditional system of val
ues and beliefs, others are backed up by a modernist orientation. They are 
selectively employed in the practice of environmental activism, but are also 
used to  express the farmers’ desire to get rid of the burden of exploitation 
(Milton, 1993:11).

The study extensively discusses how the environmental activism of the



people of Nong Wai Ngam operates as a context for resisting the domi
nant sets of ideas and practices of forest conservation and rural resource 
development represented by the authorities. The villagers’ sense of hu
man dignity and self-esteem is expressed through the metaphor of Nature 
(thammachat) . Their attachm ent to  their indigenous landscape provides a 
socially constructed idiom for responding to  the threat to cultural survival, 
a value which itself embraces secure subsistence and religious continuity 
in a specified ecological setting. This idiom is also used in order to  com
municate what it means to be born Isan and to  live in the forest. I have 
characterised local environmentalism as a double-edged resistance. On the 
one side it is a struggle over the appropriateness of the way the government 
trea ts the Isan people and meets their claim to have acquired “a particular 
case, a particular set of facts, a particular behavior” (Scott, 1985:27) by liv
ing in the forest since time immemorial. On the other it is a contest about 
the definition of justice, a struggle to control the concepts and symbols by 
which the Nong Wai Ngam villagers generally evaluate their experience as 
peripheral Lao citizens of Thailand. Against this background the environ
mental activism of the rural villagers can be understood as a continuation 
of previous popular movements. The difference is tha t currently resistance 
is clothed in visions of Buddhist utopias and transnational environmental 
conservationist arguments and no longer in millenarian ideas or revolution
ary communist rhetoric.

This study shows tha t local environmentalism can be understood as a 
construction from selected themes in traditional culture and modern pub
lic discourse on the environment. As Kapferer suggests, this selection is 
fostered in a social and political process and includes the interests of the 
agents who stand for ideological production and of their audience (1991:27). 
The term  ideology is also used in the present study specifically when dealing 
with the reflexive mobilisation of ideas in a contentious situation (Therborn, 
1980:39). However, in Nong Wai Ngam certain actors not only behave in 
an environmentalist way but also act in accordance with the dictates of the 
conservationists’ ethos.

Local environmentalism in the study village has the dimension of iden
tifying oneself with the particular ‘landscape’ (the village, forest, rivers, 
residential quarters, paddy fields, etc.), thus adding an environmental as
pect to  the idea of cultural community (see Chapter 4 and 6). In the 
process of using environmental arguments as an ideology of resistance, the 
people have been influenced by the arguments. They have created a local 
environmental ethos, by redefining the ritual forest as a conservation for-



est, by protecting certain trees on religious and utilitarian grounds, and by 
expressing concern for watersheds. Several farmers opted to  readjust and 
reshape their farming practices according to conservationist requirements. 
This is also used as a conscious strategy on the part of the local population 
in order to  challenge the authority of the forest departm ent to  expel them  
from the forest. The villagers are no longer in the National Forest Reserve 
Land (Pa Sanguan Chat) as encroachers (poo boog roog pa), as the author
ities claim, but as nature-friendly people (khon pa thammachat) willing to 
learn how to change their traditional ways of dealing with the environment, 
if th a t means their future well-being. Local leaders expressedly claim to 
have ‘progressive ideas’ (m ii kuwam kit kawna) and not to  be ‘conservative 
people’ (khon samaikhom). They claim to know themselves which ‘devel
opm ent’ (phatthana dii) is good for them and which is bad (phatthana bor 
dii).

Green activism in Nong Wai Ngam has benefited from international and 
national debates about the impact of eucalyptus on the environment. The 
local debate has also been revitalised by inserting political, cultural, and 
religious issues and scientific arguments into the eucalyptus question. There 
is unity between what villagers identify as environmental concerns and what 
they perceive as political issues. During my fieldwork in Nong Wai Ngam 
the villagers diagnosed their suffering as emanating from environmental 
change and at the same time were mobilised by it to  seek viable political and 
technical solutions. That the environment in Nong Wai Ngam is politicised 
does not mean, however, that there is no substantial environmental reality 
behind their worries, nor that they seek no real remedies for the ills of 
the environment. People in Nong Wai Ngam do not rhetorically dramatise 
their nature-friendly character in order to maintain the status quo. Nor 
do they self satisfiedly refer to the benefits they obtain from the forest, 
rivers or rice fields as j f  no environmental degradation has occurred. Just 
as the mercifulness and generosity of nature are admitted, so its severe and 
punishing side and its threatening forces are also recognised by the villagers. 
Indeed, farmers in Nong Wai Ngam express their ambivalent relationship 
to  nature in their own ways. They talk with sorrow and anxiety about 
the arid climatic condition of Isan, the hard conditions of survival set by 
nature, the unpredictable and stormy rain, the poor moisture retention 
capacity of the sandy soils, etc. For them the destruction of the natural 
forest aggravates an already precarious condition. It is the suffering from 
nature’s own forces and not traditional environmental wisdom alone which 
has made environmental issues politically relevant for them.



I am aware of Ellen’s (1982:218) warning not to  over-indulge in what 
he calls the ethnographer’s loyalty to informants, trusting to all arguments 
wrapped in environmental clothing being truly conservationist. Environ
mental arguments, like all other arguments, can be selected, reformulated 
or remoulded to  suit political considerations. Accounts of ‘traditional wis
dom ’ cannot only be mustered by anthropologists (Dahl, 1993:3), bu t also 
used as handy myths by environmental lobbyist groups and the mass media. 
The risk is th a t such environmental stories can deviate from the real en
vironmental problems encountered by people and tha t doing something to  
tackle real problems can lose its significance. To say this does not, however, 
mean endorsing the authorities’ views about the social mechanism behind 
the environmentalism in Nong Wai Ngam and elsewhere in Thailand. They 
discard the villagers’ environmental activism as trivial and politically in
duced by anti-establishment agencies, notably NGOs. Assuming th a t there 
is some tru th  in the supposition of the authorities, it is still interesting to 
ask why environmentalism, and not Lao identity and ethnicity, for example, 
has become an attractive resistance discourse for the villagers.

In the study village environmental arguments and the question of tenure 
rights did not exactly match. The land tenure issue was there at the initial 
phase of the conflict. The villagers did not need the environmental mask 
to  camouflage their demand for tenure rights. They petitioned the author
ities to  grant them the minimum sor kor tor (usufructuary rights) if not 
sor kor neung (first-grade land rights) or nor sor sam (third-grade land 
rights) (see Chapter 4). When the plantation came and external actors be
came involved in the conflict the issue of rights of tenure was transformed 
into a question of the right to live in the natural environment. Environ
mental and cultural rights offered attractive mobilising idioms. After the 
withdrawal of the plantation, and with it the threat of forced eviction, en
vironmental activism in collective and individual efforts continued to adopt 
practical acts of protection and conservation of the remaining natural for
est and water resources. The local people extended their environmental 
concern to  larger environmental issues beyond the immediate interest of 
their local community. It is against this development that I argue tha t 
environmentalism as an ideological form of resistance has also contributed 
to  environmental conscientisation of the farmers. Ideologies do not only 
mobilise for the attainm ent of defined political objectives. As they become 
internalised and integrated into the actor’s frames of thought they change 
actions and behaviour accordingly. Ideology and ideologies not only dis
guise and legitimate domination. They are also self-emancipating for the



actors.
People in Nong Wai Ngam did not become fully fledged conscious en

vironmentalists any more than they became fully-fledged resisters. Green 
activism has, however, continued to serve as an im portant idiom to  express 
m istrust of governmental projects of forest conservation and rural resource 
development. The other side of the story is that this activism served as 
a means to  mediate a rapprochement between the local community and 
NGOs working on the environmental and rural developmental front. Aware 
of their long-term interests, the villagers would like to  see concrete assis
tance being delivered to them by the NGOs. They believe th a t educational 
and technical assistance from the latter in contrast to help from the state 
agencies, would make them capable of practising viable forest management 
and sustainable agriculture. They offer reasons why they tend to  rely on 
the activities of the NGOs rather than on government-sponsored develop
ment assistance. From the workshops and training in which the village 
leaders have participated the rank-and-file farmers have heard reports tha t 
the NGOs devote the attention and respect their think they deserve for 
their attem pts to deal with their own environmental problems. In their 
opinion these values have been denied them by the representatives of the 
state.

Villagers see a connection between the development activities of the gov
ernment, natural resource deterioration and their own marginalised socio
economic status. They do not express this connection as development ex
perts would like them to do, by isolating the cultural and historical cir
cumstances, or the religious and belief systems from what is called the ‘en
vironment’ problem. Indeed, recent studies of global eco-systems suggest 
tha t usually a combination of interrelated factors causes the deterioration 
of production systems and declines in natural diversity (see Milton, 1992). 
The causes are multiple and the connections between them  are complex. It 
may be possible to separate analytically the environmental problem from 
the political and cultural conditions of the local population and address it 
as a technical problem, but it will not benefit efforts to bring long-lasting 
improvement for the communities in question. A consideration of the in
terconnections between environment and culture, on the one hand, and 
national and local politics on the other is crucial for devising any long-term 
environmental and rural resource intervention programme.

One of the local activists says:

We must be trusted to lead our own life and choose which type



of development (phatthana;) is good for us. This is also democ
racy (pratipathai). We don’t  want exploitation (kärn kood keed). 
Development sponsored by the state is about exploitation by the 
rich (thook oaw rad oaw preaub). We want good development 
which takes care of our way of life, the children and old people 
of Nong Wai Ngam, the trees and forest, the animals, the wa
ter sources, the soils, which are sandy and do not hold water.
We want NGO-led development. It is good development. We 
don’t  want to  be intimidated by the foresters, police force and 
security forces. We are peaceful people.

Taussig (1987) suggests in his study of local construction of resistance 
ideology: “FYom the represented shall come tha t which overturns the rep
resentation” (ibid.:135). In the context of the present study, local environ
mentalism is a result of “inventions and inversions of tradition and moder
nity” (cf. Sahlins, 1993:20). It grew out of the basis of the traditions 
which exist locally, and was partly inspired by the ideas of the urban and 
global environmental movements. It gained popularity and its impact grew 
from land tenure and eucalyptus conflict to rejection of domination. Local 
environmentalism can be understood as an attem pt to  bring into our recog
nition the legitimacy of the villagers’ struggle to maintain a transformed, 
yet differentiated and autonomous cultural space within the larger soci
ety. The term  ‘ethno-ecological development’ is categorized by the people 
of Nong Wai Ngam categorise as charttiphan nivetvidhaya kam  phatthana. 
This term  might indicate why the villagers resist state intervention and also 
hint a t some of the im portant dimensions of my findings in relation to the 
problem of sustainable and viable development.
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List of A bbreviations

ADB 
C PT 
DFO 

EGAT 
ESCAP 

FAO 
FEO 
FFT 

JSEAS 
MP 

MUT 
NGO 

Nor Sor Saam 
PFO 
RDI 

RFD 
Sor Tor Kor 

Sor Kor Nueng 
SPDI

SIDA
TDRI

UN
UNDP

UNICEF
US

USOM

Asian Development Bank
Communist Party  of Thailand
Divisional Forest Office
Electric General Authority of Thailand
Economic and Social Co-operation for Asia and the Pacific
Food and Agriculture Organisation
Forestry Extension Worker
Farmers’ Federation of Thailand
Journal of South-East Asian Studies
Member of Parliament
Mobile Unit Team
None Governmental Organisation
Third Land Title
Provincial Forest Office
Rural Development Institute
Royal Forest Department
Land Use Certificate
First Land Title
Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute.
The acronyms stands: Santi (Peace)Pracha 
(Democratic Participation) Dhamma (Justice)
Swedish InternationalDevelopment Agency 
Thailand Development and Research Institute 
United Nations
United Nations Development Programme 
United Nations Children’s Fund 
United States
United States Operation Mission



List of Selected N ative term s



Thai word 
abnaam 
acham  
amnat 

amphur or amphoe 
antarlai 

anulark thammachat 
aphai 

arahant 
au heng 

baap 
Baht

bai tonmaun 
ban

bikkhu or bikkhu 
bor aow num  

bor hen dee num  
bor kawchaikarn maay kawchaikam  

bor maen or таг maen 
bor yorm pae 

bun
bun bang fai

bun fai 
bun khao кар da’din 

bun khao saad 
bun khao pansa

bunkhun
bun-niyom

bun OK pansa 
busakram

chod thabian thii din amphur 
chainoi 

chaiyeen

Translation
to take a shower
teacher
power
district
dangerous
environmental conservation 
to be excused for misdeeds, 
sainthood; someone with religious charisma 
mutual aid
penalty for sin or wrong-doing 
basic unit of currency in Thailand 
(exchange rate 1 US$ — 25 Baht) 
mulberry leaves 
house, village 
Buddhist monk
we do not go along with or we don’t  want 
do not agree with; do not accept 
lack of understanding 
unpolluted
never submit or never get defeated 
good deeds or merit 
sky rocket festival,
a particular Lao ceremony to  invoke rain, for
example, a ttracts their attention.
cremation ceremonies
the rice transplantation ritual
ritual performed before the first harvest
temple ceremony held at the beginning
of Buddhist Lent
a relationship of moral-goodness
to be men of merit which in the
context of Santi Asoke foundation
refers to repudiating materialism and consumerism
temple ceremony held at the end of Buddhist Lent
company; factory; industry
District Land Development Office
clients or followers
cool-mindedness



chairoon 
Cha-rern 

Cha-rern laew 
changwat or changwat 

chaobaan 
chaocham

chaonaa 
choop aeng 

chart or chat 
charttiphan

chumchon 
chuwee farang

Daaw Isan 
daeng 

decha or deja 
Dhamma (Dhammic)

dokmaay 
d in  

dong 
dukkha 
faifaa 

fang jai tua aeng

farang

hae nang maew 
hed 

hin hae 
hed kin hed yu

khong 
hyan kao

hot-mindedness
growing up or progress.
progressive or advanced or developed.
province
rural people
master of sacred ceremony;
spirit intercessor; someone who has a claim to
be designated by the ancestral spirit to  the
‘calling of human souls’
rural farmers
selfish
nation, nationality, ethnic group
a group people sharing a sense of community,
membership of a given
ethnic category or a nation-state
community
an expression of hospitality or taking care 
of foreign guest, mostly Westerner 
the star of Isan
Xylia kerrii, a sub-species of Dipterocarpus trees 
amoral power
The teachings of the Buddha;
the way to salvation taught by the Buddha
flowers
upland
deep forest
suffering
electricity
listen to your
heart beat and do accordingly
Westerner, European, alien; someone undesired, impure, 
intruder
rite performed in central Thailand to  evoke rain 
Mushroom
concretions in lateritie soil which are common in the region
the traditional praxis of
solidarity and self-reliance of Isan people
room, lodging,
a spirit lodged in a shrine which is located 
in a house site containing a house known as the ’original’ 
or ’stem ’ house in which lives a female member of the senior 
generation who is both ritual head and ritual officiant



Isan

isan khiew 
jaakcon 

jam  juri 
jik  

kabok

kam
kammakarn

kamnan
kanomchin

kapoom
kapot

karatchakarn
Karma

kam  kood reed 
kam  phatthana 

kam  tor tan 
kam  tor soo 

kam  loog khuen ma tor soo

kasert amphur 
kasert phasom phasan 

kawchaai leew 
ked 

keng 
khao (khaw)

“Northeast, northeastern” , used to  refer to  the 
northeastern region of Thailand and the dominant, 
Lao-speaking people living in the region 
Green Isan
dependent, powerless and poor 
Samanea Saman, leguminosa family 
Barringtonia fusiformis
The local name for Dipterocarpus sub-species tree.
It is of high calorie content which contributes to  produce
charcoal of high quality and durability. It has
a nitrogen fixing quality too, which means th a t it helps
to improve the soil quality and thus contributes
to a better harvest.
bad deeds or demerit
committee; forum
sub-district (tambon) head
noodle-soup
squirrels
corn
“servants of the Crown” ; government officials
morally relevant actions; in Thai usage, refers
primarily to the consequences of morally
relevant action of the past, including past lives
exploitation, self-enrichment by exploiting others
Development
resistance, opposition
struggle, defiance
resistance which implies violence,
armed uprising or the
use of force to enact ones wishes
agricultural office
integrated agriculture
understood
Manilara hexandra
strong, hard
rice



khao or khaw daw 
khao ngiew 

khao (khaw) chao 
khao m am  

khao (khaw) matupa yas

khon 
khon pa 

khon muang 
khon pa thu ’ an 

khonruay 
khun 

khuna 
khwan or kuwan 

kii fai

kii si 
кгппаат 

Klad 
Klom 

Klompamaai 
klua 

klum
klum pien thai

kluwai 
kolemai 

komunid 
Koop 

Kor Jor Kor 
kom  (ong) kam  

kor hai kerd rom ngao 
krabong, kratib khao 

kreengcaj 
kreengklua 

krongkam sahaprachachat

short time rice
glutinous rice ( “poor m an’s rice” )
wet rice ( “the rice of the lords” )
the time of pregnancy for rice
ritual food which Suchada offered to  the Buddha.
It is made of green rice soaked in milk and honey
people
forest people
city dwellers
bandit
self-dependent
polite form of addressing of second person used before name 
moral goodness
human essence, vital essence of person or soul
resin collected from the rung and yang
trees and used as fire starter and fuel for torches.
resin of the jig tree
water to drink
roll ploughing
department
Royal Forest Department 
to get afraid 
neighbourhoods
“Forum of the Friend of the Poor” - a network organised to 
stop the Pak Mun or Siridhorn Dam in Ubonratchatani 
Banana 
fruits
communist
frog
Forest Land Resettlement Programme 
committee, organisation or project 
shading effect
water-proof bamboo baskets and containers 
respect, politeness, obedience out of trust and reliability 
respect which has fear 
United Nations’ projects
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km
kmeng pong kan din phang talai

Krungthep 
kuwamdii 

kuwamkiit kawna 
kuwamkiit pratiwat 

lepmunang 
liang pi

ljung
luuk

maagkmii or khanun 
rnaak 

maay chalat 
maay mii namjai 

maay miisamon 
maay pendrai 

ma e
mae Chi mae naam 

Maha Puja

makchiyep or noiDong 
makgyom or mayom  
makhieo or meunted 

makrutt 
maksiidaa or falang 

malagb 
mamuang 

mamut 
manao farang 
mansambalaa 

meetaakarunaa 
mekam  

mekampom 
mekam thet 

mekamwaan 
meupao

teacher
indigenous practice of building dikes 
to  protect paddy fields 
Bangkok 
virtue, virtuous
a person with progressive ideas 
a person with revolutionary ideas 
Piperazine
literally means feeding the spirit;
an act of propitiation
uncle
a child
Jack fruit
much
worthless
unsympathetic
ignorant
It does not m atter 
mother
Mother Chi river
A national Buddhist holiday in Thailand 
marking the miraculous gathering 
of Buddha’s disciples 
Sugar apple
(Phyllanthus distichus) S tar gooseberry
Mac Arthur palm
Leech lime
Guava fruit
Papaya,
Mango
Bachang mango
Lemon
cassava
sympathy and moral guidance
Sindora siamensis
(Manila Tamarind) Sour Tamarind
Pithecellobium dulce
(Tamarindus indicus) Sweet Tamarind
Cocunut



mii 
mor lam 
тоиЪаап 

muang 
na 

naak 
na don 

Naga 
nag phatthana

naklaeng 
na pi 

nai amphur 
na lum 
namjai 

nayokratomontri 
neerakhun 

nibbana (nibbanic)

nivetvidhaya 
nochout or nomaychout 

noi nong 
nomtao, nomwua or 

nomchakktaa, nomsao 
ong

ong кот  chao ban 
pa 

pa dii
pa hen gae tua aeng 

pai pa

palaya
pakkena

pamaiamphur
pamaichangwad

pamaiket

to have
the local Isan folk music and dance 
administrative village 
provincial capital or city 
paddy fields, rice fields 
difficult, tough or heavy, burden 
upland rice
water serpent; a symbol of rain, fertility and coolness 
villagers’ term for non-governmental rural 
development work 
gangsters 
yearly rice
district go verner ate; district officer
lowland rice
kind, sympathetic
ministers
ingratitude
ultimate salvation according to 
Buddhist thought; in attaining nibbana 
one is freed forever from the cycle 
of birth, death, and rebirth 
ecology, niche, physical environment 
Bamboo shoots 
Castard apple

“Milk trees” 
huge water jars
a network of corporate actions, 
tree
a wonder tree 
selfish tree
‘going to  the forest’ - a metaphor
used by the combatants and symphatisers of the CPT
wife
Chinese cabbage 
district forest office 
provincial forest office 
Divisional Forest Office



pan

panamban 
pa nork 

pansa

Pa Sanguan Nag Chat 
pa thammachat 

paay tiew 
pein aeng 

phathai 
phatthana chonabot 

phatthana ngom

phatthana txd%%n 
phodi 

phosop 
phradeed 

phra deja

phra khun

phu mi bun 
phu mi itthiphon 

phu noi or pu noi 
phusonchai 

ohuwaratchakam changwat 
phuyaiban or puyaibaan 

phu wiset 
phuwa nayok ratthaban 

pi 
piban 

pi diaw kan

an act implying selective clearing 
as opposed to inconsiderate tree felling 
armed operation 
a tree of hell
Buddhist Lent; a period of three lunar months 
which coincide with the rainy season. During these 
months monks remain in the temple. This is also the 
period when men are to be ordained as monks 
or novices for a period of three months (a Lenten period). 
Many laypersons also become tem porarily ascetic.
National Forest Reserves 
natural forest
customary shuttling, a temporary form of migration 
to  learn or do things by oneself
dyed, home-made Thai-Lao skirts often used in ritual event
rural development
villagers’ term  to refer
to development workers operating under
governmental NGO umbrella
soil development
the ‘Tree of T ru th ’ (Hura crepitans)
rice goddess
righteous
loyalty and obedience a patron
extracts as a consequence of his clients’ fear
a sense of obligation a patron
entices his clients using bribes and favours
men with merit
charisma and persuasiveness
client
distinguished guests 
provincial governor 
village heads
wise men or men with supernatural powers 
head of the government or prime minister 
spirit or ghost 
village spirit 
of the same spirit



pi muang 
pilakban 

pilaksaban 
pi-naung 

pi puta 
pi ruean 

pi ta hak 
ploodphai 

pluang 
po

pong kan lom 
poo boog roog pa 

poojuu 
pookiin 
posopo

pra
prachabtipathai

pradu
pradudaeng

pratcum
prathet

prathuan
pu

puchuwaay 
puchuwaay luuk naipee 

pud 
pudwaan 

pudwaan maipen 
punam  
pu yai 

puta 
rai

Rak Mae Thii Din 
ratthaban 
roongrian 

roongpeyaban or roongban

the spirit of the capital of the principality
the spirit who loves the village
the spirit who protects the village
matrilateral parallel cousins married female siblings
ancestral spirit
the house spirit
spirit of the rice field
safe, secure
Diptero carpus
father
wind-break
forest encroachers or squatters
self-dependent
to be self-sufficient
Participatory Forestry Development Through 
Extension Project
a title for a monk, implies that someone is sacred
the Thai term for democracy
Pterocarpus indicus
Perocarpus macrcarpus
meeting
country or nation
a rank given to  a monastic scholar
grandfather
deputy, associate
mid-wife
speak or talk
flatter
frank and forward 
an elder
traditional patron
(pu =  grandfather/ta =  grandmother) 
unit of measurement (1 rai =  40 x 40 m.)
I Love Mother Earth 
members of elected government 
school
hospital, health clinic



rûam саг 
kan pen klum phatthana

rûam suan 
rung 

saamii 
saawadii khrap 

sabye 
sadao 

sai 
sala 

sarnanen 
samaikhorn 

samasan 
sing saksit

smasi peudu 
somsa 

somtam  
sangama-niyama

Sangha

Santi 
Santi A soke 

saraka 
shonko 

sila
simonchon 

Soang Phra Cha-rerh 
sorsor 

sot
Suan Moke 

sukwan

cooperation
to ‘participate’ in forming ’development’ committees by 
authorities order
to participate out of one’s own free will
Pentacme Suavis
husband
greeted them by bringing their hands together piously 
pleasant, healthy 
Antelaea azadirachta 
Ficus Annulta ■
Shoria robusta 
novices
not modern, conservative, out of date 
novice
the power of white magic which emanates from 
protective or benevolent spirits 
energy producing medicinal herb 
Sour orange
a particularly Isan hot and spicy salad 
Buddhadasa Bikkhu’s ‘socialistic’ monastic community 
based on the way of restraint in the interest of others 
the assembly of monks (excludes nuns), the highest 
organ of Buddhist ecclesiastical order 
peace
A Buddhist Foundation established Bodhiraksa Pra
centre of a city
Bauhinia Pottsii
a mindful moral act
journalists; media people
Long Live the King
member of parliaments
fresh, young, m ature
Garden of Liberation
soul tying ceremony; ritual which
is performed at the occasion of marriage,
or by making offerings.



suwaay 
ta 

taan 
tabaek 

takaan 
taling ping 

tambol or tambon 
tanha 

thang pratiwat 
thang thammachat 

thang samai 
than samai laew 

tarn tan 
theewaada or thewada

tinaan

tat кат wang wen

Tectona grandis 
teng 

tham bun 
thammachat 
thie hag hud 

thie hud
thook oaw rad aow preaub

tonmou or tonmeud 
tor tarn or 

tuwe 
wanakasert

Wanchan
wat

Winjaan

beautiful
grandmother
charcoal
Lagerstroemia calyculata 
army
Cucumber tree
sub-districts
desire
revolutionary way
the way of nature; to live according to nature 
to modernise 
modernised, 
to go against
godly, protective or benevolent 
spirits, supernatural or celestial beings 
a broad, bed-shaped piece of furniture 
carved in wood and used mainly 
for sitting but also to dry chilli, 
mushrooms, medicinal herbs and so forth, 
purification ritual.
Literally it means cutting off retributive karma 
teak forest 
Shoria obtusa 
making merit
‘nature’/  natural “a learned borrowing from Pali” 
Ploughing
transplant ploughing or the second ploughing 
synonymous to karn kood reed, exploitation, self
enrichment at the expense of others 
medicinal herb against pain or headache 
to resist, to oppose 
peanut
praxis of mixing crops and trees which
farmers use to refer to their own indigenous agroforestry
Monday
temple, monastery
(soul) of all human beings turn  into pi 
a t death with attributes of power over 
the living human beings



yaa 
yaa rabai 

yaa raksai 
yaa lao saranae 

yaa kaeai Dongm dam 
yakha ngoo 
yangphara 

yukha

medicine
urinary medicinal plant, 
sensory medicinal plant, 
digestive medicinal plant, 
respiratory medicinal plant 
snake killing 
Hevea brasiliensis 
eucalyptus
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The Isan farmers of Ubonratchatani province in Northeast Thailand employ 
Buddhist as well as modemist environmental arguments to resist the spread 
of commercial eucalyptus plantations carried out by the state. Villagers 
affected by the consequences of commercial forestry have made a 
metaphorical link between eucalyptus, destructive exploitation and 
coercive power. The central argument of the present study is that local 
environmentalism is a reaction against a government policy which in 
itself is formulated in conservationist terms.

The focus is on the conflict between Thai foresters and Nong Wai Ngam 
farmers, and how the forest authorities justify their promotion of eucalyptus 
in conservationist terms, arguing that the species is useful for rehabilitating 
degraded tropical monsoon forest, while the local villagers protest by 
inverting the foresters' terms, combining them both with their own farming 
wisdom and with ‘scientific’ arguments. The study describes how the 
forestry debate has been revitalised by inserting political, cultural and 
religious issues into the eucalyptus question, turning it into an idiom of 
general resistance.

The book discusses the forms of village resistance, at the levels of linguistic 
practice as well as of concrete action ranging from small-scale sabotage 
to violence.

Fieldwork was carried out in 1989-91 and 1993, mainly by participant 
observation. Intensive interviews, situational analysis and life-history 
approaches were combined to reconstruct the large-scale processes 
whereby ideas are transmitted to the Nong Wai Ngam people as well as to 
give a picture of the environment within which these farmers are acting.

The author argues that the practice of resistance engenders changes in 
the ways parties to a conflict behave and think. Trying to defend what 
they perceive as central to their culture people make ideational and practical 
innovations. In the process of the struggle these adaptations develop 
beyond the original concerns and transform the culture itself.
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